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Psychoanalytic Politics
During May and June 1968, French society experienced a social explosion of near revolutionary proportions. A student protest in the Department of Sociology at the University of Paris at Nanterre had escalated into a social movement that struck at every level of French society. In the space of weeks, not only the universities, but the factories, the theaters, the high schools, and the hospitals, too, were on strike. People rejected the authority not only of the government and the employer, but of the traditional Opposition—the Left political parties and trade unions as well. The turbulent May days created the impression of a vacuum of power which made it look—if only for a short time—as if control of the French state could be taken by any group with sufficient organization and will. France was gripped by a paroxysm of the spoken word. There were confrontations and attempts at communication across generational and class lines that were unparalleled in her recent national life. The spirit of the May days was utopian, expressive, and festive. The ideology of the celebrants was to avoid traditional ideology. The fresh outlook of May downplayed traditional forms of structured political action and stressed an existential revolution of the person.

For most participants, May–June 1968 was a deeply moving personal experience, yet the May events, judged by standard revolutionary political criteria, were a failure. Power was not seized; within a few weeks, life in France returned to normal. The public buildings that had been oc-
cupied were washed and put back into order, the ubiquitous posters were stripped away, and the graffiti were sandblasted from the walls. By mid-June, Paris was cleaned up and returned to the tourists, its cobblestones paved over—building blocks of the barricades frozen in cement.

At the time, observers of the French scene searched in vain for traces of the May events on French life. In this book we will describe ways in which May 1968 marked and gave momentum to a profound though not immediately visible kind of change: the dramatic reversal of the relationship between psychoanalysis and French society and culture. In the course of the 1960s, the French attitude toward psychoanalysis swung from denigration and resistance to infatuation in one of the most dramatic social reversals of an intellectual position in modern history. Until recently, it had been commonplace in twentieth-century intellectual history to contrast the American "overacceptance of psychoanalysis" with France's violent and sustained rejection of it. In fact, the first to comment on the differences in the fate of psychoanalysis in France and America was Freud himself.

When Freud came to America in 1909, he was amazed. After confronting the skepticism of the medical and scientific communities in Europe, Freud found the America of 1909 a welcome terrain. Professors at Clark University seemed astoundingly unprejudiced and open, even to the point of giving psychoanalysis a place in their lectures at a time when their European counterparts were ignorant or scornful of the new doctrine. "In prudish America," remarked Freud, "it was possible, at least in academic circles, to discuss freely and scientifically everything that in ordinary life is regarded as objectionable." In the capitals of Europe, the situation was reversed: life was "sophisticated" and the universities puritanical. Freud could only wonder at the attitude of the Americans: "They don't understand that I am bringing them the plague."

Only five years after his American visit, Freud noted that something was going wrong in America. Americans were accepting psychoanalysis too easily, and Freud took this as a sure sign that they were misunderstanding it, watering it down, and sweetening it to their taste. To his mind, if the Americans really had been accepting the theory of infantile
sexuality, for example, things would not have been going so smoothly. Freud believed that too easy an acceptance meant that psychoanalysis was being denatured, and he also believed the converse: resistance to psychoanalysis suggested that it was being taken seriously. For Freud, psychoanalysis was so deeply subversive of common-sense ways of thinking about the world that to understand it was to resist it. It was for this reason that Freud wrote that “the final decisive battle” for psychoanalysis would be played out “where the greatest resistance has been displayed.”

By 1914, it was already clear that it was in France, country of Mesmer, Bernheim, Charcot, Bergson, and Janet, with its long literary tradition of exquisite sensitivity to the psychological, that resistance to psychoanalysis was the greatest. French philosophers preferred Henri Bergson, the French Church found it morally unacceptable, and French scientists found it shabby. Only the surrealists, who distorted and poetized the theory to their taste and almost beyond Freud’s recognition, had anything good to say about psychoanalysis. “In Paris itself,” reflected Freud, “the conviction still seems to reign . . . that everything good in psychoanalysis is a repetition of Janet’s views with insignificant modifications, and that everything else in it is bad.”

Freud’s juxtaposition of France and America seems to have been prophetic, as have his fears that in America the pressures of pragmatism might turn psychoanalysis into a watered-down eclecticism. In America, a too easy acceptance of an “acceptable,” “medicalized” psychoanalysis went along with a downplaying of elements that Freud considered essential to his theory. For example, Freud’s ideas about the unconscious and about infantile sexuality were diluted in the service of making them more palatable to American tastes. Psychoanalysis was torn from its base in cultural studies by the American Psychoanalytic Association’s 1927 decision to limit its practice to medical doctors. The path was clear for its socialization, perhaps even its domestication, by American psychiatry. Few American psychoanalysts were interested in psychoanalysis as a subject for basic research. Most saw themselves as medical practitioners and tended to codify the rules of practice as they would codify the rules for any medical specialty. Today, American psychoanalysis may be paying a price for its early loss of independence.
from medicine. There is a lack of intellectual dynamism, a marked de­cline in the volume of analytic practice. In competition with the plethora of other therapies, few analysts can fill their practices with analytic patients.

In France, on the other hand, psychoanalysis had become the fiefdom of poets, novelists, and painters before the physicians had even ex­pressed their interest. There was no French psychoanalytic society until 1926, and for nearly a quarter of a century it remained small, its members badly stigmatized by medical peers. Before World War II, the French had rejected psychoanalysis as a German inspiration, an object of distrust; after the war, it fared only a little better with a new image as an American import.

In the years since 1968, all of this has changed. Freudian struc­turalism is a central theme in French intellectual life in fields as diverse as literary criticism, mathematics, economics, and philosophy. And the change has gone far beyond the intelligentsia: psychoanalysis has emerged as a social phenomenon. A small and insignificant French psychoanalytic movement has become a French psychoanalytic culture, deeply and broadly involved in politics and society. The number of French analysts has shot up dramatically, and public interest in psycho­analysis has climbed to new heights. Child-raising manuals, vocational counseling, education, and social work have all “gone psychoana­lytic.” Psychoanalysis is big news in French medicine, psychiatry, and publishing. One of France’s most popular radio personalities even claims to be doing mini-psychoanalyses over the airwaves.

Despite superficial similarities with the situation in the United States during the 1940s and early 1950s, when psychoanalysis enjoyed a cer­tain hegemony in American cultural life, the contemporary French psychoanalytic movement is a new breed, more intensely engaged in ques­tions about the nature of psychoanalysis, its status as a science, its relationship to linguistics, mathematics, poetry, and politics. The French psychoanalytic movement may have been a “slow starter,” but its maturation has been explosive and dramatic. The psychoanalytic idiom has invaded French life and language, changing the ways people think about politics, discuss literature, and address their children. The degree of social infiltration of the psychoanalytic metaphor in France
may be unique in the history of the psychoanalytic movement. Even in the United States, things did not go so far. The extent of its colonization of intellectual and popular culture and its strong political flavor are only two of the many ways in which the new “French Freud” is a very different animal than “American Freud” ever was or is today.

In America, a special mix of optimism, individualism, and voluntarism contributed to the acceptance of a psychoanalytic therapy founded on the belief that people can change themselves by their own efforts if they want to. American individualism tends to represent the individual as a virtuoso or entrepreneur of his or her own self. Although it underscores autonomy, it does not assume that we each possess an inviolable inner core that constitutes our “human nature.” Thus, it is very different from traditional French ideas about individualism that focus on the individual’s boundaries and isolation from others. French notions about the immutable self were hard to reconcile with an active notion of psychoanalytic interventionism. This is reflected in the contemporary French style of psychoanalytic theorizing, which emphasizes that psychoanalysis is an interpretive science in which images of analytic “listening” (l’écoute) and analytic understanding are more salient than promises of analytic “cure.”

In America, on the other hand, individuals are taught that to achieve success, they must be willing to change. Unlike the French, Americans believe in the plasticity of the individual who could learn to conform; that which is not malleable, or suitable for reshaping, is often dismissed. Americans accepted psychoanalysis, but they shaped it to their image of what would be “helpful.” American psychoanalytic ego psychology, directed toward an active adaptation of the patient to reality, toward what came to be called “coping,” brought Freudianism in line with American beliefs about the virtue and necessity of an optimistic approach. This version of psychoanalysis, considerably more optimistic and conformist than Freud’s own, could then be presented as a recipe for individual change and was particularly attractive to the nation of the “other directed.” It was able to assuage fears of being different or of being unsusceptible to “reform,” and it promised that self-improvement was possible without calling society into question.

In America, where there is no strong intellectual tradition on the Left,
the optimistic revisions of Freud focused on adaptation to a reality whose justice was rarely challenged. Those analysts who did try to use psychoanalytic insights as part of a critique of American life were exceptions to the general trend. But in France, where there is a strong political and intellectual Left, psychoanalysts have become deeply involved in radical social criticism, and French social criticism has become deeply involved with psychoanalytic thinking. In fact, psychoanalytic premises have become the common reference shared by Communist Party and non-Party Marxism, utopian and anarchistic gauchisme, and by the radical anti-Marxism which burst forth in France in 1977 under the name of “The New Philosophy.”

In America, where interpretations of psychoanalysis that stressed biological models gained a wide audience, the women’s movement has seen Freud as one of history’s great misogynists. Freud is read as claiming that passive and subordinate femininity is a consequence of the anatomical differences between the sexes. Anatomy is destiny, and there is little hope for women. In France, where Freud is read differently, the Marxist branch of the women’s liberation movement actually calls itself “Psychoanalysis and Politics.”

In America, where individualist and conformist ideology was attracted only to that brand of psychoanalytic thinking that was supportive rather than subversive of existing institutions, psychoanalysis became a medical, psychiatric, and even corporate “insider.” Thus, antipsychiatric stances that challenged the status quo of institutional psychology have tended to imply antipsychoanalytic ones. In France, the antipsychiatric movement has taken psychoanalysis as its ally, not its enemy.

Since 1968, French Marxism, French feminism, French antipsychiatry, and French psychoanalysis have become so tied up with one another that they resemble a complex knot—it is sometimes hard to tell where one strand leaves off and the other begins. But this has not always been the case. Through the 1960s, the French Left generally scorned psychoanalytic treatment as bourgeois self-indulgence and saw psychoanalytic ideas as reactionary instruments for psychologizing away social problems. But in the dismal aftermath of the May–June 1968 events, the French Left was in a shambles. During May, students took over their
universities and workers their factories and tried to make them work by
egalitarian models that placed the highest value on free and full expres­
sion of emotion and imagination. This experiment in a politics of speech
and self-management may have been a powerful social expression of
existential Marxist ideas, but its failure as a political action seemed to
betray the weakness of its social base. Leftists who, in 1968, had confi­
dently talked about new revolutionary classes and new forms of social
action began to lose confidence in their analyses as 1968 turned into
1969 and then into 1970, and everyone realized how very little things
had really changed.

When French sociologist Raymond Aron used the metaphor of psy­
chodrama to explain what was happening in 1968, he was roundly criti­
cized by the Left for "psychologizing away" the political importance of
what was taking place. But after the events, the metaphor of psycho­
drama became common coin, not only among critics of the protest
movement, but also among those who had participated most actively in
it. People who had criticized Aron for psychological reductionism now
turned to psychoanalytic ideas to explain what had happened and some­
times even began personal psychoanalyses to understand what it had all
meant to them.

Indeed, my own involvement with French psychoanalysis began with
a brush with the fallout from May–June 1968. I had spent 1968–69 in
Paris as a student, and in the years that followed the 1968 events, I kept
in touch with French students I knew had been active at the time. When
I had first met them in the late 1960s, their hostility toward psychoanal­
ysis had been obvious. But in the early 1970s, several of them began
talking more and more about psychoanalysis, decided to go into analy­
sis, and told me of others in their former political circle who were mak­
ing the same decision.

To the American reader, something about this story may sound famil­
lar. The fact that a group of French activist students of the troubled late
1960s searched for personal solutions when a political solution seemed
to have failed might not seem surprising. After all, a similar phenome­
non swept American campuses in the early 1970s as energies once spent
on radical politics were redirected into encounter groups, religious
cults, and the human potential movement. Of course, the situations in
France and America have much in common. In both countries, political disillusionment was followed by an outburst of interest in a transformation of the spirit and the psyche. But there were also important differences.

In France the turn from political demonstrations to interest in things psychological was directed toward a highly theoretical psychoanalysis rather than to the medley of more mystical and occasionally visceral therapies popular in America. Even when the French students invoked the *spontanéiste* spirit of the May days, they maintained an intellectual rather than anti-intellectual or mystical idiom.

A second difference is that for the French student radicals of 1968, the turn to psychoanalysis had to be a gesture of considerable force because they, unlike their American counterparts, had grown up in a general intellectual culture that was markedly hostile to psychoanalytic ideas. And their political socialization on the Left accentuated this hostility. Although the new interest in psychology was a more dramatic about-face for the French, it was the Americans who tended to experience a sense of discontinuity between their political activism and a new turn to private, "psychological" solutions. In America, the turn toward psychology and the self was often accompanied by a disillusionment with and an abandonment of politics. In France, this was not the case. Somehow, French students and intellectuals maintained a sense of continuity as their activities and their language took a new psychoanalytic tone. Given the almost total disjuncture between a psychoanalytic and a radical political discourse before 1968, it seemed clear that something new was going on.

This book tells the story of something that was new in France after 1968. It is the story of the emergence of a distinctly French reading of Freud, a new version of psychoanalysis that has served as a bridge between a politics of social activism and a politics of the person. In the aftermath of the May–June 1968 events, French psychoanalysis became more permeable to politics, and politics more permeable to it. A failure of radical politics led to the radical politicization, at least in its rhetoric, of a significant segment of French psychoanalytic thought, a politicization that accompanied its massive infiltration into French culture as a
whole. The phenomenon was on a scale so large that it makes sense to speak of “Freud’s French Revolution.”

It would be a mistake, of course, to think of this revolution as a simple “result” of the 1968 events. Both the 1968 explosion and the more sustained psychoanalytic presence that followed reflect deeper cultural changes that had long been in process. At the same time, however, the form taken by the post-1968 psychoanalytic culture was powerfully influenced by the 1968 events.

One might expect the story of a psychoanalysis that has become an ally of the Left and an inspiration to radical feminists and antipsychiatrists to be stormy, ideological, filled with conflict. It is. The story of French psychoanalysis is punctuated by schisms and with the excommunications of dissidents within psychoanalytic and political parties. It is deeply involved with convulsive changes in the French asylum system, in the ideological line of the French Communist Party, and in the structure of the French university. The events themselves are exciting and the question of what that excitement is all about leads us to important issues about the nature of the psychoanalytic enterprise. The new French psychoanalytic culture was shaped by a social revolt whose trademark was the radical challenge to boundaries of all kinds, among them the line between psychology and politics. In 1968, students insisted that creating the context for a new authenticity in personal relationships was part of what a political revolution had to be about. Now, in the name of a “return to Freud,” the challenge to traditional ways of dividing up experience continues. A significant current in French psychoanalysis has taken a “subversive” position in relation to its environment, calling into question the “taken for granted” ways of looking at the family, the child, what is private and what is public, and how people communicate with each other. The story of even the past decade of French psychoanalysis shows how this kind of radical movement comes under powerful social crossfire. The pressures on it all point in the direction of its social adaptation, of fitting into rather than challenging what is around it. In this sense, the French psychoanalytic movement is playing out, in a highly condensed and particularly clear form, the cultural experience of those intellectual movements, among them Marxism.
and Darwinism, whose ways of organizing experience profoundly challenge the status quo, what we may call "subversive sciences."

In the case of psychoanalysis, the pressures for normalization are not simply those imposed from the "outside" by society. They also come from the inside, from within psychoanalysis itself. Indeed, this book directly raises the question of whether or not psychoanalysis may carry within itself the seeds of its own neutralization as a radical, critical theory.

The psychoanalytic enterprise has lived with this powerful paradox from the very beginning. Freud was concerned both with his science and with the politics of its expansion, concerned both with the structure of the mind and with the social acceptance of his new therapeutic methods. But can a discipline that attacks the acceptable be socially accepted? In America, this contradiction has tended to be smoothed over: much of what was socially unacceptable in psychoanalytic theory was watered down as psychoanalysis moved toward a medical model that locates problems and the place for their solution within the individual. The impact of the medical legitimation of psychoanalysis has been so great that most Americans have stopped thinking about the existence of contradictions at all. In France, the opposite has happened. The events of the past decade have forced problems to the surface. Nowhere has the question of whether the vitality of psychoanalysis depends on its scientific research or on its therapeutic successes been posed more sharply. Nowhere has the question of whether "subversive psychoanalysis" can survive its social acceptance been so widely debated. And nowhere has the question of whether psychoanalysis suffers from a profound and perhaps internal contradiction been raised so clearly.

Freud seems to have had considerable prophetic acumen. A decisive struggle about the future of psychoanalysis is being played out in France where the issues go beyond anything local to the French scene and often seem to go beyond psychoanalysis itself. In this book, we look at the struggle from four different points of view which correspond to four distinct sections of the book, each of which has a somewhat different balance between theoretical discussion and anthropological description.

In part one, we treat the gap in the timing of this psychoanalytic
"take off" in France and America as a puzzle to which there are no simple solutions. The nation which had produced Stendahl, Proust, Balzac, and Flaubert might well have been expected to embrace rather than reject Freud's insights when psychoanalysis was introduced in France at the turn of the century. Because we know that the facts are otherwise, there is a tendency to accept the French resistance to Freud as obvious and to argue, for example, that French values emphasized the rational to a degree that made psychoanalysis unacceptable. But if things had gone the other way, that is, if there had been little or no resistance to psychoanalytic ideas and practice in France, we might well have been able to argue with equal persuasiveness that Freud's rational approach to the irrational made psychoanalysis a "natural" for the French. We begin our discussion of the problem by looking at those French values and cultural traditions which have usually been blamed for the French hostility to Freud. They are of course a part of the story, but they are only one piece of the puzzle. When we try to understand the French resistance to Freud and the more recent French swing toward an "infatuation with Freudianism," we are led to consider the social roots of a psychoanalytic culture. Then, we look beyond the acceptance of the doctrine to examine how psychoanalysis has adapted to the French environment. More specifically, we look at how the work of French psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan represents a "reinvention" of Freud that is particularly French. With this introduction to Lacan as a base, our discussion then opens out to how his psychoanalytic ideas allowed for new theorizations of the individual and society and to new forms of social criticism that captured the imagination of the French Left in the post-1968 years.

In part two, we look at the history and internal politics of the French psychoanalytic movement. The history of French psychoanalysis, like the history of Freud's circle, can be read as the emotionally charged story of individual personalities. But our focus is on underlying structural problems that plagued the Vienna circle of the turn of the century as well as the Paris circle of fifty years later. We are led to the question of whether the story of psychoanalytic politics is the story of psychoanalysis struggling against itself. Does the master-disciple relationship that
is built into psychoanalysis subvert what is most subversive about it? Does the psychoanalytic society systematically destroy the theory that it believes itself to be protecting?

In part three, our perspective shifts from the politics in the world of psychoanalytic societies to psychoanalysis in the world of politics. We look at how psychoanalysis in France has moved out of narrow professional circles and onto the larger social stage. We look at this process in the development of the French antipsychiatric movement and in the workings of the French university. In these settings, conflicts within the psychoanalytic world, "psychoanalytic politics," are projected as a "politics of psychoanalysis" whose results seem to be the erosion of traditional dichotomies between psychology and politics, madness and normality, a university-styled mathematical discourse and a poetry of the person.

In part four, we turn directly to the issue of the popularization and normalization of psychoanalysis in the world of popular culture by looking at psychoanalysis and its popularity from both sides of the analytic couch. Since 1968, a Frenchman often finds a psychoanalyst in places where he might once have expected to find a priest, a teacher, or a physician. Analysts lived through the May–June events to find that by the time the dust had settled, they were no longer marginal men and women but were very much at the center of things. For many people, psychoanalysis, which was once seen as subversive and alien, was now a welcome source of expertise for solving the problems of everyday life.

For some French psychoanalysts, recognition was a welcome change. For others, social acceptance brought new doubts. Some had long felt that psychoanalysis declined in the United States as a result of having been popularized and accepted without being understood. French psychoanalysts used to reflect on the situation in the United States with a mixture of scorn, pity, and disdain. Now they too face the problem of acceptance and acceptability. Some discuss popularity in apocalyptic terms. They fear that when psychoanalysis becomes the "thing to do" it means the end of psychoanalysis. Their experience leads us to wonder if psychoanalytic subversiveness depends on psychoanalytic marginality. Psychoanalysis, like anarchism, is a system designed to break down
systems. Does the continuing power of the psychoanalytic movement, like that of anarchism, depend on permanent revolution?

Such questions weave through our story, often expressed in controversies around the work of Jacques Lacan. Although the “French Freud” is not a person but a complex social and cultural phenomenon, its story does have Lacan as a central actor. In France today, Lacan personifies a conception of psychoanalysis not as a quasi-medical technique focused on “cure” but as a scientific discipline and a process of individual research and self-discovery that needs no further “therapeutic” justification. According to Lacan’s way of looking at things, if anything that a medically oriented person would call a cure comes at all in psychoanalysis, it comes par surcroît, as a kind of bonus or secondary gain. This therapeutically indifferent perspective on the psychoanalytic enterprise goes hand in hand with a radical critique of the psychoanalytic institution. For Lacan, becoming and being a psychoanalyst involve processes of scientific discovery and personal development that have nothing to do with having a particular academic degree, with belonging to the bureaucracy of a psychoanalytic institute, or with following a set of rules on how to conduct psychoanalytic sessions. Lacan himself has refused to follow the rules of accepted psychoanalytic technique. For example, the orthodox length of the analytic session has long been set at around fifty minutes. Lacan shortens or lengthens it according to what is happening with a particular patient on a particular day, thus using time as well as speech to punctuate the analytic discourse. Controversion over Lacan’s unorthodox practice and his equally unorthodox ideas about psychoanalytic training has precipitated three postwar schisms in the French psychoanalytic movement.

In Lacan’s own psychoanalytic school, the Freudian School of Paris, there are no requirements for admission to candidacy (such as an M.D. or a Ph.D.), there is no standard curriculum for becoming an analyst, and there are no prescriptions about the conduct of an analysis. Lacan insists that there be no distinction between a didactic or training analysis and any other: for a future analyst, as for any analysand, standards of discipline or routine imposed from outside the relationship between analyst and analysand can only distort and distract. The underlying
belief is that, if psychoanalysis is to survive and grow as a living science, the only rule must be that there be no set rules. When Lacan’s belief that “Only the analyst can authorize himself as an analyst” is put into practice, this means that the psychoanalytic society or training institute does not intervene in an analysand’s decision that he is ready to see patients as an analyst. The decision is intensely personal; its privacy is protected. In Lacan’s conception, psychoanalysis is seen more as a calling than as a career, and no institution can certify the fact that an individual feels a powerful sense of vocation that comes from within.

Lacan’s emphasis on psychoanalysis as a calling and his insistence that psychoanalysts must turn away from their preoccupations with institutional forms toward an intense and personal re-examination of Freud’s original texts all suggest the metaphor of psychoanalytic protestantism. For Lacanians, Freud’s work is the psychoanalytic Bible and derivative commentaries must be cast aside. Also to be abandoned are institutional forms that support the psychoanalytic Church rather than psychoanalytic theory. Lacan’s sessions of variable length and his belief that only an analyst can authorize his practice exemplify his iconoclasm in relation to the doctrine and bureaucracy of the psychoanalytic establishment. Although we shall see that Lacan himself has gotten caught up and tangled in the contradictions of psychoanalytic politics, much of “Freud’s French Revolution” has been triggered by the Lacanian psychoanalytic “Protestant Reformation.”

The fact that Lacan’s perspective on psychoanalysis has, at least in theory, been resolutely anti-institutional has made it easier for Lacan’s ideas to filter through the world of French radical politics. And it was largely through Lacan that psychoanalysis was rehabilitated for radicals after 1968. But the reconciliation was due to more than Lacan’s well-known stands against bureaucracy. Lacan’s psychoanalytic theory effectively neutralizes some of the complaints that Marxists have traditionally lodged against psychoanalysis. For example, the Marxist complaint that psychoanalysis “adapts” people to bourgeois society seems to have been disarmed by Lacan’s insistence that only a perversion of psychoanalysis conceives of itself in terms of adapting people to the social status quo. He sees psychoanalysis as a form of truth seeking, and from his vision the Left has been able to extract a notion of
psychoanalysis as a facilitator of political consciousness raising. A second Marxist reproach has been that in the face of human misery psychoanalysis focuses on the individual ego, not the society. For Lacan, the coherent, autonomous ego is an illusion, and one of the goals of psychoanalysis as a science is to explain its psychological and social construction. This view of psychoanalysis clearly places Freud’s contribution, like that of Marx, at the center of interest for those who want to understand the individual in society. A third objection has been the alleged biological determinism of psychoanalysis. Does anatomy or the individual’s place in the system of production make destiny? Lacan’s reading of Freud is militantly antibiological, shifting all descriptions from a biological-anatomical level to a symbolic one. According to Lacan, Freud never meant to say anything about anatomy, and where he seems to be talking about anatomy, he is really talking about how culture imposes meaning on anatomical parts. For Lacan, when Freud seems to be talking about organs, he is really talking about information. In short, the French connection between Marxism, feminism, antipsychiatry, and psychoanalysis has been mediated by Lacan.

My belief in Lacan’s centrality to my story became much deeper in the course of my field experiences in France. My research strategy was to talk to as many people as possible who lived in and around the new French psychoanalytic culture. Some of these conversations were informal, for example, with students in the cafés outside of university lecture halls, with activists after political meetings, and with patients in the waiting rooms of psychiatric clinics. Other conversations, with French psychoanalysts and physicians, usually in their offices and scheduled between patient hours, tended to be more formal and structured. Typically, the interviews with psychoanalysts were conducted in two or three one-hour sessions. Some went on much longer than that. In the cases of about a dozen analysts who were deeply involved in psychoanalytic politics—on the Left, in the antipsychiatric movement, or in the university—our conversations extended over many months. I also interviewed journalists and media professionals who had made careers out of “selling psychoanalysis” and a broad sample of people living in Paris (from high school students to housewives) to whom it was being
These interviews, together with personal observations of the worlds of education, medicine, and psychiatry and the analysis of written materials, constituted an ethnographic investigation of contemporary French psychoanalytic culture.*

We use the term "ethnographic" to emphasize the similarity of this project, which looks at French psychoanalysis as a complex cultural phenomenon, to investigations by anthropologists in "traditional" societies. Although the subjects are quite different, the intent is similar: to take an intensive fieldwork experience and distill from it those elements that make the life of a society (or of a subculture in that society) intelligible and meaningful to someone outside of it. No ethnography can be a complete mapping of a society's spirit and structure; no one account, no one perspective can tell the whole story. Here we focus on several related issues that raise questions for the sociology of science and the sociology of knowledge. In part one, we ask: Why now? And why Lacan? Why has psychoanalysis come into such prominence in France today? And why is the French Freud so different from the American Freud? In part two, we look at the French experience to explore the possibility of a contradiction between what is radical in psychoanalytic theory and its institutionalization in psychoanalytic societies. In part three, we show how Lacan has helped to forge a new relationship between psychoanalysis and antipsychiatry, and psychoanalysis and the university. In part four, we look at the diffusion of the theory into popular culture and see how the social image of psychoanalysis can come into conflict with the theory itself. Understanding Lacan's impact on "The French Freud" is important to exploring each of these themes.

Indeed, for many French people Lacan's name is synonymous with psychoanalysis. At certain moments in the life of a society, there is a fit of spirit and situation that makes a certain thinker (or rather, the way in

* Of course, doing an ethnography of a psychoanalytic culture meant studying organizations and situations where people are in relationships of unusual intimacy and intensity. Many of the people I interviewed did not feel free to have conversations which touched on such emotionally charged relationships without the promise that their names would not be used in the reporting of the material. In the pages that follow I have adopted the policy of not attributing any quotations that come from my interview work, although, of course, I always cite an author when I draw from the public record.
which others perceive the main issues raised by what they understand to be his thought) particularly relevant. His thought furnishes categories that people use to think about their own social experience. In other words, his catchwords act as a kind of cultural mnemonic. Lacan is one of these, and thus, much of his influence, particularly in the public at large, is not due to his ideas being read and fully understood.

In fact, Lacan is an extraordinarily difficult thinker. The chances of understanding his writing in all its complexity depend not only on a deep acquaintance with the work of Freud but also on a familiarity with existential philosophy, French literature, structural linguistics and anthropology. Also required is an ability to pick up fine distinctions between French and German renderings of psychoanalytic concepts and an acquaintance with Hegel and his French commentators.

Some of Lacan’s followers do come to his work with the dedication and intellectual culture that permit them full access to it, but such scholars do not account for his enormous influence. A much larger group finds itself deeply engrossed in Lacan’s writing, although it cannot understand the fine points of the theory. They find Lacan “‘good to think with,”’ experiencing the texts as evocative of important things about themselves. This is an example of Lacan’s psychoanalytic protestantism at work outside the confines of the psychoanalytic institution. These readers make Lacan “‘their own.’”

A third group approaches Lacan by assimilating a prepackaged set of Lacanian slogans. Their understanding is on the level of anecdote, recipe, and cliché. For many people I interviewed, particularly among the students, Lacan is a reference point for thinking about psychoanalysis, literature, and politics, even though they would have been at great pains to give a vaguely coherent description of the basic elements of his theory. Although they thought of themselves as lacaniens they sometimes could do no more than parrot the famous Lacanian “‘formulas’” (such as “‘The Unconscious is structured like a language’” or “‘The Unconscious is the discourse of the Other’”). It is tempting to dismiss these people as mere charlatans, but by taking them seriously, we can learn much about the “‘sociology of superficial knowledge’” and can decipher some elements of an emergent modern mythology.

Lacan’s centrality to the French psychoanalytic culture is nowhere as
apparent as within the psychoanalytic community itself. In the course of my year and a half of fieldwork in France, I interviewed over one hundred French psychoanalysts, and Jacques Lacan was a powerful presence in conversations with most of them. Often it seemed that they fantasized Lacan as the ultimate destination for their communications to me. This was as true for the many analysts who have broken away from Lacan as it was for analysts in his School. Communication with Lacan is a problem for both groups. For members of Lacan’s School, communication with Lacan can be difficult: dialogue with a living Maître poses tremendous problems. For analysts outside of the Freudian School, communication with Lacan can be almost impossible. Lacan considers himself abandoned by three successive generations of students and colleagues, often by the very people with whom he had worked most closely, that is to say, his own analysands. The possibilities for dialogue have been shut down, the feelings run too high, the history is too charged.

The French psychoanalytic movement is caught up in the myths and images of its history, which is dominated by relationships with Lacan. The successive schisms in the French psychoanalytic movement, each based explicitly or implicitly on a judgment about Lacan, have left a bitter legacy. Lacan dominates the French psychoanalytic scene, either by his presence or absence from any group of analysts. He is cherished, feared, hated. Few analysts are neutral about him. Desire for some audience with Lacan seemed implied when French psychoanalysts would ask me: “Avez-vous déjà vu Lacan?” (“Have you already seen Lacan?”) In this almost inevitable question, the déjà, the time marker, was always present. The question was, after all, “Have you already seen Lacan, or are you going to be seeing him; are you or are you not in a position to carry my message of apology, or love, or recrimination, or self-justification, back to him?”

In this book, an overview of Lacan’s ideas is presented in part one when we discuss the “reinvention” of Freud in France. Additional elements of Lacanian theory are presented within the discussions of the social worlds in which they are influential. These are the worlds that make up the French psychoanalytic culture. In part two, we look at the world of analysts and their psychoanalytic societies; in part three, we
examine the world of the French Left, the world of the antipsychiatrists, and the world of the university; and in part four, we scan the world of popular culture. In each of these different contexts, different aspects of Lacan's thought are more salient than others. For example, in the history of the schisms in the French psychoanalytic movement, Lacan's ideas about psychoanalytic training and the rules of psychoanalytic technique dominate the controversy, while other ideas, his linguistic theory for example, are present only as shadows. The story of psychoanalysis in the French university, on the other hand, makes no sense without some appreciation of how Lacan roots psychoanalytic theory in mathematics and linguistics. Thus, from chapter to chapter, Lacan's ideas emerge in shifting patterns of foreground and background. The reader comes to know different sides of Lacan in different settings, just as someone living in France and touched by the social worlds around psychoanalysis would come to know him.

Students of French society, indeed the French themselves, have gotten used to a cycle of intellectual fads that quickly come and go on the Paris scene. On a superficial level, the Lacanian "terrorism" in contemporary French intellectual life does not seem far removed from this French-styled dillettantism and thirst for the new. After its 1963 move from the Saint Anne Hospital to the Ecole Normale Supérieure, Lacan's seminar, once mainly attended by medical personnel, became a meeting place for the most prominent figures in Parisian intellectual circles, among them Marxist philosopher Louis Althusser, literary critics Roland Barthes, Julia Kristeva, and Philippe Sollers, philosophers Michel Foucault and Jacques Derrida, and anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss. Since the 1966 publication of Lacan's *Ecrits*, the number of people attending the seminar has multiplied at an extraordinary rate; up to a thousand people try to get into the law school auditorium where it is now held. It has become the meeting place for le tout Paris. Is the current Freud-Lacan enthusiasm just a fad? Is it different from previous, evanescent intellectual flirtations that have swept Paris before it? I believe that it is different.

To begin with, psychoanalytic thought is socially embedded in both therapeutic practice and in its own psychoanalytic societies, thus generating a group of practitioners and institutions with large stakes in the
perpetuation of the doctrine. In addition, recent French social changes have created a new environment in which psychoanalytic ideas about the individual are welcome because people seem to find them relevant to their experience. Such changes include those in the role of religion, in people’s sense of privacy, in education and child-raising, and in the life of the French family. They are not easily reversible. The extent to which the enthusiasm for psychoanalysis will continue to center on Lacanian thought is a more complicated question. Lacan’s ideas are powerful, but some of their appeal is certainly due to his own personal charisma. When he is gone, his ideas may seem less seductive. On the other hand, Lacan’s ideas are resonant with important traditions in French intellectual life, and as our ethnography of the contemporary French psychoanalytic culture unfolds, we shall see that they are also peculiarly adapted to complex interactions with ideas and events on the current French political and social scenes.

Although on the surface the current popularization of psychoanalysis in France has many similarities with how Freud was marketed to Americans, the French response to the mass diffusion of psychoanalytic ideas, which only a few years ago were considered occult and esoteric, is taking place in a very different context. The most important differences seem to be the high level of politicization and the influence of Jacques Lacan. Having to deal with Lacan has sharpened theoretical debate in French psychoanalytic writing and has opened it to a broad world of scientific, philosophical, and social concerns. Although many French psychoanalysts are violently opposed to how Lacan does his clinical work, they can still view his experiments as a positive response to the threat that psychoanalytic work will run itself down into “routine analytic practice” that is no longer fresh and alive. One analyst, whose attitude toward Lacan was generally very critical, made this last point by saying: “Lacan invents and invents, but his patients are in analysis.” Even analysts who have had bitter ten-year feuds with Lacan expressed a desire to attend his seminar again, as if to recapture closeness with some kind of touchstone. Many feel that by continually reminding them of what was most subversive in Freud’s vision, Lacan offers them some respite, if not final relief, from the “American dilemma” of psychoanalysis becoming “the thing to do.”
Thus, Lacan expresses a challenge to the psychoanalytic "routine" on a theoretical and institutional level and has often served as a bridge between psychoanalytic and political radicalism. His radical critiques of theories of the ego and of traditional psychoanalytic societies have inspired others to go even further in challenging political institutions as well as psychoanalytic, psychiatric, and educational ones. But Lacan's impact has certainly not been all in the direction of keeping psychoanalysis "subversive." For many people, the fascination with Lacan is a fascination with the writing, the style, the public display, the politics, the sense of being *au courant*. In current debates about psychoanalysis, structuralism, and politics, the Lacanian discourse often helps to keep things on a highly abstract level. Ironically, a theory that aspired to bring people back to what is most subversive in the Freudian notion of the unconscious often ends up by enlivening cocktail party talk.

In France today, a controversial person, a revolution in psychoanalytic theory, and some highly politicized social involvements—all dedicated to keeping psychoanalysis subversive—are in tension with psychoanalytic popularity and popularization which tend to normalize the doctrine. This tension defines what is most unique in contemporary French psychoanalysis. We begin this work with an attempt to understand the social world within which the French psychoanalytic movement has been able to grow into a new, rich, and complex psychoanalytic culture.
PART ONE

The French Freud
Chapter I

The Social Roots of Psychoanalytic Culture

In this book, we write of the new French psychoanalytic culture as "Freud's French Revolution." It is revolutionary in many ways: in its dramatic difference from what came before, in the turmoil of its coming into place, in the scope of its penetration into French life. We cannot take the full measure of its influence by a simple count of analysts and their patients. We need to look at how a psychoanalytic language, even a popularized one, has affected how people think about themselves, about philosophy, about politics, about the future of universities, about literature, about madness and despair, and, of course, about families and children. It is because believing in psychoanalysis, like believing in Marxism, touches on so many aspects of life, and calls so many assumptions into question, that we are led to think of psychoanalysis as a subversive doctrine. Because it is subversive in this sense, we should not be surprised to find that resistance to it can come from many quarters. If we look at France's early response to Freud we see that this was the case. From the beginning, the French opposed psychoanalysis from so many directions that it is appropriate to speak of an "antipsychoanalytic culture."

In this chapter, we put the contemporary French psychoanalytic cul-
ture into perspective by looking at the inhibiting antipsychoanalytic culture that preceded it, the elements of which were equally complex and interdependent. When we use the expression “antipsychoanalytic culture” we do not mean to imply that it came into being in response to the introduction of psychoanalysis. Quite the contrary. The opposition was already in place at the time of the introduction of psychoanalysis at the beginning of the twentieth century.1 In domains where psychoanalytic ideas might have found a clientele, there were secure establishments that saw little need for anything new. And apart from being new, psychoanalysis was particularly threatening.

French psychiatrists tended to look at the sufferings of their patients either as the result of organic lesions or moral degeneration. In either case, the boundary between the “healthy” doctor and the “sick” patient was clear. Freud’s theory makes it hard to draw such lines by insisting that if the psychiatrist knew himself better, he would find more points in common with the patient than he might have thought. In Henri Bergson and Pierre Janet, French philosophy and psychology each had a national hero with strong claims to have already treated the themes that Freud was raising. They also claimed to have treated them in better taste (e.g., without Freud’s “excessive” reference to sex) and to have treated them without having to call in a foreign theorist. Moreover, French philosophy and psychology were involved in drawing and consolidating the line between them, and in deciding which aspects of the mind each would take as its province. Psychoanalysis did not respect such lines. It went beyond traditional psychology and claimed the right to intrude into problems that philosophers considered their professional preserve: the reality of free will, the reliability of intuition, and the autonomy of consciousness.

Thus, the hostility of professional establishments in medicine, psychology, and philosophy and the offended sensibilities of chauvinists and moralists helped to build a French antipsychoanalytic culture. But the culture also gained its strength from a quieter yet more pervasive kind of opposition. Psychoanalysis was profoundly discordant with a firmly in place system of social relations and values which, by giving people confidence that meaning and support could be found in the social order, encouraged ways of thinking about the individual that referred to
outer rather than inner realities. Here we try to understand how this social system worked, how it found expression in the pervasive cultural hostility toward psychoanalysis, and finally how it broke down, setting the social groundwork for the development of a psychoanalytic culture. In doing this we shall be dealing with an overview of nearly a century of cultural, social, and psychiatric history. Our presentation must of necessity be schematic and general. But our goal is modest: to give a few reference points for thinking about what kinds of social conditions facilitate or militate against the development of a widespread interest in psychoanalysis as a theory and as a therapy.

A first reference point is the radically different initial response to psychoanalysis in France and America: psychoanalysis captured the American imagination a full fifty years before it stirred up a comparable level of interest in France. We might well learn a great deal about the social roots of psychoanalytic culture by comparing what was happening in these two societies at the time of the introduction of psychoanalysis at the turn of the century. Psychoanalysis was welcomed in America, particularly in urban America, which had to come to terms with rootlessness, with geographic and social mobility from within, and with immigration from without. In the American nation of immigrants, psychoanalytic absorption in the history of the individual helped to compensate for the absence of a collective past. Many Americans shared an insecurity about their parvenu status that encouraged continual self-examination and the strong desire for self-improvement. In addition, America's lack of a coherent national culture helped psychoanalysis achieve a greater social role. The Americans had no strong national psychiatric tradition and no national university structure that could institutionalize a single accepted way of thinking about philosophy and psychology. And American middle-class affluence could support a relatively expensive self-improvement industry.

Historian Nathan Hale has presented the thesis that psychoanalysis became important in America during the crystallizations of two crises: there was a crisis of "civilized" morality in social life and a crisis of the "somatic style" in the treatment of nervous and mental disorders. "Civilized" morality, with its insistence that progress depended on the control of sexuality and that "mind" should govern sensual nature,
operated as a coherent system of related economic, social, and religious norms. It defined correct behavior and correct models of the "manly man and the womanly woman" and served as a powerful ideal of conduct. But, according to Hale, by the time that Freud visited America in 1909,

religious and cultural conservatives complained of a crumbling of moral codes, a new mass society bent on business and pleasure. Subjects that respectable families would never have mentioned a decade before now were being publicly talked about. Some were shocked at the academic nudes displayed in fashionable magazines. Darwinism, relativism and pragmatism were "blasting the Rock of Ages" and destroying a reverence for moral truths once believed to be eternal. A few Americans asked whether their country were progressing or degenerating.4

By the early twentieth century, models of the human mind which had provided the psychological controls of civilized morality had been challenged. "The faculties of Will, Conscience, and the concept of the unified and responsible Self were no longer adequate descriptions of what was known about human personality."5 And the economic and cultural factors that had fostered late nineteenth-century "civilized" morality were also changing.

New attitudes toward sexuality and religion developed simultaneously with urbanization and increased affluence. America was moving from an economy of deficit and saving to one of surplus and abundance. Particularly in the rapidly growing cities, which presented the immigrant from Europe or the American countryside with widely varied patterns of behavior,

A new kind of character had to emerge, no longer dedicated to austerity and sacrifice but to leisure and rational enjoyment. . . . The sharp moral codes of the small town—close-knit neighbors, churches, "society"—were replaced by relative anonymity and isolation.6

G. Stanley Hall, Freud's host for his 1909 visit to America, informed Freud that he had come at a good "psychological moment."7 We are going to suggest that Freud came to America at a good "sociological moment" as well.

When the individual feels himself to be a part of a network of stable social relationships with family, ancestry, and religion, he can use these
relationships to make sense of experience, and when he feels himself in pain or distress, they become natural reference points for trying to understand what is happening and sources of support for finding a way out of trouble. But with mobility of place, profession, and status, and a new instability of values, old ways of looking at the world no longer apply. The individual is thrown back on himself and may be more receptive to theories such as psychoanalysis which search for meaning in his dreams, wishes, fears, and confusions. In a stable society, people feel that they understand how things work. The rational and conscious are deemed trustworthy. When life is in greater flux, daily experience continually suggests the presence of processes hidden from awareness. Society appears more opaque, and the idea of an unconscious acquires greater reality. In this situation, psychoanalytic theory and therapy become more "culturally appropriate." Sociologist Philip Rieff has called this change in the character of the community "deconversion" and has described how the shift to a social environment where each individual must create his own meaning creates the possibility for the "psychoanalytic moment." In Rieff’s terms, Freud had come to America during a period of deconversion—that is, a time when "civilized" morality and the traditional forces of community and cohesion which had kept it in place were all in jeopardy.

From this point of view we can appreciate why, at the turn of the century, some aspects of the new psychoanalytic theory made sense to Americans. The violent and sexually charged unconscious which it was discovering "bore an uncanny resemblance to the precise opposite of the values of 'civilized morality'" just at the point that they were coming under social attack. But what makes sense in one society might make nonsense in another. And in France, the psychoanalytic perspective on the world seemed profoundly out of step with social realities. At about the same time that the American middle-class was trying to make its peace with new self-doubts and insecurities, French bourgeois society was more secure than ever about its sense of itself as the model and matrix for French society as a whole. The French bourgeoisie had triumphed over the workers in the insurrection of the Paris commune in 1871 and had set up the Third French Republic, a sturdy political creature whose seventy-year tenure has been referred to as "the Republican
synthesis' because of the close fit of the political system with social norms and values and with a well-articulated vision of the world. Ancestors were known by their names and by their habits, the past was secure, and the future was rooted in it. This, at least, for the bourgeoisie. So, at a time when American society was increasingly receptive to new ways of looking at the world that focused on the self, the French bourgeoisie was concerned with reinforcing its own experience of France as a self-contained, organic, interdependent, well-cemented society. The bourgeois school and family instilled "character": a sense of privacy, morality, civic duty, and historical continuity. French schools taught children to feel a sense of solidarity with the French community, civilization, and race. Many French primary school texts carried a frontispiece in which the Gauls, Charlemagne, the medieval and modern kings, the Napoleons, and the great leaders of the Republican governments were pictured holding hands in a great chain whose final link was the student to whom the book presumably belonged. A favorite image of France was as a beehive where each individual family was a cell, each helping to construct a whole that was greater than the sum of its parts. The individual was encouraged to feel roots in social space and time. Psychoanalysis threatened this reassuring sense of continuity by insisting that civilization (even French civilization) is the origin of our discontents and that the past can live within us as an insidious rather than benign presence.

In traditional French bourgeois society, the call to values of collectivity coexisted with a sense of privacy that was built around maintaining rigid boundaries between self and others. French sociologist Michel Crozier has gone so far as to characterize all of French social life, from the corporation to the family, as "bureaucratic." And he sees this bureaucratic style as the expression of a shared "horror of face-to-face confrontations." People seemed willing to live with cumbersome bureaucratic mechanisms for getting even the smallest things done in order to protect their privacy. Even within the family, there was much formality and distance; in many French bourgeois homes, it was not uncommon for children to address their parents in the formal vous form.

By the time of the introduction of psychoanalysis around the turn of the century, bourgeois-dominated French society presented itself as in a
state of equilibrium so well-balanced that it often seemed more like a stalemate. Indeed, the French bourgeoisie liked to think of itself as *le juste milieu*, the balanced middle-of-the-road in political, personal, cultural, and economic matters. Although France had industrialized, the bourgeois social hierarchy was still based on traditional patterns of status, deference, and family ties. Although the state was secular, for many people the Catholic Church was a national presence that served to cement political and spiritual life. And although the French bourgeoisie ran corporations as well as the more traditional small businesses, they adopted many of the characteristics of the old aristocracy, in particular, a disdain for the aggressive "entrepreneuring" associated with modern capitalism. They called it *grimpage*, "climbing," and thought it in extremely poor taste. Indeed, in the French bourgeois society being described here, what was and what was not "in good taste" was extremely clear; people did not have to struggle with an ambiguous sense of the rules of the game as was beginning to happen in America.

It is not surprising that people with a clear sense of what was right and wrong, of what was appropriate and what was inappropriate, were not interested in theories that suggested the relativity of all values. The French were offended by Freud's psychoanalytic "moral neutrality" just as they were by Max Weber's sociological "value neutrality." Both theorists saw the world with a relativism that went against the French cultural grain. In its stability and security in what it stood for, French bourgeois society was not ready for psychoanalysis. But Freud challenged more than "civilized" morality. He also challenged the "somatic style" in neurology and psychiatry, a style that was particularly well rooted in French medicine. The somatic style attributed breakdowns in mental functioning to physical causes, most specifically to brain lesions. Neurologists hoped to relate the symptoms of patients to specified pathological conditions. This mechanistic view of mental disorder had been encouraged by the discoveries of German and British investigators in the 1870s in the localization of brain functions. The cerebral cortex seemed a mosaic of overlapping areas, each defining a specific function. In the later nineteenth century, in France and America, the norms of the "civilized" moral order such as judgment, reason, and control were each associated with psychological categories such as
Will and Conscience and given a somatic base. They were believed to be located in the frontal lobes of the cortex along with the other "superior" functions and to inhibit the action of the "lower" centers where the primitive drives and instincts, including the sexual passions, were located. But by the time of Freud's visit in 1909, this coherent social- physiological system was in crisis in America. The problems of classifying mental disease on physiological grounds had become increasingly apparent as had the fact that neither gross lesions nor metabolic dysfunctions seemed to be present in the most important varieties of insanity.

Nathan Hale recounts that in America "the somatic style and 'civilized' morality exhibited roughly the same historical pattern. They became dominant in the 1870s, rigid in the 1880s, and were in a period of crisis by 1909." 14 In France, however, the Gallic version of "civilized" morality was not in crisis at the turn of the century and neither was the traditional style of French psychiatric theory and practice that was moral and rational as well as somatic. The terrain that psychoanalysis might have occupied as a theory of irrational processes was already taken by Bergsonianism and the terrain that it might have occupied as a therapeutic model was dominated by a psychiatry that seemed more consonant with French social life and social values.

Psychiatry, like literature, is a medium onto which social values can be projected as themes and preoccupations.15 In its moral, rational, and even chauvinistic view of the world, the French psychiatry in place at the time of the introduction of psychoanalysis expressed the social values of the Third Republic. French writers in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries took family, nation, religion, community, and regionality as major touchstones for their work. So did French psychiatrists. Like French social theorists and novelists, French psychiatrists presented being "rooted" in the harmony and security of life in the rural provinces as a near prerequisite for mental health.16 Even as France was industrializing, her psychiatrists insisted on an irreconcilable conflict between modern industrial society and the nature of the human spirit. And although Descartes' neurophysiology of emotional states had long been discredited, nineteenth- and twentieth-century French psychiatrists seemed to agree with him that an innate intellectual
core was the basis for a shared human nature. Cure was often represented as the triumph of intellect through "reasoning" a patient back to his senses.17

This major, "rational-intellectual" tradition in French psychiatry had always coexisted with a minor tradition which focused on cure by passage through an altered state of consciousness, such as an hypnotic trance, and through the manipulation of a powerful relationship to a healer. This minor tradition existed as an underground current that would surface from time to time to trouble the habitually calmer waters of traditional French psychiatry. In the mid-eighteenth century, there had been such an eruption in Mesmerism. In the late nineteenth century, there was another. French psychiatrists became interested in hysteria and hypnosis, and Jean Martin Charcot turned the Paris hospital of the Salpêtrière into an international center for their study. However, it emerged that Charcot had induced by suggestion much of the hysteria that he then claimed to cure by hypnosis, and by the time of his death in 1893, his work had been discredited. French psychiatry turned its back on the study of hysteria and hypnosis as it had done after the heyday of Mesmerism. It was the chilliest possible atmosphere for the introduction of psychoanalysis.

And indeed, when Freud's work was introduced, French psychiatrists saw it as dogmatic, arbitrary, barbaric, immoral, exaggerated, and speculative. They also dismissed its radically "psychological" explanations for the etiology of illness. Although the French had access to, and had even produced some of the studies that had led to disillusionment with the somatic style in America, French neurology remained stony and confident, firmly rooted in the national university and hospital system. Neurologists dominated psychiatry; until 1968, psychiatry was not even a separate discipline in France.

In making their criticism of the "unscientific" Freud, French psychiatrists tended to compare him to their own Pierre Janet. Janet was the "complete" French psychiatric theorist, concerned with the rational, the moral, and the organically real. His theory of the origin of neurosis was rational (he believed that neurotic symptoms could be explained by their inability to deal with complex realities) and moral (strength is equated with successful control over impulses, a failure of this is moral
He divided psychic life into ranked classes with "rational" acts on top and "socio-personal" acts at the bottom of the hierarchy. Even his therapeutic strategies confirmed the biases of the French psychiatric community. He combined moral treatment with "Cartesian" intervention: isolation from family to calm the patient, rest to restore the powers of the will, work to strengthen the lower levels of his psychic organization, firm persuasion to convince him of his errors in judgment, and education to develop his rational potential to the fullest. Janet presided over the Fourteenth International Congress of Psychology in Paris in 1900, the year that Freud published *The Interpretation of Dreams*. The International Congress reflected Janet’s distaste for the issues that Freud was raising: it concerned itself entirely with the psychology of consciousness, perception, and sensation.

Janet believed Freud’s radical psychological theory for the origin of hysteria to be unfounded and unscientific. Although Janet possessed great psychological insight, he, like Charcot, was unable to rid himself of the belief that hysteria was a manifestation of heredity, organically based. In addition to his scientific objections to Freud, Janet questioned the morality of psychoanalysis. In Janet’s eyes, Freud was a pansexualist who equated man with beast when he spoke of man’s uncontrollable passions. Janet was not alone in such moral objections. In a study of the introduction of psychoanalysis in France, Anne Parsons concluded that French psychiatrists at the turn of the century, like most other French intellectuals, deemed Freud’s theory unacceptable on value grounds rather than on scientific ones. The rejection of Freud was a "moral act." Psychoanalysis, like the tango, another foreigner that had invaded at about the same time, was morally shocking and very un-French, and even those physicians who served as its early champions found it somewhat offensive. In 1923, Professor Henri Claude opened his psychiatric service at the Saint Anne Hospital to a psychoanalytic consultation by Dr. René Laforgue, but by 1924 Claude was describing psychoanalysis as "shocking to the delicacy of intimate feelings" and "unadapted to the French mentality." Claude was tormented by the opinions of the analysts whom he "harbored" in his service. When, during a conference on a patient, Marie Bonaparte, herself trained by Freud, argued that the young girl’s phobia for slippery bars of soap was
related to fantasies of playing with her father's testicles, Claude, enraged, roared out that his daughters would never think of such a thing.\textsuperscript{21}

The catalog of French moral objections to Freud was extensive. Psychoanalysis was on a bad footing with Catholic doctrine. It allowed the individual to blame others for his failings and abdicate responsibility for individual action. Suggesting that sexual forces lurked as motivations in family relationships threatened the strong loyalty to the French bourgeois family and its complicated system of intrafamilial alliances. Freud's notion of the unconscious conflicted with the importance that the French put on the possibility of the rational control of one's life and on the conscious manipulation of one's own talents.

The French objections to Freud did not fade away in the decades that followed the introduction of psychoanalysis. Even in the 1950s and 1960s French psychiatry was decidedly antipsychoanalytic in its reliance on moral authority, rational argumentation, and the invocation of shared social principles as well as its reliance on tranquilizers, sleep cures, antidepressants, and electroshock.\textsuperscript{22} Even as the stability of French rural society was in the process of crumbling, French psychiatry continued to express its nostalgia for a simpler, more rooted life in the provinces. French psychiatric studies spoke of the pathology inherent in urban life and warned that leaving "organic and alive" rural settings for "artificial" urban ones would have only the most deleterious effects on mental health.\textsuperscript{23} Given the problems of French urban life, there is no reason to dismiss this position. But we must underscore that by taking it and expressing it in what was often a passionate rhetoric, French psychiatry served to bolster a social ideology that glorified rural life and traditional values. Psychiatric writing described the geographically mobile as carriers of psychopathology, and the psychiatric studies on les transplantés, "the transplanted," made them sound like a rare and somewhat dangerous species of plant rather than the pioneers of a new industrial society. Psychoanalytic models that spoke of the self rather than of support from community, nation, church, or etiquette were of little interest. Although in later chapters we shall see that in the years after World War II, a small, highly committed group of young psychiatrists, psychologists, and literary scholars were deeply involved in re-
working psychoanalytic theory, the climate was such that neither the
general public nor the psychiatric mainstream was highly enthusiastic.24
"Scientific" critics objected to psychoanalysis for its lack of an organic
model of mental functioning; "moral" critics objected to the analyst's
neutrality that denied his patients warmth, encouragement, and a model
of good moral and social values. And while one group of moral critics
objected to Freud's "coldness," another group found him too "warm," and
criticized Freud for coddling people who were not really sick and
for encouraging hedonism.25 To scientific and moral criticisms were
added political and religious ones. The Communist Party and Catholic
Church took firm stands against psychoanalysis, which greatly influ­
cenced Communist and Catholic psychiatrists, as well as a large constitu­
cency of potential patients.

A content analysis of the French psychiatric literature from 1954 to
1966 by sociologist Carol Ryser documented this French psychiatric
reticence toward psychoanalysis.26 The values which Ryser found to be
dominant in both French general culture and in the writings of French
psychiatrists were hostile to any psychological (and by extension,
psychoanalytic) focus in treatment. The dominant values stressed ra­
tional control, realism, and an individualism that insists that other peo­
ple stay out of one's private business. In a spirit remarkably similar to
Descartes' and to that of the nineteenth-century French psychiatrist
Jean-Etienne Esquirol, who spoke of madness as a "false idea," French
psychiatrists through the mid-1960s described emotional disturbances
as disturbances of the intellect and encouraged their rational control in
terms that suggested a moral imperative. Ryser found that the psychiat­
ic literature associated psychoanalysis with values that were relatively
unimportant or negatively valued in French psychiatry and in French
general culture. For example, psychoanalytic treatment was frequently
portrayed as a violation of individual privacy.

In 1967, Ryser predicted a gloomy future for psychoanalysis in
France based on her analysis of the antipsychoanalytic values which
dominated French society and psychiatry. She predicted the continued
unpopularity of psychoanalysis in France because it was profoundly out
of synchrony with deep and pervasive French values. In fact, things
went in just the opposite direction. In the years immediately following
her research, psychoanalysis “took off” in its popularity in France. And this “take off” was not limited to intellectual and professional circles. Looking at psychiatric and cultural values in the mid-1960s gave little hint of the explosion that was to come. For although it is true that a therapeutic model has to fit in with dominant social values, these values are not static entities. They themselves must remain relevant to social experience. And in France, that experience was changing and had been changing for a long time.

We began with a notion of psychoanalysis as having special relevance for a community in the process of rapid social change. One way of looking at the “time-lag” in the French and American enthusiasm for Freud is to suggest that this kind of process was well underway at the time when psychoanalysis took root in America over half a century ago, but that in France the extraordinary synthesis of state, society, and individual that marked France’s Republican period successfully warded off most attacks to the status quo. That stability was attacked in the years before the Second World War, but the serious damage began with the war itself. The fact of French collaboration with the Nazis left little room for images of French society as an organic whole. The bourgeois politics of *le juste milieu* was attacked by the Right and by the Left. France’s “aristocratic” values in business crumbled, and the fragmentation and mobility of industrialization and urbanization forced themselves upon her. The new sweep of economic rationalism, beginning with the First Plan at the end of World War II but only fully implemented with the coming of Charles de Gaulle and the end of the Algerian war, shook what equilibrium was left in “the stalemate society.” The traditional French family business gave way to new industries based on the American corporate model, and the percentage of the population working in agriculture and living in rural villages fell from fifty percent before the war to less than fifteen percent in the mid-1970s.

The accelerated urbanization of France brought drastic changes in the ecology of French villages and cities. The nostalgic weekend return to roots in the provinces grew at a cadence equaled only by the general flight from them. In cities, neighborhoods were destroyed by the mass influx of rural migrants and foreign workers, and in the country, social life was disrupted by the exodus of young people and by the invasion of
city people who used country property for weekend homes. There was marked erosion of the "village" quality of French urban and rural life. There was crisis in organized religion, in public education, and in the traditional ways of doing business. A managerial revolution led to the emergence of a new class of technocrats whose status was based on skills, performance, and profit rather than cultivated manner and family name.

The prewar response to the strains and crises of the Republican synthesis had been in terms of traditional political ideologies. The postwar response was less traditional. The existentialists wrote about the loneliness and confusion of the new, more fragmented social experience. Their response to social disintegration shifted the emphasis from the society to the individual and his personal responsibility. They attacked the bourgeois order for denying what they felt history had made obvious: that each person must define his own values. The existentialists began writing before the war, but it was only in the postwar years that, in a sense, history caught up with them. Their philosophy of extreme situations and of extreme action for extraordinary individuals was resonant with the French experience of the Occupation and the Resistance. Part of existentialism's popular appeal may have been that it provided a way to think through the issues of choice and individual responsibility that had been raised by the war years. These were, most dramatically, to resist or not to resist the Germans, to betray or not to betray those who did. But as a theory of the self, existentialism did not go very far toward breaking away from the Cartesian heritage. Its psychology tended to portray the individual as a rational, conscious actor who could understand the basis for his action. It remained firmly rooted in a philosophy of individual autonomy and rational choice.

Existentialism offered a vision of the individual which stood between the Cartesian culture which had been and the psychoanalytic culture which was to come. But as time went on, and the war years became more distant, a rationalist philosophy of the extreme situation no longer responded sufficiently to the times. Psychoanalysis goes beyond the study of the individual in extreme situations to focus on the individual as he faces the banality and the pain of the everyday. And in the more fragmented, less emotionally secure life of the postwar years, many
found the everyday increasingly hard to face. New overcrowded urban complexes cut people off not only from family ties but also from the lives of neighbors. The flooding and social disorganization in old and new French urban centers were reflected in increases in violent crime, suicide, alcoholism, and drug addiction. Gradually, in the course of years, the French public began to hear about these and other problems in terms of a new “psychological” vocabulary. The difficulties of everyday life, of family life, of urban life, were discussed as problems of *les psy*, the shorthand expression used in French to refer to all things psychological. This psychologization of the problems of daily life was a giant step beyond existentialism toward setting the stage for a full-blown psychoanalytic culture.

People experienced shifts from rural/traditional to urban/industrial patterns in the life of the French economy, of work, and of the family in changed notions of individual privacy and in new insecurities about education, child-raising, religion, and sexual behavior. When the individual loses confidence in his ability to understand the world around him, when he feels split between private and public identities, and when social “recipes” no longer offer him a sense of meaning, he is apt to become an anxious consumer of reassurances about his “authentic” subjectivity, his hidden “inner life,” and his deepest interpersonal experiences. People seem to respond to what Max Weber described as the “world’s disenchantment” by becoming fascinated with the mysteries of their interior alchemy. In France, we see this turning inwards most dramatically if we look at its impact on traditional notions of the family.

With the breakdown of other communities and the dissolution of intermediate social circles, such as clubs, church groups, and local cafés, the French family is suffering under the strain of becoming too important. In villages, where male society used to center around cafés and clubs, social life has drifted from these male refuges to the family. In cities, inhabitants of the new high-rise housing projects complain of the isolation and loneliness of life within them, and have little choice but to turn toward the family as a source of psychological support. But particularly in the cities, the French family means the French nuclear family, and its resources are limited. Now, under pressure, it is searching for a new definition of itself in terms of a psychological function.
Family historian John Demos has argued that the emergence of a self-contained "hothouse family" in late nineteenth-century America set the stage for the American acceptance of Freud. Now the French too are developing a "hothouse family," turned in toward itself. In France people used to talk about la famille souche, the economic unit of the family as the basis of national strength; now one hears about the family as the lieu privilégié d'épanouissement, a privileged setting for personal growth and self-actualization. French parents are concerned that they don't know how to make the switch, and their disorientation is reflected in new interest in child psychology. When society is accepted and understood, parents' function is to civilize the child. When society is in disarray, romantic notions of l'enfant sauvage emerge. The youth revolt of 1968 brought to the surface profound parental uncertainties about the rational and authoritarian child-rearing codes which had gone unquestioned for generations. Parents no longer felt secure, as had their parents before them, that they understood the world for which they were raising their children.

These anxieties about child-rearing were similar to those expressed by Americans who, in the years after World War II, began living in a culture which was more "child oriented" than anything the French had ever been able to understand. In France, these anxieties did not really surface until the 1960s, but when they did, uncertainty led French parents to search for new experts just as American parents had done several decades before. And as in America, they turned to psychoanalysts, psychiatrists, and psychologists. In the late 1960s and early 1970s in France, there was a proliferation of psychoanalytically inspired articles, advice columns, and radio and television programs on how to raise children. The demand for the experts du psy has led to a new economic climate in which the number of psychoanalysts being trained could proliferate and in which the number of psychologists, group leaders, and psychological counselors of all sorts could similarly explode. Private institutions that could respond to the demand for expertise have blossomed as part of a new and profitable industry, heavily psychoanalytic in tone, that has sprung up around the troubled relationships among parents and their children. In the public sector, child-treatment centers that had been primarily pedagogical in focus (e.g., offering speech ther-
apy and remedial reading classes) have been transformed into centers of psychoanalytically inspired psychotherapy. Teachers began to refer students to them whom, a few years earlier, they might simply have disciplined.

In the course of the 1960s, psychological and psychoanalytic experts became more involved in education, and as they helped the family adapt to new pressures, they tried to do the same thing for the schools. The French educational system has to deal with the effects of the society’s serious racial problems and class inequalities; the schools stagger under an overload of students they do not have the resources to teach. Psychological expertise is sometimes used to legitimate a process of “tracking” students which weeds out enough of them to make the situation tolerable for the system. As time went on, the analytically trained professionals in the schools began to be seen as role models for educators. And when, in the late 1960s, the traditional French model of education, like the traditional French model of child-raising, was attacked for being too abstract, rigid, and impersonal, many teachers began to identify with “psychoanalytic knowledge,” more relative and relational than the “right or wrong” knowledge of academe. Some tried to recycle professionally as psychoanalysts, but this was beyond the means and desires of most who simply tried to redefine teaching as a profession du psy.

Like the educational establishment and the family, the Church is another social institution in trouble which is trying to use psychologization as a strategy to achieve flexibility. By the mid-1960s in France, the Church was in serious crisis, its influence undermined by its continued opposition to abortion and contraception in the face of their popular acceptance. For over a decade, the Church had sought sources of renewal outside itself. It had looked to ecumenical movements and social action. By the late 1960s, it began to look to a “psychological” perspective on religious work. Very quickly, the psychological perspective became a frankly psychoanalytic one. A growing body of Catholic thought stresses that, despite the fact the Church had condemned psychoanalysis for half a century, psychoanalysis is compatible with Catholicism. Whereas in the early 1960s the priesthood tended to represent psychoanalysis as a sure precipitant of divorce, by the 1970s the
clergy were as likely to describe psychoanalytically inspired counseling as a possible solution for a marriage in trouble. Even more important, they were doing some of that counseling themselves. Psychoanalysts became role models for clergymen as well as for teachers and parents. Increasing numbers of clergy are getting psychoanalytic training, and even more are becoming convinced that the only possible future for the priesthood is to turn it too into a profession du psy.32

There is a French cliché: “the more things change, the more they stay the same.” And there is a tradition of writing about French society that has elevated this cliché into something of a paradigm, working out the “real” continuities through apparent changes and focusing attention on the persistence of tradition in what only “seem” to be new and less traditional settings. But in the postwar years, students of French society have been obliged to note that much that had been considered “immutable” in French life has been highly subject to change when barriers to change were lifted. For example, the political instability of the Third and Fourth Republics was often attributed to the French “character.” However, from the perspective of the more stable Fifth Republic, it seems that constitutions which encouraged government by crisis rather than by compromise may have served as barriers to stability. Similarly, the “characteristic” French ambivalence toward industrialization (the maintenance of a strong rural tradition and a reservoir of aristocratic traditions in industry) faded markedly when the state no longer took artificial measures to keep families on the farms and foreign labor outside of French borders. The new enthusiasm of the Church toward psychoanalysis leads us to reflect that the end of the French resistance to Freud can be at least partially explained by the removal of barriers which had previously blocked the acceptance of psychoanalysis. In the case of psychoanalysis, the forces in the opposition were formidable, including not only the Catholic Church but such powerful, assertive institutions as the highly centralized French educational system which kept Freud out of the curriculum and the French Communist Party which virtually blacklisted it for Marxists. Today, high school students study Freud as part of their standard curriculum and are asked to write about him to pass their baccalaureate examinations. And as we shall be seeing in greater detail, psychoanalysis has been given a new seal of approval by a “culturally
liberal” French Communist Party. It is not surprising that there should have been a great breakthrough of interest in psychoanalysis when such roadblocks were removed. The social groundwork had been laid for some time and had been reflected in other intellectual movements.

In the 1940s and 1950s, existentialism had clearly expressed the idea that society could no longer be counted on for a sense of values and individual purpose. In the early 1960s in France, the art of the new novel and new cinema went even further. Their emphasis on radically individual languages and formal description often seemed intent on rejecting the existence of a society or even a shared reality that would be able to mediate our perceptions. The social changes reflected in the work of existentialists, new novelists, and new film-makers are those that, by isolating and psychologizing the experience of the individual, pave the way for the emergence of a psychoanalytic culture. Clearly, these changes were all well underway before 1968, which we have said was a turning point in the emergence of Freud as a significant social presence in France. The events of 1968, with their insistence on the continuity of politics with the world of everyday personal relationships, did not themselves forge the social basis of the psychoanalytic culture, but they did serve as a watershed. They marked and demarcated the importance of changes that had already occurred. In this sense, the events had a Janus-like quality: they were analogous to attempts to re-create the illusion of community where it has disappeared; but in their form of expression that denied traditional boundaries between people, between the private and the public, and between the taboo and the permissible, they looked ahead to something new.

In the post-1968 years in France, a psychoanalytic language that refers the visible back to the invisible, the manifest back to the latent, the public back to the private, has become part of the standard discourse on the family, the school, and the Church. Previously “private” concerns such as abortion, contraception, and sex education have become the focus of public debate. Their consideration brought the psychoanalysts, perceived as the experts of the private, onto the public stage, where they offer people a language for thinking and talking more openly about such issues. The language that we use to talk about a problem is inseparable from the way in which we think about it. Many French people seem to
feel that traditional moral, political, and religious philosophies no longer offer sufficient guidance, and the recent use of a psychoanalytic framework for thinking about public and personal problems has contributed to a new sense of privacy in which rigid boundaries between public and private have been softened.

In the midst of all this change, the French, who have always been used to a highly structured sense of the "rules of the game," are left with few social prescriptions. Family traditions and rituals are no longer secure, once coveted diplomas and titles no longer fulfill their promise of prestige or even employment, religious faith and institutions are in crisis. When the individual seeks anchoring points for his life or help in dealing with distress, it is hard to find them in the experience of a community, in a set of established institutions, or in a faith. He must look to himself and his personal relationships. In this personal sphere, psychoanalysis in both France and America has offered itself as a way of addressing new insecurities. It also has responded to the lack of norms by offering new experts for social problems that traditional formulae (religious ones, for example) no longer seem able to handle. In sum, psychoanalysis has emerged in France as it did in America as the "therapy of deconversion."

Sociologist Peter Berger, who has sketched the outline of the correspondences between psychoanalysis and the social opacity and loss of community that characterize twentieth-century America, has reflected that, in America, "if Freud had not existed, he would have had to be invented." One might say that in recent years the French have invented their own Freud. In the next chapter we shall see that although France and America both developed a psychoanalytic culture, each "invented" a different Freud, one who matched the national texture of its social, intellectual, and political life.
Chapter 2

"Reinventing" Freud in France

Our understanding of the emergence of the French psychoanalytic culture recognizes three kinds of developments. First, there were the social changes which seriously challenged a longstanding French belief that people could look to the collectivity and its traditions for some sense of who they were and where they were going. Second, there was the development of a psychoanalytic theory with the right cultural credentials. And finally, there was a breakthrough into a more popular psychoanalytic culture. In chapter one we looked at the breakdown in traditional functioning at the social base which allowed psychoanalysis to take root. In this chapter we look at the second and third of these strands of development, at the Lacanian "French indigenous" psychoanalytic paradigm that has come to dominate the French scene and at the catalytic role of the May–June 1968 events.¹ We discuss how the 1968 events translated existential Marxist ideas into a kind of social action which raised questions about the world to which psychoanalysis seemed to offer some answers.² The May events themselves were explosive and ephemeral, but among other effects they may have had, they were midwife to something more long lasting: they facilitated the breakthrough of the French psychoanalytic movement into a new, wide-
spread psychoanalytic culture, and helped to shape it in the process.

We encountered the question of how a developing psychoanalytic culture can be shaped by its surroundings in our discussion of the American appreciation of Freud. In fact, when Freud expressed his first surprise that the Americans were enthusiastically accepting the psychoanalytic "plague," he was underestimating the degree to which psychoanalysis can adapt to its environment. Psychoanalysis has become culturally specific in several ways. First, cultures can "pick and choose" among its elements, bracketing those that seem most threatening or least useful. For example, the Americans might have been ready to accept a kind of therapy that focused heavily on early childhood memories, but not ready to accept fully the idea of infantile sexuality; they might have been ready to accept the existence of an unconscious, but unready to accept the power that Freud attributed to it.

Second, psychoanalysis can be a screen onto which a culture projects its preoccupations and values. Early twentieth-century American social theorists, such as Dewey, Mead, Peirce, and James, shared an optimistic and therapeutic outlook on the world. These thinkers of the "American Enlightenment" set the stage for the Americanization of psychoanalysis which was dominated by a celebration of an autonomous ego that could change if it tried. Freud believed that since neurosis was the result of deep-seated psychological and social determinants, cures could only be protracted and partial. Freud's pessimistic tone suggested that psychoanalysis could help people to endure the paradox and tragedy of human life, but "endurance" was no substitute for the sense of wholeness that Americans felt they had lost with urbanization and the end of the frontier and that they hoped to recapture through a therapeutic culture. Freud's American interpreters shifted the emphasis to a new therapeutic optimism. Their response to Freudian pessimism was to shrug off the suggestion that the individual is not master of his own house, free to act and choose no matter what his problems or environment. Although the Americans welcomed Freud to their shores, Freud's theory could not stretch far enough to meet American demands for therapeutic optimism and voluntarism. In the end, he was "not enough," and Americans strained to produce more optimistic, instrumental, and voluntaristic revisions of his work.
Third, psychoanalysis is shaped by social institutions. In the story of what happened to psychoanalysis in the United States, the fact that the "American Freud" was nearly monopolized by physicians, a social group under the greatest possible pressure to emphasize the useful, took the general American preference for the pragmatic and raised it to a higher power. In France, the psychiatric resistance to psychoanalysis allowed it a long period of incubation in the world of artists and writers before a significant breakthrough into medicine, a pattern which reinforced the French tendency to take ideas and invest them with philosophical and ideological significance instead of turning them outward toward problem-solving.

In its susceptibility to cultural influence, psychoanalysis is not unique. Most intellectual movements undergo some form of cultural adaptation to different national settings. But psychoanalysis is not just an intellectual position: its extension as a therapeutic strategy makes it especially sensitive to its environment. In order to be effective, therapies must be relevant to a culture's prevailing modes of making sense of experience. In this, therapeutic strategies are similar to religious beliefs. One would not expect the national versions of psychoanalysis to be any less varied than the national versions of Calvinism. An American patient, nurtured on the Horatio Alger story and on dramatic tales of biological or spiritual ancestors battling it out at the frontier, can respond to a picture of his psyche which emphasizes the struggles of the ego with the demands of a difficult reality. A French patient who has been doing explication du texte and memorizing literary aphorisms since grade school might be more receptive to a psychoanalysis which presents itself as a form of textual analysis on the unconscious. In this chapter we keep the cultural specificity of psychoanalytic cultures in mind as we look at how Freud was "reinvented" for the French.

Historian H. Stuart Hughes has remarked that the French resisted psychoanalysis until they had produced Jacques Lacan, an "indigenous heretic" whose structuralism and linguistic emphasis were resonant with the French Cartesian tradition. Lacan's structuralist theories emphasize the possibility of discovering universal laws about man and society through our experience of ourselves. Lacan denigrates "humanistic" philosophy and psychology that treat man as an actor who wills his
action and instead sees man as a submitting object of processes that transcend him. Lacan's affirmation of the centrality of language to thought and his emphasis on logical and mathematical formalization is meant to lay the groundwork for a unification of knowledge. Lacan has underscored these Cartesian qualities in Freud where they were apparent and has read others back into Freud where they were at best implicit.

The French tradition in psychology has always been poetic, and there had been much objection to Freud's didactic style, which the French felt did great injustice to the protean symbols with which he dealt. The French preferred authors like the philosopher Gaston Bachelard who treated such symbols more "aesthetically." Lacan's style, which is closer to Mallarmé's than to Freud's, satisfies the French taste for a poetic psychology. And his work is so elusive, so intentionally hard to pin down, that no one could accuse him of not letting protean symbols emerge in all their richness and ambiguity.

The Lacanian paradigm is structuralist, emphasizing the individual's constraints rather than his freedoms; it is poetic, linguistic, and theoretical rather than pragmatic and tends to open out to a political discourse which raises questions beyond the psychoanalytic. French intellectual life is among the most ideological and politicized in the world, and Lacanism's strong political valence helps to mark it as "French indigenous." We shall see how Lacan's anti-institutional biases, his critique of "adaptationist" ego psychology, and his emphasis on the way in which society enters the individual as the individual enters the world of symbolic speech have facilitated a new dialogue between Marxism and psychoanalysis in France. In its structuralist, linguistic, poetic, and political emphases, Lacan's is truly a "French Freud." By looking more closely at Lacan's psychoanalytic thought we can deepen our understanding of these dimensions.

We begin our discussion of Lacan, the theorist, with a distinction between two styles of theorizing, both of which can be found in Freud's work. The distinction is between a search for meaning and a search for mechanism. In Freud's early work much of the discussion is about how to find a new level of meaning in what people do, say, and dream by a method not unlike textual analysis. Psychic phenomena are discussed in terms of processes that constantly remind the reader that the phenomena
themselves are linguistic: for example, one analyzes the dream as a rebus. In Freud's later work, different concerns are dominant. He focuses on the mechanisms of negotiation between internal entities—id, ego, and superego—which now join censors, instincts, and drives to act in hidden but highly structured processes which are presumed to underlie behavior.

To many, this later, "psychological" theory seemed more concrete, more scientific, more attractive. To Jacques Lacan, it opened the door to compromising the Freudian pursuit of meaning with an unfortunate preoccupation with mechanism. To his mind it represented a dilution of psychoanalytic thought, and he has devoted much of his career to the relentless criticism of such tendencies.

For example, in the 1950s Lacan turned sharp critical fire on the fashion of that time to look for bridges from psychoanalysis to behaviorist psychology. When the *International Journal of Psychoanalysis* published an article by the American psychoanalyst Jules Masserman, who argued that experiments which conditioned autonomic responses to word commands (and imagined word commands) were important to psychoanalysis, Lacan was outraged. He accused the editors of the journal of "Following a tradition borrowed from employment agencies; they never neglect anything that might provide our discipline with 'good references'." Lacan himself was clearly not impressed with behaviorism's credentials for the job:

Think of it, here we have a man who has reproduced neurosis ex-pei-men-tal-ly in a dog tied down to a table and by what ingenious methods: a bell, the plate of meat it announces, and the plate of potatoes that arrives instead; you can imagine the rest. He will certainly not be one, at least so he assures us, to let himself be taken in by the "ample ruminations" as he puts it, that philosophers have devoted to the problem of language. Not him, he's going to grab it from your throat.

For Lacan, what is essential in psychoanalysis is the relation of the unconscious to language and symbolic behavior; in these areas, models of stimulus and response have nothing to contribute. Lacan's hyphenation of "experimentally" leaves little doubt that he intended such reverberations as the suggestion that experimental methods in psychoanalytic domains leave the essential behind (ex-mental) or go around it (peri-
Lacan insists that Masserman was mistaken in his claim that when the thought of a word is used as a stimulus in a conditioning experiment, the word is serving as an “idea-symbol.” Lacan describes this mistake as a failure to distinguish between using a word as a mere sign and using it as a symbol. A sign conveys a simple message complete in itself. A symbol evokes an open-ended system of meaning. For Lacan, the confusion of sign and symbol by a psychoanalyst is deeply troubling because it compromises Freud’s “Promethean discovery” of the unconscious, its laws and the effects of symbols. “To ignore this symbolic order is to condemn the discovery to oblivion and the experience to ruin.”

Lacan does not limit his critique of what he saw as mechanistic interpretations of psychoanalysis to behaviorism. For Lacan, explicit experientialism is only an extreme case of a way of thinking which includes psychoanalytic ego psychology as well. Indeed, Lacan found the Masserman case worthy of attention precisely because he felt it represented everything produced by a certain tendency in psychoanalysis—in the name of a theory of the ego or of the technique of the analysis of defense—everything, that is, most contradictory to the Freudian experience.

As far as Lacan was concerned, the same shift of concern from meaning to mechanism which had led analysts to the search for Pavlovian or Skinnerian principles had also led them to an exaggerated concern for the whereabouts and activities of a set of psychic structures whose existence was at best problematic. Of course, of all such structures it is the ego that has occasioned the greatest interest from psychoanalysts. In Freud’s later writings, the ego emerged as that agency which is turned out toward reality, and theorists who followed him, among them and perhaps most importantly his daughter, began to focus their attention on its vicissitudes. To them, the ego seemed almost a psychic hero as it battled off id and superego at the same time that it tried to cope with the world of the everyday. Anna Freud wrote of its powerful artillery, the mechanisms of defense, which helped the ego in its struggles but whose overly rigid use caused it new problems. And Heinz Hartmann gave the ego a property that was to prove decisive for psychoana-
lytic technique when he asserted that the ego had an aspect that was not tied up with the individual's neurotic conflicts. As perceived by the French, the concept implied a voluntarism that seemed anti-Freudian. This "unhampered" aspect of the ego seemed free to act and choose, independent of constraints, including social constraints. It almost seemed the psychic locus for a notion of the "Will" or for the seat of moral responsibility. And they felt that it was from the germ of this idea of a "conflict-free zone" that a new way of talking about psychoanalysis gradually emerged and became most powerfully rooted in the United States. This was to talk about a therapeutic alliance: the analyst's role was to become the ally of the "healthy" ego forces in their struggle to dominate instincts and drives.

We learn much about Lacan by examining his many-sided attack on this position. First, he attacks the ego psychologists' concept of a "healthy part" of the ego. How, asks Lacan, can they know which "part" is "healthy"? Is this not tantamount to assuming that the goal of psychoanalysis is to bring the patient to see the world as the analyst sees it? Lacan rejects this as a goal of psychoanalysis along with the associated formulation that "the purpose of analysis is achieved by an identification with the analyst's ego." To Lacan's way of thinking, the analyst must engage in a continual process of putting himself into question and must never let his sense of reality become the measure of all things for the patient. Going even further, Lacan attacks the very idea that the health of the ego can be defined objectively in terms of an adaptation to reality. In one essay, Lacan asks us to imagine that his desk were capable of speech. The desk explains how well adapted it is to reality in the shape of Lacan's papers and person. The desk sees its reality as all reality and cannot know whether it is adapted to reality or reality to it. Why should things be easier for an ego? Lacan acknowledges that the ego and not the desk is the "seat of perceptions," but this does not give it an "objective" platform from which to view the world.

Lacan traces most of ego psychology's problems and contradictions to this idea that there is an "objective," "knowable" reality:

One understands that to prop up so obviously precarious a conception certain individuals on the other side of the Atlantic should have felt the need to introduce into it some stable value, some standard of the measure of the real: this turns out
to be the autonomous ego. This is the supposedly organized ensemble of the most disparate functions that lend their support to the subject's feeling of innateness. It is regarded as autonomous because it appears to be sheltered from the conflicts of the person (non-conflictual-sphere).

One recognizes there a down-at-heel mirage that had already been rejected as untenable by most academic psychology of introspection. Yet this regression is celebrated as a return to the fold of "general psychology." 

Lacan's own conception of the ego suggests that far from deserving a role as a trustworthy ally, it must be profoundly mistrusted because it is unable to discriminate the subject's own desires from the desires of others. According to Lacan, the ego is not autonomous, but subordinated and alienated to the objects (people and images) with which it has identified during its development. We shall be returning to Lacan's ideas about the genesis of the ego's confusions from its time of origin in what Lacan calls the "mirror phase" of human development; here, we only point out that while other analysts were talking about setting up alliances with the ego, Lacan was insisting that the ego is the carrier of the neurosis and that allying with the ego is like consorting with the enemy.

For Lacan, the psychoanalytic approach to the ego must be "with daggers drawn"; the analyst must relate directly to the unconscious. When Lacan speaks of the psychoanalyst as the "practitioner of the symbolic function" he means that the analyst must be the practitioner of the language of the unconscious, a language of poetry and puns, word plays, and internal rhymes. In this language, there is no line between what is said and how it is said: style is indissociable from substance.

Lacan himself is at his most stylized and substantive at his seminar, a Paris ritual now a quarter of a century old. Once every two weeks many hundreds of people come to listen to a performance which defies categorization. Lacan describes his seminar as a place where ça parle (the id speaks) and in many ways his discourse is like the flow of language of a person in analysis, dense with associations and unexpected transitions. But Lacan's seminars are much more than free associations. In these meticulously prepared presentations, we also hear Lacan speak with the voice of the analyst, interpreting his own discourse as did the early Freud of *The Interpretation of Dreams*. Unlike the early Freud,
though, the line between the interpretation and the material is not always drawn. Interpretation is embedded in the discourse itself, often couched in word play and literary device. For example, Lacan speaks of people as *parlêtres*. The term means “talking beings,” but can also be heard as meaning “by the letter,” playing on the structuralist notion of man as constituted by language. Lacan coins the phrase *père-version*, “father-aversion,” and plays on the idea that it is also perverse. We shall see that one of Lacan’s most important theoretical tenets is that in a single act the child accepts both the name of the father (in French, *le nom*) and the father’s saying “no” to the child’s sexual attachment to the mother (in French, *le non*). So, when Lacan called his 1973–74 seminar “Les Non-Dupes Errent” (Those who are not duped are in error), he was playing on the other two ways of hearing these sounds, as “the father’s *name*” and as “the father’s *no*.”

For Lacan, this word play is not a frill, but is at the heart of what he considers the psychoanalytic enterprise. He wants his communications to speak directly to the unconscious and believes that word play, where causal links dissolve and associations abound, is the language which it understands. All psychoanalysts use language as the medium of the analytic cure and are interested in its study. But Lacan’s interest in language expresses something much more specific: Lacan believes that the study of the laws of language and the laws of the unconscious are one and the same, that *the unconscious is structured as a language*. And of course this means that linguistics is the cornerstone for all psychoanalytic science.

Thus Lacan is led to couch his fundamental theoretical ideas in terms of how different kinds of relationships of signification are built up. For Lacan, even the infant’s first desire for the mother signifies something beyond itself: it signifies the wish to be what the mother most desires. In French, the ambiguity between desiring someone and the desire to be the object of that person’s desire is beautifully expressed in the possessive form “de” (“of”). *Désir de la mère* means “desire for the mother” as well as “the mother’s desire.” (In English, we must constantly remind ourselves that desire for a person and the desire to be the object of desire are both always present, each implied in the other.)

The infant does not just want to be cared for, touched and fed, but
wants to actually complete the mother, to be what she lacks and can be presumed to want above all else: the phallus. In Lacan's work, the phallus does not stand for the penis itself. It stands for the infant's absolute and irreducible desire to be a part of the mother, to be what she most desires. We shall see that for Lacan it comes to stand, even more generally, for the kind of desire that can never be satisfied.

The child's relationship with the mother is fusional, dual and immediate, dominated by the desire to lose self in other. The presence of the father (as presented by the mother to the child) excludes the possibility for fusion. The child's desire to be its mother's desire gives way to an identification with the father. Lacan tells us that this identification takes place through an assimilation of the father's name, which as we have already pointed out, is a homonym in French with the father's "no."

In "classical" Freudian terms we have just described the repression of desire for the mother. Freud's models of how this process takes place were sometimes psychological, sometimes hydraulic, sometimes energetic. What Lacan has done is to translate repression into linguistic terms as a process of metaphor formation. One signifier (father's name) comes to substitute for another (desire for the mother and desire to be the object of her desire). Of course, what is being signified, the phallus, remains the same. But two important things have happened. The relationship between signifier and signified has been mediated: they are now more distanced from each other. And the old signifier (desire for the mother) and what it signifies are "pushed down" to a deeper level: they are now unconscious. The father's name now only signifies the phallus through a chain of signification that has an invisible link, the desire for the mother. In the course of a lifetime, the individual builds up many chains of signification, always substituting new terms for old and always increasing the distance between the signifier that is most accessible and visible, and all those that are invisible and unconscious, including of course the original signifier.

This model of repression as metaphor formation helps us to understand Lacan's way of talking about the psychoanalytic process as a science of interpretation. Its goal is not stated in terms of "adaptation to reality," but as the restitution of the associative chains of signification. Since these chains have been built up by complex word plays, breaking
the code requires skill with words. Lacan was being quite genuine when he summed up his advice to a young psychoanalyst as "Do crossword puzzles." 14

But the formation of the parental metaphor, or, more classically, the repression of the desire for the mother through the "mechanism" of castration anxiety, is not a random link in the associative chain of signification. It is Lacan's version of what is taking place in the resolution of the Oedipus complex. And at the heart of what is going on is the development of the child's capacity for a new way of using signification. The child is learning how to use symbols. Lacan marks the enormous difference between the pre-Oedipal and post-Oedipal ways of signifying by naming two different orders of signification. The first order, associated with the immediate, dual relationship of child and mother, is called the "imaginary" (imaginaire) order. As when Narcissus bent over his reflection, self yearns to fuse with what is perceived as other. The second order, in which signification is mediated by a third term, the father, is called the "symbolic" (symbolique) order. Like the world after the Tower of Babel, there is no longer a one-to-one correspondence between things and how they are called. The symbol has intervened. The word is no longer the thing.

The imaginary order takes its name from Lacan's description of a "mirror phase" of development which extends from when the child is about six months old to when it is about eighteen months old. During this time, the child comes to see its body, which is still uncoordinated and not fully under its control, as whole rather than fragmented by identifying with its mirror image in much the same way that it identifies with its mother's body and with the bodies of other children. Lacan believes that all of these unmediated one-to-one identifications are alienating. The child is actually subordinated to its image, to its mother, to others. Lacan associates imaginary significations with dual, fusional, and alienating relationships and contrasts them with very different significations which can take place in the symbolic order. Symbolic signification, of which the "father's name" metaphor is an example, is mediated rather than fusional. It is social, not narcissistic. According to Lacan's way of looking at things, the Oedipal crisis is a crisis of imaginary signification. It marks the child's entrance into the world of the symbolic
through the formation of the parental metaphor. The laws of language and society come to dwell within the child as he accepts the father’s name and the father’s “no.”

In this discussion we have presented the transition from imaginary to symbolic as though an imaginary “stage” gives way to a symbolic one. But this is not the case. The entrance into the symbolic opens the way for symbolic significations, but the imaginary identifications which began during the mirror phase have become paradigmatic for processes of identification. The subject continues to identify himself with people and images in a direct, fusional mode in which self is lost in other. And it is through these identifications that the subject constructs the alienated self which Lacan calls the ego or moi. Of course this ego, built out of alienating identifications, has nothing in common with the sturdy, helpful being described by the ego psychologists. Quite to the contrary, for Lacan the ego is the bearer of neurosis and the center of all resistance to the cure of symptoms. The symbolic order always partakes of the imaginary because the primary identification of the self as a misrecognition constrains all further constructions of the self. The self is always like an other. So the imaginary construction of the ego “situates the agency of the ego, before its social determination, in a fictional direction, which will always remain irreducible for the individual alone. . . .”

All of the objects of imaginary identification function as substitutes for the absolute object of desire, long repressed, long forgotten, what Lacan calls “the absolute desire for the Other.” This desire can never be satisfied. Even at the end of a successful analysis the subject is faced with the impossibility of completing the chain of signification back to an accessible and irreducible reality. Knowledge and the absolute, final truth are irrevocably cut off from each other. “The symptom, ever more loaded with its content of knowledge, is cut off from its truth. And that which severs them from one another is precisely what constitutes the subject.” Psychoanalysis cannot undo this inevitable frustration. It can only bring the individual to an understanding of how the experience of “something missing” is at the very core of his being. And indeed, Lacan acknowledges this final, frustrating state of affairs when he defines a third order which is beyond the symbolic realm of language and beyond imaginary construction. This reality which we can never know
is what he calls the ‘‘real’’ (réel). Trying to describe the real in words is itself a paradox because definitionally the real lies beyond language. It is defined within the linguistic system as something beyond and outside of it. It is the precategorical and prescientific, the reality that we must assume although we can never know it.¹⁸

Even our very brief look at Lacan’s ideas should leave little doubt that they would provoke strong feelings. In later chapters we discuss both his excommunication from the International Psychoanalytic Association and the devotion of his followers. It is not uncommon for a French psychoanalyst to have made loyalty to Lacan the theorist a matter of personal principle despite his or her most profound reservations about Lacan the clinician or even about Lacan the man. In my own interviews with French psychoanalysts, many who neither approved of Lacan’s short sessions nor of his ideas about self-authorization in psychoanalytic training felt that his theoretical perspective had brought them back to fundamental truths which served as sources of renewal in their lives as analysts.

Lacan’s turn to linguistic referents for psychoanalysis and his interest in psychoanalysis as a science of interpretation gives him an appeal far beyond the psychoanalytic community itself. It is particularly strong in the world of literary criticism where “traditional” psychoanalytic approaches have all too often degenerated into unrigorous and reductionist speculations about an author’s “Oedipal” preoccupations or use of sexual symbolism. Lacan offers literary critics the possibility of something new. In his seminar on Edgar Allen Poe’s “The Purloined Letter,” Lacan does not use analytic categories to solve textual problems. Instead, he takes the Poe story as a pretext for using analytic questions to open up altogether new kinds of literary and psychoanalytic issues.¹⁹

The story has intrinsic appeal for Lacan: it offers “the letter” as an image of the power of the signifier. All of the actions of all of the characters in the story are determined by the presence of a letter, a signifier whose contents are unknown. Thus, like a typographic “letter,” and like Freud’s description of a “memory trace,” the purloined letter is a unit of signification which takes on meaning by its differential opposition to other units. Lacan’s seminar on Poe focuses on the generation of meaning from such oppositions and on the ability of pre-existing sym-
bols to structure human action. Implicitly, it also raises the problem of the real. Even the "letter," the unit of signification, is not irreducible; it can bear meaning through associations and history that go beyond its differential oppositions with other (like) units. In other essays in the *Ecrits* Lacan treats the work of Marguerite Duras, the Marquis de Sade, Jorge Luis Borges, and Molière, amongst scores of other authors, and explores many relations between psychoanalysis and literature. Lacanian perspectives on the problems of signification, on the structuring properties of desire, on the power of symbols in forging human action, and on the homologies between unconscious laws and linguistic laws, have deeply influenced the current generation of French literary critics including Roland Barthes, Julia Kristeva, and Philippe Sollers, and have swept Continental literary circles. Indeed, the first interest in Lacan in the United States was not from the psychoanalytic community, but from students of literature.

In this book we do not focus on Lacan and the French literati, but on his relevance to another group. This is his appeal to people who consider themselves to be on the Left. Using the expression "people on the Left" calls for some disclaimers. Although our subsequent discussion will include some special reference to Communist Party intellectuals, we do not mean to designate only the Left of official political parties. We are speaking of mostly middle-class people, somewhat intellectual in their interests and pretensions, who do not necessarily hold much in common beyond the fact that they would identify themselves as "people on the Left." Some belong to the Communist Party, although others who consider themselves "on the Left" feel that Party members are definitionally excluded from the Left. Some identify with the small, Marxist and anarchist student groups which sparked the May days. Some identify with the existential Marxism of groups like Socialisme ou Barbarie. Some are more influenced by the opinions of the trend-setting *Le Nouvel Observateur* than by the ideas of Marx, Trotsky, or Mao. For most French people who consider themselves "on the Left," the cultivation of anti-Americanism is a habit of long standing, and outside of the Communist Party, another common element is a strong anti-bureaucratic and anti-establishment bias. Lacan has appeal on all of these counts. For over a quarter of a century he has remained relent-
lessly critical of American psychoanalysis, politics, and culture and of all psychoanalytic establishments. His attacks have frequently had a tone closer to those of a political campaigner than to what we usually associate with psychoanalytic scholarship.

Freud began a tradition of psychoanalyst as cultural critic, and Lacan has often crossed the line between scientific criticism of American ego psychology and more politically charged attacks on the American values which helped to ensure its acceptance. For example, he described the American psychoanalytic community as “A team of egos, no doubt less equal than autonomous” which are “offered to the Americans to guide them towards happiness, without upsetting the autonomies, egotistical or otherwise, that pave with their non-conflictual spheres, the American Way of getting there.” In his 1953 essay “The Function and Field of Speech and Language in Psychoanalysis,” Lacan combined his attack on the United States as a nation where individuals were subjected to “human engineering” in the service of social control with an attack on the bureaucratization of the psychoanalytic establishment. He described the psychoanalytic establishment as “terrified” and defensively walled off from “the fresh air of criticism” by a formalism pushed to such ceremonial lengths that one might well wonder whether it does not bear the same similarity to obsessional neurosis that Freud so convincingly defined in the observance, if not in the genesis, of religious rites.

And in the 1970s, things were not much different: Lacan was still using “American Psychoanalysis” as a shorthand for any mechanistic approach to psychoanalysis and was referring to the International Psychoanalytic Association as the SAMCDA, his acronym for “The Society of Mutual Aid to Combat the Psychoanalytic Discourse.”

Lacan’s anti-American and antibureaucratic positions were not irrelevant to the social breakthrough of the French psychoanalytic culture in the late 1960s. At the height of the Vietnam War, anti-Americanism and the denigration of all establishments were rallying cries for the French student movement. Lacan’s connections to these issues made it easier for the psychoanalytic culture to take some of the momentum from energies generated and then frustrated by the May days and their
aftermath. But the vigor and political valence of the French psychoanalytic culture which emerged after 1968 was not a simple function of its ability to pick up on Lacan’s iconoclasm and the student movement’s anti-American and anti-institutional themes. In the years following the May–June 1968 events, French psychoanalysis came to be reconciled with two ideological currents, existentialism and Marxism, with which it had formerly had hostile relations. Jean-Paul Sartre had denounced Freud’s notion of the unconscious as an insult to human freedom; generations of Marxists had denounced psychoanalysis as a weapon of the bourgeoisie. But by the 1970s French Communists were reading favorable commentaries about psychoanalysis in Party organs, and Sartre had written a biography of Flaubert of Freudian inspiration. Before we can understand how the events of 1968 mediated these changes, we must turn to how, in the twenty years between the end of World War II and the 1968 social revolt, existentialism and Marxism forged their own marriage in a way which prepared the ground for both of them to approach psychoanalytic thought with fresh interest.

For the “classical” Marxist, individual psychological processes are epiphenomenal because events are determined by a society’s class structure and means of production. However, after World War II, the classical “economist” reading of Marx began to appear insufficient for understanding what had happened to Communism in the Soviet Union. If capital was defined only in terms of the private ownership of the means of production, the Russian system, which appeared to be a form of state capitalism, seemed a contradiction in terms. As it became increasingly apparent, that the critique of capitalism had to be based on more than legal or purely economic ideas about ownership, more Marxists turned to Marx’s early writings in which the emphasis was on the concept of alienation rather than ownership. The alienation of the early Marx is a psychological state which could be present whether or not one was in the presence of a stock exchange or working in a factory. One could be alienated in Moscow as well as in Detroit, in a university as well as on an assembly line. This notion of alienation was very appealing to intellectuals because, if a revolutionary class was defined in terms of its alienation, alliances between workers, students, and intellectuals could make real political sense. It was embraced by postwar French Marxists.
caught up in the burgeoning existentialist movement. Under the influence of existential philosophy, Marx’s *1844 Manuscripts*, Gramsci’s writings, and Georg Lukacs’ humanistic Marxism, a native species of French existential Marxism was born. This marriage of political and philosophical currents was to be extremely relevant to the social outburst of May 1968 which played out many existential Marxist ideas in political practice.

French existential Marxists were committed to the ideas that the essence of revolutionary action was self-management and local control of political power and that the socialist revolution would lead to a blossoming of the individual personality. Following Marx’s vision of a world where the barrier between mental and manual labor would break down, they believed that socialism should mean the end to alienation. These beliefs in self-management and the end of alienation became focal points of the May–June 1968 actions when students seized control of their high schools and universities, and workers took over their factories. They wanted to run all institutions as participatory democracies where self-expression would be given free rein. In their writings, the existential Marxists tried to work out the theoretical connections between self-management and the problem of alienation, but the actual experience of May gave new life to the issues. Existential Marxists had long speculated about how a revolution of self-management might unfold, but it was *doing it* in 1968 that brought the centrality of individual psychology into relief. Attempts at self-expression in structures of democratic self-management led to preoccupations with the self. Existential Marxism when played out in social practice seemed to pave the way for the psychoanalytic culture.

The May actions stressed that a liberated politics could only emerge from liberated interpersonal relationships and that structured, impersonal political organizations could not respond to the problems of alienation in an over-structured society. The May 1968 alternative to traditional political organization was the *comité d’action*. “Action committees” sprang up everywhere: in universities, factories, theater groups, high schools, hospitals. They were not intended to develop a coherent program for a new society; they were to *be* that new society in embryo. They presented an image of the future socialist society as a so-
ciety of continual, free, spontaneous creation. In such a society, action would not emerge from planning, but from people relating fully to each other as complete human beings rather than as fragmented social actors. One of the dominant ideas put forth during May was that the form and the relational context of politics was politics itself. Like Lacan, the May celebrants saw style and content as indissociable. People tried to act on a belief that unalienated thought and action required political structures that were designed to destroy structures. They participated in the action committees as "antistructures" and focused their attention on expected changes in their psychological states. The result was a new concern with the self and with personal relationships.

During May–June 1968, the streets of France were flooded with people talking to each other as they claimed they had never talked with each other before. They spoke of their sexuality, of their dissatisfactions with family life and formalities, of their desire for more open communication. The hierarchies and bureaucratic structures which are so much a part of French life were, for a moment, forgotten. Questions about authenticity and alienation were experienced as real, immediate, almost tangible. Even a brief experience of doing without the typical social roles gave special meaning to trying to understand how these roles stand in the way of intimacy.

In the years before 1968 in France, there had already grown up a small psychoanalytic movement animated by lively theoretical controversies, an intellectual community increasingly receptive to Freud's ideas, and a psychiatric establishment that was less hostile to them. The pieces were in place for a new relationship to psychoanalytic ideas in France. But while psychoanalysts and intellectuals alone can make a psychoanalytic cult, they cannot themselves make a psychoanalytic culture. The popularity of existentialism during the 1940s and 1950s had been fanned by its resonance with the decisions people had to make during the war. The issue of individual commitment took on a quality of concreteness and personal urgency. Now, the widely shared experience of May called long-established patterns of life into question and prepared the ground for a new cultural interest in individual psychology. In the years after May there was great popular demand for psychoanalytic
ideas, for psychoanalytically inspired advice, and even for psychoanalytic therapy.

The explosion of interest in psychoanalysis after 1968 was foreshadowed by many of the May slogans and graffiti, which expressed the desire to get close to immediate experience and emotion and to break down the boundaries between reality and fantasy, the rational and irrational. To many observers, May seemed to be a kind of surrealism-in-political-action. Freud's first French admirers had been the surrealists, and during May, as in surrealist writings, psychoanalytic slogans were put to use as utopian rallying cries: "Take your desires for reality... A policeman dwells in each of our heads, he must be killed... Liberate psychoanalysis." In the course of the 1968 events, many radical students moved from indifference or hostility toward psychoanalysis to a new, more ambivalent relationship. Long-standing Leftist criticism of psychoanalysis as bourgeois ideology and upper-class luxury paled before popular demands for contact with psychoanalysis. Wilhelm Reich became a Maitre à penser; long nights of political debate were held in a Sorbonne lecture hall, newly rechristened L'Amphithéâtre Che-Guevara-Freud.

To many, May 1968 was experienced as a festival of speech and liberated desire and it seemed only natural to turn to psychoanalysts whom they perceived as the professionals of both. Students asked analysts to join them in their struggles. Medical students wanted help in creating a new "human relations curriculum" for medical schools, psychiatry students wanted support in their revolt against their almost entirely neurological university training, and politicized students in the social sciences and humanities were in search of new critical vantage points. Psychoanalysts were asked to leave the consulting room and to join in what was happening on the streets. These developments will be examined in greater detail in chapter seven on psychoanalysis in the university.

Political participation has always raised special problems for psychoanalysts: the orthodox have gravely emphasized psychoanalytic neutrality, but for many analysts, there was a real tension between the therapeutic imperative of presenting a neutral screen and their own sense of
themselves as citizens. Psychoanalysts had debated the pros and cons of different kinds of political visibility in seminar rooms, salons, and journal articles for many generations. In 1968, there was pressure to act. Some analysts closed their offices, put up signs: "PSYCHOANALYST AT DEMONSTRATION." Some were hostile to the events, charged patients for analytic sessions that they missed. Others simply did nothing, watched, and waited it out.

On May 23, 1968, Paris's Le Monde published a manifesto in support of the students signed by seventy psychoanalysts. The manifesto emphasized that the May actions were politically motivated. The analysts who signed the manifesto were particularly interested in making this point because they knew only too well that many of their colleagues were already using analogies with the Oedipal drama to explain the events in terms of collective psychopathology.

There was strong reaction to the manifesto within the psychoanalytic world. The French psychoanalytic societies were torn by conflict over what the events were about and how analysts should participate in them. Analysts challenged the hierarchies of the psychoanalytic societies at the same time that they struggled with their positions in the social movement as a whole. French analysts of all persuasions were confronted with questions about psychoanalysis and politics and about the role of the analyst as social critic and revolutionary activist. Finding a role was no simple matter. There was first of all the traditional problem of "neutrality." Would political participation compromise the analytic position? Second, even those analysts who wanted to participate found themselves faced with a student movement that was highly ambivalent about the psychoanalytic presence. Attitudes toward psychoanalysis were in transition; the situation looked totally confusing. Analysts were alternatively denounced as legitimators of the status quo, cited in revolutionary slogans, criticized as "superpsychiatric policemen," and asked to speak on sexual and political liberation.

Lacanian analysts played a large role in the May movement: they identified with the students, and the students identified with them. In 1968, bridges between Lacan and the Left were strengthened by Lacanian connections with Marxist circles at the Ecole Normale Supérieure.
This association dated back to the early days of Lacan's seminar and had become closer and more visible in 1963 when Marxist philosopher Louis Althusser invited Lacan to bring his seminar to the Ecole Normale. The link to Althusser's circle had greatly increased the recruitment of politically involved people to Lacan's Freudian School and began to break down the long resistance of French Marxists toward psychoanalysis via a detour through Lacan's *Ecrits*. Lacan had certainly not been giving garden variety political speeches in his seminars at the Ecole Normale, but by June 1968, his thought was sufficiently associated with radical student groups that the dean of the Ecole asked him to leave on the grounds that his seminar was "politically disruptive." University administrators saw Lacan as a political threat and university students saw his anti-American and anti-institutional politics as an inspiration.

To a student movement in the throes of challenging the hierarchy of the French university system, the Lacanians—who had attacked the Americans, broken rules, and attacked hierarchy in the psychoanalytic world—seemed the natural allies of such struggles. Lacanian experiments in antipsychiatry seemed to anticipate the spirit of May, and students turned to Lacanian analyses of group and institutional process for ideas on how to run action committees. A political form inspired by the voluntarist tradition of worker self-management put itself at the tutelage of a structuralist psychoanalytic science. The action committees became a place for "bridge building" between existential Marxism and psychoanalysis, but there were many others, both during May and after.

Many people who had been caught up in the May actions turned to Lacan in the years after the events for help in theorizing many aspects of their aspiration to have made a revolution of speech and desire. They were able to turn to Lacan for help in thinking through the relationship of individual and society. In this chapter we have characterized Lacan's French "reinvention" of Freud and tried to situate it in relation to some important currents in French social and political life. In our next chapter we shall see how Lacan's theory and in particular his theorization of the transaction between imaginary and symbolic, the transaction that marks
man's entrance into society and that marks society's entrance into man, opened out to new connections between psychoanalysis and political ideas.

The surrealists had hoped to use psychoanalysis as a form of utopian thought. They tried to plumb psychoanalysis for images of a future that could draw upon a world of dreams and desire. Much to Freud's dismay, they took the existence of a powerful, primitive unconscious as an aesthetic measure of contemporary society. The flattened experience that characterizes modern life stood accused by the images of freedom that the surrealists read into Freud's thought. In May 1968, and in its aftermath, utopian political currents reenacted this scenario, this time with the ideas of Lacan, Reich, and Marcuse as well as Freud. In Lacan's own biography, things had come full circle. In the mid-1930s, at about the same time that Lacan was beginning his study of the problem of paranoia, Salvador Dali was deep in researches on a similar theme. From Dali's work came a characterization of the paranoid style as the appropriate stance for man in modern society. Lacan and Dali each claimed to have been greatly influenced by the other; Lacan joined the prewar circle of surrealist writers and artists in Paris. And so, if now in 1968 psychoanalysis was to be turned into a form of social criticism and in this sense to be returned to the surrealists, who but Lacan could accept the gift?
Chapter 3

May 1968 and Psychoanalytic Ideology

In the May–June 1968 events, the struggle and the search was less for new governmental forms than for oneself. French bureaucratic society had called forth its antithesis: an antistructural movement which created the context for a radical exploration of the self and a new, more encompassing mode of human relations. May seemed like a time out of time, a mythic moment which could be related directly to other such moments in French political history. Just as the Paris Commune had identified itself with the revolutionaries of 1789, even to the point of adapting the revolutionary calendar as its own, so the 1968 events looked to the Commune, another spontaneous uprising which aimed for the reconquest of urban centers, the dismantling of hierarchy, and the transformation of people into the "masters of their lives and of history, not only in political decisions, but in daily life." If the May movement was romantic in its use of the symbols of the Commune—the barricades, the red and black flags, the general strike—its new mythology was even more romantic: that of a return to Eden.

From the perspective of May 1968, life in Paris did seem a return to a simpler, less differentiated society. One participant put it this way:
The festival finally gave true vacations to those who had never known anything but work days and days off from work. The hierarchical pyramid melted like a sugarcake in the May sun. People spoke to each other, understood each other "à demi-mot." There was no longer a division between intellectuals and workers, but rather there were only revolutionaries in dialogue all over. . . . In this context the word "comrade" took its authentic meaning, truly marking the end of status separations. . . . The streets belonged to those who unpaved them. The suddenly rediscovered daily life became the center of all possible conquests. The people who worked in the now-occupied offices declared that they could no longer live as before, not even a little better than before. . . . The measured time of capitalism stopped. Without the train, without the metro, without the car, without work, the strikers were able to regain the time that they had so sadly lost in factories, on the highway, in front of TV. You strolled, talked, learned to live.2

The experience of May contrasted an unstructured model of society with the differentiated, structured system of everyday social life with its "masks" identifying status and role in the social and political hierarchy. During May, the movement drew strength from its Rousseauian metaphor: Paris became as a giant canvas and graffiti were its political language. The politics that it described was inseparable from a rediscovery of the capacity for love, imagination, and relationship that "normal" society with its rules and roles seemed to have eroded. The walls cried out that politics had to be made by "reinventing language" and that it had to be made in every person: "Revolution must be made in men before it can be realized in things."

In May, the mythology of a return to Eden with its (anti)rules, (anti)structure, and (anti)law was expressed in a hostility toward the dominant, structuralist intellectual methodology. In the course of the 1960s, the structuralist orientation of anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss had been incorporated into the work of thinkers in highly diverse fields; psychology, literature, history, and political theory, creating a constellation of famous names in French intellectual life (Althusser, Foucault, Barthes, and, as we have seen, Lacan) whose prestige and army of students created an atmosphere of a structuralist takeover and sometimes, in their domination of intellectual debate, of structuralist terrorism.

Common to all these thinkers was a vision of man that stressed the
determination of his action by forces that went beyond his conscious control. This vision was diametrically opposed to the voluntaristic, humanistic spirit of May. But the very sharpness of this polarization during May gave rise to a more complex relationship between radical political thought and structuralist ideas in the years that followed. In this chapter we look at the way in which psychoanalytic thought contributed to mediating this new entente, often by the misuse as well as the use of Lacanian ideas. Then we turn to the more general phenomenon of which it is but one case. That is the recent use of Lacanian metaphors to build bridges between psychoanalysis and politics. We first look at a sample of the numerous appropriations of a Lacanian discourse on the French radical Left, some by Maoists who focus on superstructure and the workings of the symbolic order, some by naturalists who look to the power and primitivism of the imaginary. Then we turn to how the French Communist Party’s long awaited reconciliation with psychoanalysis was made through a rigorous, Lancanian inspired interpretation of Freud which stresses his kinship to Marx as an epistemologist and scientific pioneer.

Structuralists usually trace the origins of their movement back to the linguist Ferdinand de Saussure, who insisted that the meaning of language was to be found not in the thoughts of a speaker or in the words that he used, but rather in their relations with one another and to the system of signs itself. The speaking subject was not the individualistic, autonomous Cartesian “I” because every “I” invoked the whole system of language, starting with the implied, reciprocal “you.” Man’s “common sense” understanding of his “I” as an intentional actor had little to do with what was really going on. The Saussurian tradition saw man as the object of rules and laws that are built into everything in and around himself, most notably into the microstructure of his language. Its most powerful message was that man is not his own center.

This notion of man’s determination by structures that transcend the individual altogether was antithetical in spirit to the voluntarist flavor of the May uprising which asserted the primacy of desires and ideas. Indeed, the students were trying to create a revolutionary moment at a time when any classical Marxist-structuralist analysis of the economic and political conjuncture would have insisted that the time was not ripe.
The students inclined toward a voluntarist notion of people making their own history: structuralism was associated with mechanistic determinism, and both were unfavorably counterposed to humanism. "Down with structuralism" became a student slogan. Structuralist theory was analogized to the modes of repression of contemporary institutions. In structuralist linguistics, for example, the speaker seems to disappear, the focus is on the relations of syntactical elements, on language "talking to itself." And thus, critics claimed, functioned the French university, which went on according to its own laws, its own code, without attention to or consideration of its human subjects, the students.3

During May, the students refused the knowledge of the university, and they struggled for access to a kind of knowledge more profoundly in touch with man's central conflicts, his feelings, his pain. Here, touching on these concerns, was a thinker who, while a "structuralist," seemed to have a theory that could help. The students' call was for a road back to Eden where word and thing were one. Lacan had, it seemed to some, theorized the road out of Eden by showing how the knowledge of the university, of society, of the symbolic order is "what comes instead of truth after the object has been lost."4 Lacan's notion of psychoanalysis as a reconstitution of an associative chain of signification offered a model of a road back to earlier, more primitive signification. Where Lacan wanted to reconstitute links, there were some who saw in the dual, fusional, sexually charged imaginary order those things that bourgeois society denied but that they felt were essential to being human; and they wanted a way back. During May, social challenge came to be viewed as analogous to the analytic experience: as a liberating ritual whose goal is to trace a way back to a truthful idiom. And this would require the liberation of language. People spoke of May as la prise de la parole, "the seizing of speech," and of l'imagination au pouvoir, "power to imagination."

Of course, Lacan was not the only psychoanalytic theorist seen as relevant to the "new" social desire for a return to primitive, sexual sources of energy and for a new relation to language. Reich's theories about how society warps man's natural sexual energies and Marcuse's powerful analysis of how modern life flattens man's experience of him-
self and his language were, at least during the events, even more central than Lacan's ideas. The concerns of the French students echoed the themes of the American cultural and sexual revolution of the 1960s. Indeed, to American observers of the French scene in 1968, the emphasis on spontaneity and the liberation of action, speech, and sexuality during the events did not seem very far away from "doing it" in America.

More significant differences emerged after the events themselves. In America, many veterans of the 1960s—left without a movement or a strong radical intellectual tradition—turned to the politics of self-absorption. Their turn from politics to the self carried with it the clear implication that it was possible to take care of the inner world without paying much attention to the outer. Encounter therapies, bioenergetics, and Hindu-styled mysticism were very much the order of the day. With no appreciation of social constraints, pessimism dissolves; openness and honesty alone are expected to breed contentment across the land. And with the flowering of a new crop of self-help therapies, Americans were told that they could be as self-reliant in their search for heightened consciousness as in their search for business success. The self-help movement seemed peculiarly "American" both in its lack of political perspective and in its anti-intellectualism. It insists that language (which it tends to refer to rather flatly as "verbalization") keeps us away from our "true selves" and all that matters is our feelings.5

In France, the experience of May had quite a different effect. A social movement which had denigrated structuralism as "deterministic," and therefore reactionary, became increasingly interested in the problem of how society enters the individual, in how the boundary between society and individual is broken down. The question was not new. At the end of the First World War, a group of Marxist social theorists in Germany, who called themselves the Frankfurt School, tried to understand how bourgeois Europe had survived the revolutionary crisis of 1914–19.6 According to materialist Marxist theoreticians, the "objective conditions" had been "ripe" for revolution, but no revolution had occurred. Traditional Marxism did not seem to be enough. The Frankfurt School set a new agenda for Marxists: to study the question of subjectivity in revolution. This meant moving away from ego psychology models which looked at how the social order "influenced" the individual to a
deeper and more dialectical analysis. Theodor Adorno stated the project as follows:

While they [the revisionists] unceasingly talk of the influence of society on the individual, they forget that not only the individual, but the category of individuality is a product of society. Instead of first extracting the individual from the social process so as to then describe the influence which forms it, an analytic social psychology is to reveal in the innermost mechanisms of the individual the decisive social forces.1

Lacan is a practicing psychoanalyst, not a social theorist, but in a very important sense his work responded to the proposed agenda set by the Frankfurt School. He insists, as did Frankfurt’s critical theorists, that to talk of “social influences” on the individual neutralizes one of Freud’s most central contributions: the recognition that society doesn’t “influence” an autonomous individual, but that society comes to dwell within him. Lacan’s theory of the construction of the symbolic order, when language and law enter man, allows for no real boundary between self and society: man becomes social with the appropriation of language, and it is language that constitutes man as a subject. Leftist intellectuals have read this to suggest that the notion of a private self is itself a construct of capitalism. The distinction between private and public, the very touchstone of bourgeois thought, exists only as bourgeois ideology. Alienation is not psychological or social; it is both, and at the same time: society is discovered within the individual. The prevailing form of subjectivity, then, has an objective base. In the symbolic order the individual is determined by the social relations in which he is enmeshed, but the symbolic order is itself the history of man which has hardened into what we accept as nature.8 In this way, Lacan’s theory offered a structure for thinking through the problem of the individual and society by theorizing the moment of transition from presocial to social man, the moment of “Oedipization,” the passage from the imaginary to the symbolic.

Other structuralist writers, among them Claude Lévi-Strauss and Jacques Derrida, had reflected on this Rousseauian theme of the fall from a state of nature to a state of society where language was no longer direct, immediate, and transparent to its object. But Lacan’s work on this theme was particularly subtle, provocative, and vivid. Like Rous-
seau, he had described a myth of passage that was able to serve as a framework for thinking about the relationship between the individual and society in a way that Reich's discussion of "a natural man" deformed by a crass society could not. What is perhaps most striking in Lacan's version of the banishment from Eden is that there is no natural man and therefore no way of thinking about society as coming after to thwart his nature. The infant is alienated in the imaginary realm and the imaginary remains with us.

In Lacan's treatment of the Oedipus myth, fears and desires that others have interpreted as relating directly to real parts of the body (castration anxiety, penis envy) and real or mythic family events (the primal scene) are understood in terms of language. For Lacan, the Oedipal crisis begins with the child's growing comprehension of the sexual rules that are embedded in its culture's linguistic terms for family and relatives. It is the kin terms (e.g., the way in which a father passes down his name to daughter and son), not body parts or any one event, that determine what is to follow. As elsewhere, Lacan is careful to distinguish between symbolic agents (such as kin terms), which can serve as structural markers, and body organs and real people, which cannot. So, for example, the penis can take its role in psychic development only when it is transformed into a symbol, the phallus, which is a signifier, a carrier of information about the set of meanings socially conferred upon the penis. In the linguistic sense, the phallus serves as a distinctive feature that separates two classes of objects, men and women. In our society, these classes are not equal, and the phallus, as signifier, is the carrier of this information about social inequality. According to this way of looking at things, penis envy is not a biological imperative, but is a socially specific jealousy. We can see how Lacan's reading of Freud has paved the way for a reconciliation of the French women's movement with psychoanalysis. For Lacan, anatomy is not equivalent to destiny; it is associated with it through a series of linguistic transformations, themselves rooted in social structure. That social structure is patriarchal, typified in the "Daddy-Mommy-Me" Oedipal unit.9

If Lacan's Oedipus myth begins when the child first understands kinship terms, it ends when the child accepts a prescribed place, not just in the kinship system, but in the shared discourse of language and soci-
ety. The child's "asocial," dual, and fusional relationship with its mother is foresworn for the world of symbolic discourse, where a third term is interposed between signifier and signified. The father becomes this third term and we enter the symbolic dimension by accepting his name and interdictions. Through him, we accept social law and language that now live within us as presences: "Man speaks then, but it is because the symbol has made him man." 10

Lacanian psychoanalysis established a context for people struggling toward a reconsideration of self, society, and politics to think through their concerns. May proved their number was legion. Since May, the call for a "Return to Nature" has swelled the ranks of French movements which open out to a variety of political actions. Some have romanticized Lacan's imaginary realm and looked to the mad as those closest to nature and freest from social constraints. They laid the foundation for a highly politicized French antipsychiatric movement. Some moved into the French ecology movement whose strong politicization contrasts markedly with its American counterpart, which until the anti-nuclear issue, tended to be more Thoreauian. Later in this chapter we shall see that some thinkers took Lacan's symbolic order—the "dictatorship of the signifier"—as paradigmatic of all social repression and conceived "back to nature" as a return to the imaginary. For others, the analytic process was a means, not of returning to the imaginary, but of establishing a new relationship to it, a relationship which could itself be revolutionary. Lacan himself does not have a position which allows for a simple choice between different realms of experience. His theory dialectically situates what is most human about man at the point of tension between imaginary and symbolic. The individual and the social order are inextricably bound.

In the post-1968 years, Lacanian themes were all the more salient to the Left because of its newly found interest in structuralism. Sartre had criticized structuralism in the name of the Left for its ahistoricity and consequent inability to explain change, particularly revolutionary change. But the May 1968 experience left many bitterly skeptical about existential assertions of man's freedom to create his history and ready to accept the structuralist emphasis on large areas of man's life that lay
outside of his conscious control. What had seemed reactionary in structuralism now seemed merely realistic. Leftists reconsidered structuralist methods. And since the letdown after May left many with a desire for self-examination, the structuralism they turned toward was psychoanalytic. Of course, this meant Lacan. According to Lacan, it has been clear since Freud's *Interpretation of Dreams* that man is inhabited by a law that he does not constitute but that constitutes him. He is inhabited by the signifier; he didn’t create it:

Symbols in fact envelop the life of man in a network so total that they join together, before he comes into the world, those who are going to engender him "by flesh and blood": so total that they bring to his birth, along with the gifts of the stars, if not with the gifts of the fairies, the shape of his destiny: so total that they give the words that will make him faithful or renegade, the law of the acts that will follow him right to the very place where he *is* not yet and even beyond his death. . . .

This powerful image of a subject "decentered" by his relation to the symbolic opposes both the view of man held by the existentialists, who focus on the "cogito" and on man's freedom, and that of the ego psychologists, who treat the ego as an active autonomous unit.

In the post-1968 years there was a clear intent on the part of those who had been inspired by existential Marxism to try to build bridges to structuralism. The intent was clear, but the task was not easy. Existential Marxism had always stressed the intentionality of the individual actor while structuralism looked at the individual as the bearer of timelessly structures that undermine his autonomy. But the desire for a rapprochement was great on both sides. While the students were busy berating themselves for their naiveté and lack of a more rigorous understanding of social forces, the structuralists were looking for a reconciliation with radicals. In France, intellectuals almost definitionally consider themselves to be "on the left," and in France in 1968 it was almost unthinkable, except for loyal members of the Communist Party, to be "on the Left" and against the events which had swept the entire country. The events had made a passionate, humanistic statement and structuralist thinkers wanted to be part of it. Intellectual historian Mark Poster, writing of the more conciliatory position that structuralists took
toward humanism after 1968, remarks that it is not clear if the structuralists had always believed that their work had radical implications or if the events of May had forced them to invent some.12

Michel Foucault, for example, had used a structuralist methodology to write about the cultural history and philosophy of medicine and psychiatry. He had long been considered the most antihumanist of all the structuralists. In Foucault's view, even philosophy is determined outside of man's conscious ability to will it. This position, which puts even those human productions people consider most within their control outside of it, made Foucault the special object of attack by humanists who went so far as to characterize his antihumanism as the stance of a "prophet of the end of man." But in the years after May, Foucault became something of a hero to May veterans. His work on the asylum, on psychiatry, on prisons, on medical repression, became central to their newly developing interests in the politics of medicine and madness.13

And Foucault did far more than meet existential humanism halfway by making a very substantial concession to voluntarism. Two years after the 1968 events, he suggested that in his work the whole point of finding structures (which he had always presented as immutable) was to be better able to be rid of them:

What the students are trying to do . . . and what I myself am trying to accomplish . . . is basically the same thing. . . . What I am trying to do is grasp the implicit systems which determine our most familiar behavior without our knowing it. I am trying to find their origin, to show their formation, the constraint they impose upon us; I am therefore trying to place myself at a distance from them and to show how one could escape.14

Thus, the structuralists eased their integration into the good graces of the Left by suggesting that structures they had once discussed as immutable might be evaded by those armed with the right kind of knowledge.

Lacanian theory took a central role in building many bridges between the intellectual traditions of structuralism and existential Marxism and in making new connections between them and a long tradition of French romantic thought. As we look more closely at these, we shall be struck by the diversity of interpretations and even some apparent misinterpretations of Lacan that were used. For some, psychoanalysis, no longer conceived of as a therapeutic enterprise, could expose the implicit social
constraints embedded in metaphoric and metonymic chains and thus, to borrow from radical political terminology, provoke change by sharpening contradictions. For other, more utopian thinkers, the psychoanalytic enterprise was interpreted as a possible way back to the imaginary.

We begin our discussion of the “appropriation” of a Lacanian metaphor by the Left with the way in which some Leftists read Lacan’s description of the constitution of the subject on the basis of a lack (manque-à-être) as referring to the sad fate of the subject in capitalist society. Lacan himself makes no clear statement that would support a view that the subject in a socialist society would not be equally entrapped by the impossibility of reaching the object of his desire; nevertheless, Lacan’s picture of the crisis of the subject was taken as an image of the fate of the individual in capitalism. By the early 1970s, this idea had become a commonplace in radical pamphlets and political meetings: “the Being of the humanist-subject was solid, self-evident. The Being of the Lacanian subject vacillates and is in crisis.”

For the authors of this statement, a radical political group called Scription Rouge, Lacan’s theory of the divided, decentered ego does not describe something inherent in the human condition, but simply an artifact of capitalism. In any case, Lacan never pretends that psychoanalysis can “repair” the break that constitutes the subject. It can only bring the subject to an understanding of his inner discontinuities and ruptures. For those who link these discontinuities to the plight of the subject under capitalism, Lacanian psychoanalysis is a form of political consciousness raising. Through analysis, the capitalist subject can learn that his crisis extends to the very deepest levels, and in so doing achieve a higher level of personal and political consciousness.

The “crisis of the subject” is seen as representative of significant political vulnerability in the capitalist system. In France there is a tendency to see most psychotherapy and non-Lacanian branches of psychoanalysis as working to limit this crisis. Lacanian psychoanalysis, on the other hand, is seen as its perpetual reflection, and thus, in the current conjuncture, as socially revolutionary.

This embracing of psychoanalysis as political consciousness raising is a far cry from the traditional Leftist attack an psychoanalysis for “adapting” the subject to social oppression. Lacan, radically indiffer-
ent to the notion of "cure," opposes the goal of the analysand's adaptation and stresses personal discovery instead. This discovery may include the realization that he is exploited and the realization that, in his lack of a coherent "self," he is not very different from people whom he has been classifying as "crazy."

During May, the "power of the word" had meant the power of the word to change things, the belief that self-expression (in the schools, in factories, and in the streets) could lead the way to social change. This concern with the efficacy of symbolic behavior contrasts with traditional "economist" Marxist assumptions about the material conditions for revolution. In the late 1960s and after, belief in the power of the word became a major theme for theoretical reflection. This reflection took many forms: there was a widespread interest in everything linguistic, there was a fascination with Maoism and the Chinese cultural revolution which stressed the importance of ideological superstructure in the revolutionary movement, and, of course, there was Lacan. The Dazibao of the cultural revolution and the affiche of the May revolt could be synthesized and understood through the Lacanian prism which made the point that "It is the world of words that creates the world of things."\(^{16}\)

The idea of using the symbolic order as a stage for political action was taken up by Philippe Sollers and Julia Kristeva, both highly influential French literary critics and political writers. In the early 1970s, Sollers situated the political problem for the French Left as the integration of psychoanalysis and Marxism. Sollers admitted that the task of constructing a Marxist psychoanalysis was painfully difficult because "psychoanalysis caught the plague in the USA and Marxism came down with cholera in the USSR."\(^{17}\) The Left was caught between the plague and cholera, but it had no choice but to work on the problem. Fascism, claimed Sollers, has been conquered only superficially; it lives on and can be extirpated by its ideological roots only if it is understood more profoundly. This understanding demands a political psychoanalysis: "A politics without psychoanalysis or a psychoanalysis without politics in modern industrial capitalism runs the very risk of fascism." For Sollers, the "existence of fascism is the material proof that Marxism cannot do without psychoanalysis."\(^{18}\)
But a mechanistic psychoanalysis or a mechanistic Marxism will not be able to address the problem. For Sollers, a solution lies in looking to the new psychoanalysis of Lacan and the new Marxism of Mao. In a talk that he gave in December 1973, Sollers emphasized how Lacan and Mao had broken with what had come before. Although other psychoanalysts like Reich had grappled with the problem of fascism, they lacked methodological and political rigor. In Reich’s case, speculation had ended in “metaphysical substantialism.” But Lacan was different. He had rejected mechanistic interpretations and had put the accent on language from which point “could begin a true pursuit of Freud’s discovery.”\(^{19}\) Mao, too, had rejected mechanistic models of Marxism through his emphasis on ideology and cultural revolution. And of course, Mao’s concerns about propaganda and the class nature of literature all reflect his interest in language.

Sollers’s call is for a psychoanalytic politics and a politicized psychoanalysis. The task of the analyst is not to turn political militant, but, following Lacan’s lead, to move from an empirical and antitheoretical philosophy to a new commitment to language and dialectics. The analyst pursues a “truth operation” by becoming a dialectician in the analytic act.\(^{20}\) The political militant, on the other side, must participate in a regeneration of dialectical studies that are open and sensitive to the impact of psychoanalysis and its study of the symbolic. This assimilation of psychoanalytic understanding into political work leads to his “truth operation”: ideological struggle. And finally, for those who work, as Sollers does, on the level of language, there is another “truth operation.” Their task is the transformation of language. Language, the realm of the symbolic, is the intersection of the historical, social, and subjective fields, the place where the dialectic process between ideology and language is played out. The practice of a writer, too, can produce “truth effects.”\(^{21}\)

Sollers puts the accent on Lacan’s concept of the symbolic as it theorizes the transformation of language in literary acts. Julia Kristeva, too, hopes for this transformation, a new politics of language. She believes it can come through confronting the symbolic order with what she calls “the semiotic,” which is “chronologically anterior and synchronically transversal to sign, syntax, denotation, and signification.
we can imagine it in the cry, the sounds, the gestures of the baby. In the adult discourse, the semiotic functions as rhythm, prosody, word game, the no-sense of sense, laughter."

The world of the semiotic is close to the world of the Freudian unconscious. Kristeva envisages it drawing revolutionary potential from a praxis analogous to Lacan's notion of psychoanalysis as the transaction between symbolic and imaginary. Kristeva believes that the semiotic is revolutionary if it confronts the symbolic thesis of meaning and structure, thereby serving as antithesis to the symbolic. Politically revolutionary acts must open up politics to the presymbolic, to what came before structure and socialization. To do this, revolutionaries need psychoanalysis, for "the subject of a new political practice must be the subject of a new discursive practice," in which language may dissolve, structures may disappear, language may approach "the limit of language."

We have been trying to show how different people on the Left, and for very different reasons, found a way to situate themselves in what might be called "Lacanian space." That is, they found in his ideas, particularly in his formulations of the symbolic and the imaginary realms, a way to get a prise, a grasp of what they considered to be the most significant political problems. But when we speak of the French "Left," or of gauchistes (the term usually used to stand for non-Communist Party Leftists), we are speaking of a large and diverse group. In 1968 it included people who considered themselves Maoists, Trotskyists, existentialists, anarchists of all varieties, and situationists, a new school of "action-theorists of daily life." This cast of characters is as contentious as it is large; during the May days, they were united mainly in their opposition to the Communist Party which was seen as the greatest impediment to action. So it is not surprising that at the same time that some of them, like Sollers and Kristeva, were able to take their prise politique by focusing on Lacan's conception of the symbolic, others situated themselves differently in Lacanian space. Some, for example, theorized the refusal of the symbolic altogether and looked toward what might be construed as a return to the imaginary. For the structuralist thinkers, man begins to be truly human with his entrance into the symbolic order (a position most sharply expressed by Communist Party philosopher
Louis Althusser who wrote of the transition into the symbolic as "The extraordinary adventure . . . transforming an animal born of man and woman into a human child.")\(^{25}\) For others, it is just the contrary. Leaving the order of flux and fusion is seen as a loss. Entrance into society and structure is seen as a tragedy. Only a return to the imaginary, to a "pre-Oedipal" state, could spell the end of sociopolitical repression, of the "Dictatorship of the Symbolic." Out of the May days grew a current of political naturalism which hurled itself against Althusserian structuralism.

The naturalists saw the goal of politics to be the return to man's freedom, to his sense of being a passionate animal. They glorified a model of a presymbolic age of direct, fusional relationships, of spontaneity, of primitive, unmediated desire. They decried "phallocentrism" and denounced the family as the bearer of hierarchy and taboo. They looked to children, primitive peoples, and most of all to the mad as examples of people in touch with the power of the presymbolic. What these marginal groups were assumed to have in common was that they had not yet been fully "Oedipized," that is, that the symbolic—language, structure, and society—had not yet entered them. They were still in Eden.

One of the most powerful and one of the most popular expressions of post-1968 naturalism was in *Anti-Oedipus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia* by Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari. The book, as its title indicates, is a diatribe against Oedipization, a refusal of the moment when society enters man. Deleuze, a philosopher, and Guattari, a Lacanian psychoanalyst and antipsychiatric activist, are often referred to as the R. D. Laing and David Cooper of French antipsychiatry. They began their collaboration after the events of May-June 1968. Their concern with how the May revolution of speech and desire had played itself out led them to an inquiry into the role of speech and desire in revolution. Although their attack on Oedipization is also an attack on psychoanalysis whose theory is built around the Oedipus complex, it relies on Lacan's particular way of theorizing Oedipization as the process by which society enters the individual. We will be looking at their politics of schizophrenia in chapter six. Here, we want only to characterize it as part of a naturalistic current that exalted the schizophrenic's
proximity to the imaginary, to fusional relationships, and to flux as a privileged political position. In Deleuze and Guattari’s characterization, the schizophrenic makes no separation between personal and social experience: his personal expressions are themselves political expressions. For the schizophrenic, word and thing are one, saying is doing. The relationship between word and action, wish and action, is direct and immediate.

Deleuze and Guattari see these qualities as virtues shared by the political style developed during May 1968, when roles, specialized functions, and the boundaries between political, emotional, intellectual, and artistic expression were dissolved. Indeed, Guattari described the groups whose spontaneous fusion precipitated the May events as harbingers of a new schizo-culture where there will be no barriers between politics and the individual and where the division of labor between the specialists of saying and specialists of doing is blurred.26

The naturalistic current of political thought which we see in Anti-Oedipus takes off from what was a powerful theme during May, a theme best expressed in the wall slogan: Sous les pavés la plage, “under the cobblestones, the beach.” There was a call for a return to a more direct, simpler experience, what we have called the return to Eden. This naturalism stressed that if allowed free expression, man’s natural desires, energies, and creative imagination would be a revolutionary force. Kristeva spoke about this force as the semiotic and said that it had to confront the symbolic in order to serve the revolution. Naturalism insists that desire alone will be enough. The naturalist current too was able to draw on Lacan, this time through a very partial reading, which focused on and idealized his concept of the imaginary and chose to see him as the theorist of a revolution of the primacy of desire.

Breton’s Surrealist Manifesto had drawn on Freud to postulate a future “sur-reality” emerging from the resolution of dream and reality. Now Lacan, a follower of Freud and companion of the surrealists, was being subjected to a similar interpretation. While Breton thought reality could be transcended, the new naturalists—sur-symbolists, as it were—thought there was a way to go beyond Lacan’s order of law and society. They envisaged a politics of the Lacanian imaginary.
The imaginary was not the only evocative metaphor Lacan gave to the rather inchoate politics of May. In particular, activists from May 1968 identified with his concept of the "intransitive demand." Lacan has emphasized that for him a subversive aspect of psychoanalysis is its "short circuiting" of the usual cycles of supply and demand. The analyst makes the first move: he offers the possibility for analysis. The offer permits the analysand to make the next move: the formulation of a demand, a desire for analysis. Lacan made an ironic resume of this process when he said: "In short, I have succeeded in doing what in the field of ordinary commerce people would dearly like to be able to do with such ease: with supply, I have created demand." Lacan believes that this demand, the desire for analysis, has a radical quality: "his [the analysand's] demand is intransitive, it carries no object with it." When one demands nothing in particular, one expresses "pure desire"; this global desire allows the analysis to work. Only when desire is so pure, so intransitive, so without prior object can it release the powerful forces of past demands that have never been met. The parallels between this formulation and the language and politics of May have not been lost on its partisans, who used the concept of the "intransitive demand" to justify actions in political and social life that were, in their way, without concrete object. They believed that the offer of action can create a demand for radical change no matter what the economic and social conjuncture. The sentiment is well expressed in the May slogan: "I take my desires for realities, because I believe in the reality of my desires."

This projection of Lacanian theory onto the social field assumes their actions demand consent to the proposition that what is meaningful practice in the clinical situation is meaningful practice in politics as well. The connection seems strained. But often, in the post-1968 years when the connections between political analysis and Lacan's psychoanalysis were strained, one sensed that they were invented. Using Lacanian psychoanalytic discourse as a referent served to legitimate political discourse. And sometimes, when even invention failed, people on the Left relied on metaphor, myths, and images of Lacanian radicalism. Although Lacan's personal political views are not notably to the Left, he has acquired, and perhaps actively cultivated, an image as a "cultural radical," a man sympathetic to unpopular causes. There is, for
example, Lacan’s reputation as an iconoclast in psychoanalytic politics, his short sessions, his attack on the psychoanalytic establishment, his consistent attacks on the Americans. There is Lacan’s association with the surrealists which meant a lot to people who had just experienced a political event that many saw as a kind of surrealism-in-action. There is the Lacan who criticized the “discourse of the University” before such talk had become popular. There is the Lacan who signed manifestos in support of the striking students in May 1968, and the Lacan who sided with jailed student leaders. There is the Lacan who warned the students not to be seduced by the government’s attempts to cool them out with promises of dialogue and participation: “There is no such thing as dialogue, it is a swindle.” And of course, there is the story, so much a part of the folklore that it even made its way across the Atlantic to be reported in the New Yorker magazine, of Lacan putting student leader Daniel Cohn-Bendit in the back of his own Jaguar and successfully smuggling him across the border into Germany.

Thus far we have spoken in terms of ideas, of people looking to psychoanalysis after political disillusionment in a search for philosophical and ideological continuities. In conversations with people who moved into the Lacanian orbit after a heavy concentration on politics, other more personal concerns came to the surface as well. But whatever the individual’s primary motivation, new interest in psychoanalysis after 1968 was legitimated by the quickly assimilated social image of Lacan as a gauchiste and of psychoanalysis as a “radical thing to do.” For many, the turn to psychoanalysis by people whose political aspirations had been dashed was reminiscent of “conversions” from politics to psychoanalysis after the Soviet Union’s invasion of Hungary in 1956. In both 1956 and 1968, political disillusionment led to a new focus on the self. The parallel is striking, but the differences are even more so. When the generation of 1956 made psychoanalysis a part of their lives, the break with politics was absolute: many left or were expelled from a highly structured party. But for the generation of post-1968 converts, there was an easy slide between political and psychoanalytic worlds. Not only did many former May activists go into analysis, but many became analysts themselves. Most do not seem to feel that they have made an exclusive choice, and there is a filtering back of psychoanalytic
language to wider political circles on the Left and a filtering into psychoanalysis of radical political concerns.

Some people concerned about the future of radical politics in France fear that the slide between politics and psychoanalysis has been too easy and that "Freudo-Marxist" or, more commonly, "Freudo-Lacanian" jargon is simply covering over the fact that people once involved in working in factories and organizing workers are no longer doing so and that a "real" political language is being smothered under the weight of psychoanalytic jargon and Lacanian mythology. This point was made by a satirical pamphlet, written in comic-book style which appeared shortly after the events. The story is simple: a student revolution explodes, and the government decides that police repression might encourage it, so more subtle tactics are used. The government turns to its "Laboratory of Psychoanalytic Toxicology" and makes it clear that the main advantage of using psychoanalytic weaponry to distract the radicals is that they do not even know that they are being distracted. As the students theorize about the politics of desire, they continue to think that they are involved in political action. The social movement winds down as energies are refocused onto the production of psychoanalytically inspired radical ideology. The story ends with order restored and revolution displaced onto intellectual fads. The radicals have been reduced to consumers of "their" Godard, "their" Lacan, "their" Foucault. Psychoanalysis has helped turn politics into radical chic, and the pamphlet concludes that "A radical critique dissolves in its own delirium."

Not everyone "on the Left" accepts that the politics of the future cannot be the structured politics of political parties and government takeovers and economic crises. In particular, the Communist Party, certainly the single most powerful group in French oppositional politics, most assuredly does not agree. We should remember that in May 1968, the Party denigrated the students' concerns as petit-bourgeois, advanced nothing but standard economic demands from their position in the trade unions, and did everything they could to support a return to order. Not seeing the situation as "revolutionary," they were the closest allies of the Gaullist forces within the movement and gambled that playing a "legitimate" game during the events would enhance their post-crisis position. That gamble paid off handsomely. And so, coming out of the
May–June experience, the Leftists of whom we have been speaking, the partisans of May, saw the Communist Party as a saboteur that had been willing to sacrifice a social revolution to assure their integration into the normal game of French politics. The Communists, in turn, continued to see the *gauchistes* as petit-bourgeois romantics who relied on spontaneity and poetic ideology as a substitute for the hard and necessary work of building a working-class basis for political action.

Given their very different political philosophies and sense of what is appropriate for concrete political action, it is not surprising that the Communist Party members and non-Party Leftists tended to read Freud and Marx quite differently. What is interesting is that, after passing through very different Marxes and very different Freuds and very different political expressions, many Communists, as well as many *gauchistes*, have ended up in the orbit of Jacques Lacan. By 1968, the French Communist Party that had denigrated psychoanalysis for nearly half a century was itself engaged in a process of rapprochement. While the non-Party Left was using Lacan’s theory of the symbolic and his notion of the decentered subject to build its bridge to psychoanalysis, the Communist Party had been using Lacanian structuralism to build some new bridges of its own.

Marxists have traditionally reproached psychoanalysis for building up an anthropology in terms of the individual instead of in terms of the political, economic, and historical situation. In France, this classical critical position was first exemplified in the work of Georges Politzer, who, in 1924, defended Freud’s scientific ambitions while criticizing his lack of interest in history and economics. Politzer maintained this position throughout his life. In 1939, only a few years before his death at the hands of the Nazis, Politzer reaffirmed his belief that psychoanalysis had been a fiasco, that although Freud had touched upon a critical field for scientific study, he had never grasped the true relation between the laws of individual psychology and the laws of historical development.

Politzer’s charge that psychoanalysis was fundamentally in error because it tried to explain history by psychology, rather than psychology by history and economics, was taken up by eight Communist Party psychiatrists in 1949 in a collective statement of self-criticism: “Psycho-
analysis, a Reactionary Ideology.'" They insisted that in the postwar era Politzer’s critique was more timely than ever. Psychoanalysis was being used as an arm of reaction: American psychoanalysts were ‘‘managing’’ peaceful relationships between workers and employers, and the international psychoanalytic movement was representing struggles for national liberation as expressions of pathological ‘‘aggressive drives.’’

The French Communist Party hardened its position on psychoanalysis during the Cold War 1950s when the Soviet Union intensified criticism of psychoanalysis as an American product and emphasized its own brand of behaviorist psychology. But with the 1960s came de-Stalinization and a new ideology of peaceful coexistence. It was no longer obligatory for Party members to criticize everything Western. The French Communist Party began to integrate itself into the political game of the Gaullist regime and tried to make this transition smoother by taking less rigid positions on intellectual matters. Party intellectual Roger Garaudy was allowed to lead an effort for dialogue and reconciliation with existentialists, socialists, and Christians. But interestingly enough, the new, vigorous Communist dialogue with psychoanalysis did not emerge from Garaudy’s eclectic and humanistic perspective, but from a movement that grew up in direct opposition to it: the ‘‘theoretical anti-humanism’’ of Louis Althusser. Althusser, a party member and professor of philosophy at the Ecole Normale Supérieure, advanced a structuralist reading of Marx that dismissed the early Marx and his philosophical, humanistic concern with alienation. Althusser was not interested in Marx’s youthful speculative anthropology; he was interested in Marxism’s structure as a science.

When one considers how the classical Politzerian line criticized psychoanalysis for psychologizing social conflict, it is not surprising that the Communist entente with psychoanalysis came through Althusser, who counterposes psychoanalysis to psychology. This position may seem strange to Americans, who are used to thinking about psychoanalysis as a contribution to psychology. For Althusser, however, the future of psychoanalysis as a scientific discipline, and its good relationship with Marxism, depends on purging it of psychology. Althusser argues that as a psychologist, Freud was interested in how an individual’s problems begin in his family relationships. This point of view can
be incompatible with a Marxism which locates the origins of conflicts in the economic and social order. The Althusserian reconciliation is made by interpreting Freud on a level of abstraction at which the psychological detail of his theory is seen as a secondary and dispensable carrier of his primary discovery as a philosopher: the discovery of a totally new kind of knowledge. When Freud recognized the unconscious as an object of study he defined a new science, a new way of knowing about man and society. From this epistemological perspective, Freud and Marx have a lot in common because Althusser also sees Marx’s primary contribution as the discovery of a new object of knowledge and a new way of knowing. Althusser’s interpretation of Freud and Marx as scientifically homologous theorists whose contributions are compatible and mutually supportive relies heavily on Lacan’s reading of Freud.

Althusser articulated this “epistemological” point of contact between scientific socialism and scientific psychoanalysis in his 1965 article on “Freud and Lacan” which appeared in the official Party magazine, La Nouvelle Critique. Althusser begins his article by admitting that for a Communist to write an article about the long maligned Freud must mean that something new has come up. That something is Jacques Lacan. Among psychoanalysts, says Althusser, only Lacan in his theory of the decentered self saw, understood, and put forth the theoretical consequences of Freud’s radical break with psychology. Marxists had spent two decades criticizing a humanistic, psychologizing, biologizing Freud, but finally Lacan made it clear that this was not the true Freud at all.

Of course, Althusser admits that Freud himself was partly to blame for all of those generations of confusion. In Freud’s writing, there are serious lapses into psychologism, but Althusser urges sympathy for Freud’s equivocations. He sees them as exactly analogous to Marx’s equivocation between humanism and the new structuralist science of history. Althusser explains that Marx and Freud each invented a new science; each discovered a new object of knowledge, the mode of production and the unconscious. Inventing a new science obligates the inventor to construct a new theoretical space within which to situate it.35 But when the inventor creates that space, he must fashion it out of the materials of the past, that is, from scientific concepts that were consti-
tuted to serve entirely different ends than his own. Thus, Freud and Marx both were weighted down by the cultural baggage of their time. Freud "thought" his discovery in concepts borrowed from the biology, mechanics, and psychology of his day; Marx "thought" his discovery using Hegelian notions of the subject. Althusser is trying to rethink Marxism without any reference to Hegel's absolute subject, and he sees a kindred spirit in Lacan, who is trying to rethink psychoanalysis without reference to a unified conception of self or ego.

Since Marx we know that the human subject, the political, economic or philosophical ego is not the center of history—we even know, against the Enlightenment philosophies and against Hegel, that history doesn't have a necessary "center" in our ideological misrecognitions of it. In his turn, Freud showed us that the real subject, the singular essence of the individual is not made of an ego centered on the "me" (le moi), on consciousness or on existence . . . that the human subject is decentered, constituted by a structure which also has no "center" except in the imaginary misrecognition of the "me" (moi), that is to say in the ideological formations where it finds recognition.

According to Althusser, both he and Lacan are trying to save fundamentally subversive structuralist sciences from their neutralization in an eclectic humanism.

Althusser wants Marxists to follow him in a return to Marx and to follow Lacan in a return to Freud, but urges clarity about which Marx and which Freud they are returning to. Althusser rejects the early Marx of the 1844 Manuscripts who had not yet broken free of a humanistic Hegelian influence; of course, Lacan’s reading of Freud is equally selective. Althusser agrees with Lacan that the metapsychology of the later Freud opened the way for the unfortunate assimilation of psychoanalysis by sociology, anthropology, and biology as a fellow “discipline” that they misunderstood and neutralized.

Althusser’s 1965 article extended the Communist interest in Lacan beyond the small circle of his own students. Although in the mid-1960s, the Party had sided with Garaudy’s humanist positions, it also basked in the sunshine of Althusser’s intellectual renown. After 1968, Althusser became far more prominent in the Party, and it was through him that Lacanism became important to the Party’s post-1968 intellectual renewal.
By 1974, the Communist press had published its first book to officially condone psychoanalysis: *Pour une critique marxiste de la théorie psychanalytique*.\(^{38}\) Despite its title, the book is an appreciation rather than a criticism of psychoanalytic theory, which is not surprising since two of its authors are members of the Freudian School. The authors do not repudiate Politzer’s criticism but simply link it to one form of psychoanalysis that they variously classify as “psychological,” “American,” and “reactionary.” The authors make it clear that in their view, Althusser is right: Politzerian criticisms do not apply to Freud as read by Jacques Lacan.

Party intellectuals have given Lacan’s antihumanism their theoretical seal of approval, but other, more stylistic considerations have powerfully contributed to his success among Communists.\(^{39}\) Lacan’s popularity was certainly enhanced by his tendency to dismiss American psychoanalysis as “highbrow astrology,” “psychological confusionism,” and “bastardization.”\(^{40}\) In 1964, Lacan went so far as to blame the Soviet Union’s rejection of psychoanalysis on the fact that the Americans had distorted it, a position which made it easier for the Communist Party’s rapprochement with psychoanalysis to be via Lacan and his school.\(^{41}\) The Party was able to sidestep the issue of Soviet intrusiveness to psychoanalysis during the 1950s and 1960s because France’s most renowned psychoanalyst was willing to see it as an understandable response to the denaturing of psychoanalysis by the Americans. By focusing on Lacan, the French Communist Party was able to emphasize that its approval is for an indigenous psychoanalytic movement, altogether different from that of the Americans.

Thus, in the years since 1968, a range of people on the French Left has become interested in psychoanalysis as ideology, and there is no doubt that a freer circulation between political and psychoanalytic worlds was facilitated by having Lacan in common. As we have said, this new “circulation” meant that people did not feel constrained to make choices between Leftist politics and psychoanalysis. The result has been some breakdown in longstanding barriers between Marx and Freud, between structuralist and voluntarist readings of these thinkers, and between those who believe that history is determined by the mate-
rial conditions of existence and those who tend to think in terms of how words change things.

In our investigation of French psychoanalysis, we have until now been exploring the lay of the land: identifying those aspects of French society, politics, and intellectual culture with which it has had to contend and through which it has developed its distinctively "French" form. We have also been talking about psychoanalysis as it operates outside of its own professional world, as a social theory, a theory of politics and culture. But Freud had many agendas for psychoanalysis: it was to be a social theory, a scientific discourse, but it was also to be organized as a world-wide therapeutic movement. The internal structure of its organization was itself highly political. It was directed by a secret committee, with purges of deviant members, with local and international organizations in a tight, well-defined hierarchy. When a theory becomes concerned with conquest and with control over who can be its "certified" proponents and practitioners, it becomes caught up in political dynamics that have little to do with its subversive ideas and which in fact may tend to erode them. In our next chapters we turn to the story of the French psychoanalytic movement and find a situation of paradox that seems more poignant than any story of co-optation from the outside could ever be. We see how internal contradictions in the psychoanalytic movement, in the psychoanalytic institution itself, can subvert psychoanalytic science.
PART TWO

Politics in Psychoanalysis
Chapter 4

For or Against Lacan

Psychoanalysts have been organized into psychoanalytic societies ever since Freud created the Wednesday Psychological Society and gave it its mandate: "to teach, practice and spread psychoanalysis." Indeed, much of the character of psychoanalysis as a movement is shaped by the fact that it is housed in local institutions and overseen by an international association, all of which have the job of preserving and protecting it. In the United States, the psychoanalytic society—a curious amalgam of university, masonic lodge, literary school, professional association, political party, and church—has not been seriously challenged. But in France, three schisms in the psychoanalytic movement, each precipitated by Jacques Lacan, have challenged the traditions of psychoanalytic societies and psychoanalytic training.¹ The stories of these schisms raise fundamental questions about the tension between scientific activity and its institutionalization: does the essentially political nature of the psychoanalytic institution subvert the development of psychoanalysis as a science? Is the psychoanalytic society a contradiction in terms?

In our two previous chapters we saw how Lacan’s "return to Freud" became central to French psychoanalysis and opened out toward utopian thought and social criticism. In this chapter and the one that follows we look at the history of the French psychoanalytic movement and find that Lacan’s ideas have been equally central to internal challenges to the
psychoanalytic institution. Although much of the material in this chapter is based on interviews with the actors in the story, our focus will not be on personalities, nor indeed on psychoanalytic theory, but on how the history of psychoanalysis in France has been paradigmatic of enduring paradoxes in the psychoanalytic movement since Freud.

Because of Freud's fears for the young and threatened psychoanalytic movement, he set up the International Psychoanalytic Association in 1910 as a hierarchical structure designed to protect his orthodoxy. No wonder, then, that it ran headlong into conflict with Lacan, who sees the essence of psychoanalysis as the refusal of any established truths. Indeed, as we describe the history of French psychoanalytic politics, it will become apparent that Jacques Lacan was always riding a collision course with the internationally organized psychoanalytic movement. For example, to the psychoanalytic establishment, it has always been considered incontestable that the perpetuation of Freud's contribution depends on the "orthodox" conduct of the training analysis. Tampering with it has always been anathema. And yet, beginning in the 1950s, this is exactly what Lacan was doing in his experiments with short analytic sessions. Lacan saw patients for varying amounts of time and sometimes for as little as ten minutes. His belief is strong that in analysis, nothing should be routine or predictable, and this includes the duration of a session. His experiments were not wanton provocation of the establishment on a particularly sensitive point. Lacan believes that experimental technique is part of the open attitude that is necessary to psychoanalysis as a scientific enterprise: "One remains loyal to tradition because one has nothing to say about the doctrine itself." Under no conditions, insists Lacan, can psychoanalysis identify itself with a "tried" technique or a set of "true" principles. The touchstone for a true return to Freud is the rejection of all certitudes.

The Freud to whom Lacan is returning is the early Freud of The Interpretation of Dreams, The Psychopathology of Everyday Life, and Jokes and the Unconscious. Lacan sees this early Freud as a thinker of radical doubt and discovery, one who was deeply involved in his self-analysis and in a continually renewed process of questioning his own language, knowledge, and presumed basis for knowing. As we noted in chapter two, Lacan is more critical of the later Freud whose meta-
psychology shifts the focus from meaning to mechanism. This Freud continued to work, to create, even to change his mind; but at the same time, he embarked on an enterprise of codification of theory, protection of orthodoxy, and lobbying for expansion of his movement. But is such codification, orthodoxy, and lobbying compatible with the growth of a scientific activity?3

Lacan has argued that they are not and puts forth images of a psychoanalytic science unfettered by orthodoxy and of a psychoanalytic training unfettered by institutions. No institution, says Lacan, but only the analyst can authorize himself in the analytic vocation. He asserts that the analytic discourse has been deteriorating because of an emphasis on technique rather than on theory and understanding: “Meticulousness of detail is passed off as rigour, and rule confused with certainty.”4 But he insists that no amount of allegiance to technique or doctrinal orthodoxy, which is relabeled as “classicism,” can save psychoanalysis,

if the concepts on which it is based are ignored. It is our task to demonstrate that these concepts take on their full meaning only when oriented in a field of language, only when ordered in relation to the function of speech.

At this point I must note that in order to handle any Freudian concept, reading Freud cannot be considered superfluous...5

In Lacan’s writing we see the insistence that psychoanalytic knowledge, like personal religious knowledge, cannot be reduced to the transmission of certifiable, outward “signs”; there is also the call for a personal relationship to an inspirational text. The conflict between this psychoanalytic protestantism and the established Church was inevitable, although the exact form of the confrontation was shaped by personalities and historical accident. Indeed, by 1963, Lacan and his followers had been definitively excommunicated from the International Psychoanalytic Association. The roots of that excommunication go back farther than Lacan’s first experiments with unorthodox practice. They go back to the very introduction of psychoanalysis in France and its marriage at that time, not with medicine but with poetry.

As we have noted, in France, psychoanalysis was first championed by the surrealists. And although they may have misunderstood psychoanalysis in their eagerness to use it for their own artistic purposes, they
wanted its support and claimed it as their own. André Gide even insisted
that he had been practicing Freudianism for twenty years without know­
ing it. Although Freud was appalled by Gide’s claim, its impact could
not be undone by counterclaims. For good reasons or bad, in France
psychoanalysis was identified with surrealism.6

By 1921, psychoanalytic societies already existed in Vienna, Zurich,
Budapest, Berlin, London, and America, but there was nothing in
France. Freud sent an emissary to Paris, hoping to remedy the situation.
His emissary was Madame Sokolnika, a Polish analyst who had studied
with him, Ferenczi, and Jung. Madame Sokolnika’s arrival in Paris
evoked little interest from physicians, but she became the pet of the lit­
erati, particularly surrealists. In fact, it was Paul Bourget, a member of
the surrealist circle, who introduced Madame Sokolnika to her first con­
tacts in the medical world.

We have seen that in the early twentieth century, French physicians
were as reticent toward psychoanalysis as French poets had been enthu­
siastic. Even the handful of physicians who saw themselves as the
champions of psychoanalysis were ambivalent. When eleven analysts
founded the first French psychoanalytic society in 1926, the Paris Psy­
choanalytic Society (Société Psychanalytique de Paris), most of them
started a new psychiatric society at the same time: Psychiatric Evolution
(l’Evolution Psychiatrique).7 This second association was supposed to
introduce psychoanalysis to French medicine in a more “acceptable”
form. Instead, Psychiatric Evolution became a center of resistance to
psychoanalytic study, and it drained off a great deal of energy from the
young psychoanalytic society. With the exception of Madame Sokol­
nika and Princess Marie Bonaparte of Greece, whom Laforgue had en­
couraged to study with Freud in Vienna, the Paris Society was made up
exclusively of physicians with limited psychoanalytic practices who as­
associated psychoanalysis more with surrealism than with science. Their
training had been somewhat haphazard even by the standards of early
psychoanalysis. Some of the founders of the Paris Society had been
trained by Madame Sokolnika, others had made quick pilgrimages to
Vienna, others had remained in France, where they worked for brief
periods with visiting Freudians such as Otto Rank and Max Eitingon.
Tradition has it that some of them were not analyzed at all.8
René Laforgue’s ambivalence was typical of the group. He seems to have felt that psychoanalysis was interesting but a bit shady. As editor of *La Revue française de psychanalyse*, Laforgue did not want to put Freud’s name on the cover of the journal for fear of “loss of respectability.” It took the personal intervention of Freud to “persuade” Laforgue that a psychoanalytic journal had to admit its adherence to *le freudianisme* whether or not that would be looked upon with favor in polite society. Laforgue’s insistence that the Psychiatric Evolution medical society would help reduce resistance to psychoanalysis seems to have been a rationalization for other motives. Laforgue also hoped that Psychiatric Evolution would help French psychoanalysis to retain a certain independence in relation to the authoritarianism of the young and growing psychoanalytic movement. Years later, he wrote: “From the very start I felt that something didn’t seem right in the group around Freud. Psychiatric Evolution permitted us to avoid some of the psychoanalytic dogmatism whose roots I didn’t understand.”

Laforgue had reason to feel that he and his colleagues would do well to shy away from the scrutiny of the Vienna circle because the Paris Psychoanalytic Society was a breeding ground for psychoanalytic unorthodoxy as well as ambivalence. The isolation of the Parisian psychoanalysts and their skepticism about psychoanalysis itself made deviation their rule. Perhaps most significantly for the future, French psychoanalysis was torn between its identification with poetry and with medical professionalism.

The seeds of a conflict between this early Freudian tradition in France, distrustful of “Germanic” dogma and authoritarian organization, and the larger psychoanalytic world had been planted during the prewar period. But the conflict did not occur. As we have seen, most of the enthusiasm for psychoanalysis was outside of the professional psychoanalytic world. The “official” French analysts were few in number (on the eve of World War II, there were only twenty-four). Their marginality to the French psychiatric establishment and to Freud’s psychoanalytic establishment protected them from a confrontation with outside orthodoxies. Their ambivalence about psychoanalysis and their lack of interest in monitoring one another’s work protected them from conflict within. For example, it was well known that Laforgue’s practice was highly idiosyncratic, but nobody minded very much. After the war,
the mood of amused toleration for deviancy would end. The group would be larger, its members would develop a greater stake in psychoanalysis as a professional identity, and there would be more contact with the medical community within France and the international psychoanalytic community beyond. Informality among a handful of colleagues who could see each other as artistic or scientific pioneers would turn into demands for discipline among a larger group that felt a need to train and certify medical practitioners. The ways in which psychoanalytic methodology and knowledge should be transmitted would become a lively arena of conflict which, as we shall see, is still central. Should it be transmitted by the means appropriate to poetry, pragmatic medical technique, or formal science?

If psychoanalysis is seen as a kind of “action-surrealism,” worrying about how an analyst might be certified seems absurd. The poet has powerful means at his disposal to change how we think, how we look at ourselves, and how we live, yet we do not think about “certifying” him. But if we look at psychoanalysis as a medically associated therapeutic discipline, the problem of certification becomes crucial. We think of a “patient” in a different way than a “poetry reader.” The patient is defined as vulnerable, and we put a premium on his protection by controlling who is allowed to practice on him. We have already noted that Lacan would be central to how French psychoanalysis confronted the tension between psychoanalysis as a hierarchical church and psychoanalysis as a personal vocation. He was equally central to the working through of a second tension between psychoanalysis in the service of medicine and psychoanalysis as a form of interpretation and art. For he, more than any other analyst, lived fully in both worlds.

Lacan was born on April 13, 1901, to a family belonging to the Parisian haute bourgeoisie. He studied medicine and then psychiatry as a devoted student of Clerambault, one of the masters of traditional psychiatry. In 1932, Lacan received his Doctorat d'Etat in psychiatry with a thesis on the relationship of paranoia to personality structure. All through the 1930s, Lacan’s literary productions oscillated between studies in classical psychiatric journals and essays and poems in surrealist publications. He was interested in paranoia, in language, fantasy, and the formal character of symptoms, and all of these concerns
were deeply in harmony with the concerns of the surrealists. Lacan frequented the prewar Paris circle of artists and writers, among them Georges Bataille, André Malraux, and Jean-Louis Barrault.

In 1934, after an analysis with Rudolf Loewenstein, Lacan joined the Paris Psychoanalytic Society, and in 1936 he presented his theory of the "mirror stage" to the Fourteenth Congress of the International Psychoanalytic Association at Marienbad. With this, his first communication to an international audience, Lacan established himself as an important, original thinker who subscribed to no orthodoxy. While the rest of the psychoanalytic movement was starting to follow Anna Freud in her emphasis on the ego and its power to marshal mechanisms of adaptation and defense, Lacan was saying that the ego really did not exist as a coherent entity at all. We remember that Lacan stresses that the ego is formed by a composite of false and distorted introjections so that "I" and "Other" are inextricably confused in the unconscious language of the self. Picked up by the Paris Psychoanalytic Society, Lacan’s ideas gave French analysts a very different way of talking about the ego than was becoming common coin in the rest of the world. Lacan taught the French analysts to see the ego as the distorted reflection of mirrors within mirrors. The ego psychologists were in error: the "reality principle" was "the expression of a scientific prejudice most hostile to knowledge." And the psychoanalysts who tried to borrow from existential philosophy were equally in error with their belief in "a self-sufficient consciousness" and the "illusion of autonomy."

The Vichy years and the Nazi occupation decimated the Paris Psychoanalytic Society: there were deaths, a resignation, the Swiss analysts who had been working in Paris left for Geneva, and Loewenstein moved permanently to New York. In 1945 the Paris Psychoanalytic Society had eleven full members in Paris, its original size when Madame Sokolnika had presided over its foundation nineteen years before. Only four of the original founders remained: Laforgue, Bonaparte, and Parcheminéy in Paris and Hesnard at Toulon.

The Paris Society responded to its depopulation by aggressively recruiting candidates and by committing itself to expansion. By 1951–52, it had seventy new analysts in training, and these candidates were analyzing another hundred patients in supervised "control cases."
at the Paris Society had always been fairly informal, but now size started to strain the system of tutorials and individual arrangements for supervision. A training institute had to be created, and in planning for it a long implicit tension in the Paris Society between different models of a psychoanalytic society became explicit. The first model was of an organization for training and certifying medical practitioners who were all committed to the same technique. The other model called for a looser structure which would facilitate training, not in a medical specialty, but in a way of listening that demanded creativity and commitment rather than certification in an acquired skill.

On June 17, 1952, the Paris Society moved ahead on its plan to start a separate training institute. Sacha Nacht, whose mandate as president of the Paris Society was about to end, was made the first director of the new Psychoanalytic Institute. He chose three of his students as its scientific and administrative secretaries and, together with his inner circle, prepared the Institute’s curriculum and administrative statutes. Both were violently contested, the curriculum for its rigidity and the statutes because they would assure the Nacht group of an automatic majority in all administrative and educational decisions. The ambition of the Nacht group was to obtain official state recognition for the Institute’s psychoanalytic diploma, which would be reserved to physicians. This ambition contradicted longstanding practice at the Paris Society as well as its 1949 training statutes, written by Lacan, which specified that non-medical candidates could receive full psychoanalytic training and full rights to practice. The idea of an exclusively medical diploma enraged Marie Bonaparte, who herself was not a physician and who was a passionate advocate of lay analysis. Princess Bonaparte’s rage was a significant political factor, particularly since it was she who was providing most of the funds for the new training Institute.

The Nacht proposals precipitated a period of discord among the senior analysts of the Paris Society. Jacques Lacan, Daniel Lagache, and Marie Bonaparte joined together in opposition to the Nacht group. Nacht resigned from the directorship, and Lacan was given the job of temporarily heading the Institute in order to mediate a compromise between the factions. By the end of 1952, while the Nacht group was in the minority and was talking of schism, Marie Bonaparte suddenly
threw her weight behind Nacht, and the balance of power in the Paris Society again tipped dramatically. It seems that Bonaparte had been slighted because Lacan did not plan to give her any special role in the Institute. Nacht was more diplomatic, and Bonaparte's support made the difference. On January 20, 1953, even as Lacan was elected president of the Paris Society as a whole, Nacht and his partisans were reinstated as the officers of the new Psychoanalytic Institute, which they proceeded to set up according to their rules.

During his brief tenure as interim director of the Psychoanalytic Institute, Lacan took strong exception to Nacht's conception of psychoanalysis as a discipline within neurobiology. Lacan argued that the elucidation of the rules of human exchange which were latent in speech situated psychoanalysis at the very center of the human sciences, irreducible to neurobiology or to anything else. Students of psychoanalysis should be judged not only in terms of their therapeutic efforts but also for their part in artistic, philosophical, and basic scientific endeavors. Lacan warned his colleagues that the kind of psychoanalytic society that Nacht was trying to create would stunt the growth of psychoanalytic science by its defense of orthodoxy.

The Paris Society was divided into two opposing camps, and many analysts found themselves on the same side for different reasons. Some sided with Lacan, although they despised his clinical practice, usually because they found Nacht's authoritarianism and medical ideology intolerable. Some sided with Nacht, although they found him reprehensible, because they found Lacan even more threatening. There were objections to Lacan's practice: “How can he possibly analyze the transference in five-, ten-, or twelve-minute slices?” There were other objections that Lacan was less interested in psychoanalysis than in taking over the French psychoanalytic movement by “the speedy manufacture of little carbon copies of himself.” After all, deviant psychoanalytic schools grow by a process not unlike cell division. Each training analysis leaves two analysts where before there had been one, and the analysands of a heretic are presumed to be heretics as well. There was certainly a widespread feeling that a Lacan-dominated psychoanalytic society meant giving psychoanalysis back to surrealism and losing the bit of medical respectability it had so painfully gained.
There were serious attempts to monitor Lacan's practice, to force him to lengthen his sessions, and to keep the number of his analysands down. At the beginning of 1953, the Paris Society had put forth a set of rules for acceptable practice in the training analysis. No candidate would be allowed to begin supervised analyses until he had been through at least twelve months of a training analysis with at least three three-quarter hour sessions a week. Needless to say, by these criteria Lacan's students, often seen for much briefer intervals, would never become analysts. So Lacan promised to follow the new rules—not because he agreed with them, but because he didn't want to sacrifice the careers of his own students.

In March 1953, the new Institute finally opened, announced its rules, and distributed its catalog. The conflict in the ranks of the senior analysts was sharpened when the students joined in the controversy. According to the plans of the new Institute, a candidate for membership in the Paris Society would not only have to complete a personal analysis and two supervised control cases as before, but would also have to go through a three-year program of study with many required courses which would have to be paid for session by session. There was an uproar and much resistance to requirements, to a standard curriculum, and to the idea that psychoanalytic education could be reduced to a "lowest common denominator." Some of the candidates were already professors of philosophy and resented having to share schoolroom benches with physicians in their first course on elementary Freudian theory.

Most Americans are so used to the idea that psychoanalytic training, like medical training, takes place in a structured setting that the uproar about the rules for the Paris Psychoanalytic Institute may be hard to understand. But the fact that we are used to seeing psychoanalysis in the same light as other professions may mean that we have allowed our vision to become clouded. In their dismay over the new classroom exercises, the Paris students were perhaps seeing some things more clearly. The new Institute (like any bureaucracy trying to make rational plans for its future) made statements about the "average length of a training analysis," and students objected that "average" had nothing to do with the exploration of the unconscious. The new Institute asked candidates to
sign pledges not to practice psychoanalysis until officially authorized, and students pointed out that the call for a "legal" signature in a context where people were trying to break down internalized "legalities" by the strength of the spoken word was deeply disruptive. In any case, several of the students who were practicing psychiatrists had been using psychoanalytic techniques in their work with patients for many years. Was the new legal agreement not to practice asking them to lie, or was it asking them to stop their work? The students complained that infantilizing psychoanalysts-in-training could not produce good psychoanalysts. In a successful psychoanalysis, the analysand must work toward breaking free from relationships of infantile dependence and come to recognize the integrity of his own viewpoint. How could this process happen in an institution which asked students to behave "like minors and grade schoolers"? When the students spoke of these problems, they faced the worst contradiction of all. The psychoanalytic institution made circular use of its own theory and responded to students' complaints by claiming that the students were poorly analyzed.

The student revolt in the Paris Society grew in strength and things came to a head when the students learned that the senior analysts were also quarreling. The situation was volatile, and all of the complicated issues began to crystallize around one thing: Lacan's short sessions. The Paris Society's Education Committee first raised Lacan's short sessions as a problem in 1951, and the short sessions probably kept him from the presidency of the Society in 1952, but did not lead to open conflict. But now, in the context of a heated discussion of orthodoxy, standardized training, and organizational discipline, the short sessions became the focus of controversy. In January 1953, Lacan had promised to obey the rules for "standard sessions." A quarter of a century later, the question of whether or not Lacan really kept his promise in 1953 could still lead to a heated discussion. In either case, the rumors that he did not were widespread enough to detonate the explosive situation in the Paris Society.

On June 2, 1953, at a scientific meeting of the Paris Society, a Nacht partisan attacked Lacan for inciting the student revolt. Others retorted that the student movement was in opposition to the authoritarianism of the new Institute and had nothing to do with the quarrels of the senior
analysts. Another Nacht supporter responded that “even if Lacan didn’t instigate the conflict, he was still responsible for its existence.” The discussion that followed this heated interchange was embarrassing to all sides. It came out that the Nacht group had misreported the results of elections and had used its administrative role to steer students away from analysts in the Society whom it considered undesirable. And Lacan came close to admitting that he was not keeping his pledge to renounce short sessions.

The Paris Society was split between Lacan’s accusers and those who felt that the issue was really not Lacan at all, that the controversial short sessions were being used to mobilize support for an otherwise unpopular authoritarian faction and mask a deep malaise in the Society. On June 16, 1953, an administrative session of the Paris Society gave Lacan a vote of no confidence. Lacan resigned from the presidency, and the Society’s vice-president, Daniel Lagache, refused to take over. Lagache, Juliette Favez-Boutonier, and Françoise Dolto resigned from the Society and announced the creation of a new psychoanalytic group, the French Psychoanalytic Society (Société Française de Psychanalyse, Groupe d’Études et de Recherches Freudiennes). Lacan and Blanche Reverchon-Jouve also resigned from the Paris society and joined the new group.

With the dissidents gone, along with approximately forty analytic candidates who left with them, the Paris Society was free to run its Institute according to the original Nacht plans. While Nacht was trying to gain for psychoanalysis an official status as a medical subspecialty, the new French Psychoanalytic Society planned to keep itself and the field open to audiences beyond medicine, and to strengthen psychoanalysis as an area of humanistic and scientific research. Indeed, in their founding statement its members say their purpose is to “fight for scientific liberty and humanism.” But this same document, which proclaimed that “humanism has no strength without militancy,” went on to say that “there seemed to be no reason for the new Society not to be recognized by the International Psychoanalytic Association at its next congress in London.” Things were not to be so simple, however. Humanistic militancy would not necessarily satisfy the International Association’s demands for psychoanalytic discipline.
None of the analysts who left the Paris Society thought that doing so would jeopardize their affiliation with the International Psychoanalytic Association. When Nacht's group was in the minority, the story had gone around that Anna Freud had felt that in the event of a schism recognition would be no problem. The Lacan-Lagache faction did not think that their case would be different. But by July 6, 1953, Lacan had already received a letter from the general secretary of the International Psychoanalytic Association informing him that he could not attend the business meeting of the Eighteenth International Psychoanalytic Congress in London, where his case would be discussed: "the meeting is only open to members . . ." and "we are sure you are aware that this step [of resigning from the Paris Society] also means loss of membership in the I.P.A." 27

Lacan and Lagache tried to marshal support in the international psychoanalytic community. They emphasized that they had left the Paris Society in order to protest authoritarianism in the psychoanalytic institution, which they felt was getting in the way of psychoanalysis itself. 28 But the central executive of the International Association seemed uninterested in anything except the one point that the dissidents claimed was not at issue, that is, Lacan's unorthodox practice in the conduct of training analyses. At the administrative session of the London Congress, at which the case of the French analysts was discussed (the Nacht group was present; the Lacan-Lagache group was not), Heinz Hartmann and Anna Freud held fast to the decision already made: the dissidents were to be excluded and a special committee would look into the whole matter. 29

The tone of the administrative session at London was curt. 30 Discussion centered around psychoanalytic discipline and on the necessity for psychoanalysts to keep their differences to themselves. When Gregory Zilboorg, an American analyst, pointed out that there had been a schism in the New York Psychoanalytic Society without anyone's being excluded from the International Association, the reply was legalistic: unlike the American case, France had no national Psychoanalytic Association to "cover" the dissidents. When several analysts, among them Michael Balint, suggested that the dissidents should at least be given provisional membership pending the investigative committee's final
report, the suggestion was brushed aside with an implied reference to Lacan's unorthodoxy. When Rudolf Loewenstein reported that he had firsthand reason to believe that the Paris Society had acted in an authoritarian manner (even now, he reported, they were not living up to their responsibilities to the students of the dissenting analysts), there was no particular concern. And Anna Freud said that efforts on behalf of the dissenters' students would probably be wasted energy because it "is a well known fact" that someone who has had irregular training is usually impossible to supervise later.31

Anna Freud's remark made it clear that as far as she was concerned, losing these colleagues and their students meant no great loss to psychoanalysis. In any case, she claimed that the dissidents had closed down the possibility for compromise by letting "the outside world" know that there had been a conflict. The implication here is that the psychoanalytic movement, like an authoritarian political regime, has to present itself as sure, certain, undivided. If controversy cannot be hidden, it has to be eliminated by the decisive exclusion of the dissenters. This position is certainly incompatible with a view of psychoanalysis that sees it as an enterprise requiring continual self-criticism and challenge.

During the very first few months of the French Society's existence, in September 1953, Lacan presented a paper, "The Function and Field of Speech and Language in Psychoanalysis," to a group of French-speaking psychoanalysts in Rome. The paper, usually referred to as "The Discourse of Rome," opened up psychoanalysis to a new realm of linguistic research, which would become central to Lacan's later work. The Discourse of Rome was also an occasion for Lacan to reflect on his recent experience with the psychoanalytic establishment:

The mere fact that one could claim to regulate the training of psychoanalysts in so authoritarian a manner posed the question as to whether the established modes of this training did not produce the paradoxical result of maintaining them perpetually as minors.

Certainly the highly organized initiatory forms which, for Freud, were a guarantee that his doctrine would be transmitted are justified in the situation of a discipline that can survive only by maintaining itself at the level of an integral experience.

But have these forms not led to a dispiriting formalism that discourages initiative by penalizing risk and turns the reign of the opinion of the learned into a
docile prudence in which the authenticity of research is blunted before it finally dries up?  

Lacan insisted that the transmission of psychoanalysis must be involved with perpetual challenge to anything that might be deadening to its vitality. This vision of psychoanalytic teaching is not compatible with the view of the psychoanalytic institution that he attributes to Nacht and his supporters, that is, “rather like that of a driving school, which not content with claiming the unique privilege of issuing the driving license, also imagines that it is in a position to supervise the making of the car.”

Thus, in the course of the 1953 schism, Lacan had raised the serious issue of whether or not a rigid professional society could supervise a psychoanalytic science, but such issues were not to be taken up by the International. Two years later, at the Nineteenth Congress of the International, President Heinz Hartmann simply announced that the committee that had studied the dissident group had recommended that it be excluded from membership in the International because of its “insufficient training facilities.” This initial decision had been handed down, and the issue of recognition was to haunt the ten-year history of the new French Psychoanalytic Society.

Many analysts who participated in the early years of the new Society as members or as candidates still refer to them warmly as a golden age. Theoretical research flourished, links to other disciplines were established. But the shadow of the International hung over the group. The French analysts wanted recognition. One might ask why. French analysts, whether or not they belonged to the International, had no official status, so recognition was largely symbolic. But to French analysts, who knew that medical colleagues and much of the public considered them charlatans and quacks, any symbol of legitimacy was precious. There were also more practical concerns: some members of the French Psychoanalytic Society were concerned that it could not compete with the Paris Society for analytic candidates if it could not promise them international standing as analysts. Some feared that the Cold War or Algerian War might create an intolerable political situation; they wanted international credentials that would make it easier for them to leave.
France if necessary. And finally, Lacan and his students wanted to bring their brand of psychoanalytic theory and research to an audience outside of France.

The new terrain of psychoanalysis as a linguistic science in close touch with structural anthropology and mathematics, was important, uncharted, and exciting, but Lacanians feared isolation from the mainstream of the psychoanalytic movement. They knew that when other new currents in psychoanalysis had not maintained a dialogue with the establishment, the new researches often were perceived by the majority of psychoanalysts as “non-Freudian.” Many Lacanians felt that it would be better to work on the International “from the inside.”

So in 1959, the French Psychoanalytic Society decided to try again and thus began a courtship of the International Psychoanalytic Association that many of the members of the Society saw as a psychoanalytic “pilgrimage to Canossa.” The analysts were not asking for forgiveness from a pope, but from a psychoanalytic church. The French Society requested affiliation and sent a report of their research and training activities over the past six years. The central executive of the International claimed that the report was insufficient and formed an ad hoc committee, under the chairmanship of Dr. P. Turquet, to investigate further.35

After two years of interviewing French psychoanalysts and their candidates, the Turquet committee submitted its report. The French Psychoanalytic Society rushed its negotiators to Edinburgh, where the International was holding its Twenty-second Congress. They were told in language, which they saw as betraying the regression of the International toward traditional medical psychiatry, that the International intended to ferret out “unhealthy” forces in their group and that their “healthy” forces were not yet strong enough even to justify an application to the International Association as a regular psychoanalytic society. All they could do was become a “study group” under the close supervision of the International.36 And the supervision would begin with a set of nineteen rules that the study group would have to follow if it ever wanted to become a regular member society in the International. These rules became known as the Edinburgh demands.

In the Edinburgh demands the psychoanalytic establishment forgot its
own history as it responded to what it found threatening about the Lacanians. Many members of the French Society considered Lacan’s seminar in psychoanalytic theory as a complement to personal analysis. What would have happened to psychoanalysis if Freud’s analysands had not also been his students? Yet the seventh demand forbade students from attending any course given by their analyst without special permission. By the early 1960s, young physicians from around the world, particularly from the Mediterranean countries, South America, and French Canada, were coming to France to study with Lacan. What would have happened to psychoanalysis if the physicians who had come to Vienna to study with Freud had needed letters of permission from their local medical societies? Yet demand nineteen treated foreigners who came to France as if they were children who had no right to make this decision alone. The French group was not allowed to train a foreign student without authorization from the psychoanalytic institute in his home country.

It seems obvious that the Edinburgh demands, like the study committees, secret reports, special cases, and discreet legalisms that had come before, were motivated by a desire to exclude Lacan from the International. But during these eight years, this had not been allowed to surface clearly. It was only after the last round of discussions at Edinburgh when the members of the French delegation were already at the London airport that the latent was made manifest. They discovered that a twentieth demand had been inserted in the Edinburgh document as article thirteen. Article thirteen demanded that Jacques Lacan and Françoise Dolto be phased out as training analysts.

The French Psychoanalytic Society was not able to deal with the Lacan issue with greater forthrightness than had the International. Indeed, for a while, all effort seemed directed toward trying to deny that it would have to deal with it at all.37 The Society tried to protect Lacan with special statutes at the same time that it reassured the International that it was following all the Edinburgh rules. Wladimir Granoff, Serge Leclaire, and François Perrier made up a negotiating ‘troika’ that tried to work out compromises between the International’s article thirteen and the French Society’s loyalty to Lacan. It was an impossible job.
Lacan was not following the "rules," and there was a growing faction within their own group that was looking forward to a showdown in order to rid themselves of him.

In January 1963, the Turquet committee made yet another visit to Paris (more interviews with analysts and candidates, more warnings) and wrote yet another report for the central executive of the International. These visiting analysts were deeply disturbed by the world around Lacan. They found his theory "overly scholastic" and too centered on the early Freud. They found his conduct of the training analysis unorthodox as to time and non-analytic in its reliance on "intellectualization." They found that Lacan manipulated rather than analyzed the transference.38

Despite the diplomatic efforts of Granoff, Leclaire, and Perrier, a showdown over Lacan could not be avoided. The International was willing to trade official recognition for a price, and that price was Lacan. As a therapist, Lacan was considered irresponsible; as a training analyst, he was considered a menace to the future of French psychoanalysis because his large numbers of students threatened to take it over. The Edinburgh demands had been a warning; they had spoken of "phasing out." Now there was an ultimatum. Lacan had to be forever excluded from training.39 And if it did not happen by October 31, 1963, the French Psychoanalytic Society would lose all rights to the International's recognition. Lacan was cornered, and again French analysts had to take sides.

Some analysts with whom I spoke about the split said they had been grateful for the clear choice. They had had enough of Lacan.

If sessions of variable length only mean shorter and shorter sessions—and this was the case for Lacan—three minutes, four minutes, five minutes, then the whole idea of punctuating analyses by time as well as speech is really just letting an analyst be as sadistic as he wants.

If Lacan heard about a talented student or philosopher, or if he saw a new interesting face at his seminar, there would ensue a courtship to seduce the person into beginning an analysis with him. How could he talk about psychoanalysis as "refusing the patient's first demand"? It was Lacan who made the first demand.

You were either totally loyal or you were out of favor. One false move and you were out of the charmed circle. When people were fragile, no wonder there were so many suicides.
Others felt that it was out of the question to abandon Lacan. As in 1953, his supporters were behind him for very different reasons. Some defended Lacan's practice:

The laws of the unconscious don't reveal themselves in forty-five minute intervals, and so neither do Lacan's sessions.

Some stressed that the fight over Lacan was no longer the point because the fight was about an approach that he had already passed on:

If Dolto and Lacan were to die, right here and now, what could we do with the heritage they have left us... And would this heritage be as irritating to the psychoanalytic establishment as their persons?40

And yet another group insisted that the struggle was about the legitimacy of the International Association as a psychoanalytic body:

Being recognized was just a way of being told that you were obedient enough to be trusted with maintaining the status quo.

By October 13, 1963, well within the time limit set by the International, the Education Committee of the French Psychoanalytic Society removed Lacan's name from its list of training analysts.41 A month later, on November 19, 1963, the decision had been ratified by the majority of the Society, upon which Leclaire and Perrier, its president and vice-president, announced their intention to resign their posts. The following day Lacan walked into his regular seminar at Saint Anne Hospital and began by announcing that it would be his last. He claimed to have been misunderstood and misrepresented. He had tried to present psychoanalysis as a science which must reject simple models of "truth and falsity," and where, as in all sciences, "each chapter follows on to a next chapter." But now, hurt and disappointed, he doubted that this kind of truth, "shifting, deceptive, slippery," had been transmitted to those whom he had believed were listening to him and studying with him. He claimed that he had stayed out of the machinations of the psychoanalytic politics that had been going on around him for the two previous years in order to allow his truth its "needed space and purity." But now the shock and the pain of the news that Lacan had just received was visible and audible: "I have never, at any moment, given you reason to think that for me there was no difference between a yes and a no."42
With the "no" vote, the French Psychoanalytic Society split in two, and the president of the International made their schism official by naming the majority faction of the Society as members of a "new" French Study Group that had the right to train candidates. Within a year, this anti-Lacan group became a new psychoanalytic society, the French Psychoanalytic Association (Association Psychanalytique de France), which was officially welcomed back into the fold of the International at its Congress at Amsterdam in July 1965. \(^{43}\) It had taken twelve years, but the International had finally found a formula for the definitive exclusion of Lacan and his followers.

Lacan's critics accused him of attempting a cheap *coup de théâtre* at Saint Anne, for in fact the seminar *did* go on. Symbolically though, it left its hospital setting and moved to the Ecole Normale Supérieure where, as we have seen, the balance of Lacan's audience began to shift away from psychiatrists and toward philosophers, anthropologists, linguists, mathematicians, and literary critics. Increasingly, Lacan seemed to feel that Freud's truth could be better understood by people whose first concern was not medicine and therapy but philosophy, poetry, and science, and could be better presented outside of an analytic society than within one. Lacan did found another psychoanalytic society, his own, but he tried to make it a psychoanalytic society "with a difference." In June 1964, Lacan founded the Freudian School of Paris (Ecole Freudienne de Paris). The Freudian School would have no analytic hierarchy, and indeed, it would not be a closed circle of analysts at all, but a meeting place for the freest possible contact between psychoanalysts and members of other disciplines.

The International had rewarded French analysts for their anti-Lacan politics, but in doing so, had acted as a political body and had placed itself in a contradiction from a psychoanalytic point of view. Its list of recognized training analysts for the new French Psychoanalytic Association included many analysts trained by Lacan. No psychoanalytic logic could justify this position. The International had made it clear that, as far as it was concerned, Lacan was not fit to train analysts. By what right were candidates who had been trained by him, and him alone, now fit to be analysts and to *train* analysts? The International seemed to be saying that if you had been analyzed by Lacan, but had renounced him,
then you were fit to be a training analyst. If, on the other hand, you had been analyzed by Lacan and chose to stay with him, you, like he, were unfit and were to be excluded. The illogic of the position was not lost on the French analysts. Lacanian François Perrier reflected on the problem as follows:

the fact that the French Study Group [the group formed preliminary to the constitution of the new, recognized French Psychoanalytic Association] includes a certain number of people who owe the substance of their training to the very person who was excused in October, clearly shows that the only criteria for being selected by London and Chicago [London is the headquarters of the International; Chicago was to be the site of its next Congress] as a "good French analyst" is how one is presumed to have marked a ballot cast last December. If this were not the case, the application of analytic principle alone would require that all of the poorly analyzed [that is, the Lacan analysands] would have to regress down the hierarchy to the level of candidates smitten-with-non-liquidated-transference-loves, that is, until they did another analysis with a true training analyst. . . . Unless, of course, the only proof of a liquidated transference is when an ex-student shows the capacity to take an active role in the condemnation of his "Maître." 

The imperative behind the argument clearly seemed more political than psychoanalytic. And the form it had taken seemed theological; it was on this point that Lacan insisted when he reconvened his seminar in January 1964.

They [the Executive Committee of the International] specified that there would never be affiliation without the guarantee that my teaching would never, ever again, be a part of analytic training.

So we have here something comparable to what in other contexts is called major excommunication. But even in that case, it is not made irrevocable.

It only exists as irrevocable in a religious community . . . the synagogue . . . Spinoza was the object of its kherem, an excommunication similar to a major excommunication; then, a while later, he was the object of a chammata, which consists of adding the condition of irrevocability. . . .

I am not saying—but it is not out of the question—that the psychoanalytic community is a Church. But without doubt, the question arises if we are dealing with the echo of a religious practice.45

The story of Lacan's exclusion from the International brings unresolved tensions in the psychoanalytic movement into sharp relief. One is a tension between scientific inquiry and client-centered professionalism.
All scientific societies inevitably combine two functions between which tension easily arises. These are the pursuit of truth and the protection of the profession. While belonging to an authoritarian medical association might not necessarily interfere with a surgeon’s technical skill, there are good reasons to think that belonging to an authoritarian psychoanalytic organization can undermine the work of the analyst. Where an accommodation to authoritarianism often means learning to tune out the contradictory and the complex, the analyst’s task is to listen without censor. While in most organizations it is commonplace to smooth over painful confrontations, in the particular case of psychoanalytic organizations, attempts at polite obfuscation, such as the legalisms, secret negotiations, and hidden agendas that had marked the Lacan excommunication, are in deep conflict with psychoanalysis itself. In dealing with the individual, the analytic process continually fights to make even painful things clear, but when psychoanalytic societies do not live up to this standard, the question is raised whether their behavior is compatible with the doctrine they claim to be protecting.

By 1964, the Lacanians were on their own, and their struggles were no longer with Freudian orthodoxy and the International. As we continue our story of French psychoanalytic history we shall see how Lacan became ensnared in many of the same contradictions of psychoanalytic politics that he had criticized in others. We describe the third schism that pitted Lacanian against Lacanian and consider the possibility that the problem in psychoanalytic politics is not simply the incompatibility of psychoanalytic science with authoritarianism or with demands for blind allegiance to Freudian technique. The problem may be more fundamental. Psychoanalytic science may be incompatible with allegiances to any Maître and with loyalties to any institution.
Chapter 5

Psychoanalytic Societies

and Psychoanalytic Science

In our last chapter we discussed the contradiction between the authoritarian psychoanalytic institution and the development of psychoanalytic science. Now we turn to the successive attempts by Lacanian analysts to create a nonauthoritarian, nonhierarchical psychoanalytic society and are led to reflect on what may be even more fundamental contradictions. Lacan himself has pointed to a contradiction that is inherent in the very existence of a psychoanalytic society. We have seen that for Lacan, the analyst can never make his sense of reality the measure of all things for the patient. For an analysis to work, the analyst must refuse all certainties and refuse to be the "subject who is presumed to know" the truth about another. But Lacan asks: "What does it mean to have an organization of psychoanalysts and the certificate it confers—if not to indicate to whom one can go to find someone who will play the role of this subject who is presumed to know?" 1

The contradiction between the way psychoanalysis tries to subvert all "truths" and the need for organizational discipline goes back to the time of Freud. During the period of debate over the work of Sandor Ferenczi and Otto Rank, Karl Abraham, Freud's "model" disciple, promised his teacher that he would act objectively. "I promise you,
dear Professor, in advance, that it will be done on my part in a non-
polemic and purely factual manner and only with the wish to serve you
and our work, which is identical with your person." 2 Thus, when psy-
choanalysis established itself as a psychoanalytic "movement," it
tended to identify not just with a field of research but with Freud him-
self, and for Abraham, the disciple, behaving in "a purely factual man-
ner" had become identified with serving the interests of the teacher. And
the promise of loyalty could be given in advance. This of course is the
point of contradiction: a successful psychoanalysis might be expected to
break down that kind of loyalty to a Maître, particularly when he
is one's own analyst.

In "Group Psychology and the Analysis of the Ego," 3 Freud de-
scribed the libidinal mechanisms that provide the cement for such orga-
nizations as the Church and army, but he might as well have been
describing the International Psychoanalytic Association or any psycho-
analytic society. Freud pointed out that organizations are held together
by the ego's alienation in transference loves. Since a successful analysis
dissolves such investments and liquidates the transference to the analyst
in the analysis itself, psychoanalysis may face an internal contradiction
similar to that faced by anarchism. It may subvert all structures, includ-
ing its own: its therapeutic goal is to analyze the irrational bonds which
tie us to our past and to those around us. Nevertheless, Freud saw fit to
distribute ceremonial membership rings to the secret committee which
was to serve as the nucleus of his new psychoanalytic movement.

If psychoanalysis identifies itself with an individual or a "cause"
rather than with a field of research, the presence of the Maître may
overwhelm the science; yet, the psychoanalytic movement was first
constituted on the basis of a transference relationship to Freud, and loy-
alty to him continues as the touchstone of psychoanalytic discipline in
the International Psychoanalytic Association. The Lacanian dissidents
work as a school constituted around another theorist. Indeed they have
often been reproached for an allegiance to Lacan that compromises their
allegiance to Freud. It is not surprising that over the years, they have
become preoccupied with the role of the Maître in the psychoanalytic
institution.
Critics of psychoanalytic dissidents are fond of explaining the latter's "heresies" by saying that the dissidents are poorly analyzed and proving that by pointing to their dissidence. The perspective on psychoanalytic politics that we are presenting here suggests that the opposite is true. Schism is not a sign of an unsuccessful analysis. It can be a positive sign because the successfully analyzed patient would resist the role of an unquestioning disciple, even of Freud himself. By the very effect of psychoanalysis on its members, any organization of psychoanalysts may carry within itself the seeds of its own destruction. It is in this sense that "to speak of psychoanalytic societies is a contradiction in terms."5

After two schisms and twelve years of fighting with psychoanalytic institutions, the Lacanians were well aware of their problems and were weary of psychoanalytic politics on the international or on any other level. Once they were on their own in early 1964, they tried to form a psychoanalytic institution that was as little like a traditional psychoanalytic society as possible. The mission of the Freudian School as Lacan first founded it was to "reconquer" psychoanalysis from both the psychoanalytic institution and from bad theoreticians.6 It would be the first psychoanalytic society to leave the responsibility of whether or not someone was "ready" to be an analyst to the individual: "Only the analyst can authorize himself as an analyst."7 Yet within a very few years the Freudian School itself was deeply entangled in the contradictions of its need for and its need to reject a Maître. It split, like the Paris Psychoanalytic Society and the French Psychoanalytic Society before it. As before, the particular way in which this happened had much to do with personalities and circumstances, while at the same time the schism reflected more fundamental tensions in the psychoanalytic institution.

From the very start, membership in the Freudian School was open, informal, and without prerequisite. Anyone could join, whether or not he was an analyst, wanted to become an analyst, or had any intention of being psychoanalyzed. There were no required courses for analysts in training. People simply participated in those study groups that interested them. In the traditional psychoanalytic society, there is a complex hierarchy of analysts but the major distinction, as we have seen in the story of the Lacan controversy, is between those analysts who are certified to
train other analysts (by analyzing them in a "training analysis") and those who are not.

At the Freudian School there was no special group of analysts who were authorized to train other analysts: there was no distinction between a training analysis and a personal analysis. The Freudian School's sharpest break with the traditions of the psychoanalytic institution was that the decision to use an analysis as a step toward becoming an analyst was considered to be a completely personal decision.

This, of course, is the policy of "self-authorization." When an analysand at the Freudian School decides that he is ready to see patients as an analyst, he simply notifies the School's secretary that he is practicing. He is then listed as a "practicing analyst" in the school's membership roster. This implies no "guarantee" of the analyst by the School since the decision to begin practice and to arrange for supervision belongs to the analysand alone. Most Lacanians insist that this policy is a direct expression not only of the essential privacy of the decision to become an analyst, but also of the current state of law in France:

In France analysts have no legal status. Anyone can legally call himself an analyst, and if he finds a patient, he is de facto an analyste praticien (a practicing analyst). We list on our roster people who have made a certain kind of decision. We are not judging them, we are simply stating a fact.

The idea of self-authorization directly challenges what is for most the reassuring notion that psychoanalysis, like other professions, and particularly like other medical specialties, works with a clear standard of quality control. What seems obvious to Lacanians about self-authorization is bitterly opposed by almost everyone else. Outside of the Freudian School the policy of self-authorization is generally seen as irresponsible to the public at large for refusing to maintain a standard of quality and for refusing to recognize that analysts who are "listed" at the Freudian School are implicitly legitimated:

It is impossibly naive, and among all his faults Lacan is not naive, to think that someone who appears in an official publication as "X, practicing analyst and member of the Freudian School of Paris" is not seen as someone legitimated as a clinician by the weight of Lacan's prestige.
Many see the problem of self-authorization as a case where the translation of Lacanian analytic theory into actual practice gives rise to unintended consequences. Other analysts refuse the idea that Lacan is doing anything "unintended" and see his intent as directly political. For one, Lacan's policy "has always been political: to seduce the intellectuals, the newspapers, the magazines, so that the only psychoanalysis you can read in France is Lacanian." In our interviews many spoke of Lacanian self-authorization as a policy designed for the quick manufacture of disciples. Over and over I heard the phrase "to turn out little Lacanians by assembly line."

The problem of a tension between theory and its practical implementation does seem pervasive at the Freudian School. Perhaps the best example at the School of the gap between theoretical intent and institutional reality is in the study of "the pass" (*la passe*).  

For Lacan, a better understanding of how an individual in analysis comes to know that he or she is ready to assume the role of analyst is central to the development of psychoanalytic theory. Lacan sees the decision to become an analyst as analogous to the act of becoming a poet. It is the assumption by the individual of a new, particularly intimate relationship to language. From a traditional point of view, the question of the "readiness" of an analysand to be an analyst has been posed in terms of progressing toward a healthy resolution of neurotic conflict and in terms of the acquisition of skills and technical knowledge. From a Lacanian perspective, psychoanalytic readiness is put in terms of a relation to "the word."

Lacan wanted to find a way of bringing information about the development of this new relation to language out of the personal experience of the psychoanalyst and into the collective experience of psychoanalysis. What complicates the picture is that this should take place in the setting of a psychoanalytic society dominated by a *Maître*. In this situation, the individual cannot help but strive for the approval and appreciation of the *Maître*, and the process of research, of "information gathering," becomes highly charged. This much, at least, seems intrinsic to the situation.

In the "pass" procedure itself an analyst gives an account of his training analysis to three other members of the School, his "passers,"
all of whom are themselves currently in analysis. These passers then "pass" what they have heard to a committee of senior analysts, a committee that always includes Lacan. This committee would review the information gathered, not in a spirit of judging their fellow analyst's capacity to practice or train but in order to decide whether the analyst had reached the maturity needed to use his own analytic experience as research.

When Lacan presented the idea of the pass to the Freudian School, the reaction was violent and almost uniformly negative. Some analysts felt that the pass would compromise the confidentiality of the analytic relationship and would undermine the analytic transference. Others objected that, since Lacan would be a permanent member of the passing committee, there was no doubt that "he is the one who will decide." Others feared that the pass was a way for Lacan to monitor the analytic practice of school members. ("He can check up on whether you are following his line by being right there next to you, as though he were on the couch next to your patients.")

Although some Lacanians felt that the experience of the pass would not disrupt analysis since it would simply become grist for the analytic mill, others objected that the pass might injure relationships with patients. The passers are chosen by analysts at the Freudian School from among their analysands. Are patients to feel successful when they are chosen as passers by their analysts? Successful at what, for whom, and why? Some Freudian School analysts warned that being chosen as a passer might well become a hidden agenda for analytic patients.

The task of the passer is really to listen with an analytic sensitivity, so it is natural for me to choose someone whom I believe has that sensitivity. But this communication to my analysand has an effect on his analysis; it is like a wild, out-of-control interpretation. And perhaps worse, it can have an uncontrolled effect on other analysands who were not chosen, and who may feel that they were not chosen because they are not "good" enough.

We have said that belonging to an analytic society would be expected to create tensions about judgment and position in the group. The pass as it was put forth by Lacan complicates matters by making the implicit explicit. Lacan established the pass as a process which can lead to collec-
tive recognition within the Freudian School. This can be seen as recognition for having given a personal testimony that might ultimately contribute to the theoretical understanding of the experience of becoming an analyst. This needs courage, particularly because the testimony itself—a recounting of the individual’s analysis—will have to be examined and may perhaps be found wanting. The individual’s presentation will be considered on the basis of its theoretical sophistication; good will and the success of the analysis are not enough. This judgmental component considerably aggravates the problems with the pass already mentioned. Lacan has made no attempt to avoid these tensions; he deals with them by accepting and even symbolizing them.

After the presentation, the passing committee votes on what they have heard; a pass can be “successful” or “unsuccessful.” The recipient of a successful pass is recognized as having important theoretical abilities and is given the title of “School Analyst,” the same title as the analysts who judged him. It should be underscored that the title of School Analyst recognizes an analyst’s abilities as a theoretician and has nothing to do with his qualifications to train other analysts. At the Freudian School all analysts can train other analysts.

When Lacan first proposed the pass, there were objections not only to how it might affect relationships with patients but also to how it might impact on the life of a psychoanalytic society committed to an open, egalitarian structure and to the idea that everything important about psychoanalysis is embedded, not in institutions or their hierarchies, but in personal desire and commitment. Lacan had recoiled from any notion of hierarchy for clinicians (where others felt certification procedures to be justified on the basis of public responsibility); here though, he was instituting a hierarchy on the basis of theoretical sophistication.

Lacan’s “Proposal of October 9, 1967,” in which he put forth his argument in favor of the pass, makes it quite clear that if an analyst were not a theoretician or did not even want to try to become one he was resigning himself to a rather mediocre fate:

Because if one has the courage, why should one aspire to less? Let us not forget that the School Analysts are those who contribute to the advancement of psychoanalysis. Why not begin as soon as one is ready? On the other hand, some people will more modestly be content to work as simple analysts. The School
will involve itself with them in a positive way and will give them the title of Member Analyst of the School without the necessity for the member to make any formal request.9

The same psychoanalytic society that had hoped to reconquer psychoanalysis from the organizational imperatives of the psychoanalytic establishment was now setting up a hierarchy of its own, which distinguished between the School Analysts who courageously contribute to the advancement of psychoanalysis and those who are more "modestly" content to "simply stand and wait." They also serve, but it was hard not to infer that they serve a rather inferior function. Despite official Freudian School ideology to the contrary, Freudian School analysts with whom I spoke did tend to speak of "School Analysts" as a higher grade of analyst, if only because they were more valued by Lacan and were presumed to be close to the Maître.

Lacan had violently denounced psychoanalytic "religion" after his own excommunication, but now that he had his own school, his colleagues bitterly complained that it too seemed to be developing characteristics of a church, complete with dogma, "mysteries," and a pope. The School had started out with an organizational structure which gave Lacan a five-year term as president and set up a five-member "directory," charged with making important policy decisions for the School. But under Lacan's presidency, the directory was never consulted and there has never been talk of electing a new president. One by one, the directory resigned, either in protest or in simple adjustment to the fact that things were not to be as they had once seemed. One analyst described the situation as it had developed in the mid-1960s in the following way:

Debate was stifled just when it might have been most productive. Lacan sent out every kind of signal that disagreement was not welcome on the things that he considered really important. And a paradox was created. Lacan was constantly exhorting a return to Freud, but most people found it more comfortable to accept his interpretation once and for all, and the book that became dog-eared was not Freud's *The Interpretation of Dreams*, but Lacan's *Ecrits*.

The Freudian School seemed well on its way to becoming the Lacanian School. By giving up the personal re-examination of Freud's texts and by putting Lacan in the position of "the subject presumed to
know,” it seemed that many of Lacan’s followers were compromising Lacan’s own psychoanalytic “Protestant Reformation.” Freud’s acceptance of the position of Maître with his disciples had led to contradiction between the development of the science and loyalty to the founder. Some of Lacan’s colleagues felt that now Lacan too was falling into the same trap. By allowing his students to regard him as a Maître, he was helping them to subvert what his own theory stood for: “As for the Maître, he was caught in the trap of what he had offered. He gave no resistance to the temptation to create his line and to have the School’s psychoanalytic heritage stamped with his seal alone.”

By 1968, and the publication of the first issue of the official journal of the Freudian School, Scilicet: Tu peux savoir ce qu’en pense l’Ecole Freudienne de Paris, the policy of a united front behind Lacan’s ideas was confirmed by an editorial policy unique in psychoanalytic literature. All of the articles in Scilicet are published anonymously except for those written by Lacan. The members of the Freudian School publish as a “school,” but the words of the Maître are set aside, for as one cynical Lacanian put it: “How else are the rest of us supposed to know what to think?”

What we know of Freud’s relationships with his disciples suggests that the way in which psychoanalysis is transmitted can menace psychoanalysis itself if an identification with the “cause” and with the Maître is not questioned. Although Lacan was able to point this out theoretically, it now seemed that the worst sins of Freud, the father, were being visited on Lacan, the son.

By the late 1960s, a significant group of analysts at the Freudian School was finding its atmosphere barely tolerable. They tried to make Lacan reconsider his stand on the pass. He was intransigent. The voting of Lacan’s “Proposal of October 9, 1967” on the pass became a focal point for conflict. But as had been the case in 1953, when the issue was the creation of an Institute of Psychoanalysis, and as had been the case in 1963, when the issue was removing Lacan from the list of training analysts, the specific discussion of the pass only served to detonate an already explosive situation. And in 1969, as in 1953 and 1963, the underlying issues were brought to the surface through a controversy about what goes on during psychoanalytic training.
Lacan believes that the critical element (the "knot") in the training analysis and the one most difficult to analyze is the analysand's desire to be an analyst. This désir de l'analyse touches on the many sides of the analysand's desire for his analyst, his desire to be the analyst, to be loved by his analyst, to be an analyst himself. It is also tied up with the analyst's own desire to be an analyst, which in turn relates to his love for his own analyst. The "knot's" difficulty carries its own reward. If an analyst commits himself to grappling with its tangles, it can be a source of renewal in his analytic vocation because each time it arises the analyst must call into question how he was "parented" as an analyst and his desire to parent another analyst. This continuing investigation into psychoanalytic filiation constitutes a permanent criticism of the psychoanalytic movement, the kind of criticism necessary to deal with the problems of the Maître. But at the very same time that Lacan was saying that the mark of a true analyst is his continual challenge of his training and his desire to train, he was also insisting that the training analysis is the only pure analysis.11

But there seemed to be a contradiction: how could an analyst continually call his desire to train into question if the official line of his psychoanalytic school flatly asserted that a training analysis was the only "pure psychoanalysis"?

One analyst who was at the Freudian School during the debate on the pass and on "pure psychoanalysis" put his feelings this way: "I abhor a situation where someone who goes into analysis has reason to feel that he is not getting "the real thing" (and indeed, his analyst has reason to feel that he is not giving "the real thing") if he doesn't end up an analyst." On the other side, those more sympathetic to Lacan felt that "pure psychoanalysis" was only meant to emphasize that it was in the training analysis that one could best examine the crucial analytic "knot" which tangled the transference to the analyst with the desire to be the analyst and to be an analyst.

In January 1969, in a crisis atmosphere, the text on the pass came to a vote. The two sides were at loggerheads. Lacan would not budge an inch on what he felt to be an issue of theoretical principle, a "truth" for which he must do battle. Lacan seemed to be making the kinds of unconditional demands for fidelity that characterized Freud's relationship
to his circle. These demands contradicted Lacan's own teaching about the need for each analyst to maintain his own sense of discovery, doubt, and judgment and never, under any circumstances, to abandon them for an institution or a Maître.

The text on the pass was voted in by a badly divided Freudian School, and ten of Lacan's closest followers and friends left to form a new group, known as the Fourth Group (Le Quatrième Groupe). These "Lacanians without Lacan" hoped to preserve what they felt was most important in Lacan's teachings about psychoanalysis as a science and a calling without having to suffer, as one of them put it, "the agony of watching Lacan himself undermine his own teaching."

Lacan's unwillingness to compromise did not end with the 1969 split and the formation of the Fourth Group. Indeed, in the 1970s, Lacan's positions, particularly on the importance of mathematical formalizations of psychoanalytic theory, became increasingly intransigent even as they left more and more of his disciples behind. When members of his school objected that some of his actions seemed to be contradicting his long held beliefs, Lacan insisted that he had "no need to explain himself on the matter."

Of course, there is great irony here because Lacan, more than any other theorist, has pointed out the incompatibility between that kind of statement and psychoanalysis itself. We have seen that Lacan has gone so far as to say that the tension between the individual's truth-seeking and his transferential allegiance to psychoanalysis as a "cause" must be worked out in every analysis. This is the analysis of "desire for analysis," the fundamental "knot." Lacan points out that, to the extent that Freud demanded unconditional loyalty, discipline, and obedience from his followers, he was subverting an important aspect of psychoanalysis even as he was trying to establish it. But when Lacan demands loyalty without "having to explain himself," he is doing the same thing. Now, almost fifteen years after the foundation of the Freudian School as an attempt to create an anti-institutional psychoanalytic institution, there is widespread talk about the "return of the repressed."

In this case, what is returning is a very deep paradox in the psychoanalytic enterprise. Though psychoanalysis tends to destroy the transferential cement that holds together an organization, it also needs the psy-
choanalytic institution. The institution protects the individual analyst from what might be intolerable personal pressures if all there was in psychoanalysis was relationships between individuals, and it ensures the perpetuation of the movement. So the psychoanalytic institution, for the “good of psychoanalysis,” strikes back at dissenters. In doing so, it maintains transferential bonds that successful psychoanalysis aims to dissolve and retards the development of psychoanalytic science which requires individual independence. So, when we see Lacan arguing a position in terms of personal allegiance to his school, we are watching a replay of the struggle in Freud’s circle between allegiance to psychoanalysis, which would entail a commitment to independence, and allegiance to Freud as the father of the movement. Psychoanalysis lives and relives this paradox.\textsuperscript{13}

We have seen how the presence of a living \textit{Maître} has dominated the history of the Freudian School. But a \textit{Maître} can play a dominant role as much by his absence as by his presence. It has often been said that Freud’s domination “stopped” the development of new psychoanalytic ideas by his disciples and by those who broke away. In France, the presence of Lacan as a \textit{Maître} allows the parallels with Freud’s circle to emerge and enables us to discern patterns in psychoanalytic history more clearly than before.\textsuperscript{14} For example, in the story of those who stayed with Lacan at the Freudian School, we saw how getting away from psychoanalytic authoritarianism was not as simple as breaking away from the International, and in the story of those who left Lacan, we shall see that getting away from the domination of a \textit{Maître} is not so simple as renouncing him. This last point is made most clearly by looking at the French Psychoanalytic Association, formed in 1963 in what was perhaps the most bitter of all the schisms.

The Association has remained small, beset with conflicts about its identity and with little renewal of its leadership. Part of the difficulty is that the Association shares its “establishment” image with the Paris Psychoanalytic Society and its “academic” image with the Freudian School, and each of these competing groups overshadows it, one on its medical “Right,” the other on its university “Left.” But although looking at the Association as a group without an exclusive clientele is
one way to explain its troubles, there seems to be more going on. Members of the Association speak of having made the "moral" choice in 1963, but some of them feel trapped in the role of children on good behavior. One Association member wondered, "if the desire to please the International didn't lead us to a certain simplicity... We were so afraid of wild analysis [analyse sauvage] that we have ended up with safe and wise analysis [analyse sage]."

In addition, when they cut themselves off from Lacan, the brilliant young Lacanians who formed the Association left themselves indelibly marked by Lacan's ideas but almost unable to have any contact with him. Many of them had been among Lacan's most cherished disciples. The break was angry and embittered. During the debate over whether Lacan should be barred from training, it was his student Jean Laplanche, later of the Association, who argued that Lacan's presence was incompatible with the functioning of an analytic society. The bitterness has continued. In a 1967 article, "Against Lacan," another former student, Didier Anzieu, condemned Lacan as a danger because he kept his students tied to an "unending dependence on an idol, a logic, or a language," by holding out the promise of "fundamental truths to be revealed... but always at some further point... and only to those who continued to travel with him." These attitudes are representative of how most members of the Association talk about Lacan.

Even more than a decade after the split, an inquiry about Lacan at the Association still brings forth a barrage of invective (''Lacan lied to us:'')... ''Lacan discouraged students from working together for fear they would disagree with him.''

Wladimir Granoff is an analyst at the Association who feels that the study of psychoanalytic schisms raises questions of a psychoanalytic order. The Maître is a father and thus he is also the law, the doctrine. Granoff tells the following story:

I will never forget an evening at Françoise Dolto's home shortly after the schism of 1953, the year of the explosion at the Paris Psychoanalytic Society. Françoise Dolto, Blanche Reverchon-Jouve, who has since died, Lagache, Lacan, Perrier,
and myself had gotten together. And Lacan, while chewing on a slice of ham
said to us: “It seems that I was their [the Paris Psychoanalytic Society’s] doc-
trine. And that when I left them really I dealt them a low blow. Now, you all
better watch me carefully so that I don’t do the same thing to you.” 17

Indeed, Granoff believes that psychoanalytic history does repeat it-
self and has been repeating itself since Freud. Dependence on the
Maître, conflict with the Maître, followed by a preoccupation with the
Maître, are the themes that organize that history. In his own case,
Granoff, who admits being a principle instrument for Lacan’s excom-
munication, did not speak about the 1963 schism and his role in it for
ten years, a silence which meant that he was unable to express himself
about the theoretical issues with which he was most deeply con-
cerned. 18 Finally, when Granoff did present his own seminar, it focused
on the politics of the psychoanalytic family. The accent was on the
relationship to psychoanalytic parents, what it meant to leave or stay
with Lacan, to leave or stay with Freud, to follow a master or abandon
him.

What can be said about this preoccupation with the excluded father
when it operates in the analytic institution?

In June 1973, Le Coq Heron, a small, independent journal of psy-
choanalytic reflection, held a meeting on “the schisms.” The particip-
ants ranged from young analysts who did not even have a clear idea
about why the Fourth Group had been formed, to men and women who
might have been their analysts’ analysts and who had done battle in over
two generations of psychoanalytic politics: Dolto, Clavreul, Granoff. In
the midst of a heated discussion of whether each of the schisms was
overdetermined by analytic issues or whether the actions of individuals
were decisive in determining the outcomes, someone remarked that
“the schisms have always been good for those who stayed with Lacan
and have always been bad for those who left him.” Even with an audi-
ence that included members of three analytic groups that were placed in
the “losing” camp by this comment, there was not one objection.

Here we have spoken of some of the French Psychoanalytic Associa-
tion’s difficulties, but other products of anti-Lacan splits share its prob-
lem of finding an identity that is more than an assertion of what they are
not, a problem that certainly plagued the dissidents who broke off from
Freud. For example, the Fourth Group spends much of its theoretical energies arguing against Lacanian positions, and for ten years after its break with Lacan, the Paris Society handled its hostility by pretending that Lacan did not exist. Certain analysts at the Paris Society even went so far as to forbid their candidates from attending Lacan's seminar. After the second schism, though, things loosened up; the Paris Society seemed to be freed from its role as "official" center of resistance to Lacanism. Now, farther away than all the rest from its break with Lacan, it is more open to constructive dialogue with his ideas, and it has passed its former role on to the Association and the Fourth Group, where the wounds are fresher.

What seems to weaken the vitality of those who leave Lacan is not that he is gone but that he continues to be present in a way that is preoccupying but not easy to talk about. Indeed, the anti-Lacanian groups almost seem to be constituted by the taboo on Lacan's presence, or as one analyst put it, "almost by the requirement that his name not be spoken." Lacan might say that in such groups he is "foreclosed," his term for a brutal and total repression. If the schisms seem to be bad for those who have left Lacan perhaps this is because they have given themselves a larger problem than Lacan's presence could ever have imposed. They come together by an agreement not to discuss something, and as one Association member put it, "This unsymbolized residue can poison the group."

The unsymbolized is at the root of neurosis. In the case of an hysterical, it can paralyze, but psychoanalysis can cure by bringing it to awareness and symbolization. There is an effort today among French psychoanalysts to confront publicly what has in the past been considered unspeakable. After ten years of silence, Wladimir Granoff gives a seminar in which he recounts his part in political machinations to get rid of Lacan in 1963 and what that has meant to him as an analyst. A veteran of three schisms, François Perrier, gives a talk on the "Didacticized Psychoanalyst" and speaks of the personal costs of psychoanalytic politics. For over a half a century, psychoanalysts have spoken about the need for political neutrality, but perhaps they have defended themselves against facing the damage done by their own internal politics by externalizing the problem. Psychoanalytic politics seems to be
more capable of compromising analysis than participation in a political party ever could be.

If we have focused here on the story of tensions between psychoanalytic institutions and psychoanalytic theory, there is also another story to be told. This is the story of psychoanalytic politics and personal pain. French analysts are fascinated by the story of Victor Tausk and his relationship with Freud. Freud seems to have found contact with Tausk's brilliance painful. He refused to see him as a patient and referred him to Helene Deutsch, whom he had in analysis at that time. However, Deutsch became so involved with Tausk that she began to speak more and more of him in her own analysis. Freud was hearing more about Tausk than he could stand and told Deutsch that she had to choose between continuing her analysis with him and continuing to see Tausk as a patient. Deutsch chose to continue her analysis with Freud and dismissed Tausk. Tausk committed suicide shortly thereafter.

The translation of Paul Roazen's 1969 book on Tausk's suicide was devoured in Parisian analytic circles, as was Kurt Eissler's rebuttal to Roazen, commissioned by the American psychoanalytic establishment. In interview after interview, I heard echoes of the Tausk story. ("Was Freud so taken up with psychoanalysis that he couldn't see that in giving Deutsch an either/or choice he was himself not acting as a psychoanalyst?" "Were the analysts around Tausk so involved with the cause and with Freud that they did not see that Tausk was being driven to suicide?") Sometimes the Tausk story seemed to be used as a reproach to Lacan, who, like Freud, was suspected of not being able to tolerate students of independence and spirit. More often it introduced a statement about the human cost of psychoanalytic politics:

It was horrible to be in the middle of an analysis with Lacan... loving him and hoping he loved me... and hear all around me how Lacan loves that one as a son... I wonder if he loves me as much... how he drove that one to suicide... I wonder if I am capable of killing myself... how he invited that one to work on his texts with him... Perhaps I am not intelligent enough... how he turns on people if they express their anger... My God, is it possible that he will abandon me in the middle of all this... And then, there was the split.

The pain of psychoanalytic schism was not all on the side of the patients. Lifelong friendships between analysts were destroyed, and many
Suffered great personal loss as students with whom they had worked for over a decade vowed never to speak to them again.

French analysts often find it painful to talk about their pasts, and it has been hard for them to talk to each other across it. But a new generation of French psychoanalysts has come of age in the years since the last schism, and it has little tolerance for life in the shadows of psychoanalytic history. Still, the protagonists of that history—its heroes and its villains—are their analytic fathers, mothers, grandparents. Although the events seem far away and motivated by unfamiliar passions and people, a French analyst cannot make them foreign to himself because no matter who he is, where he comes from, and to what group he belongs, he is born of them. Myths of origin are not easily erased in any society, and in the case of psychoanalysis, where each analyst relates back through his analyst to a chain of analysts before him, metaphors of birth, ancestry, and filiation are particularly powerful. The new analytic generation in France is not denying its past, but it is not letting the past poison the present by leaving it unspoken: there is a growing spirit of communication across schools and generations. Since 1974, a new context for such dialogue has been created. It is called “Confrontations.” Each month, one analyst speaks to the group, usually on themes raised by a book that he or she has written. Discussion ensues. The formula seems simple enough, but in the French analytic scene, where encounters between analysts can carry a high ideological and emotional charge, the apparent simplicity is deceptive. Confrontations was organized by several analysts at the Paris Institute, but it has no affiliation with any psychoanalytic society. Indeed, Confrontations presents itself as being in the position of a “third party” to the tensions between analyst and psychoanalytic institution, a “rendez-vous en un lieu hors-lieu,” a meeting place that is outside of the space that analytic societies have traditionally occupied.

Participants in Confrontations have included Jean Laplanche and Wladimir Granoff of the Association, Charles David and René Major of the Institute, Michèle Montrelay, Serge Leclaire and Moustapha Safouan of the Freudian School, and François Perrier and Nathalie Zaltzman of the Fourth Group. Membership Confrontations has mushroomed. Many hundreds of analysts attend each meeting, and
some claim that there, for the first time, they are speaking to other analysts in their "own" voice rather than through a position they feel constrained to take because it is the trademark of "their society."

Confrontations undoubtedly gets much of its élan from energies frustrated and unspent at the Freudian School. In the story of the pass we saw the beginnings of a serious sense of frustration at the School because Lacan seemed more interested in psychoanalytic theory than in clinical practice. A substantial group of analysts at the School began to think of themselves as "mere practitioners" who were of little concern to the Maître. In recent years, Lacan has gotten more involved with developing mathematical formalizations ("mathemes") of psychoanalytic theory, and the frustration of the practitioners has increased. Lacan has also moved toward more intensive collaboration with non-analysts, particularly with a circle of philosophers and mathematicians around his son-in-law, Jacques-Alain Miller. As we shall see in chapter seven, Lacan has become increasingly interested in the transmission of psychoanalytic knowledge in the university. In reaction, many Lacanians gravitate toward Confrontations which seems to be filling needs that the Freudian School is not attending to. One young analyst, who considers himself Lacanian but who has made his intellectual home in the Fourth Group and Confrontations, made it clear that in Lacan's Ecrits, he continues to find sources of personal renewal and greater clarity about his direction as an analyst, but that the newer, and more mathematical theory, "does not relate to what Lacan has taught me are my concerns as an analyst: death, sex, desire, the way I feel language in my body. . . ."

Confrontations is trying to do what the Freudian School once tried to do, that is, to circumvent what seems to be an inevitable contradiction between psychoanalysis and the psychoanalytic institution. Like the Freudian School, Confrontations is trying to create an institution that is not an institution; unlike the Freudian School, it is doing so by refusing any responsibility for training analysts. So, Confrontations refuses to be a psychoanalytic society as Freud defined it. If the French have ended up at this extreme in order to maintain a sufficient number of degrees of freedom in the psychoanalytic institution, it may be because the Lacanian presence has redramatized the problem of master and dis-
inciple that tore apart Freud's circle and that reflects fundamental contra-
diction in the psychoanalytic institution.

Beginning with Freud, the unique father, psychoanalysis has been
passed down directly from analyst to analysand. Every analyst alive
today is Freud's descendant. We have suggested that the transmission of
psychoanalysis poses great threats to psychoanalysis if the means of
transmission lead to the reinforcement rather than the dissolution of the
transference. Yet this is just what Freud's role as Maître may encour-
age. Each analyst's debt to Freud would be great if all that was owed
was a method of professional practice. But there is much more at stake.
The training of an analyst is also the personal analysis of his neurotic
conflicts, a way out of his suffering and pain. Thus, the method of the
transmission of the professional technique is both the method of the
"cure" and the method of theory building in the science.

The Lacanian presence underscores the tension that exists between
Freud and every major psychoanalytic theorist who has come after him.
The transference to Freud as a father is overdetermined. Psychoanal-
ysis is so deeply steeped in the mythology of paternity that a require-
ment for the development of psychoanalytic science carries the echo of
ritual murder. Disputes among psychoanalysts challenging Freud's
ideas are far more highly charged than disputes within other scientific
disciplines. Loyalty to a father is always at stake. The progress of the
field is confused by these complex Oedipal issues. Even Lacan, who
certainly disagrees with Freud on many points, claims legitimacy comes
only from his "return to Freud." Trapped between the problem of the
Maître and the problem of going beyond the Maître, psychoanalysis
faces enduring paradoxes.

French psychoanalysis is in the process of breaking down the barriers
that have separated psychoanalysis from its own history and from the
fact that much of that history is political. This process has not occurred
in a vacuum. The French Freud is also struggling to break boundaries
between psychoanalysis and politics and between psychoanalysis and
science.

We turn now to the major sites of these struggles: in the antipsychia-
tric movement based in clinics throughout France and in the universi-
ties. In both the world of mental health politics and in the world of the university, the positions of the different French psychoanalytic societies on psychoanalytic theory, technique, and transmissibility have been played out on a larger social stage. The conflicts over psychoanalytic ideology turn out to have larger political implications, as psychoanalytic politics is played out as a politics of psychoanalysis.
PART THREE

Psychoanalysis in Politics
Chapter 6

Psychoanalysis as
Schizoanalysis:
Antipsychiatry

The actual translation of psychoanalytic ideas into social actions other than the psychoanalytic act itself has taken place in many arenas, but perhaps nowhere as forcefully as in the area of mental health.\(^1\) It is here that many people have found it possible to pursue both their interest in social action and their new, growing concern with language and psychoanalysis, a legacy of 1968 and its "cult of speech." We also find that some of the political struggles of May, in particular the opposition between the Communist Party and the non-Party Left, continue to be expressed in the politics of mental health, even a decade after the events themselves. Thus we enter a field where conflicts we have already encountered in the realm of ideas are played out on everyday ground. Conflicts between Communists and *gauchistes*, between traditional "medical" psychiatry and Lacanian psychoanalysis, between Lacanian "utopians" who seek a return to the imaginary and other Lacanians for whom this is an irresponsible and psychotic politics, are all a part of the story we tell in this chapter.
In the context of the politics of mental health, a contradiction that has plagued psychoanalysis since its beginnings—the contradiction between psychoanalytic theory and therapeutic practice—becomes a central concern. Freud himself recognized this tension and insisted that only psychoanalytic theory could go beyond the tendency of all therapy to respond to the social pressure to make people’s lives “a little bit better,” or as Freud put it, to transform “misery into common unhappiness.” 2 In Freud’s view, “the recognition of our therapeutic limitations reinforces our determination to change other social factors so that men and women shall no longer be forced into hopeless situations.” 3

The tension between revolutionary theory and reformist politics is not unique to psychoanalysis. It is faced by all subversive movements. Among Marxists, for example, the epithets of “opportunist” and “sectarian” refer to “errors” in the degree of compromise with the establishment, the first term referring to too much compromise, the second, to not enough. In fact, the term gauchiste; which in common French parlance has come to mean people on the non-Communist Left, was originally a Communist Party term of opprobrium for too little compromise. It derives from Lenin’s attack on German revolutionaries for their failure to involve themselves in parliamentary and trade union struggles for fear of loss of revolutionary purity. Lenin entitled his polemic against their policy, *Left-Wing Communism: An Infantile Disorder*, which is translated into French as “Le Gauchisme: Maladie Infantile du Communisme.”

We recall that during May, it was the non-Party, *gauchiste* political style that dominated events. This political style, much to the disapproval of the conservative, establishment Communist Party, fought hierarchy and encouraged freer self-expression as an important political statement. This approach, buttressed by Lacanian ideas about the destructive impact of hierarchy on truth-seeking processes and existential Marxist ideas about local control and self-management, was easily exportable into the area of mental health. There have been efforts to organize former mental patients into action committees to fight against psychiatric repression, and efforts to organize patients, mental health workers, and community members to actually gain control of mental
health facilities under slogans of self-management, free expression, and power to patients, paraprofessionals, and other nonmedical staff.

The challenge to the medical hierarchy within health facilities is seen as a steppingstone to a global challenge to therapeutic institutions which locate social problems in the individual. In particular, critics of the medical hierarchy object to the notion that a mental health service has "knowledge" to dispense to the individual to effect a "cure." Since the individual's suffering is largely a reflection of social injustice, "cures" call for social action. It is on this issue that radical political actions begin to pick up the themes of radical psychoanalytic ideology. Lacan's criticism of the medical model in psychoanalysis gets played out as a challenge to therapeutic replâtâge, "plastering over" social problems as psychiatric ones.

In France, there is a tradition of severe criticism of the asylum systems by liberals and the Left, and in the aftermath of the 1968 events, an alternative model of community mental health (previously developed by a group of medically oriented psychoanalysts in Paris's thirteenth arrondissement and characterized as "psychoanalysis minus the couch") and became national health policy for all of France. The asylums were being emptied and psychiatry moved out into the community. Through the community programs, psychoanalysts could now be central to the psychiatric establishment, but some analysts tried to use this new arena as a stage from which to intensify their critique of its repression. The community mental health model had long been supported by the Left, but by the mid-1960s many felt that the new model could be as dangerous as the traditional asylum: it gave psychiatry its biggest chance ever to invade the school, the workplace, and the private life of the individual. School psychologists can legitimate the tracking of working-class children out of the academic system, and psychiatrists in the factory can label political activists as "maladjusted" and help to get them fired. Since the victims of institutional psychiatry are often poor and ill-equipped to protect themselves, it is they who may be in danger from the society rather than the other way around: when a community mental health center turns people into patients, the transformation can mean a net loss of rights. When patients, often frightened and
unsure, make an effort to fight back, their efforts can be classified by the medical profession as “resistance to treatment.” Political militants who work in the politics of health point out that this endless, circular return to “illness” as explanation for dissatisfaction increases the powerlessness of the working-class patient-subject in capitalist society: “neutral” medical ideology turns out not to be politically neutral after all.

The problems raised by the community centers gave radicals strong issues around which to organize. And since the Communist Party supported the centers and their medical orientation, it was also a new focus for conflict between the Communist and non-Communist Left. But theirs are not the only old quarrels to find their way into the new arena. Internal divisions among psychoanalysts also have been projected onto antipsychiatric politics. For example, while some community treatment centers had come under traditional psychoanalytic tutelage and had a medical orientation, others had come under the control of Lacanians, who used them as bases for a distinctly nonmedical and anti-hierarchical psychoanalytic practice. Thus the state health system was divided into psychoanalytic units with radically different kinds of functioning and radically different “schools” of analysts. The Lacanians were obviously in a good position to make political alliances on the non-Party Left. And if much of the conflict between gauchistes and Communists in the politics of mental health seems like old wine in new bottles, this is partly because Lacanian psychoanalysis was in such an excellent position to carry old political quarrels onto the new psychiatric stage. Lacanians were also well placed to make psychiatry’s political struggles more salient to the French Left as a whole. And indeed, the radicals against psychiatry who work in the context of community mental health are only a small part of a large, highly ideological movement in France which can properly be called “antipsychiatric” and which makes up a whole world of its own. The world of French antipsychiatry ranges from working-class nurses organizing in provincial psychiatric hospitals to Parisian intellectuals primarily interested in Lacanian theory. It is radical—often Marxist—in its orientation. And chiefly because of Lacan’s centrality, it sees itself as psychoanalytic. In all these regards, it is very different from its Anglo-Saxon counterpart.

As we have seen, some of French antipsychiatric activity is theorized
in fairly straightforward notions about psychiatry interfering with civil liberties or about medical "neutrality" being used to mask political repression. Some is justified by more complex and often extravagant theorizations that use the schizophrenic's situation as a takeoff point for more global social criticism. These theorizations develop the structure for a politics of schizophrenia whose implications reach far beyond the psychiatric institution. Since 1968, Lacan's discourse on the constitution of the subject, the antipsychiatric discourse on the politics of madness, and the Marxist discourse on the crisis of the subject in contemporary capitalism have become interwoven. Here we begin to analyze these separate strands—the dominant themes—of the new French antipsychiatric movement.

A first theme, one that we have already touched upon, centers around Jacques Lacan's impact on antipsychiatry. Lacan has expressed views that go far toward supporting antipsychiatric positions, for example, his oft-cited statement in the *Ecrits* that "Man's being cannot be understood without reference to madness, nor would he be man without carrying madness within as the limit of his freedom." This statement is an expression of the subversive elements in Freud's work, elements that Lacan tries to amplify in his own work. For Lacan, the goal of psychoanalysis is the bringing to awareness of underlying contradictions (what Lacan calls "the truth of the subject"), not the acceptance of social norms.

A second theme is the rejection of the intellectual and social status quo through use of a "subversive discourse," which echoes the Rousseauian characterization of language as anti-Edenic, and the struggle in May 1968 to "reinvent language." The antipsychiatrists place themselves in a relationship of potential identification with the mad insofar as they claim to have a message that cannot be communicated in ordinary ways. Like the schizophrenic, they have to destroy ordinary language in order to communicate. Some, like Lacan himself, work in a highly con-
trolled intellectual structure and express this identification with the psychot ic in a highly theoretical way; others, more involved in political situations where they are treated as deviant and dangerous, have developed a theory of their own situations that likens them to the situation of the schizophrenic.

A third theme is the emergence of theories, many inspired by Lacan, that are explicitly antipsychiatric and political. Here, we shall look at "schizoanalysis," a theory elaborated by Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari in their book, *Anti-Oedipus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia*, which we discussed briefly in chapter three. Their book, like most current French antipsychiatric thinking, builds on the base of Jacques Lacan's contribution, in particular his radical critique of theories of the ego. In the case of antipsychiatry, Lacan's support comes most directly from the way in which he demolishes the notion that there is a "normal" self that is autonomous, coherent, its own "center."

We have seen that for Lacan the origins of the self are imaginary in a quite literal sense. The baby confuses others with its own mirror reflections, and since the self is formed from a composite of introjections based on such misrecognitions, it can hardly constitute a unified personality, even for "normal" people. According to Lacan, we all experience a profoundly "divided self." In questioning the integrity of the "I," Lacan challenges assumptions that are solidly built into "ordinary" thought and "ordinary" language. In fact, it almost is impossible to express such a radically "anti-ego" theory in ordinary language: the language's pronoun structure reflects our culturally embedded notions about subjectivity. From the moment that we begin to write or speak, we are trapped in formulations such as "I want," "I do," "I desire." Lacan's reading of psychoanalysis is subversive in the way it undermines the formulations of the self that are implicit in our language, and it puts each speaking subject in an intimate relationship with the fragmented self experienced by the schizophrenic. Thus the notion of the decentered subject is a crucial link between Lacan and the antipsychiatric movement, which refuses to view madness as something completely alien to "normals."

Lacan's support for antipsychiatry comes from the form of his writing as well as from its content. His associative, poetic style is intended not
only to shock or to force a closer reading by slowing his reader down (although he does intend these) but also, more importantly, to challenge common-sense notions of the "self."

Our everyday language reinforces our "common-sense" understanding of our experiences as subjects, so theories of the mind which are directed toward subverting our usual way of thinking about ourselves have adopted strategies to fight the normalization that everyday language imposes. A first possible strategy has been to make mathematical models that are acceptable ways of "setting up one's own language." Any reader who has even glanced through the *Ecrits* will surely know that Lacan's work is studded with such "formalization." He uses symbols, signs, charts, and diagrams to express himself without referring to ordinary language. And as we have noted, in recent years Lacan has tended toward a greater emphasis on mathematical models of psychoanalytic theory and new topological symbolizations such as knots.

A second strategy has been to use ordinary language in a highly unconventional way. Lacan relies heavily on punning and word games. He also coins words that have no definitions other than his own and then tends to define them only contextually. Even when Lacan borrows what might superficially seem to be standard technical terms from other disciplines, he often uses them in ways in which their normal definitions are not applicable.

A third strategy involves the invention of a new level of discourse. Using a new kind of discourse to break the reader's usual "set" is not an uncommon strategy for subversive intellectual movements of the twentieth century. It characterizes the work of Wittgenstein, Joyce, and the surrealists, as well as that of Lacan. In each of these cases, the text is not there simply to transmit content or to convince you of an argument, it is there to do something to the reader. The text serves to help the reader reject standard notions about the nature of knowing. Wittgenstein takes up this idea in *The Tractatus*, when he compares his work to a ladder that is to be discarded after the reader has used it to reach a new level of understanding. Similarly, when Lacan gives his seminar in Paris, he claims to be putting himself in the place of the analysand and his audience in the role of his analyst. His spoken "texts" and his writ-
ten statements are designed to provoke the listener or the reader into a self-analytic experience. The *Ecrits* are not meant to be read; they are meant to be lived with. These three strategies—*inventing a new language*, unconventional usage, a *therapeutic discourse*—are all part of Lacan’s psychoanalytic subversion and have powerfully influenced the new French school of antipsychiatric exposition.

When Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari wrote *Anti-Oedipus*, they, like Lacan, were trying to make their text a “therapeutic” instrument. We cannot know if the book’s readers were changed by their experience, but there is good reason to think that they were provoked. The book became a *cause célèbre* in Paris in 1972–73.

Let us look at what confronts the reader when he opens to the first page of *Anti-Oedipus*:

Chapter 1. *The Desiring-Machines*

It is at work everywhere, functioning smoothly at times, at other times in fits and starts. It breathes, it heats, it eats. It shits and fucks. What a mistake to have ever said the *id*. Everywhere it is machines—real ones, not figurative ones: machines driving other machines, machines being driven by other machines, with all the necessary couplings and connections. An organ-machine is plugged into an energy-source machine: the one produces a flow that the other interrupts. The breast is a machine that produces milk, and the mouth a machine coupled to it. The mouth of the anorexic wavers between several functions: its possessor is uncertain as to whether it is an eating-machine, an anal machine, a talking-machine, or a breathing-machine (asthma attacks). Hence we are all handymen: each with his little machines. For every organ-machine, an energy-machine: all the time, flows and interruptions.9

This discourse assaults, its language breaks language apart, fragments all person markers and tries to transform the reader’s way of thinking about his personhood. Its power seems to depend more on involvement with its language than on agreement with its individual propositions. Deleuze and Guattari present us with an image of a world where complexity and fluidity seem to defy language and its structure.

Deleuze and Guattari take Lacan’s ideas about the decentered subject and carry them several steps farther than he does. Although Lacan believes that the self is constituted by imaginary misrecognitions and rupture, he still works to diagram and even mathematically express the relationship among its elements. But Deleuze and Guattari describe a
self of such flux and fragmentation that a methodology of trying to grasp
discrete relationships between determinate objects is clearly missing the
point. For them, the self is a collection of machine-parts, what they
refer to as "desiring-machines": "The desiring-machines pound away
and throb in the depths of the unconscious: Irma's injection, the Wolf
Man's tick-tock, Ann's coughing machine, and also all the explanatory
apparatuses set into motion by Freud, all those neuro-biologico-desiring
machines." 10 Each person's machine parts can plug and unplug with
the machine parts of another: there is no self, only the cacophony of
desiring-machines. In human relationships, one whole person never
relates to another whole person because there is no such thing as the
"whole person." There are only connections between the desiring-
machines. Fragmentation is a universal of the human condition, not
something specific to the schizophrenic.

But psychoanalytic notions of the Oedipus complex seem to demand
that one think in terms of one-to-one relationships. Indeed, Deleuze and
Guattari think that it is with Oedipus that psychoanalysis went wrong:

Psychoanalysis is like the Russian revolution; we don't know when it started
going bad. We have to keep going back further. To the Americans? To the First
International? To the secret Committee? To the first ruptures, which signify
renunciations by Freud as much as betrayals by those who break with him. To
Freud himself, from the moment of the "discovery" of Oedipus? Oedipus is the
idealist turning point. 11

Freud's position on who are the actors involved in the Oedipal drama
seems fairly clear: it is played out in a triangle of child, mother, and fa-
ther and results in the internalization of a parental superego. For Lacan,
Oedipus is not about a moment in the family drama or about forming a
new psychic entity. It is about the child's development of a new capac-
ity for using symbols as signifiers; it is about entering the symbolic
dimension, with its new relationships to language and the world. The dy-
namics of the Oedipal drama are not played out by people as such; the
meaning and import of the drama are to be discovered in the linguistic
functions for which the people stand as signifiers. For Lacan, passage
into the symbolic dimension requires that certain structural conditions
be met that are associated with the formal properties of the Oedipal
drama. Most importantly, there is triangulation. But the Deleuze and
Guattari model of the unconscious as infinitely open and infinitely fragmented rejects any notion of Oedipal triangulations, whether the elements being triangulated are literal, biological parents or Lacan's more abstract symbolic elements.

Deleuze and Guattari advance a "politics of schizophrenia." They regard schizophrenia as a privileged experience and believe that the schizophrenic, in the grip of this experience, is in touch with fundamental truths about society. The schizophrenic is in a position to teach us about our political reality. R. D. Laing has written of the mad as the sane in an insane world, but his work emphasizes the schizophrenic experience as spiritually privileged. Deleuze and Guattari focus on other aspects.

For them, the first way in which the schizophrenic is privileged is epistemologically. The schizophrenic has not entered the symbolic dimension: he has not accepted the epistemology of signifier to signified. In Lacan's terms, the schizophrenic has refused to Oedipize. Deleuze and Guattari point out that by virtue of this refusal he remains close to the primitive truth of the desiring-machines, not trapped within the Oedipal prison in which the complexity and fluidity of the unconscious are distorted, frozen, and flattened.

Deleuze and Guattari also present the schizophrenic as privileged politically because, essentially, capitalism cannot tolerate the multitude of possible relationships that can exist among the desiring-machines. The schizophrenic is in touch with a level of desire whose nature is irreducibly subversive: "Despite what some revolutionaries think about this, desire is revolutionary in its essence . . . and no society can tolerate a position of real desire without its structures of exploitation, servitude and hierarchy being compromised."13

Society cannot tolerate the free circulation of this revolutionary desire. It imposes clear limits on it, constraining the relationships among the desiring-machines, enforcing order where there is only flux. Society constructs the family as "the agent of this psychic repression."14 The repression must be massive because the danger is absolute:

If desire is repressed, it is because every position of desire, no matter how small, is capable of calling into question the established order of a society: not that desire is asocial, on the contrary. But it is explosive; there is no desiring-
machine capable of being assembled without demolishing entire social sectors.  

The danger is absolute and it is also increasing. Deleuze and Guattari argue that the more complex the society becomes, the more disordered, "decoded" it becomes. Its structures of Oedipization are increasingly strained and threaten to crack. The absence of Oedipization is schizophrenia, the ultimate form of decoding. Thus they argue that capitalism is threatened by widespread social schizophrenia and must respond by repression. Capitalism tries to replicate within itself more ordered and coded forms of social organization.  

It is clear that, according to this analysis, we must look beyond psychoanalysis to understand desire in the social field because psychoanalysis is tied to the notion of Oedipus, and Oedipus is tied to the capitalist family, to the powers which hide social disorder and the boundaryless nature of desire. You cannot understand something by using concepts that contribute to its camouflage. The essence of desire is that it refuses representation, and that is what Deleuze and Guattari believe the psychoanalytic process is all about:

Free association, rather than opening onto polyvocal connections, confines itself to a univocal impasse. All the chains of the unconscious are biunivocalized, linearized, suspended from a despotic signifier. The whole of desiring-production is crushed, subjected to the requirements of representation, and to the dreary games of what is representative and represented in representation.  

Psychoanalysis can certainly show us a part of ourselves, but only the part that exists within the "Daddy-Mommy-Me" matrix. But there is much more. All desire is not produced in the closed family system. Desire also is produced in the social field, out of an historical-political situation. This is what psychoanalysis misses out on, and Deleuze and Guattari suggest something new: schizoanalysis.
Schizoanalysis is not accidentally so-called. “Schizo” means that it is a process of decoding and analysis rather than an attempt to create a new order or synthesis. “Schizo” means that it resembles the way in which a schizophrenic is able to experience. Its goal is to analyze how the social field is invested with unconscious desire, something that the schizophrenic is presumably in touch with since his vision has not been narrowed by the demands of Oedipization. Deleuze and Guattari also liken schizoanalysis to curing rituals in primitive societies, where healing involves a political, social, and economic analysis of the community and its neighbors and does not impose Oedipal solutions by reducing every new situation to the framework of “Daddy-Mommy-Me.” Indeed, they describe such cures as “schizoanalysis in action.” Schizoanalysis and primitive curing analyze desire in the social field, whereas psychoanalysis, by insisting that desire exists only in the person, reduces much social conflict to the level of the individual.

Schizoanalysis presents an aspect of schizophrenic functioning as a way to explore the true nature of our society’s contradictions and at the same time it suggests that our society’s contradictions are part of the genesis of schizophrenia. Deleuze and Guattari argue that schizoanalysis is in this sense unlike other antipsychiatric theories that have remained trapped in the notion of Oedipus and see the origin of schizophrenia as within the family. They charge Gregory Bateson with being “American familialist” because Bateson claimed to have found schizophrenia-producing social mechanisms at the same time that his social analysis never went beyond the family. R. D. Laing comes under even sharper fire for similar reasons:

This contradiction is perhaps especially perceptible in Laing, because he is the most revolutionary of the antipsychiatrists. At the very moment he breaks with psychiatric practice, undertakes assigning a veritable social genesis to psychosis, and calls for a continuation of the “voyage” as a process and for a dissolution of the “normal ego,” he falls back into the worst familialist, personological, and egoic postulates, so that the remedies invoked are no more than a “sincere corroboration among parents,” a “recognition of the real persons,” a “discovery of the true ego or self” as in Martin Buber. Even more than the hostility of the traditional authorities, perhaps this is the source of the actual failures of the antipsychiatric undertakings, of their co-option for the benefit of
adaptational forms of familial psychotherapy and of community psychiatry, and of Laing’s own retreat to the Orient.20

So even the antipsychiatrists are bogged down in bringing everything back to the Oedipal Holy Family. Deleuze and Guattari see their job as getting antipsychiatry unstuck and politicized. They present the schizophrenic as someone whose language is particularly transparent to the real connections between the language of the unconscious and the language of race, class, police repression, student revolt, rape, and war, that is to say, the language of politics. The schizophrenic does not have a successful Oedipization to wall him off from the connections between self and society. These same connections are present in each of us, but most people never see them. Oedipization builds a wall in front of them, which psychotherapies that remain in the Oedipal framework only serve to reinforce. Schizoanalysis is a way for each of us to uncover these connections by rejecting the false coherency of the “whole self.” The point of all this is not to go crazy, but to schizophrenize, that is, to become aware of fragmentation, disorder, and the fact that there is no boundary between the politics of desire being played out in the self and that which is continuously being played out in society.

Deleuze and Guattari describe schizophrenization as a voyage, and of course, the metaphor suggests the language of Laing. But we have seen that this is where the resemblance ends. For Laing, the schizophrenic’s voyage resembles a long acid trip. Laing’s politics of schizophrenia is a politics of experience. For Deleuze and Guattari, by contrast, the schizophrenic’s special position derives from his escape from the epistemic constraints of the symbolic and the structurally similar political constraints of capitalism. The schizophrenic privilege is political and epistemological rather than moral and aesthetic, as for Laing. Willingly or not, and whether or not it makes him “happy,” the schizophrenic has refused the usual manner in which capitalism stamps and controls our psyches.

Deleuze and Guattari say that they meant their book to finally close the old “Freud-Marx” debate by arguing that studying the psyche and studying the social field are not activities that can meaningfully be separated. In practice, however, Anti-Oedipus sparked new interest in the
Freud-Marx question. Many saw schizoanalysis as a political complement to psychoanalysis. Others, like sociologist Robert Castel, saw it as a work that laid a theoretical basis for opposition to what he sees as a growing Left-Lacanian-antipsychiatric "establishment," despite its appreciation by that same "establishment." 21 In his book, *Le Psychanalyse*, Castel attacks the way in which psychoanalysis is now taken as "definitionally" subversive by the French Left. He complains that although psychiatry has become the focus of strenuous critical activity by the Left, psychoanalysis and particularly Lacanian psychoanalysis is usually deemed irreproachable. The role of psychiatry in repression and social control is taken as self-evident, but when psychoanalysis seems to be guilty of the same sins, the assumption is that it has been compromised by outside forces.

Castel argues that psychoanalysis is not so guiltless as all that: it is not simply co-opted (récupéré) by others; it itself does quite a bit of recuperating. Like historian Michel Foucault, Castel points out that psychoanalysis has inherited the asylum's role of social control and does the job well, more subtly than other, more obviously repressive psychiatric techniques. 22 For example, in challenging the standard medical division between normal and diseased states it establishes a continuum model for thinking about pathology: we all suffer from the same processes; some of us simply handle them better than others. The continuum model makes it possible to describe a whole spectrum of behaviors as prepathological, including behaviors that a given society at a given time finds bizarre, immoral, or politically inconvenient. Thus, Castel argues, psychoanalysis carries within itself the germs of its use as an agent of social control. So when we discover psychoanalysis being used in this way, we should not be surprised. But what is shocking from Castel's point of view is that the Left seems too blinded by Lacanian mythologies even to look around.

Castel is particularly offended by the way in which the uncritical infatuation with psychoanalysis extends to antipsychiatric circles. For example, Castel points out that in a special 1970 edition of *L'Idiot Internationale*, a radical "antipsychiatric" newspaper, "psychiatry is executed without concession but the references to psychoanalysis are always reverential." 23 And to add insult to injury, the closing pages of this
same edition place even the Chinese cultural revolution under Freud’s patronage: ‘‘The history of man is the history of his repression.’’

As Castel rightly points out, in the Parisian intellectual context much of antipsychiatry is really intellectual and social play. The sense of antipsychiatry as play is reinforced by the romanticism of much of the French antipsychiatric movement. For example, the group around the Clinique de la Borde at Cour-Cheverny (which includes Guattari and Lacanian-influenced antipsychiatrists, Jean Oury and Jean-Claude Polack) publishes a magazine, Cahiers pour la folie, that features literature and visual art by mental patients. Many people are critical of the Cahiers, and describe it as ‘‘smug,’’ ‘‘self-congratulatory,’’ ‘‘dishonest,’’ and an ‘‘adventure in surrealism.’’

Many psychiatrists, analysts, and mental health workers reproached the Cahiers for denying mental patients their ‘‘rightful feelings of sadness’’ by portraying their experiences as consistently poetic. One nurse in a psychiatric hospital outside of Paris criticized the approach: ‘‘It is no help to patients to present them with images of themselves in which there can be no self-recognition.’’ Others objected that the Cahiers present a glamorized image of what life is like at an ‘‘antipsychiatric’’ hospital such as the Clinique de la Borde. Although the showpiece of French antipsychiatry in terms of its staff, ideology, spirit, and sense of experimentation, la Borde, like other mental hospitals, relies heavily on medication and electroshock treatments in its daily activities. Critics object not just to the use of electroshock, but to the way in which antipsychiatrists seem to have invented new theoretical justifications for old methods: ‘‘When you ask them about electroshock they talk about regression at the moment of coming to. . . . This is self-serving nonsense,’’ Reflecting on the Cahiers, one psychiatrist said:

I know that it passes for humanism, but I find it dehumanizing. I know how psychotics are, I worked, lived among them. They are sad, isolated, resigned, overwhelmed by boredom . . . for one Artaud, how many patients stay in the hospital for all of their lives and never get up out of a chair? For each Gramsci who writes letters from prison, how many prisoners are completely brutalized, crushed, who think of nothing but the rhythm of the day, the rhythm of meals—because that is what it means to be confined: breakfast is over at ten in the morning and the women stay behind, seated around a table, not talking to each other, waiting for lunch at noon.
The May days romanticized playfulness, spontaneity, and fantasy in politics. The spirit of play in the French antipsychiatric movement may be seen as a part of the May legacy. For example, in 1973 a meeting was held at Gourgas to facilitate an encounter between political and psychiatric "militants," but it had less the quality of a meeting than of an antipsychiatric "Woodstock," where the heroes were not rock stars but the stars of the antipsychiatric establishment: Lacan, Guattari, Oury, Polack, Gentis. Gourgas buzzed with rumors about who might or might not be showing up.

At Gourgas, the festival atmosphere seemed to inhibit rather than to facilitate discussion. Participants became bitter when they realized that organizing the sessions meant a lot of work, and there seemed to be an implicit contract not to challenge the people who serve as the "mythic" cement for the antipsychiatric movement. For example, the Villejuif affair, perhaps the most widely known antipsychiatric action of that year, did not come up for discussion.

In 1973, a group of student nurses at the Villejuif Hospital outside of Paris, one of the most backward mental hospitals in all of Europe, had started a newspaper for the hospital's patients and staff. The newspaper had carried articles that criticized conditions at the hospital and was banned by the hospital's administration. A scandal followed: the Parisian press published a series of exposés on Villejuif. Most notably, a special joint issue of Cahiers pour la folie and Recherches (a journal on which Guattari worked) was devoted to Villejuif and published the design of the keys to the hospital's infamous "closed" Henri Colin service. The gesture was dramatic: the hospital authorities had to change all the locks. They also fired the group of nurses who had started the newspaper and who were the chief suspects in the "keys" affair. Neither the Cahiers group at la Borde nor the Recherches collective organized a support movement for the nurses. Publishing the keys had been satisfying symbolically, but taking responsibility for the unemployed nurses required a more serious kind of political organization. Although these nurses were present at Gourgas, participants claimed that discussion of their problem seemed to be fastidiously avoided: "It was something people didn't want to talk about—you couldn't touch it."

The events at Gourgas serve to dramatize some of French anti-
psychiatry's current problems. Although it attacks mythologies of "normality," it substitutes mythologies of deviancy of the excluded, of revolutionaries, gangsters, and psychotics. All are given a privileged status for being "outside the law" of capitalist society or "outside the law" of Lacan's symbolic dimension.

Not everyone in the antipsychiatric movements is carried away by these highly theorized ideas and by antipsychiatric "actions," such as the Gourgas meeting, which can easily slip into acting-outs of nostalgia for the lost unity of the May days. A new movement has grown up that can be best described as a "grass-roots" antipsychiatry. There is a well-published and publicized antipsychiatric elite around Lacan and around the Clinique de la Borde, but grass-roots organizers assume that the real political struggle has been abandoned by the psychoanalytic-antipsychiatric-gauchiste "superstars." Indeed, the biggest complaint of the grass-roots people is that the antipsychiatric theorists and their showplace institutions romanticize psychosis and show more of a penchant for prose than for the door-to-door organizing that could actually make a difference in the fight against repressive psychiatry.

The grass-roots efforts center around local organizing of former patients in neighborhood groups, of workers and patients in mental hospitals, and around antipsychiatric publications. These publications tend to be less glossy and more short-lived than those that appear in Lacan's Le Champ freudien series at Seuil or in the Textes à l'appui series at Maspero, where the big names of "official" antipsychiatry publish. One center of grass-roots publication is the Solin publishing house, whose offices in Paris's Latin Quarter also serve as a bookstore and a meetingplace for radical health organizations. The locale is a drop-in center for people who want information about such things as where to get sex counseling or a legal abortion, how to start a small newspaper for mental patients in a provincial hospital, and how to find a therapist whom they can afford. This enterprise is directed by Bernard de Frémenville, a young psychiatrist who has given up psychiatric practice to work full time as a journalist and as something of an impresario in the politics of madness.

Solin publishes an antipsychiatric magazine called Gardes Fous, the "guardians of the mad." Gardes Fous also is the name of a group that
tries to join together political militants interested in the problems of madness with the new group of mental health workers who are starting to see the problems they face in the psychiatric system in terms of larger political conflicts. Gardes Fous is particularly interested in fighting against the romanticization of mental illness, which it feels has become endemic. For Gardes Fous, action against repressive psychiatry must be on the level not of poetry but of politics. The group points out that psychiatry uses a cover of medical expertise and the pretense of "neutrality" to legitimate its technical solutions to crises in the capitalist school, family, and prison. The army and judicial system use psychiatry to label troublemakers as "sick" in order to get them out of the way. Psychiatry's value to the ruling class as a subtle, "scientific" form of social control makes it a good terrain for political organizing.

Gardes Fous is trying to support challenges to establishment psychiatry as they develop in hospital settings. Such challenges have become more frequent since 1968. Psychiatric hospitals have been torn apart by internal battles in which groups of personnel attack the institution. Nurses led the protests at psychiatric hospitals in Brie, Caen, and Villejuif, often using a rhetoric of protest heavily marked by psychoanalysis. Teachers, speech therapists, and physical therapists have led strikes in institutions for emotionally disturbed and retarded children. These protests have been met with the government's traditional weapons: isolating and firing of "troublemakers," calling police into the institution, and personal harassment. When they are unionized, mental health workers often belong to the country's largest union, the Confédération Général du Travail, which is controlled by the Communist Party. And as we shall see, although Communist Party intellectuals have latched onto the Lacanian bandwagon, the Party's practical labor union politics opposes disruptive movements in psychiatric institutions. So in the psychiatric setting, workers often have to organize without their traditional union support. That is where Gardes Fous comes in. The Gardes Fous strategy is to begin organizing at the lower level of salaried personnel in the psychiatric hospital, les gardes fous, whose role in the system is to maintain an order that exploits them as it maintains the submission of their patients.

Gardes Fous tries to organize patients in the same groups as the hos-
pital workers because if just the latter are organized, things can rapidly turn against the interests of the patients. If the hospital is viewed as a factory, nurses and staff are the exploited workers and patients are the merchandise, the objects produced by exploitation. It is hard to avoid this industrial metaphor for the psychiatric hospital, because it corresponds to a certain reality, but this reality is central to a basic problem. The workers in psychiatric hospitals have low pay and terrible working conditions. When they organize, their immediate interests often contradict those of the patients. For example, from the point of view of an overworked psychiatric nurse, it makes a lot of sense to oppose liberalization of hospital policies. Reductions in patient medication and increases in patient privileges usually mean more work for the nurse. Thus, it often seems the only way to improve institutional psychiatry is to set its politics in the context of the larger social struggles of the peasants and workers who tend to be both the inmates of mental hospitals and their "guardians." We have already noted that in the years after 1968, French radicals frequently did present psychiatric concerns as the most appropriate vehicle for general political organizing. One of their arguments, and one which is shared by Gardes Fous, is that in advanced industrial capitalism, the community that was once represented by the state is in dissolution. Citizens are no longer in what used to be the "normal" relationship with a moral community. In the eyes of the state, the citizen, like the madman and like the political dissident, is in a perverse relationship to the normal order. The citizen has more reason than ever to identify with the political radical and with the psychotic because the state relates to them all in the same terms.26

Psychiatric issues are therefore in no sense concerns that the citizen and the militant can be interested in but exterior to. The psychotic has gone further than some in his experience of the crisis of the capitalist subject, but the psychotic's fragmented experience corresponds to a mass phenomenon. The psychotic's symptom is seen as an expression of a socially shared malaise. Thus, it is not a question of "curing" the patient, but of using his situation to sharpen a societal analysis. By reflecting on the psychotic's situation, the political activist will better understand his own.

In Gardes Fous, like other French antipsychiatric efforts, there is a
tendency to view psychoanalysis—especially "nonadaptationist," Lacanian psychoanalysis—as relevant to such reflection on the crisis of the subject in capitalism. This, of course, is their point of tangency with radical political groups who have tried to use Lacan as a theorist for antipsychiatric actions within institutions. In some settings, politicized Lacanian experimentation reached a point where the staffs of institutions for psychotic children refused to "Oedipize" their charges, allowing a fluidity of symbolic and sexual behavior for both patients and staff which certainly went beyond what most members of the society consider to be "normal" or even tolerable. Even where things did not go so far, many health facilities have developed an increasingly charged politics both within the institution and in relation to the outside—to the social security system, to parent groups, to labor unions, and to the Communist Party.

From even this brief description of the new politics of mental health, it should be clear that its actions would be viewed as noisome by an establishment party, playing the game of electoral politics and worried about alienating its not particularly radical constituency. Such has been the reaction of the Communist Party, which is as opposed to this kind of antipsychiatric politics as it was to the politics of spontaneity in May 1968.

In the politics of mental health, the Party has a cautious and conservative position. It supports what most of its constituency seems to find reassuring and helpful on a day-to-day basis. Working-class people do not want to throw physicians out of mental health centers. On the contrary, they see physicians as a reassuring sign of quality care. They do not want to discard the hope that they can go to a mental health center for treatment and symptom relief. They want and need to be free of symptoms so that they can hold their jobs. They resist the idea that their illness is a symptom of social injustice because to them the idea suggests that illness is not "real," that it is "in their heads." In many ways, the more medical the psychiatry, the more reassuring it is. And working-class people surely do not see how they can be helped by creating chaos in mental health institutions. The feelings of resistance to seeing health care as a sphere for political or psychoanalytic enlighten-
ment were perhaps most adequately summed up for me not by a Communist Party position paper but by a woman I interviewed in the waiting room of a community mental health center outside Paris. She was a ticket taker on the Paris subway. Her son was dyslexic. The mental health center where he was being seen was split between Communist and radical Lacanian factions. She said that she wanted "a real doctor on the job, not just one of those psychoanalyst troublemakers. They want to talk, talk, talk, but they can go to hell. I want my son to learn to read."

By supporting attitudes such as hers, the Communist Party is accumulating considerable political capital. Radical movements that envision a new order cannot be guided by the day-to-day practical problems that are the chief concerns of most people. Their theoretical guideposts often lead them to actions that might seem counterintuitive and even counterproductive if one were only calculating the greatest good for the greatest number in the shortest run. Party intellectuals are encouraged to explore Lacanism in its theoretical structure as a science, but the practical politics of mental health is an entirely different matter. There, the Party supports a liberal psychiatric establishment, supports a "responsible" medical brand of psychoanalysis, and attacks the gauchiste mental health politics of the 1970s with essentially the same position they used to attack gauchiste labor politics of the 1960s.

This is to point out that it is easy for people who have nothing to lose to try to tear everything down. If a striking factory worker loses his job, the student who instigated the strike does not suffer, and similarly, a privileged bourgeois Leftist can be cavalier about subverting all possibility for treatment in a public mental health center, because if he were in trouble, he would never have to use it.

One young Communist who joined the Party after 1968 was not defensive about the Communist disinterest in a movement to "democratize" a hospital service in a Communist-controlled municipality in the Paris suburbs:

I don't think that all of those Lacanian-trained philosophers know anything about mental illness or hospitals or how to run them, and I don't think they care. I think they are interested in theories and whether you are doing the young Freud
or the old Freud, the young Marx or the old Marx. The Party is a serious operation, it needs to care about people’s real problems. It has to protect itself from all of this theorizing when it comes to practical political action.

And of course, in their turn, the gauchistes accuse the Party of opportunism, of putting together a politics designed to ‘please,’ even though ‘pleasing’ in the short run means acting against the real long-term interests of its constituency. Many are also very annoyed about the way in which the Communist Party is using its intellectuals’ interest in psychoanalysis in order to appear to be what it is not. According to one activist I interviewed:

It is Machiavellian. The Communists can have Althusser doing all of that fancy stuff, and then in practice, they support a conservative establishment that tries to convince people that their problems are in their head, not in the society. The Party made a great discovery. If you let your intellectuals use a psychoanalytic language, you can do anything you want. . . . It is a cheap way to look “Left” while your actions are to the Right.

During May–June 1968, the Communists thought they were siding with their constituency when they opposed May and its disorder, but things became confused when more people than they expected turned out to be angry enough (often at something they could not define) to support the May actions, at least for a time. In the sphere of mental health, the conflict between traditional medical psychiatry and a psychoanalytically inspired antipsychiatry are not yet played out. But the pressures at work to “normalize” the antipsychiatric initiatives do not just come from the outside—from traditional medical establishments and from the conservative Communist Party. They also come from within.

In the case of both the antipsychiatric and psychoanalytic “Left” there is a common problem: in France, it is hard to keep radical chic out of radical politics; in this psychiatric politics is no exception. Antipsychiatry, like psychoanalysis, has come into fashion among French bourgeois intellectuals. People who thought that they were joining an anti-establishment movement gradually find themselves lionized by the Left liberal press, solicited for articles, asked to write books about “antipsychiatry from the inside.” After May 1968, student leaders told
stories of publishing compacts signed on the barricades. Now it is antipsychiatry that is news.

The fact that antipsychiatric ideas have been picked up and popularized among the Parisian intelligentsia raises the question of what happens to serious and even subversive ideas when they are integrated into café society. Support can mean trivialization. One young psychiatrist who was trying to raise money for liberalizing a psychiatric service that dealt with prisoners and delinquents put it this way:

Refusing to play the game can mean the loss of vital support; playing the game can mean losing contact or real rapport with the people you meant to be helping. They’re not following your publicity or going to your cocktail parties. They are too busy suffering. They are in the situation full time, not part time like you.

The pressure on most people is to capitalize on publicity and to get the support that comes from a sympathetic article in *Le Nouvel Observateur* or from having Jacques Lacan or Michel Foucault say something good about your cause to people who “matter.” Such processes of normalization take place in all societies, but the Parisian concentration of students, intellectuals, and ideologists creates a particularly charged hothouse atmosphere where radical thought turns easily into radical chic.

Freud feared for the future of psychoanalysis because he was afraid that “the therapy might destroy the science.” In the case of a psychoanalytically inspired antipsychiatry, the radical critique of a therapeutic approach may focus on polemic and can also leave the science behind. Antitherapy may turn out to “destroy the science” as surely as therapy ever did. We now turn to the setting in France where the question of the health of psychoanalytic science has been posed most directly. The setting is the university.
Chapter 7

Psychoanalysis as Science:

The University

Freud gave his authority to the view that, while psychoanalysts had something to contribute to almost all academic disciplines and the universities had everything to gain from their collaboration, psychoanalysis itself could easily do without being taught in official places. But the question of what psychoanalysis does need for its development is not so clear. The May–June 1968 events in France propelled analysts into the university and precipitated fundamental challenges to Freud’s position.

During the events, students had torn traditional concepts of university education to shreds, and one student group after another came to look to psychoanalysts as those who were best qualified to help them pick up the pieces. Students attacked the traditional university discourse as cold, abstract, and politically insensitive. They wanted a more personally and politically relevant education, and in the post-1968 atmosphere, a radicalized psychoanalysis seemed like the very thing to fill the bill. Students objected to the French university’s pretense to “absolute knowledge,” and as we have seen, Lacan’s presentation of psychoanalysis as a science that refuses all certainties seemed attractive. But the interest in having psychoanalysis taught in the university did not come only from students. It came from psychoanalysts as well.
As we have seen, the schisms in the French psychoanalytic world had raised again and again the question of psychoanalytic training, of how to transmit psychoanalytic knowledge. Thinking about this question demanded a serious look at the nature of psychoanalytic "knowledge." Is it artistic or scientific? Is it empirical or theoretical? For Louis Althusser and for Lacan, a science is not defined by its praxis or technique but by its theory. The praxis of psychoanalysis (the analytic cure) is simply that moment in the life of the theory when, having developed its technique (free association, analysis of the spoken text), it can enter into theoretical and practical contact with the unconscious, its specific object.2 Lacan, of course, always stressed that the specifics of technique in psychoanalysis (how much time you spend with an analysand, how many times a week he comes to see you, whether you see him on the "outside") are not subject to immutable, "scientific" rules. Only the theory constitutes the science, and only the science is subversive as a new epistemology, a new way of knowing. In fact, by the mid-1960s, Lacan was saying that what was essential to psychoanalysis as a science could be separated from its clinical practice and formalized mathematically. Others violently disagreed, insisting that research in the science of the unconscious required a clinical contact.

Debate about the nature and transmission of psychoanalysis had long been taking place within the psychoanalytic societies, but when the university opened up to psychoanalysts after 1968, the questions were asked again, this time in a somewhat different form. Was university involvement a good or a bad thing for psychoanalysis? What kind of university involvement was appropriate? What should be taught, and who should teach? What of psychoanalysis is transmissible or should be transmissible outside the context of personal analysis? What has the analyst become when he places himself not behind a couch but behind a lectern? Can an analyst "profess" psychoanalysis, or as one analyst asked, does this make him a "monstrous hybrid," playing a charade which calls psychoanalysis itself into question?3

After 1968, the position of most non-Lacanian analysts seemed to be that it was all right for analysts to teach psychoanalytic theory in the university if they taught it in a highly abstract, scholarly way, much as another educator might teach literary theory. The Lacanians felt that this
method of discourse was untrue to the essential nature of psychoanalysis, but the alternatives were not clear. They made some attempts to use their presence in the university to subvert what they saw as its rigid, absolute approach to knowledge; their university participation was often an ambivalent exercise in which they sometimes seemed to be working to make it not work. But beginning in 1973, Lacan took a new interest in teaching psychoanalysis in the university as his conviction grew that the future of psychoanalysis lay in its formalization into mathematical statements which he calls the psychoanalytic "mathemes" (les mathèmes). The development of the mathemes by mathematicians, philosophers, and linguists might—even if only for practical reasons—best take place in the university. As a consequence of Lacan's position, non-analysts, whose presence Lacan had already encouraged at the Freudian School, began to take a larger and larger part in a Lacanian program in psychoanalytic studies at the University of Paris at Vincennes. In 1976, in a major departure from his previous positions, Lacan participated in the expansion of that program to include a diploma in clinical psychoanalysis. Now the non-analysts were training clinicians as well as theorists, and the tension between psychoanalytic science and psychoanalytic clinical activity, long a major theme in the politics of the psychoanalytic societies, was being played out on a new stage.

The psychoanalysts came into the university in response to many different student clienteles with many different demands. There were, first of all, the medical students who wanted psychoanalysts to help them design a new curriculum, one that was more sensitive to the human dimension of medical practice. In 1968, the teaching of medicine in the French university was a caricature of all the worst features of the French educational system. Gifted medical students got clinical experience during an internship after medical school, but students who performed less brilliantly in the competitive examinations for the internships began their "internships" when they practiced on their first patients. The closed, elite French system produced scandalously few physicians. In 1968, France had the fewest physicians per capita of any country in Europe.

Like most French students, French medical students were getting an irrational education, but unlike most, their irrational education led to
secure jobs and social prestige. Lenin once said that you could tell that a situation was revolutionary when even waiters and hairdressers were willing to join a general strike. Medical students had little reason for taking risks and the student occupation of the Paris Medical School came almost a week after the first occupations of the Sorbonne. Even though they were latecomers, the medical students—the waiters and hairdressers of the French student movement—did ultimately join the May actions.

From the very first days of the student takeover at the medical school, a student-faculty study group on "human sciences" in medicine began to discuss the possibility that, in a revised medical curriculum, psychoanalysts might lead sensitivity training groups for medical students. Previously, psychoanalysts had been virtually excluded from the training of French physicians, and at first many medical students found the idea of analyst-professors shocking. Soon however, the analytic presence became one of the most taken for granted elements in student plans for medical school reform. Indeed, the medical students’ discovery of psychoanalysis and their sensitization to politics seemed to develop together. They looked to a psychoanalytic contact to help them understand the social suffering that might lie behind a symptom by making it easier for them to "relate to their patients as people." This interest in psychoanalysis, at first conceptually primitive and palliative in aim, soon led to a more fundamental criticism of the role of medicine and medical workers in society.

During the summer of 1968, the psychoanalyzed physician began to be discussed as a political ideal: he would not be threatened if he were unable to isolate a physical cause for a "medical" problem and would feel freer to consider possible social and psychological factors with his patient. He would be comfortable with the idea of denying immediate symptom relief if that meant losing the opportunity to get to the real root of the patient's problem. Ulcers, high blood pressure, insomnia, gynecological problems were all discussed as "signifiers" of social exploitation. The physician must learn, as the analyst had learned, to follow the chain back to its source: anger at society. The symptom was an alarm signal; "if the physician accepts the role of just cutting it off when it signaled an emergency, he would be accepting contemporary society
and its constraints." The analyst did not dismiss the symptom; his first priority was helping the patient to understand its message. This must be true, argued the students, for the physician as well. A medical school action committee put forth the slogan: "Psychoanalysis must inform the behavior of each physician." 7

One physician who had been a medical student during May 1968 spoke out for the "physician's right to carry political consciousness raising as well as Band-Aides," but it was very clear that his model of consciousness raising was psychoanalytic: "Can the physician serve, as an analyst might, to bring the patient progressively to the point where he can criticize his conditions of existence and recognize that his body symptom is a revolt against an insupportable social situation? . . . I believe he can."

The idea that medical treatment could be allied with social criticism became associated with Lacan. One student put it this way: "Without Lacan's critical approach a physician would simply use psychoanalytic techniques to get his patients to identify with him, and they would end up just as alienated from themselves." The Lacanians however, were not unchallenged in bidding for student sympathies. The "Human Sciences" committee at the medical school formed a psychoanalysis subcommittee and many reports about what went on indicated that analysts used it as a place to carry on their own quarrels and to compete for the attention of students. Students used images of street vendors and street walkers to describe these efforts to win their favor: "It was like watching the opening of a new sales campaign to market psychoanalytic societies. We were solicited, hustled by the members of both groups, each trying to convince us that the plague infested the other side." 8

Although the psychoanalysis subcommittee was criticized at the medical school as "theater" and "psychodrama," it seemed to intrigue even some of its sharpest critics. For example, one medical student who wrote a thesis about psychoanalysis at the Paris medical school during the May days, criticized the subcommittee for playing a game in which "the students furnished the analysts with disorder which the analysts then rearranged into psychoanalytic order," but he also described it as a place to "touch base" with "ultimate realities," as a "kind of amu-
The tone of his remarks reflects the language that was circulating around the Paris medical school in 1968. There was little challenge to psychoanalysis by medical students during May; they were too busy "discovering" it.

In 1968, the situation in French medical education was bad, but the situation in psychiatric education was worse. Since psychiatry was not yet considered an autonomous discipline in France, all psychiatrists were trained as neuropsychiatrists. This, of course, reflected the traditional somatic bias in French psychiatry. To become a neuropsychiatrist the medical student had to take one of three options, each highly unsatisfactory from the point of view of someone who wanted to practice psychiatry. One possibility was to compete for one of the few highly prestigious university internships in general medicine. These internships offered little opportunity to study psychiatry, but the intern could arrange his schedule in such a way that by the end of the internship he would be qualified as a neuropsychiatrist. The internship had the further advantage of being the only path to a career in academic medicine. A second possibility was to compete for an internship in a psychiatric hospital. Like the general medical internships in university hospitals, these positions carried a stipend, but there was a good chance that the new psychiatrist would spend the rest of his career in the asylum system as a Médecin des Hôpitaux Psychiatriques, a physician in the French civil service. Civil service psychiatrists were treated as pariahs by other physicians and by other psychiatrists. A third option was to take courses toward a certificate of advanced study in psychiatry. Many considered this the least desirable of all the options because here a student had no official hospital duties, no pay, and no clear route of access to patients.

Clearly, there was a crisis in psychiatric education. Out of the May days at the medical school came a proposed solution: a new Psychiatric College that would offer one course of training to a new autonomous psychiatric profession. In the college, psychiatry would be autonomous from neurology but in the closest possible relation to other behavioral sciences (psychology, sociology, anthropology, psychoanalysis), which would also be taught there. Course work would be integrated with practical experience for all students, not for just the elite, and faculty posi-
tions would be open even to physicians who had not taken the standard track in academic medicine. Indeed, the college faculty itself would not be exclusively medical because it would be part of a larger entity: a new Critical University of Human Sciences. In this regard, the proposed reforms resonated with the spirit and concerns of May: integration of theory and practice, dissolution of hierarchical boundaries. The Critical University was to train psychiatrists and psychologists in the same institution according to a "common language and knowledge" and ultimately to merge the two professions.11 Psychoanalysts dominated the Critical University’s planning sessions, and there was no doubt that the "common language and knowledge" being discussed were largely psychoanalytic.

At first, discussions of the Psychiatric College had a strong political flavor, highly critical of status hierarchies among mental health professionals. By October 1968, though, most of the politics had fallen out of the project and the college had become a vehicle for negotiating liberal reforms for psychiatry.12 Many reforms were achieved: psychiatry was made autonomous from neurology; the Médecins des Hôpitaux Psychiatriques were integrated into the regular French hospital system and their salaries were tripled; psychoanalysts were given the possibility of teaching posts in the university; and a psychoanalytically inspired pilot program in community mental health was recognized as official government policy for all of France. These reforms were not negligible, but once they were won, the plans for a Psychiatric College fell apart. The psychiatry students did not see much change in their situation, and psychologists were left to carry on alone with the project of a Critical University.

By 1970, the Critical University had been more or less reduced to a Department of Clinical Human Sciences and to an Institute of Clinical Psychology at the Censier campus of the University of Paris.13 The Institute of Clinical Psychology offers a two-year program after a master’s degree that leads to a state diploma as a clinical psychologist.14 But at graduation, the student of psychology faces a paradox. He is a licensed psychologist, but has been trained by a faculty of which nine-tenths are psychoanalysts who have not necessarily had any formal training in psychology. His professional career depends on his contact with
psychoanalysis since getting a job as a clinical psychologist in France usually requires that the applicant has had personal analytic training.\^\textsuperscript{15}

In spite of (or perhaps because of) the domination of their profession by the psychoanalytic world, the number of psychology students has skyrocketed, tripling in the five years after 1968. The number of students seems to be limited only by the lack of space in psychology departments. Faculty members say that their students are drawn to study psychology because they dream of psychoanalytic careers. As one of them put it, "Since '68, psychoanalysis is like God (le bon Dieu)."

Each week, over two hundred analysts come to teach at Censier. Some of them seem troubled by their students' demands for an analytic presence.

I agreed to come to Censier to teach one section of a course for first-year students on "The Interview." I thought I would spend the first part of the semester on how to take a thorough psychological history. But the students would have none of it. They said they wanted to learn about the evocative power of total silence in the interview. I refused and half the class left my section in search of a teacher who would let them play analyst.

The students are equally frustrated: they are surrounded by psychoanalysis but are told that they may not take courses that deal specifically with it until their fourth year of study in psychology. Psychoanalytic knowledge is represented as too explosive to teach to the "unprepared," yet when the courses come, they are abstract and didactic. Students call it "the psychoanalytic tease."

Jean Laplanche, a former student of Lacan’s and one of the founders of the Department at Censier, feels that given the conditions of its birth, "out of the protean forms of the events," it was inevitable that the psychology students' desire for psychoanalysis would be "immoderate" and "excessive." But Laplanche feels that the Censier response to that desire has been exemplary, allowing a strong analytic presence without compromising analytic "extraterritoriality" since "the primary references for the analyst are not in the university but in the analytic society and the process of analysis itself."\^\textsuperscript{16} Laplanche takes pride in maintaining a delicate balance which from the point of view of many students seems more like a clumsy balancing act.

Censier psychology students describe themselves as "second-class
citizens in a psychoanalytic ghetto. Trapped between medical and psychoanalytic power, neither of which they possess, they have little room for expression except in the interstices of their own institution. This was illustrated by a self-analytic group at Censier which was constituted as a course. The members’ only task was to develop an agenda and analyze how the group went about making and implementing decisions, but the group found it impossible to make any decisions at all. At one point, the group’s anxiety over whether or not it would ever be able to decide on an agenda became so great that it made an extravagant gesture toward “potency”: it officially constituted itself as a legal corporation and established a bank account in order to manage its small academic budget. After forming the corporation, all the group members seemed to feel better for a while, although nobody was sure they needed to form one. The group denigrated psychoanalysis but was deferential to the analysts invited to speak. Group members felt trapped in the double bind that seems to be general to the Censier psychologists: their only contact with power is through that held by analysts. They are frustrated but cannot express anger to the analysts on whom they depend and with whom they identify. They have to turn their anger against themselves.

Laplanche thinks that psychoanalysis needs to be in the university because pressure from academics will force psychoanalysts into greater rigor and precision. But this reasoning, along with the Censier formula of maintaining a psychoanalytic “presence” with no psychoanalytic training, sidesteps one of the important issues raised by teaching psychoanalysis in a university: Can there be psychoanalytic researchers who do not practice as analysts and who are not part of the professional organization of analysts? In medicine, fundamental theoretical contributions are most frequently made by university research scientists who are not engaged in the practice of medicine. Can psychoanalysis work along similar lines?

Traditionally, psychoanalysts have answered no—psychoanalytic theory is indissociable from psychoanalytic practice. For example, in the United States, psychologists, anthropologists, and sociologists have felt authorized to borrow some psychoanalytic concepts for their own purposes but as far as most analysts are concerned, the real psychoanalytic teaching and research is among them and in the psychoanalytic in-
stitution. This situation has remained fairly stable in the United States. In France, on the other hand, the lively ferment surrounding the May events and the emergent psychoanalytic culture opened the question. Some Lacanians came to see the university, and not the psychoanalytic society, as the most fertile ground for the further development of psychoanalytic research.

Laplanche hopes that the university will keep psychoanalysis intellectually honest, but there is no fundamental challenge to Freud’s assumptions about what psychoanalysis can and cannot “do without.” But when Lacan talks about the possibility of a psychoanalytic matheme, he is arguing that there is a psychoanalytic science that is deeply rooted in other scientific disciplines and that can be formalized and transmitted apart from going through the process of a personal analysis.

Lacan’s particular explorations of psychoanalytic science (what he calls *le Champ freudian,* “the Freudian field”) are controversial, not to mention opaque. It is not our purpose here to pass judgment on them. Even if Lacan’s particular theories turn out to be false, his general position that psychoanalytic research can be the province of the non-analyst may well be true. Looking to non-analysts to make fundamental discoveries about the science of the unconscious has far-reaching implications for psychoanalytic theory, for the politics of the psychoanalytic institution and for the relationship between psychoanalysis and the university. What, for example, are the implications of the position that psychoanalytic theory can be expressed in theorems that are removed from the analytic experience, or that developing these theorems (or even understanding them) requires a deep understanding of mathematics and linguistics?

In this case, psychoanalysts would not be in the university to do it a favor. On the contrary, the new “psychoanalytic scientist” would probably need the resources of the university in order to do his work.

The existence of a fertile psychoanalytic science apart from the world of psychoanalytic societies and clinical practice clearly would mean drastic changes in the organization of psychoanalysis. The resistance of most analytic societies to the possibility of such a science—in France, this is expressed as resistance to even the idea of a psychoanalytic matheme—is motivated by more than the natural resistance of institu-
tions to things that force them to change. There is first of all a moral question. Analytic societies see themselves as more than professional training centers or centers of intellectual activity; they see themselves as guardians of a set of ethical standards. Psychoanalytic societies, like medical schools, train practitioners, but whereas physicians need licenses to practice, psychoanalysts do not. Many psychoanalysts feel that the analytic society carries the moral burdens of a medical school with none of the legal protection; and they fear university programs in psychoanalytic "science" because their very existence may encourage students to think that theoretical knowledge is enough to practice psychoanalysis, that a personal analysis is not necessary.

In France, there is another kind of resistance to the idea of psychoanalytic science. This resistance is associated with a specific hostility toward Lacan's new preoccupation with mathematical formalization. The Freudian School itself is split between those who are intrigued by the possibility of a psychoanalytic matheme and those for whom the idea of the matheme contradicts a belief that psychoanalytic research can only take place during privileged moments of discovery in the analytic process.

Be that as it may, Lacan has acted on his belief: after the May–June 1968 events, he agreed to bring the teaching of psychoanalysis to the experimental campus of the University of Paris at Vincennes and helped to staff a Department of Psychoanalysis with a substantial group of non-analyst faculty. The Department of Psychoanalysis was conceived of as an experiment within an experiment. Although the idea of an experimental campus for the University of Paris had been around for quite a while, the May events provided the impetus for one of the fastest pieces of university construction in the world. Vincennes was begun during the May events; by the following fall, it was open to students.

Edgar Faure, the Minister of Education who presided over the Vincennes project, seemed to have learned a lesson from the May days. The University of Paris at Nanterre had been the birthplace of the Leftist groupuscules whose actions precipitated the 1968 conflagration. Getting to the Nanterre campus meant crossing some of the most horrifying slums of Paris. It was not a place where sociologists could easily be
lulled into recollecting Marxism in tranquility. Although it is hard to assess the exact degree of intentionality involved, it is certain that Faure was hoping to neutralize students politically by the unique open admissions policy of Vincennes (unlike other French universities, you could enroll at Vincennes without a baccalaureate) and eclectic subject offerings (film, psychoanalysis, semiotics, etc.). One Vincennes literature student put it this way: “The administration talks about an experimental university, but the only experiment going on here is to see whether the government can take a group of Leftist students and keep them out of trouble by giving them a playground to fight over.”

The government’s intentions may well have been to isolate radicals and to put them out to pasture, but its success seems more a result of student complicity than government cunning. During the first two years after Vincennes opened, its students literally tore it apart in a struggle over whether or not to participate in student-faculty administrative committees for university management. The Communist Party favored participation; the non-Communist Left saw the committees as a way of buying off the radical movement by throwing it a cheap “democratic” crumb.

Even as the battle over participation on the student-faculty administration committees was raging, many Vincennes students and faculty members started to feel that even by getting involved in this struggle they were playing into the government’s hands. They were being kept busy in campus politics, and this was keeping them “out of trouble.” Students were enraged at the government’s strategy, angry at themselves for being such “easy marks,” and frustrated by the failure of the May events to “change anything.” They also were bitter about their premature enthusiasm over Vincennes: they had a “liberal” university, but graduating from it did not confer the national French university diploma. In degree-conscious France, that is a high price to pay for a playground. The students turned their anger against the very physical materials of which Vincennes was built. Many of the Paris universities are subjected to a permanent and very high level of vandalism, but at Vincennes, things have gone to the extreme. Library bookshelves have been used for bonfires, doors have been ripped off classrooms and lavatories, closed circuit televisions have been torn apart. Their hollow
shells and the twisted forms of uprooted wrought-iron desks stand like sad pieces of surreal sculpture.

This was the environment that hosted the Freudian School's first efforts to bring Lacanian psychoanalysis into the university. Lacan had long insisted on a radical disjuncture between university and psychoanalytic knowledge. Theoretically, at least, the Lacanians agreed that their presence in the university should constitute a permanent criticism of the traditional university and its form of knowledge. They saw themselves as involved in a long-term strategy of "subversion," but they disagreed about what to do in the present. For example, many Lacanians felt that it was wrong to give courses, exams, and credits because that might imply that psychoanalytic knowledge could be measured and tested by an absolute standard. In a first phase of the history of the Department of Psychoanalysis at Vincennes, the analysts became caught up in conflicts over what price they were willing to pay for a place in the university.

These conflicts at Vincennes resonated with longstanding disagreements among Lacanians about how "subversives" should conduct themselves in the everyday world of normalized institutions. Of course, the issues most resembled those that had surrounded the schism of 1963, when the question was whether Lacanians should remain outside of the establishment or should join the International and try to change it from within.

During this first phase of Freudian School activity at Vincennes, the department was led by Dr. Serge Leclaire, one of Lacan's closest disciples. As president of the French Psychoanalytic Society in the early 1960s, Leclaire had spearheaded Lacanian efforts to win recognition from the International Psychoanalytic Association. Thus, Leclaire had long been a partisan of bringing Lacanian thought to a wider circle of people by participating to whatever degree possible in "established" institutions. The International Association had been one such place; in 1969–70, Leclaire believed Vincennes to be another.

Dr. Jean Clavreul, another member of Lacan's inner circle, also was at Vincennes. Clavreul had long been critical of Leclaire's efforts to win recognition from the International Association. From his point of view, Lacanism could gain nothing from compromising with the es-
establishment. During the first phase of conflict at Vincennes over departmental status, exams, and course credits, Leclaire and Clavreul resumed their old roles and disagreed about playing by the rules of the university, just as they had disagreed about playing by the rules of the International. Once again Leclaire argued that what was most important was entering the institution and getting their message heard by large numbers of people. Since the message was subversive, it would carry its own consequences. To him, refusing to give course credits was an empty gesture. And once again Clavreul argued that analysts must remain marginal to institutions that were potentially "normalizing." Becoming part of the bureaucratic and conservative International would have distorted Lacan's message and playing the university game at Vincennes would cause the analysts to be swallowed up in traditional university discourse. Analysts could not "certify" a psychoanalytic course credit.

When it came down to a vote, the faculty of the Department of Psychoanalysis was overwhelmingly against giving course credits, but the students were overwhelmingly in favor of getting course credits for their work. The department ended up giving course credits, but they gave them to everyone who signed up for a course. This solution was no solution because it took all the value out of the "value units" (course credits) that everyone was fighting about. It pleased neither students, faculty, nor administration.

Leclaire stayed at Vincennes for only a year and left feeling that the Lacanians were playing the same cat and mouse game with the university that they had played with the International Psychoanalytic Association. Leclaire felt that in both situations the Lacanians were condemning themselves to isolation and impotence by insisting on marginality. In any case, it now seemed clear to him that the costs of university participation were higher than he had imagined.

Students at Vincennes (like students at Censier, except perhaps a little more so) tended to fantasize their studies as psychoanalytic experiences, and students spoke of their psychoanalytic "credits" as though they were canceled checks to an analyst. Jacques Hassoun, a Freudian School analyst at Vincennes, wrote about a string of classroom incidents that he found disturbing. Students told him they could not fol-
low what was going on in class, but came because sitting there evoked childhood memories; other students, the most brilliant, would go through periods when they couldn't follow the simplest arguments; students who never missed a single class decided to begin personal analyses and never returned to class. Hassoun worried that he had become that "monstrous hybrid," neither psychoanalyst nor teacher. His concerns were widely shared. Another Vincennes analyst reflected an often expressed sentiment when he lamented the fact that he "was sick of seeing my classroom used as a couch."

Leclaire left Vincennes, but most of the others stayed on despite their reservations. They taught what were on the surface a diverse set of courses, but there really was only one subject: Lacan. There were courses on Lacanian texts, Lacanian concepts, even a full course on one Lacanian page. Jacques-Alain Miller, Lacan's son-in-law, taught a course on new books relevant to Lacanian thought. One student spoke of it enthusiastically: "Take this course with Miller, and you get as close as you can to Lacan's ideas about the latest bestsellers."

For many students, "getting close to Lacan's ideas" or "getting close to those who are close to Lacan" was what Vincennes was all about. One Vincennes student named Victor pushed his identifications with the Maître to the point of giving his own Lacanian-style seminar. It was listed in the 1973–74 Department of Psychoanalysis catalog as "Dialogue with one's own madness—a pirated edition of the Seminar." On a hospital ward, there often is a patient whose symptoms are recognized as a particularly acute expression of the contradictions of the institution. He or she often receives special attention and tolerance from staff and other patients. Many Vincennes students and faculty seemed to regard Victor as a symptom student. His extravagant behavior seemed to express tensions at Vincennes from which they all suffered.

I first met Victor during a seminar at Vincennes whose members were discussing the relationships between psychoanalysis, science, and mathematics. The seminar met in a room that was virtually demolished. The lights had been torn from their fixtures and formed an array of un-fixed swinging bulbs. Twisted chairs and tables were chained to one another and to the floor so that they too would not be uprooted. There was a "No Smoking" sign on the wall and no ashtrays in the room, yet
almost everyone was smoking and grinding out cigarettes on the carpet. Vincennes students see Vincennes carpets as hypocrisy—"Who ever heard of a ghetto with carpets?"—and seem untroubled about destroying them. The walls of the classroom were covered with writing, some of it from a struggle between gauchistes and the Communist Party, most of it about psychoanalytic politics: "Miller: Despot's Buffoon," "Have pleasure here and now—liquidate psychoanalysis," "Lacan = Paranoia."

Toward the end of the seminar, Victor began a monologue on Lacan as the prophet of paranoia. He was not interrupted for fifteen minutes. The class heard him out and then disbanded. Class members reflected on what had happened:

Victor is an exaggeration of everything we all feel. Psychoanalysis in a classroom is painful for me. Victor expresses his pain. I keep quiet, but I feel it too. Victor is a student, but he is in analysis with one of his teachers. Victor wants to be an analyst, probably will be, but uses his Vincennes experience to pretend that he already is one.

If Victor was a symptom student for the contradictions of the first phase of Vincennes history, then Lacan's first and only visit to Vincennes, in December 1969, may well have been its symptom class.

Lacan came to give a lecture, but he was interrupted by objections and catcalls from the floor. The objections focused on the question: Why can't Vincennes students be psychoanalysts after they graduate? Lacan tried to explain that psychoanalytic knowledge could not be transmitted like regular academic knowledge but the students were not interested in hearing that answer. Like the students at Censier they resented being close to "psychoanalytic power" without sharing it. The group became increasingly agitated, and in a gesture of hostility and frustration one of the students began to strip. Lacan turned to the half-nude student and shook with rage. He accused the students of having become pawns in the government's game by becoming fools, impotent court jesters, the regime's harmless isolates. "The regime shows you off and says: 'Look at how they play!'"

Lacan was not alone in feeling that student "play" is a sign that the government has successfully defused student politics. The idea that Vincennes is the government's garbage dump for radicals is wide-
spread. In 1973-74, the Department of Psychoanalysis listed a course entitled "The Praxis of Garbage," which students and faculty members commonly referred to as "The Praxis of Vincennes" or "The Praxis of the Department of Psychoanalysis." And when the department was given a bit of extra money for the 1973-74 academic year, one of its faculty commented: "That's just the government paying us off for keeping Marxist troublemakers preoccupied with their unconscious."

If the first phase of the Vincennes story was dominated by what it means to put a radical psychoanalytic discourse in a normalizing university structure, the second phase was dominated by a question about the nature of the psychoanalytic discourse itself: what are the limits of our ability to formalize psychoanalytic theory meaningfully? Lacan had ended his personal participation in the Vincennes department after his one turbulent afternoon there in 1969. But in the summer and fall of 1974, he took a sudden new interest in the department. The psychoanalytic presence at Vincennes had been created in his image, and it could not have been pleasant for Lacan to hear it continually referred to as garbage. But the reasons behind Lacan's change of heart went beyond pride. His new concern for psychoanalysis in the university came out of his desire for research on psychoanalytic mathemes by mathematicians, philosophers, logicians, and linguists. If the future of psychoanalytic theory lay in mathematical formalizations developed independent of psychoanalytic practice, no psychoanalytic society, no matter how eclectic, could hope to serve as its exclusive intellectual base. In July 1974, Lacan seemed to decide that the intellectual home for psychoanalysis had to be the university. Even though Vincennes was chaotic and marginal, it was at hand. Lacan announced that the Vincennes Department of Psychoanalysis had failed as a "pilot" project—he was going to take personal charge of its reorganization. He named himself the scientific director of the department and made Jacques-Alain Miller, a philosopher who is not an analyst, its new chairman.

The Vincennes department was renamed *Le Champ freudien*, "the Freudian field" of research in structuralist psychoanalysis. In order to carry such a heavy burden, the department was refounded on new principles that stressed the psychoanalytic matheme and the necessity of psychoanalytic research. From then on teaching in the new Department
of Psychoanalysis would have to be justified on the basis of research in process. All scheduled courses were canceled and the Vincennes faculty or anyone else wishing to teach there would have to submit a research plan as a proposal for a course. Lacan named himself, Miller, Clavreul, and Charles Melman, a Freudian School analyst who until then had not been at Vincennes, as a Scientific Committee to judge the proposals. Beyond that, the Miller-Clavreul-Melman triumvirate would be in charge of implementing the new directives for *Le Champ freudien*.

The Vincennes faculty was outraged. The Lacan “takeover” seemed arbitrary and dictatorial. No one denied that some action was needed, but there was widespread objection to the way in which Lacan had stepped into the department, declared its activities null and void, named new directors for it, and set up a faculty review process. Apart from the question of Lacan’s right to do this, there was anger and anxiety about the review process itself. To some, asking for a research project description of a few pages as a basis for judgment seemed a pretense; they suspected that the review would be based on personal associations and on how interested each faculty member was in the matheme. Most of the Vincennes faculty thought that the review would go far toward getting rid of the analysts who would not follow Lacan in his new mathematical orientation. Non-analysts seemed more and more to be on center stage.

In protest, some faculty members refused to submit projects and resigned. Others had their projects rejected by the triumvirate for reasons that did not address the real issues: “too succinct,” “insufficiently elaborated,” “come back with more details next year” was the language with which analysts who had been teaching in the department for years were told they could no longer remain. For example, Luce Irigaray, a Freudian School analyst and Vincennes faculty member, had just published a book on psychoanalysis and feminine sexuality when the Vincennes crisis broke and proposed to give a course on its themes. 22 Her project was rejected. Many felt that Irigaray’s book had displeased Lacan and that he was using Vincennes to settle personal scores. The Irigaray incident sparked some of the most violent discussion of the Lacan coup. Many found Lacan’s peremptoriness to be intolerable, and once again, analysts had to take sides for or against Lacan.
As had happened with *la passe*, Lacan insisted on the validity of his position in a way that seemed to contradict his lifelong belief that there could be no certitudes in psychoanalytic matters. Lacan was more adamant than ever about not having to offer any explanations for his actions. All explanations were to be found in the urgency of elaborating the mathemes.

In October 1976, the Freudian School held a three-day meeting on the mathemes. For three days, the mathemes were brought to bear on every conceivable problem: Freud’s case of Dora, Borromean knots, Hilbert’s operator, James Joyce, and traditional psychiatric nosology. There was a matheme of perversion, a matheme of phobia, a matheme of the mytheme. Equations, ratios, arrows, diagrams of knots, and Venn diagrams covered the blackboards. The audience reaction ranged from enthusiasm to indignation. “An insult to the intelligence. This is a case of the emperor’s new clothes. Why doesn’t anyone say that the emperor is naked?” Some felt guilty at understanding nothing or very little of something that “everyone important seems to feel is so crucial.”

The skeptics did more than grumble: the celebration of the mathemes was punctuated by strong dissenting statements. In his talk, Serge Leclaire reminded the group that the psychoanalytic act is an “affair of speech” (*parole*), and in relation to this speech, the mathemes, important though they might be, are best seen as “grafitti.” They are traces, testimonies, but still written expressions of an essentially verbal act of rage or passion or pain or pleasure.

Despite colleagues’ fears that the mathemes might stifle psychoanalysis before they get a chance to be the key to its transmissibility, Lacan is committed to them as fundamental to the scientific expression of a psychoanalysis. He describes them as the expression of the knowledge within psychoanalysis that can be expressed “without equivocation” and says that in order for psychoanalysis to define itself in relation to science it must develop such statements at its base. The problem is whether Lacan’s idea of the matheme is to be interpreted literally or metaphorically. Jacques-Alain Miller takes the literal point of view, and has made it a trademark of the Department of Psychoanalysis at Vincennes. He sees the mathemes as equational and describes them by analogy to a book on symbolic logic. If you take such a book and decide
that you want to translate it from one language to another, there are some things in it that you have to translate and other things that do not need translation because they stay constant in all languages: these latter, claims Miller, are analogous to the mathemes.\textsuperscript{24} They are formulas made up of "little letters" because only such symbols lack all signification of their own. Miller quotes Hegel's phrase that "the Mysteries of the Egyptians are mysteries to the Egyptians themselves." For Miller, without the mathemes, psychoanalysis would only be able to form a society of initiates guarding a secret and "the Mysteries of the psychoanalysts would be mysteries to the psychoanalysts themselves."\textsuperscript{25} If there are no mathemes, the fundamentals of psychoanalysis will remain ineffable. No mathemes means no real scientific community for psychoanalysis.

Some of the analysts who are skeptical about "a psychoanalysis of little letters" are nonetheless sympathetic to the mathemes taken as a metaphor for new and higher aspirations for their discipline. They feel that the mathemes, like Lacan's new interest in topology (particularly in the structure of complex knots), are attempts to use concrete materials to add precision as well as texture to overly ambiguous psychoanalytic theory. Lacanian François Roustang reads Lacan in this way, and according to him, a huge gulf separates what Lacan means by the mathemes from what his disciples have understood him to mean. Miller and his circle see the mathemes as formulas that need to be discovered. When and if they are discovered, psychoanalysis will become scientific; if they are not, the analytic world will live in a growing cacophony that will destroy it. Lacan, on the other hand, first posed the problem of the matheme as a question: "Is a psychoanalytic matheme possible?" Roustang argues that all such interrogatives are necessary in order to situate, define, and elaborate psychoanalysis in relation to science: "In other words, it is the questioning about the possibility of the matheme which is envisaged as the necessary condition for theory, that is to say for theorization and transmissibility."\textsuperscript{26}

Roustang's position is attractive because it allows one to separate the intention of creating a formalized, scientific core for psychoanalytic theory from a particular, highly committed concept of what that might be. But Roustang's effort to read Lacan's "real intentions" as an aspi-
ration to a scientific spirit may be missing the point. Lacan may be very precisely rejecting the value of discussing science in a generalized sense and telling us that the only way to approach the problem is to set about making a particular theory, however hard that might be. Even if in the end we find that the theory was prematurely formulated it may be better to be precisely wrong than vaguely right.

Even if Lacan is correct in his belief that psychoanalytic theory suffers from too much ambiguity, the question still remains if the precision of a symbol that looks mathematical is just another kind of vagueness. The harshest critics of the mathemes see them as mystification because their use of mathematics is gratuitous: "The analysts manipulate mathematical symbols but they can't get anything from them because, in contrast to the use of such symbols in physics or even in economics, they are not using them to reach mathematical conclusions."

While the value of the mathemes for psychoanalytic theory construction remains the subject of heated debate, the approach itself has done a lot to legitimate the presence of non-analysts in the analytic institution. Jacques-Alain Miller, a non-analyst who, as we have seen, is deeply and controversially involved in the intellectual and political life of the Freudian School, has put the relationship between the matheme and the psychoanalytic institution this way:

The psychoanalytic matheme means that others besides analysts are in a position to contribute to the community which supports psychoanalytic experience. It is because the theory of mathemes underlies the Freudian School of Paris that from its beginnings, non-analysts—those "who are not engaged in the analytic act" (as I am often reproached by those who are too quick to see psychoanalysis as a secure career) and those who are not analyzed—have always had their place at the Freudian School. And as long as the Freudian School remains faithful to its orientation they shall continue to have their place.27

Miller is a philosopher interested in academic research on a new psychoanalytic science. But what gives a powerful emotional charge to the presence of the non-analyst in the analytic institution is the fear that non-analysts will not simply philosophize but will authorize themselves to analyze. This of course is the same fear that underlies putting psychoanalysis in the university in the first place. Will students take learning about psychoanalysis as tantamount to learning to do psychoanalysis?
At Censier, this fear led to an explicit policy of psychoanalytic "prudence" in which psychoanalysis was doled out in measured and neutralized dosages. And for five years, right through the summer of 1976, the Lacanians at Vincennes made official, emphatic statements that the task of the Department of Psychoanalysis "cannot be to deliver the right to exercise as a psychoanalyst: one of the foundations of analytic theory is that only a personal psychoanalysis can authorize a psychoanalyst." 28 But in October 1976 the plot thickened considerably. The Champ freudien group at Vincennes announced a new two-year program of study called "The Psychoanalytic Clinic." Its title seemed to invite what had long been considered an abuse: it suggested that clinical psychoanalysis could be taught in a university.

Reaction to the announcement of the new program in the psychoanalytic world was convulsive and mostly outraged. For most of the objectors, giving a diploma in "The Psychoanalytic Clinic" was a contradiction of the principle that only a personal analytic experience could authorize psychoanalytic practice. Some Lacanians found the program in contradiction with twenty-five years of Lacanian criticism of a "curriculum" for psychoanalytic study and certainly in contradiction with the initial spirit of the Vincennes department, which had been resistant to giving a course credit, not to mention a university diploma that had psychoanalysis written on it. Many people who knew the situation at Vincennes believed that the new diploma would only serve to feed already rampant student fantasies about learning to be a psychoanalyst in a university.

Three members of the Fourth Group, Piera Castoriadis-Aulagnier, Jean-Paul Valebrega, and Nathalie Zaltzman, all Lacan's students who had broken with him in 1969 over the the pass, denounced the new program as a threat to psychoanalysis and tried to marshal support in the psychoanalytic community to act against Lacan. 29 Their denunciation of the program was unconditional: first, the Vincennes group could only be playing malicious word games if they thought that a diploma in "The Psychoanalytic Clinic" would be taken as anything but a sign that its bearer was a psychoanalytic clinician and, since the French language allows for no distinction between clinician and practitioner, that he was a psychoanalytic practitioner as well. Second, the program constituted
"a disavowal of Freud and psychoanalysis" because by nowhere mentioning the necessity for a personal analysis it implied that "two years of indoctrination with Lacanian theory would replace it most advantageously—in effect, what an economy of time and money." 30

Their article in *Topiques*, the official journal of the Fourth Group, interpreted the Vincennes program as an extension of Lacan's policy of relegating practicing analysts to a second-class status, well below that of the "pure" analysts who busy themselves with "pure" theory and "pure" training analyses. Lacan's denigration of the "average psychoanalytic clinician" in his "Proposition of October 9, 1967" had led to the 1969 split in the Freudian School and to the formation of the Fourth Group. Now the members of the Fourth Group felt that Lacan had further reduced the status of "impure," "mere practitioners" by assimilating them into the group of Vincennes's "non-analyst psychoanalytic clinicians." The three authors wondered if Vincennes was just a first phase. Would a second phase follow in which analytic training at the Freudian School would disappear altogether, to be replaced by the "recitation of Lacanian dogma"? The fear was not only that non-analysts would take over the analytic world but that the analytic world would be divided into two groups of practitioners, one group who could afford to be trained in the "old style" in the psychoanalytic institution, and a second group who could only afford the registration fee at Vincennes. They would get the "short course." In this second group would be the mass of teachers, social workers, psychologists, speech and physical therapists who would go on to work in state-supported institutions. The "impure" practitioner trained at Vincennes and the "pure" theoretician trained by a personal analysis would treat different groups of patients.

Neurotics and psychotics who have a certain economic standing will be counseled—and of this you can be sure—to go into treatment with the "pure" analysts. The have-nots will become the patients of the "non-analyst psychoanalytic practitioners" who work in public psychiatric institutions. 31

In this sense, the Vincennes program is like other programs led by psychoanalysts in the Paris area, where an analytic under-class is being trained to treat the social lower class. At Vincennes, insult is
added to injury because there is actually a "diploma of clinical psychoanalysis." Although other programs have not gone so far, this distinction between theoretical study and study that looks forward to clinical practice had, in the three authors' opinions, "become a matter of pure form" at several universities. The three authors hope that this final line crossed by Lacan in the escalation of diplomas will prod "several Parisian departments directed by psychoanalysts" into critical reflection on what they are doing.32

A neutral observer reading the *Topiques* article might find some of its arguments overstated. A program is organized for non-analysts, school psychologists, for example, involved in a variety of aspects of clinical work. Through this course, the school psychologist would come to have an understanding of some aspects of psychoanalytic thinking. Can this be a bad thing? The representatives of the Fourth Group say it is because this school psychologist might then take to practicing psychoanalysis. But is it the responsibility of the holders of scientific knowledge to police the misapplication of this knowledge by people who have attended a certain course or read a certain book? The usual answer to this question has been no, but the authors object that in this case the title of the diploma being offered actively encourages the misapplication of knowledge. On the other hand, the program is designed for people who have already been engaged in some form of clinical activity.

Back in 1969, the *Topiques* authors left the Freudian School largely because Lacan was relegating the psychoanalytic practitioner to second-class status. Now at Vincennes, they see some mental health professionals being elevated to the admittedly ambiguous status of non-analyst psychoanalytic practitioners. Since the authors already see Lacan as holding the practitioner in contempt, his willingness to allow the line between the analyst and the non-analyst psychoanalytic practitioner (such as the school psychologist who now counsels her students with a psychoanalytic ear) to be blurred is seen as ominous. They see Lacan as being in the process of liquidating their profession and seem to feel that Lacan's actions at Vincennes are aimed at getting back at his old enemies.

Of course, the charge on these issues is overdetermined by a quarter of a century of psychoanalytic politics. What is new is that the struggles
are now being played out in the university. This is not accidental. The old disputes within the psychoanalytic institution were about defining knowledge, transmitting knowledge, and legitimating certain "knowledge holders" as licensed to act on their knowledge. This is what universities are all about.

When Freud created a separate institution for the development of psychoanalytic knowledge, he created a tension between the university and the psychoanalytic institution. The tension remains latent if psychoanalysis concentrates on the ways in which it is different from other disciplines and can afford to remain within its own institution. But it comes to the surface when psychoanalysis starts to take itself seriously as a science that cannot grow in isolation from other sciences. It is not surprising that when it did surface, as it has in France, the effect would be so explosive.
PART FOUR

Psychoanalysis in Popular Culture
Chapter 8

Psychoanalysis

as Popular Culture:

The Perils of Popularity

We have seen French psychoanalytic politics played out in the world of the psychoanalytic societies and extended into worlds peopled by political activists, psychiatric patients, medical professionals, university students, and a bourgeois intelligentsia that has traditionally made a career out of keeping up with what is new. But the social diffusion of psychoanalysis extends even farther, deep into French popular culture. Books, magazines, newspapers, radio, television, and casual conversation are communicating how to use "psychoanalytic" ideas to many millions of French people who may never have been and may never be inside a psychoanalyst's office.

In this chapter, we deal with psychoanalysis as it is woven through French popular culture. The picture that emerges can be characterized by three propositions. First, there is a very real diffusion and penetration of psychoanalytic ideas into French society. Second, these ideas, even when we find them on television or in women's magazines, reflect the political valence and highly charged internal politics of French psy-
choanalysis. Third, although some aspects of the French Freud are well represented in popular manifestations, other aspects are not, in particular, the idea that psychoanalysis is a subversive way of thinking about the individual. In the popular culture, psychoanalysis often is represented as a source of answers instead of as a practice that leads the individual to layer after layer of increasingly difficult questions. We have spoken of very marked differences between the French and the American readings of Freud. In this chapter, we find many of them expressed in popular culture, though this also is a place where many of the differences break down.

Freud once wrote to Abraham: “I did not like the idea that psychoanalysis should suddenly become fashionable because of purely practical considerations.” Yet, in both France and America, Freud for the masses has passed through the prism of pragmatism. The psychoanalytically “useful” is what has made its way into the Sunday supplements. This is not surprising. Most people, busy with maintaining the necessities of life, can rally to revolutionary doctrines during revolutionary moments, but most of the time, they are trying to ease the burdens of a difficult daily life. In America, the ideology of organized psychoanalysis was in harmony with this popular pragmatism. In France, it comes into conflict with the beliefs of much of the psychoanalytic movement which sees psychoanalysis as incompatible with “making things a little better” or with “plastering over” social conflict with psychoanalytic language.

As we turn to the widespread diffusion of psychoanalytic ideas into French popular culture, we must begin with the novelty of the phenomenon. Indeed, a study of the social image of psychoanalysis done by French social psychologist Serge Moscovici in the mid-1950s suggested that psychoanalysis was not widely diffused in French popular culture at all. Twenty years later, I went back over some of the terrain that Moscovici had covered and talked with over two hundred Parisians of all ages and walks of life about what they knew and felt about psychoanalysis. My work did not fully replicate the earlier study, which had contacted over a thousand informants, but by using the data from the 1950s as a baseline, we can establish some major trends in how the new French psychoanalytic culture has been growing.
In the mid-1970s, it was common for people of all ages and classes to describe their interest in psychoanalysis as new, "really only a few years old," and to know more about psychoanalysis than had their counterparts of twenty years before. In the 1950s, even very well-informed people had fairly stereotyped ideas about what happens in an analysis ("You tell your dreams"). Today, people seem far more likely to reflect some knowledge of what is in fact the psychoanalytic "basic rule": the patient is to say everything that comes into his head.

You can get un-blocked in analysis. Say what you can't say to family and friends.

It is hard to be in analysis . . . to force yourself to say everything. In school and family you learn to say things "just right" or else to shut up.

It is not surprising that people seem to have more information about the psychoanalytic process. We know that there are more analysts (from dozens to thousands in the past twenty years), and because of the "short sessions" policy of many of them, the number of patients has increased more than proportionally. The percentage of middle-class respondents who claimed that psychoanalysis "was a frequent subject for conversation" was six times greater in 1974 than it had been in the 1950s, going from five to thirty-one percent. In the 1950s, when most people knew little about psychoanalysis, it was most commonly described as a religion or a philosophy. By the mid-1970s, its image had changed. When it was described with religious images, the comment was usually critical: "People go to the psychoanalyst the way they went to confessional. But that is not what psychoanalysis should be." Or: "Lacan's School works like a religious order. It is closed, esoteric. It mystifies things."

Although students and intellectuals still spoke of the philosophical importance of psychoanalysis, it was most often described as offering help for dealing with problems of daily life: "good for getting along with children," "good for marital troubles," "good for relaxing because people are too nervous these days," "makes people more secure . . . makes people less guilty."

Although people in all age groups showed a greater interest in psychoanalysis than their counterparts of the 1950s, high school and college students were the most knowledgeable and enthusiastic about the
new French psychoanalytic culture. Since 1968, French students study Freud in high school and can choose to write about him in the philosophy section of their baccalauréat examination. Their teachers may well have been students of Althusser, and the French "high school Freud" tends to be fairly heady stuff. A seventeen-year-old French high school student gave a dizzying overview of what the past year in his philosophy course had been like: the curriculum had included "psychoanalysis and the notion of the epistemological break," "the formal character of the symptom," and "the dialectic of Master and Slave in Hegel and Lacan."

Things have changed and people are aware of it. One hundred and three of the over two hundred Parisians I interviewed in 1974 formed a representative sample of the Paris population distributed by age, sex, and class. The majority of them felt that psychoanalysis had become more important in the general culture in recent years, and most supported this contention by saying that there was more about psychoanalysis in the media. Indeed, most people in this representative sample had had their interest in psychoanalysis piqued by radio, television, or popular magazines. Even people who said that their primary source of information about psychoanalysis was books or formal study claimed to use the popular press to "keep up." In the 1950s, there was no way that someone could have used commercial media to "keep up" with psychoanalysis. Commercial media publish and broadcast what "sells," and psychoanalysis did not start to "sell" until late in the 1960s.4

To begin with, even in the early 1960s, one could not have kept up with psychoanalysis by reading even the most intellectual of the daily newspapers. Paris's *Le Monde*, for example, carried only one or two articles a year that even touched on it. But the number of articles about psychoanalysis "took off" in 1965-66, and by 1973 *Le Monde* was running over sixty articles a year about psychoanalysis and nearly one hundred more on psychiatry. In the early 1960s, the articles about psychoanalysis were usually about its stormy relations with the Catholic Church, but from 1968 on, the news was about psychoanalysis and politics, psychoanalysis and antipsychiatry, and on the internal politics of the psychoanalytic movement. When the International Psychoanalytic Association held its congress in Paris in August 1973, it was the subject
of several news and feature articles, including some that focused on the story of why the Lacanian group was not invited. Lacan has been the subject of several double-page features, and Wilhelm Reich, R. D. Laing, Herbert Marcuse, Bruno Bettelheim, Gilles Deleuze, and Félix Guattari have all received similar treatment. From 1966 and the publication of the *Ecrits*, reviews of psychoanalytic books have flooded the literary section of *Le Monde*, reflecting a major trend in French publishing.

Through the mid-1960s, only three French publishers (Presses Universitaires de France, Gallimard, and Payot) shared the small, "highbrow" trade of books related to psychoanalysis. The demand for books by and about Freud was small, not very different from what it had been in the 1920s when these three companies had first contracted for their publication rights. There was not even enough demand to justify a standard edition of Freud in French. Old and very poor translations of Freud were republished; new books about psychoanalysis were written for a specialized professional audience. Few copies were printed, and those rarely made any money.

Then in the mid-1960s, things began to change. Lacan's *Ecrits* sold out its first printing in advance sales alone. Work on a long-planned standard edition of Freud suddenly received high priority. New publishing houses that specialized in psychoanalytic works sprung up like mushrooms, and major publishing houses developed special psychoanalytic book series. By the early 1970s, French publishers were running no fewer than fifty of these series. American publishers, who had almost stopped trying to sell French publishers the translation rights to their psychoanalytic titles, suddenly found that these were the very books in demand. Psychoanalysis had become big business in French publishing.

In our conversations in 1973 and 1974, French editors described the market for a good psychoanalytic title as "infinitely elastic": "I usually try to search out where the market for a book is, but with a book by a well-known analyst, it is as though the market comes to find me . . . and keeps springing up in new places. . . . In this area of publishing, the demand definitely preceded the supply."

They made it very clear that keeping up with the demand often meant
trying to squeeze books that were only very marginally about psycho-
analysis into the magic circle that seems to protect publishing ventures
in this area: "Sometimes I just put the word 'psychoanalysis' or
'Freud' into the titles of new books in my series . . . that way it will
sell . . . and all by itself . . . and we can always add something about
Freud to the text.'"

Publishers know that their lives began to change after 1968, but it is
the people who run bookstores who see the changes in consumer taste
from day to day.

The owner of a bookstore that specializes in psychology ran a modest
business in the 1960s, catering to psychiatrists and educational
psychologists:

It used to be that I dealt with a few publishers, a few titles, a few journals, made
a predictable amount of money and could pretty much run my business alone.
Now I need a staff. I carry thousands of titles, there seems to be a new journal, a
new pirated edition, a new antipsychiatric newspaper every week. The cus-
tomers all seem to be studying psychology or psychoanalysis, or at least they
seem to be part of a network from Vincennes or Censier that keeps them up on
what is new.

The "magic circle" around psychoanalysis is found in other media.
Jacques Lacan has had his own prime-time two-part television special,
and a call-in radio show that its hostess, Menie Grégoire, describes as
"collective psychoanalysis" is the most popular program in the history
of French broadcasting. Since 1970, France has its own highly success-
ful version of Psychology Today, and its reader surveys show that the
most popular part of the magazine is the psychoanalysis section. For de-
cades, the French edition of The Reader's Digest had stayed away from
articles about psychology and psychoanalysis, but in the 1970s, even it
had jumped on the psychoanalytic bandwagon.

In the 1950s, Moscovici found that people who learned about psycho-
analysis from the popular media were likely to have negative feelings
about it. At that time, the media generally portrayed psychoanalysis as
an American export, which, like supermarkets, superhighways, and
food chains, was being "artificially" injected into French life. People
picked up an image of the United States as the "perpetrator" of psycho-
analysis on the French. Psychoanalysis was "American propaganda
spreading to Europe. In the 1970s, the people I interviewed who used the popular media to learn about psychoanalysis were very positive about it. The media present psychoanalysis as interesting, useful, and timely. Women’s magazines cite Freud as one might cite a contemporary, and glossy magazines carry features on psychoanalysis under the heading of *nouveautés* or even more incredibly, *nouveautés de Paris*, “what’s new in Paris.”

One-half of the representative sample of Parisians whom I interviewed in 1974 had definitely gotten the message that psychoanalysis was somehow “new” and a recent French discovery. In response to a question that asked what they knew about psychoanalysis, many people were careful to distinguish the psychoanalysis they were talking to me about from that which they had so long and so negatively associated with the Americans: “In America, everybody has to have their own psychoanalyst. In France people are more balanced”; “In America, psychoanalysis is psychiatry and that equals social repression. Here psychoanalysis is not conservative.”

Everyone had different reasons for disassociating French and American psychoanalysis. Middle-class people did not like permissive child-rearing, which they associated with American psychoanalysis and the evils of Dr. Spock; working-class people distinguished the French from the “crazy Americans,” who always “had to run to their psychoanalyst whenever they had a problem”; and the intelligentsia referred to Lacan’s critique of “denatured” American psychoanalysis. The net result was dramatic. Over half of the people I interviewed in 1974 found a way to distinguish American psychoanalysis from the “new” French kind.

Much of what we have noted as “novel” in the French Freud is carried over into the representation of psychoanalysis in the French popular culture. There seems to be a general awareness that psychoanalysis has taken on a new political valence. In the 1950s people were skeptical about the compatibility of psychoanalysis and an active political life (with people on the political Left registering the most skepticism); twenty years later most people saw psychoanalysis and politics as compatible, and people on the Left felt this most strongly. This finding is reflected in another trend: in the 1950s psychoanalysis was most popular
and considered most efficacious among people who declared themselves
to be on the Center and Right (with people on the Left expressing skep­
ticism); twenty years later things were just the other way around. Not
surprisingly, the most dramatic changes of attitude were among Com­
munist Party members, whose party has gone through the most abrupt
“about-face” in its attitude toward psychoanalysis. For example, a
twenty-five-year-old Party member, a teacher, explained that “psycho­
analysis need not be the arm of reaction. . . . It can work in the commu­
nity to bring the advantages that the bourgeois have always had, right to
the workers.”

The association of psychoanalysis with political people and political
ideas has left some interesting traces. In the 1950s, most people thought
that intellectuals, artists, and the rich were the more likely groups to be
in analysis. In the mid-1970s, the “typical” analysands were portrayed
as students, the rich, and “people on the Left.” In the 1950s, when
people were asked to describe a psychoanalyst, they often used images
that referred to physical qualities of personal magnetism (“a bearded
man with glasses,” “a demonic presence,” “a man with piercing
eyes”). By 1974, descriptions of analysts were as likely to make refer­
ence to their politics (“a wild-eyed radical in a center for emotionally
disturbed children”).

Psychoanalysis by and for radicals is a new phenomenon in France.
In several interviews, a question about psychoanalysis and its relation to
politics provoked a reverie about a new “psychological” tolerance
among radicals. One sociologist spoke as follows:

When I was in radical political circles in the fifties and early sixties, if a member
of our political group had an emotional flare-up, he was out. Psychiatry was
taboo. If someone was a known homosexual, he was out. That was disapproved
of. Now, political militants even write about psychoanalysis, let it be known
that they are homosexuals. The world has changed.

In chapter three we saw how a new psychoanalytic discourse has
given a new flavor to radical politics. A manager of a large Latin Quarter
bookstore was well placed to watch the development of the new polit­
icized psychoanalytic culture.
People started coming in and asking for Marcuse. We didn’t get the translation of *One Dimensional Man* until after the events, but then it sold like hotcakes. Then, Payot brought out Reich and since we were stocking nearly a hundred books about the May events, we put the Marcuse and the Reich in with the books on May. But people were still asking for Marcuse and Reich and then Laing, Lacan, and company long after we could no longer sell the May 1968 stuff.

The trend that started in May 1968 with some Reich and Marcuse continues:

Customers come to me because they know I stock the political-psychoanalytic reviews by militant nurses, militant mental patients, militant social workers, militant feminists, militant god-knows-whats. They come in to buy a magazine, and then they buy more and more. Political psychoanalysis is good for business.

Merchants made it clear that political psychoanalysis was “good for business,” and editors made it equally clear that in their view a sure path to publishing success in the mid-1970s was finding “the golden ones,” that is, the books that are both psychoanalytic and political: “*Anti-Oedipus,* that’s a golden one: ‘freudo-Lacano-gauchiste’. The phrase may make you smile, but don’t. You may laugh, but these are the books that sell.’”

Many of the people I interviewed who said that they had “recently” become more interested in psychology or psychoanalysis used May 1968 as a “marker” for when things had changed for them. This would not have been surprising even if the psychoanalytic explosion had had nothing to do with the events. In France, “normal” life stopped during the 1968 crisis (there were no cars, no work, no school). It was a time-out-of-time, and French people naturally use it as a point of reference. But we have seen that, in the development of the psychoanalytic culture, May 1968 was more than an arbitrary fixed point. It made connections among people and among ideas that set the stage for what was to come. How did people involved in May talk about psychoanalysis? May participants tended to see psychoanalysis as relevant to politics and were far more likely than other people to have positive things to say about Jacques Lacan and to associate him with “currents on the Left.” In the 1950s, most people in Moscovici’s study associated psychoanal-
ysis with Christian religion, existentialism, and surrealism. As we have seen, the events provided a moment of encounter for many of the currents—social, political, and intellectual—that define the specificity of what has emerged as the new "French Freud." As might have been expected, it was the May participants who were most likely to connect psychoanalysis with its "new" relations: specifically, Marxism and structuralism.

Thus, the social representation of psychoanalysis in France is exceptional in its association to politics and even to a particular political event. Another peculiarly French characteristic is the degree to which popular images of psychoanalysis reflect the politics of the psychoanalytic movement. Unlike analysts in other cultures, French analysts have brought their struggles to the public: anti-Lacanian propaganda, for example, is not confined to psychoanalytic circles. This could not have occurred were it not for the fact that the French public was interested in the psychoanalytic movement. There is a fascination with Lacan that has little to do with whether one feels positively or negatively about him. Among the public, as in the world of analysts, Lacan does not inspire neutrality. He has been described as: "a dangerous fraud," "a clown, a buffoon," "the eternal father . . . he creates a circus," "the most profound thinker since Freud . . . he has saved psychoanalysis."

We have spoken of ways in which Lacan's theoretical approach is resonant with French intellectual traditions and with what we have described as an emergent modern mythology, but his popularity with the public seems based on other things. People who know virtually nothing about what Lacan thinks see him as the first strong French contender in a ring formerly monopolized by Americans and Germans. Books sell well if they are by Lacan, about Lacan, for Lacan, or against Lacan. There is even a novel, _Le Pitre_ by François Weyrgans, that recounts the story of a psychoanalysis with Lacan. The narrator of the book, Eric, is the patient of _Le Grand Vizir_, unmistakably Lacan, down to his style of dress and his address. The novel even includes Eric's reactions to the publications of Lacan's _Ecrits_, which are referred to in the novel as two volumes called the _Textes_. In the novel, Eric feels compelled to read and reread them: "as for his _Textes_, there are few books that I have held
and caressed as much as those . . . which I acquired at the very first hour of the very first day that they were being sold.''

As Eric rushed to procure the writings of *Le Grand Vizir* and combed them for echoes of his own analysis, so did people in analysis with Lacan rush to procure Weyrgan's novel, combing it for reference to Lacan's practice which might have been a part of their own experience with him. Psychoanalysis is an intensely private experience, but all of an analyst's patients share a certain intimacy, even in their isolation from one another. There is a thirst to share some sign of it, to acknowledge in some way that all their heads lie on the same pillow and look up, day after day, at the same portrait on the wall. The intimacy is only rarely expressed. But when the analyst is as controversial a figure as Lacan, it is much more likely to come to the surface. So, for example, after the publication of *Le Pitre*, some of Lacan's patients became preoccupied with determining whether or not Weyrgans had really been in analysis with Lacan. If so, they teased one another, which details of the highly unorthodox analysis had really happened? Patients in analysis with Lacan would tell stories of Weyrgans having approached them with such questions as "What are the color of the cushions on Lacan's armchair?" In the novel, the cushions appear as green (they *are* green), but the young woman in treatment with Lacan who claimed to have been the source for this bit of detail used it to attack Weyrgans for his unfavorable portrayal of Lacan: "If you were really in analysis with Lacan, you wouldn't have to ask the color of anything in that room." *Le Pitre* has scarcely hurt Lacan's popularity which in any case is not founded on a reputation for sobriety, chastity, and a fifty-minute hour.

Lacan's two-part television special during the spring of 1974 made this last point quite dramatically. Lacan appeared in a smoking jacket and began the proceedings by announcing that most of his audience were surely idiots and that he was surely in error in trying to make them understand. It was an uningratiating remark, but it set the tone for two evenings of superb, outrageous theater. Many found that in two hours of insults, incomprehensibilities, and flashes of genius Lacan established himself as the undisputed master of the media, or as one analyst, who has always been hostile to Lacan but who said he was "overwhelmed by
a virtuoso performance," described him: "The psychoanalyst for the Age of McLuhan." Like a neurotic's symptom, Lacan's *Télévision* was a program that people loved to hate.

The fascination with Lacan extends to his struggles and thus to psychoanalytic politics. The French are used to a schismatic, highly ideological national politics, and they approach French psychoanalytic quarrels much as they would the history of Fourth Republic coalitions. And the public, like the analytic world, tends to be partisan.

In a situation where the number of people who have been analyzed has just recently shot up from a few hundred to many hundreds of thousands, "the analyzed" constitute a new social group. In most settings, this group remains an invisible community, but in France, where psychoanalysis has become a part of political culture, there seems to be some interest in "organizing the analyzed." And so, for example, former analysands have advertised in the personals section of *Le Monde* and *Le Nouvel Observateur* in order to form clubs on the assumption that the analyzed share a common view of the world. The instinct to ideologize the analytic experience seems typically French and is certainly intensified by the fact that French analysands have had their analytic experience in a divided analytic community. They know more about its internal politics than analysands in most other settings. There seem to be very few French patients who choose an analyst without knowing if he is Lacanian or if he is not. In France, the image of psychoanalysis as a medical specialty has broken down. If the psychoanalyst is not part of a professional group with claims to a uniform, neutral form of knowledge, then the analyst's values become increasingly salient. Among the students and liberal professionals, people frequently said that it was important to know an analyst's politics in order to choose an analyst wisely. Many also said they would want to know his "psychological politics": What school was he in? Was he a Lacanian?

Analysands form camps "for or against Lacan," in which the quarrels of the analysts are reflected in the allegiances of the patients. When there were plans afoot to start clubs for the veterans of the analytic experience, part of the idea was to publish information about the practices of various analysts—what were their politics, what did they charge, who were the most "silent," who held short sessions, who did not? And
thus, among other things: were they Lacanians, and if so, what were the pros and cons of getting involved with them? Stories of quarrels, jealousies, and eccentricities inevitably make for lively conversation. Thus, conversations about psychoanalytic politics are frequent, perhaps even more frequent than conversations about psychoanalysis itself. The result is that anecdotes from the private world of psychoanalytic practice spread quickly into the public domain.

In *Les Analysés Parlent*, Dominique Frischer describes interviews with thirty analytic patients about their experiences with psychoanalysis.9 The analysands in Frischer’s book give the flavor of how the factions of French psychoanalytic politics come to be represented in the population of analysands and then in the popular culture. The Paris Psychoanalytic Society (usually referred to as “The Institute”) is portrayed as the place to go if you really need help; Lacan’s Freudian School is typically described as offering the most “interesting” analysis and the most serious training experience. In my conversations with students and liberal professionals, Lacanians were described as brilliant, bohemian, and intellectual. It often was made clear that being accepted as a patient by a well-known Lacanian can raise one’s social and intellectual standing because it is taken to mean that you have the intellectual qualities that will allow the technique to work and that you are sufficiently interesting to interest an “interesting” analyst.10 Needless to say, being in analysis with Lacan can constitute an identity in itself. For example, when university professors brag about their ten-year “relationships” with Lacan, they are not talking about a “cure”; they are talking about an apprenticeship in a philosophical discipline, a new way of seeing. In other words, the Freudian School is represented as a place where new horizons are opened to those “in the know.” Patients in analysis at the Institute spoke of wanting to do another analysis with a Lacanian when they “were able.” The idea has gotten around that to be in analysis at the Freudian School requires being equal to the task:

When I began my analysis there was absolutely no chance of my going into treatment with a Lacanian. I was terrorized by the very idea . . . afraid that I wasn’t at a sufficiently high intellectual level . . . that I wouldn’t be interesting. . . . I said to myself: “I am not an interesting case, suffering and illness are not interesting.”11
Being in analysis with a Lacanian seemed to carry virtually none of the stigma of being involved with psychiatry; it is seen as something that people do even if they do not "need help," and in fact, the popular images of an analysis with a Lacanian indicate that the experience might be good "for the strong" but could easily crush the meek. There is a lot of folklore about patients being driven crazy or driven to suicide by the rigors of a Lacanian analysis. Patients claim that Lacanians keep them waiting forty-five minutes for a five-minute "hour" and charge them the same rate as a "classical" analyst would for a forty-five minute session (i.e., at about eighty to one-hundred-fifty francs or twenty to thirty dollars). Lacan's original idea in proposing sessions of variable length was to keep patients from turning the "analytic hour" into too much of a routine, but from the patient's point of view, there is nothing surprising about a ten-minute session if you have one every day. In this situation, shortening the session to seven minutes hardly constitutes a shock. And of course, patients want to know why the Lacanian analyst never wants to "shake up" the routine by keeping them for more rather than less time.

Working a ten- to twelve-hour day divided into five-, ten-, and fifteen-minute sessions means that the Lacanian analyst can see a lot of patients. For many patients, this "crowd" becomes a preoccupation. Patients count the new faces in the waiting room at different times of the day, and some claim to resort to even more subtle means to figure out how many patients their analyst is seeing and how much money he is making. One analyst who used new Kleenex tissues for each patient to protect the head cushions on his couch had one patient who claimed to count the number of discarded Kleenex generated by the end of the analyst's day. The method was hardly scientific, but the head counts and Kleenex counts do go on, and the rumors about "the dozens" and "the hundreds" of patients who pass through a Lacanian office spread. A wider public becomes involved in taking positions on the same issues that have plagued the analytic community.

A patient's description of what is happening in his analysis is a highly subjective account. Our sketch of what patients are saying does not establish the facts about analytic practice but illustrates the kinds of raw
materials that go into public images of the analytic community. The Lacanians are portrayed as incomprehensible, an image that Lacan’s television special probably did a lot to strengthen. Word seems to be out that one needs to be an intellectual to “keep up.” In America, where the word “egghead” was once turned into a political slur, a reputation for incomprehensibility would be damaging. In France, there is irritation, but people also seem to find it piquant. The French have lived with a series of postwar intellectual movements that seem to many to have made a virtue out of opacity, and it seems that in France banality is the greater vice. What many French patients bring to their analysts is now conditioned both by the drama of their private worlds and by very powerful preconceptions, including ideas about whether they expect their analysts to be conservative or radical, comprehensible or incomprehensible, concerned with making them “well” or with something else entirely. Some people felt that they couldn’t talk to an analyst about “getting better,” but had to use an acceptable language with which to express their desire for symptom relief. One very cynical analytic patient, a philosophy professor in a lycée, made a list for me of some acceptable terms. It was a short list: “You’re allowed to talk about ‘feeling your anguish differently’, about ‘going beyond the symptom’, and that’s about all.” The comment suggests a socialization into treatment analogous to that of American patients who in recent years have learned to talk of “getting in touch with feelings,” “being centered,” and “getting it.”

In France, the “well socialized” patient lives in a highly ideological psychoanalytic culture and comes to his analyst weighted down by some very heavy baggage of “dos” and “don’ts” that reflect the public’s understanding of the differences among psychoanalysts. In our final chapter, we shall turn from the patient’s divan to the fauteuil behind and look at what psychoanalysts have to say about the effects of such sophistication on psychoanalysis itself.

While some features of the French Freud, notably its preoccupation with politics and the “for or against Lacan” question, have found their way into popular representations of psychoanalysis, others have not. For example, an important aspect of the Lacanian influence on French
psychoanalysis has been to insist on those things that make psychoanalysis a revolutionary theory. Among them are the ideas that there is an unconscious, that man is not the autonomous thinker and actor he often believes himself to be, that the ego is not a coherent entity, and finally, that our every action has a meaning, one that often is so threatening that we work hard not to let it surface. These propositions are subversive in that they break down the everyday, common sense categories that people use to describe and navigate through their world. These are not the propositions that are popularized. Quite the contrary.

The media present psychoanalysts alternately as elegant experts on daily life, as therapists and counselors for “you and me,” and as contemporary philosophers. Psychoanalysts are seen as operating either in a world of abstract, philosophical discourse or in a world of normal, everyday problems, being called in as experts on such subjects as how women can adjust to being in the work force, how to grow old gracefully, how to decide what contraceptives to use.

And even when the subject of the popularization is Lacan himself, who has stated many of the “subversive” psychoanalytic propositions in their sharpest form, we have already seen that he is often appreciated in terms of his value as fashion or as theater. The major publishing trend around Lacan could not have been sustained if it rested solely on the buying habits of people with strong enthusiasms for anti-establishment causes. Other clienteles are in the picture. The owner of a small bookshop in a fashionable Parisian residential neighborhood works in an atmosphere that is far removed from Latin Quarter pressures, but she too has set up a little “psychoanalysis department” in her shop:

I picked up the *Ecrits*, and I couldn’t make any sense of it—and I have sold it to hundreds of people whom I can’t imagine doing any better than I did. I think I sell the *Ecrits* the way I sell expensive art books to people who are indifferent to art but who like having the books on their coffee tables. I have a lot of fairly well-to-do customers; they can afford to buy things just for show.

The image of “coffee-table Lacan” epitomizes a tension between the subversive intent of much of French psychoanalytic thinking and its real social impact.

So, for example, advice columns in women’s magazines are liberally
sprinkled with psychoanalytic conceptualizations of the problem at hand, but the advice itself is about the same as when the columns dished out clichés from the accumulated wisdom of the *bon bourgeois*.

The same is true of the advice that people get when they call in to Menie Grégoire's popular radio show with a problem. The tone is often self-consciously psychoanalytic, but the advice is prescriptive.13 Psychoanalysts bristle when Menie Grégoire likens her enterprise to theirs. Certainly they have a hard time recognizing their activities in her description of what psychoanalysis and her radio show have in common: "One voice speaks, alone and without being seen, another listens, also unseen, and speaks little . . . straining to hear the silences, the hesitations, the lies and tears which may lurk beneath the surface."14

Although not everyone I interviewed could define psychoanalysis, everyone had an opinion on Menie Grégoire:

I hate when people make fun of her. She has the courage to speak . . . the masses have faith in her.

I prefer Madame Soleil . . . Soleil does an honest astrology which I prefer to pseudo-psychoanalysis.

Her advice helps me in my relations with my family. My friends and I talk about the show. I think it makes us more open.

There is no doubt that Grégoire's listeners are being educated into a new way of talking about their problems. When her program first went on the air, most of the letters to her did little more than sketch the outlines of a catastrophe in the lives of their authors. Often, the only hint about a possible psychological source for the problem would be in how the letter was signed, for example as "Orphan" or as "Child of an Alcoholic Father." When Grégoire discussed such letters on the radio, she would begin with the signature and what might be behind it. After only a year and a half on the air, the letters were different. They talked about feelings, family life, and sex; information about an author's background would no longer be confined to how people signed their names. For about a quarter of the Parisians I interviewed, the messages that Menie Grégoire tries to get across on her program are understood as the "lessons" of psychoanalysis: all people have problems, most have some sexual problems, feeling guilty is bad, talking about problems and anger
is good, seeking help is not shameful, and psychoanalytic expertise can be a big help.

The editor-in-chief of the French version of Psychology Today felt that the magazine owed its success to the fact that its readers do not associate psychoanalysis with psychopathology, but with useful ideas that can be good for everybody. Indeed, in my own interviews, people used words like “drugs,” “asylum,” and “crazy” in talking about psychiatry, but psychoanalysis was a different matter. It was spoken of as a strategy which could “help one,” perhaps to be “happier” or a “better parent.” Among students, liberal professionals, and upper-middle-class people, there were even frequent claims of using psychoanalytic ideas in daily life, especially in dealing with family problems. The association of psychoanalysis with child-raising was particularly strong, perhaps reflecting the French media’s steady message that psychoanalysts are authorities on children. It is one of the few images of psychoanalytic “helpfulness” that is shared among all classes.15

But popular images of psychoanalytic “helpfulness” are far away from the images of a kind of psychoanalysis that shatters assumptions and helps the individual grasp the contradictions of his situation. Although many have picked up the idea that psychoanalysis puts in question their conscious interpretation of experience, they also see it as pragmatic and nonthreatening. Two middle-class Parisian housewives I interviewed typified the paradox. When asked to “define psychoanalysis,” each was able to give a concrete, specific definition. For the first, analysis is “a way of exploring what lies beneath our conscious selves.” For the second, “The analyst listens to dreams and reveries and sees the hidden meanings that slip through.”

Yet, in the course of the forty-five minute interviews which followed, each talked about psychoanalysis in ways that dissolved its specificity. For the first woman:

Psychoanalysis is used in schools when students are having troubles going from one grade to the next higher on. . . . Politicians use psychoanalysis—when there is a decision they must make or when they have suffered a defeat. . . . Drug addiction. . . . The French need psychoanalysis more now to calm them down. They are becoming more pressured and nervous. Not the way they used to be.
And for the second woman:

Psychoanalysis is good for couples in trouble. It is for marriage counselors. . . . Excellent for stammering.

The world of people in France whose vision of psychoanalysis is that of a social practice that breaks down traditional assumptions is large. But this group is embedded in a larger society primarily interested in a psychoanalysis which can help them build things up. The tension is ironic: the loss of traditional anchors forms the basis for widespread interest in the psychoanalytic culture, but then the demand is for psychoanalysis to provide new anchors. It is this demand that comes into essential conflict with the analytic enterprise. In France, this tension appears more sharply than elsewhere, even to the point of suggesting that the conditions for the social success of psychoanalysis undermine the possibility for its meaningful practice, a theme to which we shall turn in the next chapter.
Freud was the first to point out that ideas shape symptoms: he noted, for example, that in the hysterical paralysis of an arm, the paralysis corresponded to the “idea” of an arm, rather than to the “anatomical” arm. In this case, a socially shared idea about a body part affected the symptom, but socially shared ideas about the mind can have similar powers. Generations of eighteenth-century women suffered from “the vapors,” but as systems of explanation changed, so did the form of their swoons, and their daughters and granddaughters suffered instead from neurasthenia and hysteria.

In Freud’s day, psychoanalysis was a radically new way of looking at the world, but now, three-quarters of a century later, it is so deeply embedded in our culture that it is psychoanalytic ideas themselves that influence our symptoms. So, although we have been talking about the sociology of superficial psychoanalytic knowledge, its impact is not superficial. As the language of psychoanalytic interpretation becomes commonplace, the therapist begins to incarnate what is seen as a shared way of looking at the world. In this situation, pinning down exactly what is happening in an individual analysis poses some new problems: when is the analyst serving as a mirror for the patient and when is the patient reflecting the psychoanalytic beliefs of the culture?¹

In our usual model, “natural” science does not change in its predictive ability as a function of the number of people who know about it.
When a lot of people have information or misinformation about molecules or rat behavior, chemical reactions and the way in which rats run through a maze do not change. But when people are both the subject and object of a scientific inquiry, the situation is more complex. And when a therapeutic strategy is involved, things are even more dependent on their cultural context. Specifically, the diffusion of the psychoanalytic culture, how much people know, what they know, and what they feel about psychoanalysis does impact on psychoanalytic therapy itself.

To illustrate, let us take an example offered by a French psychoanalyst, although perhaps the point is made more dramatically than in most routine practice. The analyst, François Roustang, described how, after two or three completely silent sessions, a hospitalized aphasic woman with paralyzed legs said: “It is my memory,” after which she remembered her married name, her mother’s name, and finally, with great difficulty, her father’s name. Several days later, the symptom-free patient walked out of the hospital. Roustang concluded that his patient had been cured by being conscious of psychoanalytic theory several steps ahead of the cultural situation of her symptom. In other words, twentieth-century theory had triumphed over nineteenth-century neurosis:

The spectacular cure . . . can only be explained as a phenomenon of cultural lag. An hysteric who conformed to Charcot’s model abandoned her symptoms thanks to Freudian theory (of memory traces), and then Lacanian theory (of the nom-du-père, the father’s name). . . .

Here, a woman was cured through her modern understanding of her culturally regressive symptomatology. But what happens with twentieth-century symptomatology? Roustang suggests that to be effective, psychoanalysis has to run ahead of its cultural diffusion. Despite the fact that the conjecture is a bit dizzying, it is not unpopular in French psychoanalytic circles. The recent and widespread popularization of psychoanalysis has left many French analysts preoccupied with its impact on their work. Many admit that their most prized patients are the psychoanalytically “naive.” The naive may be prized, but they are a dying species. Most French patients and their analysts are struggling together with the challenges of the “sophisticated symptom.”

We raise the issue of the sophisticated symptom because it is a pow-
erful image for how the psychoanalytic culture might impact on the psychoanalytic symptom and cure. We shall discuss a series of related problems that raise similar questions about the practice of psychoanalysis in a psychoanalytic culture. First, French analysts, like analysts throughout the world, must deal with their patients' use of "book learning" as a form of resistance. In France, however, the issue is more salient, both because of the intellectual emphasis of the prevailing psychoanalytic doctrine and because so many patients look to their analysis as a training experience and are trying to "keep up with the literature" as they go along. French analysts may face the world's most sophisticated patient population.

Some analysts are untroubled by patient sophistication:

A patient comes in with the expectation that we are going to be talking about his relationship to his "father's name." Sure enough, he brings it up within five sessions. So what? If it's important, we may well be talking about it in five years. If it is coming up only because the patient has just walked out of Lacan's seminar, the issue will quickly fade away to be replaced by what is really important.

Others find it a more troublesome obstacle and fear that the theoretically sophisticated patient is making psychoanalysis more lengthy and more complex: "It is harder to separate out the insights that come from the patient's guts from those that come from his reading." And some stress that even a little knowledge can be a dangerous thing. One analyst told the story of a patient who had been making very little progress in over a year of analysis although things seemed to have started very well. Finally, the patient confided to him: "At first, I was very provoked by your silences. They reminded me of my father who hardly ever speaks to me. But then, I found out that it is just the method... So I don't take it as personally now."

In France, the intensity of psychoanalytic politics can give intellectual resistance to analysis a new twist. Patients come to an analyst with a lot of information about his theoretical and political preferences, his conduct with other patients, and where he stands on issues of psychoanalytic politics. The information explosion leads to the predictable results: Freudian School analysts told stories of how their patients suddenly discover that "Lacan is a fraud and his theories are paranoid
junk,‘’ and analysts outside of the Freudian School had stories of analyses punctuated by their patients becoming ‘‘rabid Lacanians’’ and insisting that ‘‘they were learning more about themselves in fifteen minutes of Lacan’s seminar than in four years of analysis with me’’:

I have a patient who comes in every day with a copy of the *Ecrits* under his arm. But of course, I am not a Lacanian. He is trying to tell me something, and of course, in the analysis, it will be said, it must be said and analyzed.

Analysts on both sides of the Lacanian divide had similar attitudes about patients using intellectual sophistication or knowledge of psychoanalytic politics as a weapon to fend off analysis. Although some were more concerned than others, they all agreed that, ultimately, everything is grist for the analytic mill. But in general, they did seem more agitated by something over which they felt less control: the image of psychoanalysis in the culture.

For example, patients make it clear that being in analysis can raise one’s social standing. This is clearly in some tension with a vision of psychoanalysis as a process that calls the fundamental categories of our experience into radical doubt. Patients and analysts also share normalization through psychoanalytic careerism. Patient rosters in all the analytic societies are filled by psychologists, teachers, family counselors, and speech therapists who need psychoanalytic experience as well as academic diplomas in order to find work. Some analysts insist that the issue of career obligation, like everything else, is simply grist for the analytic mill; others are more concerned: ‘‘Would Freud have talked about psychoanalysis as the plague if he knew it was going to become a rubber stamp for certifying marriage counselors and dance therapists?’’

With university legitimation and flattering coverage in the media, psychoanalysis in France is popularly portrayed as a literary, educational, even a political discipline. Shown on television working with normal children or philosophizing in the isolation of his study, the analyst comes to be seen as a nonthreatening figure, close to the world of everyday concerns, an expert on everyday problems. Although the neutralization of psychoanalysis may make it easier for people to approach an analyst, many analysts make it clear that their first job in the clinical situation is to undo the cultural image of the psychoanalyst as an
expert, a fix-it man for specific problems. French analysts, like their colleagues in other cultures, talk about the necessity of refusing a "first request" (la première demande) for specific help that masks a more global desire for analysis. But in France, this classic sequence has a new complication: the relative psychoanalytic hegemony in the French therapeutic world (psychoanalytic ideology has infiltrated an astounding range of specialties from gynecology to massage therapy and acupuncture) is so great that things may often be the other way around. Some bourgeois patients may live in worlds where talking about "being in analysis" is the most acceptable way of asking for help. So a desire for information or social support may find a masked expression in a desire for "analysis."

Analysts have blamed the public's "misunderstanding" of what they really are about on misrepresentation by journalists and their psychoanalyst colleagues who set themselves up as experts. But the frequent reports by analysts that people ask for psychoanalysis when what they really want is a kind of support more appropriately given by a family member or clergyman, make it clear that the misunderstanding goes beyond the "misrepresentations" of the media to raise a more global contradiction. The growth of psychoanalytic culture seems to depend on significant numbers of middle-class people feeling dislocated and disoriented in a society that they once felt was "theirs." When support from the community becomes too abstract to rely on, the individualistic analytic relationship turns into a valued resource. But the private problems which the patient brings to the analyst are rooted in the social conditions which made the psychoanalytic culture possible in the first place, and so it is not surprising that the patient seeks a solution from the analyst in terms of what he has lost: rules, roots, and shared meaning. The patient's fantasy that the analyst has "answers" is fed by his real needs as much as by media misrepresentations. French analysts claim that in the past ten years patients come in not with a "symptom," but with a request for advice on how to live.

I used to get patients who were suffering from a tic, a hearing disorder, a phobia. Now I get people who seem to be suffering from a way of life. They were brought up Catholic, but the Church has worked its way into a position of irrelevance in their lives. They were brought up to believe in their studies; now
diplomas come cheap and mean nothing, especially when it comes to getting a job. They were brought up to live in communities; now they don’t even know their neighbors. They want me to be a priest, a neighborhood, an authority on how they should live. . . .

My patients cannot stand the fact that there are no longer clear-cut rules about what behavior is appropriate to the well brought up bourgeois child. Should your seventeen-year-old daughter take the pill, should you give her money to set up housekeeping with her boyfriend? And if she does, should this be kept a secret from family and friends?

Social dislocations condition an environment in which individual psychoanalytic therapy flourishes, but the individual comes into that therapy hoping that it will give him answers that society no longer provides. The conflict is apparent; perhaps it is inevitable.

Each analyst has always had to struggle against his patients’ desires that he or she take over their lives. But now that analysts live in a society that treats them like experts on living, they have to struggle against becoming gurus. . . . To do so would mean the end of analysis, but everything in the society pushes toward it. It is no longer a problem for individual analysts, it is the problem for contemporary psychoanalysis.

These tensions between psychoanalysis and the psychoanalytic culture are certainly not unique to the French scene, but perhaps French psychoanalysts are more aware of them because they have been faced with them so suddenly and in such an intense and explosive form. In the 1950s, when Serge Moscovici was interviewing members of the public at large for his study of the social image of psychoanalysis in France, he also tried to interview some analysts. Few would cooperate. They seemed to feel that it would compromise them in their role as analysts. One analyst who knew about Moscovici’s work in the 1950s said that he would “never have gotten involved” because “the idea of a sociologist studying psychoanalysis as a social phenomenon seemed objectionable.”

But now, here I am, twenty years later, talking with a foreign sociologist who is studying psychoanalysis as a social phenomenon. . . . But you see, after the whirlwind of the past five to ten years, I no longer have any doubts that psychoanalysis is a social phenomenon.

Twenty years after Moscovici’s work, French analysts responded enthusiastically to my project. Few declined to be interviewed, and once the
project had gotten underway, many requested to be interviewed and reinterviewed. Twenty years ago, French analysts pictured themselves as marginal and believed that their effectiveness depended on their "neutrali

ty," that is to say, on not taking public stands. Now things are different. Analysts came out of the events of May–June to discover that, far from being marginal they were very much at the center of things. Their sense of their roles has changed dramatically.

In trying to understand the effects of this new position on the profession, we examine a possible contradiction between the subversive aspirations of psychoanalysis and the new acceptability and prestige of the psychoanalytic career in France. It is easier to feel that one is doing something subversive when family, friends, and professional associates disapprove:

I started in 1949. My friends and family considered me mad . . . feared I would get sick by contamination. . . .

When I began my analysis in 1960, my family was angry, saw it as destined to hurt family relationships . . . saw it as courting disaster . . . and it had to be hidden from my colleagues in medicine. . . .

The change in the social acceptance of the analytic career has meant that it has a new normalized recruitment. If you were French and chose to be an analyst in the 1930s, 1940s, 1950s, or even the early 1960s, you were choosing a "path less taken," and like the men and women who joined Freud's circle, you had to have a good reason for doing so—a neurosis whose treatment drew you into psychoanalytic circles, a passion for psychoanalytic theory. The road was rough: one's status was marginal. Now, medical students talk about their decisions to pursue analytic careers with the same language, if perhaps not with the same feelings, that they use to talk about the pros and cons of careers in ophthalmology: the market is good, the referral network is reliable, the prestige is high, the hours are predictable. We cannot know what the power of their analytic experience is. But the question still remains if the assurance of being launched in what the French call a belle carrière is easily reconcilable with a revolutionary discourse.

Psychoanalytic careerism is by no means confined to the medical community. The rise of Lacanism and the decline of the French univer-
entry have made psychoanalysis an attractive career choice for philosophers as well as for physicians. The same students who once studied philosophy at the Ecole Normale Supérieure know that an *agrégation* or a doctorate may not get them a job, but an analytic career can provide intellectual community and steady work. Many young analysts see Lacan's inner circle at the Freudian School as the 1970s equivalent of the university *mandarinat*, a closed circle for the Parisian best and brightest. "After all," said one drop-out from the *agrégation*, who is now cultivating the good graces of powerful Lacanians "they're the only visible intellectuals around—the existentialists' cafés have given way to the psychoanalysts' couches."

Such analysts might be more interested in the mathemes than in the routine of daily practice. When patients report incomprehensible sessions during which their analysts seem to be "talking to someone else or giving a speech," it may reflect that their analysts are rehearsing for the *really* important encounter with a Freudian School luminary or an editor. The problem of the philosopher-manqué may appear more sharply at the Freudian School, where a highly politicized, theoretical, and even mathematically formalized psychoanalytic doctrine now has hegemony, but militant intellectualism runs through the entire French psychoanalytic community. The Freud who has "caught on" in almost all French analytic circles is more structuralist and poeticized than he ever has been before. During the international conferences at which psychoanalysts meet, American and British analysts describe even the more "medical" French analysts as "intellectual terrorists." Those who are dazzled by their theoretical leaps are not always sure where the leaps are leading; some suspect they are leading nowhere at all, but they are dazzled all the same.

At the Freudian School, where Lacan is everyone's *Maître*, young analysts sometimes feel particularly strong pressure to differentiate themselves from their patients, and this can lead to trying to impress patients by intellectual intimidation, and to some other problems as well. They feel a radical distinction between themselves and *le reste*, the mass of psychologists, nurses, social workers, and teachers who crowd Lacan's seminar. One young analyst, a patient of Lacan and a teacher at Vincennes, had nothing but disdain for the "average" Lacanian con-
sumer: “These people know nothing of Lacan. Perhaps they go to the Seminar, perhaps they own a copy of the *Ecrits* to impress their friends. For them, knowing a little makes them feel that they are part of something, but they don’t really belong at all.” This young analyst’s condescension may well be toward his own patients. Most of the people who “don’t understand” and who “don’t belong” tend to have little money, the wrong diplomas, and few connections. They go to the Lacanians who are just starting their practices—newly authorized *analystes praticiens*. These young analysts may charge them prices they can afford, but are the very ones who are most likely to see their patients as a psychoanalytic “subproletariat.”

French analysts have often criticized American psychoanalysts for “giving in” to the social pressure to provide “answers.” But French analysts face the same problem, and it seems that their model of American “normalization” as “giving in” was too simple. What is most subversive about psychoanalysis, its insistence on the ever-presence of another level of explanation, may be more denatured by the integration of psychoanalysis into everyday life and everyday language than by analysts’ participation in everyday institutions.

French analysts struggle to get their bearings in a situation in which many feel psychoanalysis is deeply threatened. Some try to “strike back” by a strategy of “militant retreat,” others by political militancy. The first group argues that there was a virtue as well as a necessity in the way things used to be in France when psychoanalysis was invisible to the public and was scorned by all establishments, including, as one analyst put it, the “anti-establishment establishment.” This group of “nostalgics” includes a broad spectrum of analysts, politically radical and conservative, and psychoanalytically Lacanian and non-Lacanian. They have little in common except a belief that psychoanalysis is “definitionally” subversive, but only when it is marginal. For them, psychoanalytic purity can only be recaptured if psychoanalysts “stay home” in private practice, off television and out of schools, hospitals, and universities. Their attempt to save a “revolutionary” psychoanalysis by beating a retreat into traditional practice may be rather futile: the popular diffusion of psychoanalysis follows the analyst right into the privacy of
his consulting room, brought in by his patients. Beyond the limitations of this nostalgic strategy lies the irony of arguing that psychoanalysis can be "revolutionary" only when conducted in its most classical, which is also to say in its most upper-class, setting.4

While some analysts are turning from the public back to the private, others are taking the opposite tack, and look to radical politics as a way to counter psychoanalytic normalization. We have already met these analysts many times: they are the veterans of May, the university activists, the antipsychiatric radicals. Their actions have given the "French Freud" much of its special flavor, but their strategy also suffers from contradictions.

Some of these contradictions may be local to France where radical politics often degenerates into a radical chic. Other tensions seem more universal. First, since the subversiveness of psychoanalysis lies in its assertion of a radical discontinuity between a hidden reality with which it is in touch and the world of the everyday, the analyst may undermine his impact by making it possible for the psychoanalytic relationship to become a continuation of political interests that he shares with his patient. One analyst put it this way: "Sharing a patient's political world by standing next to him at a demonstration can stop an analysis dead. Complicity is bad for analysis whether the complicity is for a good cause or a bad one, on the Right or the Left." Second, the marriage of psychoanalysis and radical politics may not work because, even when it has a strong political flavor, psychoanalysis may depoliticize people. The May events left a political legacy to French psychoanalysis, but the ensuing psychoanalytic culture also took many people who had been working for social change and refocused their energies on the possibilities for personal change, a pattern not unique in the history of failed revolutions.

Analysts who are committed to integrating psychoanalysis and political activism in their own lives are pained to watch some of their own patients drop out of politics as they become involved in their psyches. One analyst, a Communist, was anguished by this aspect of his practice: "The most painful is when patients talk about former political colleagues with the condescension of the enlightened."
French analysts have yet another "hope" in their efforts to combat or at least to run ahead of psychoanalytic normalization. This is Jacques Lacan.

Freud's technique was designed to create a relationship whose rules (and most specifically, whose golden rule "to say everything that comes to mind") defied social conventions and facilitated an openness about sexual matters that was forbidden elsewhere. In Freud's day, psychoanalysis was "beyond the law," but times have changed. The erotic is banalized, "everyone knows" how analysts behave, and "playing analyst" with one's friends and family has become a way for people to express caring and intimacy. French analysts are preoccupied with the question of what psychoanalysis must become and what psychoanalysts must do to remain "beyond the law" as Freud intended:

I feel that if I made the kinds of interpretations with my patients that Freud reports that he made with his, I would be doing something that my patients would find banal, perhaps funny. I would be laughed at for saying the obvious. It would seem pitiful, obvious, gross.

The power of analysis is the power of the unspoken, the imagined, the unexpected. My analysands are programmed to expect that they will imagine strange things about me, fall in love with me, hate me, dream about me—programmed, in short, to expect the unexpected. The power of the analysis is in the refusal to gratify the first level of demand [la première demande], but if my patients come to me with the desire to be in analysis with someone who "behaves" like an analyst, unless I invent and invent . . . and perhaps invent things that have never been associated with the analytic . . . I can end up by essentially gratifying this desire and the analysis can stop.

Many analysts saw Lacan's refusal to act in expected ways, or even to act in those unexpected ways that have come to be expected of him, as positive responses to psychoanalysis having become routine and predictable. In France today (where an illustrated book called Freud Explained to Children has become a popular birthday gift), it is hard to create the feeling that psychoanalysis is unfamiliar or illegitimate. In many ways, Lacan succeeds in doing both.

Lacan has made a career out of standing against the professionalization and normalization of psychoanalysis, but the Lacanian response to normalization, like the withdrawal from institutions and the
advance into politics, has its limitations. If he succeeded in disrupting the psychoanalytic ‘‘professional’’ routine, he may also have succeeded in creating a movement with religious overtones of which he is the guru. If he succeeded in bringing psychoanalysis back to what is most radical in the Freudian field of the unconscious, he may also have created a theory so abstract that its practice is in constant danger of degenerating into intellectual games. Analysts complain that their colleagues tend to be unnecessarily abstruse with their patients and with each other. Critics charge that they do this to reassure themselves that they are in a league with Lacan’s intellectual virtuosity. But even on this question of psychoanalytic opacity, some analysts see a possible virtue in the ‘‘over-intellectualization’’ that most people think of as the French psychoanalytic vice. They feel that the use of Lacanian opacity serves the social function of restoring a distance between public and analyst, a distance that is necessary for the transference and that has been badly eroded by popularization.

Americans criticize Lacan’s style as the ‘‘opposite of American clarity and frankness,’’ but for the French, this is exactly the point. There is nothing clear or frank about the unconscious. In any case, the French are convinced that the threat to psychoanalysis is oversimplification rather than its opposite. They are comforted by Lacan’s attacks on those who have taken the difficult and made it simple: ‘‘If Lacan brings us to new difficulties, isn’t it precisely in order to liberate us from so much that is facile.’’ 5 Many analysts believe that what is most radical in the psychoanalytic vision is the search for the ‘‘unacceptable’’ within and that Lacan repeatedly brings them back to it by confronting them with the unacceptable in himself. In large part, this is the power of Lacan’s seminar, where Lacan puts himself in the position of the analysand, publicly expressing, analyzing, and theorizing his own symptoms, much as Freud did in his early work.

It is not easy for analysts who have broken away from Lacan to appear at his seminar: even with a thousand listeners, Lacan has been known publicly to note such a ‘‘significant presence.’’ But analysts who have had bitter ruptures with Lacan and who claim that it would be ‘‘political suicide’’ to be seen at his seminar almost wistfully expressed the desire to attend once again, as if to recapture a closeness to a kind of
touchstone. Analysts speak of the seminar as a place to make contact with something precious that they cannot find in other places and that they fear they are losing in the routine practice of analytic work:

What Lacan is doing is taking his own hysterical capacities and using them to present the discourse of the unconscious in public, and although he brings it to a theoretical and poetic level, he captures the very tonality of what happens between analyst and patient. He can do this because he has no choice; he must... it is really happening there for him... That he has taken his audience as his analysts, there is the mark of his symptom, his megalomania... but that is not important... What is important is that he brings to our attention something very powerful that we tend to smooth over, even to erase because it frightens us: that our power as analysts comes from our confrontations with our own neuroses.

There are many who feel that Lacan’s contribution to keeping French psychoanalysis in touch with the power of the unacceptable comes not only from his ability to theorize his symptom in his seminar and in his writing, but more basically, from who he is. Analysts whom Lacan considers as enemies and traitors feel that Lacan offers them the hope of relief from the dilemma of psychoanalytic familiarity and acceptability, not in spite of his unorthodox practice and often outrageous public persona, but in part, as a result of them.

The temper tantrums, the aristocratic expectations that the caviar will be perfectly chilled, the toasts perfectly buttered, the champagne perfectly dry, the habit of summoning friends to see him, asking them a question and then dismissing them “until tomorrow” as though they were analytic patients in for their five-minute sessions rather than colleagues, all of these are part of Lacan’s power.

One afternoon during Lacan’s visit to Boston in December 1975, he and a small party (a mathematician, several visiting analysts, friends of Lacan) went to lunch at the Ritz. Lacan was wearing a silk shirt with a high clerical collar and a long fur which he placed on the back of his chair. The maitre d’ of this very formal dining room informed Lacan that the rules required that he check his coat and wear a tie. Lacan stormed out, past Boston matrons and bankers looking grave over their business lunches, hurling obscenities to the waiter, to the maitre d’, and to the world. When I told this story of Lacan’s noisy brush with Yankee
propriety to two of Lacan’s colleagues, each had an immediate response for or against Lacan. For one:

Of course! That is his greatness. The man who is comfortable with the outrageous. The obscenity that is on all of our lips but that we never dare say. All is permissible. He is analysis. The unthinkable. The forbidden-to-touch.

For the other:

Everything he does—how he eats, his stares, his dress, his histrionics—all of this provokes the most massive violent transference to him. The abusive father. The castrating mother. He is out of control, dangerous. It must stop.

* * *

Freud did not bring the plague to America. Much of what he considered to be the most revolutionary aspects of his thought was downplayed by American psychiatrists who wanted the acceptance of psychoanalysis to go smoothly. Freud shattered the notion of the self as a conscious, coherent actor, but American ego psychology went far toward pasting its parts back together again. Freud’s pessimism about the limits of personal change without social restructuring and his sense that “cure” was a notion that could do psychoanalysis as much harm as good got lost in the appropriation of psychoanalysis by American medicine.

In America, the tone of nonthreatening good citizenship continues. When, for example, in the 1970s American psychoanalytic institutes had trouble recruiting new candidates and finding patients for candidates to treat in supervised analytic work, institutes turned unabashedly to public relations. They held press conferences in which they stressed the usefulness of their service to the community and held “open house” cocktail parties where everyone could see that analysts were not mysterious but just “plain folks.” In short, American psychoanalysis has tried to fit in by stressing its proximity rather than its distance from the world of the everyday.

Many French psychoanalysts feel that what the Americans did with Freud was psychoanalytic suicide. Others, less hostile, take it as a warning about the price of popularity. Psychoanalysis may be accepted
if it presents itself as acceptable, but the essence of psychoanalysis is its contact with an almost definitionally unacceptable truth: man is not his own center. The question for the majority of French analysts is whether things can be different for them. Their effort to make them different through a policy of nostalgic retreat seems like an exercise in futility, but politics and Lacanism are making a difference and their synergism has created an environment that is unique in the history of psychoanalysis.

We know that Freud took a certain comfort when he saw resistance to psychoanalysis because he believed that when people really understood his message they had reason to feel hesitant and afraid. So, on the grounds that resistance was a sign of a significant measure of understanding, Freud predicted that psychoanalysis would have won its final and decisive battle when it had “won over” the culture that had been most hostile to it. We may already have seen this happen: the French resistance to psychoanalysis was paradigmatic, and the acceptance equally so. But what Freud may not have seen is that psychoanalysis faced more significant battles that were not over conquest, but over its internal contradictions, battles not with the outside but with the inside.

There is an irony in Freud’s blind spot. He who taught us that the individual’s greatest battle is within himself somehow imagined that psychoanalysis would triumph if it dealt with external enemies. In France, the struggle with internal contradiction has lasted long after the external enemies have been defeated or, as in the case of existentialists and Marxists, have been turned into friends. In this book, we have met some of these contradictions which range from the contradiction between psychoanalysis and the psychoanalytic institution to the contradiction between psychoanalysis and its social success. In France, these contradictions are being lived, not just theorized. France is the stage for a battle that has the greatest significance for the future of psychoanalysis. But it is not the battle for acceptance that Freud imagined. It is the battle of psychoanalysis against itself.
Conclusion

From May 1968

to the New Philosophy

No wonder the ancient cultures of conceit in his technique of unsettlement foresaw the fall of princes, the collapse of their lucrative patterns of frustration:

if he succeeded, why, the Generalised Life would become impossible, the monolith of State be broken and prevented the co-operation of avengers.

W. H. Auden
"In Memory of Sigmund Freud"

ALTHOUGH Freud certainly saw psychoanalysis as revolutionary in its implications, he might not have recognized himself in Auden’s description as an agent of the fall of princes and the destruction of the monolith of the state. The politics of the theorist bear no necessary relation to the political impact of his thought. For example, the first American ego psychologists were sympathetic to the Left and believed that they were radicalizing psychoanalysis by theorizing it in a way that allowed the individual more freedom for action. Yet, their model of the autonomous individual drew people away from politics toward a search for personal solutions. Similarly, the human potential theorists of the 1960s were self-styled radicals who believed that their attempts to
"green America" were consonant with their earlier attempts to change it through the civil rights and antiwar movements. Yet, their theories seemed to offer the promise that one could escape from society into self-actualization. The politics of the theorist are not necessarily the politics of the theory.

Thus, the Lacanians and Althusserians who exhort a return to a politically "subversive" Freud are neither returning to Freud's political positions nor to what Freud wrote about politics. Freud's own attempts to apply his theory to social analysis are given no privileged status: for the French, far from spelling out the radical consequences of his more fundamental ideas which challenge standard ways of knowing and standard methodologies of testing our knowledge, they reduce history and sociology to the processes suggested by the more mechanistic elements of the metapsychology. What is subversive is to be found in the core of his theory: in the model of the unconscious, in its laws and the effects of symbols. This is Freud's science of the unconscious. And as we have seen, for Althusser and Lacan "only the science is subversive."

It is most subversive in its methodology of interpretation and analysis of contradiction. In this it is central to the concerns of Marxists who share with Freudians the belief that there is contradiction inherent in every advance and that every advance proceeds from an analysis of contradiction. But as we have seen, Freud's French Revolution has not recruited its troops primarily among those whose first concern is the development of psychoanalytic science. It has offered images that have proved highly evocative to many people who have not necessarily used these images with great rigor. The images have been "good to think with." For example, we have seen Lacan's portrait of the social-linguistic construction of the subject in the symbolic dimension become a common idiom in French political discourse, where in the decade since 1968 much of social thought has situated itself in "Lacanian space." That is to say, it has accepted some of the fundamentals of Lacan's theory: in particular, the notions that man is constituted by his language, that our discourse embodies the society beyond, and that there is no autonomous ego.

Of course, people have situated themselves somewhat differently even within this space: for some, representative of a new, naturalistic politi-
cal thought, Lacan was the theorist of a return to the imaginary. For others, among them Maoists deeply concerned with the nature of superstructure, he was the theorist of a transformation of the symbolic. But for all, he has offered a new way of thinking about the social and linguistic construction of the self. The influence of Lacan’s ideas on how people put together their thoughts about politics and language is illustrated by a new French popular philosophy and by the French appreciation of Alexander Solzhenitsyn.

The events of May 1968 and the Russian invasion of Czechoslovakia which followed later that summer left a bitter legacy. In this atmosphere, Solzhenitsyn’s novels about the prison camps in Russia had a waiting audience. His work, which portrayed the encounter between the individual and the Gulag (the system of Soviet prisons and places of exile), was read as resonant with Lacan’s description of our encounter with the symbolic. The prevalence of a psychoanalytic culture that stressed that there is a politics in our language prepared Solzhenitsyn’s audience to read his descriptions of the coherent discourse of the Soviet camps as a significant political statement, as significant as his exposés of Soviet brutality.

It is an old idea that stone walls do not always make the most effective prisons, that man can be more deeply enmeshed by his own “mind-forged manacles.” This image from Blake can be read to suggest that an autonomous man has tragically let himself become the agent of his own enslavement. But in Solzhenitsyn’s Gulag, an internally coherent discourse possesses, even reconstitutes, men, both guards and prisoners. The Gulag inhabits the people as much as the people inhabit the Gulag. Heavily influenced by a Lacanian perspective which might analogize the Gulag’s discourse to that of the symbolic, recent French writers have in effect asked: “Does the discourse of the Gulag owe its power to what it shares with the discourse of the Russian Marxist state or, indeed, of all bureaucratic states?”

“The Soviet camps are Marxist, as Marxist as Auschwitz was Nazi,” was the message that Bernard-Henri Lévy took from Solzhenitsyn’s writing.² For Lévy, one of a group of young philosophers known as the “new philosophers,” the lesson of Solzhenitsyn was that Marxism was not in crisis, compromised by “deviations,” but that the “de-
viations”—prison camps and the rest—were consistent with the whole Marxist enterprise. May was not a failed revolution; what it failed to achieve could never be achieved: the Marxist myth of an end to history. There would be no end to history, no withering of the state, no classless harmony among men: “The world is not going well and without a doubt things are not going to get better.”

These philosophers, who wrote of “life as a lost cause and history a played out idea,” had a fabulous publishing success in Paris in 1977–78. Ten years after the May rebels had declared “everything is possible,” a powerful, popular philosophy of pessimism gained ground. These “new philosophers” see all ideologies which envisage an end point to history (whether the classless society or the society of desiring-machines) as dangerous: theories that promise an end to power relations convince people that they can judge present means by that future end and so rationalize labor camps and mass slaughter. But according to Lévy, these theories are wrong. Deeply rooted in the unconscious is the inevitability of power. It is the fundamental social fact, “the fatality that bends history to its rule.” The only ethical way to live, says Lévy, is to take the goal of limiting power as a basis for one’s actions without believing that power can ever really be eliminated.

When in the early 1950s Albert Camus wanted to express a similar message, he searched for an image deeply embedded in his culture, an image which would convey the paradox of action without hope of a final solution. He turned to Greek mythology and to the myth of Sisyphus who labors to push a giant boulder up a mountain only to have it roll back down the slope. The gods may laugh, but Sisyphus labors eternally, because if he should cease for even a moment he would then be crushed. When, a quarter of a century later, Lévy searched for a metaphor, he chose differently and told his story through the symbology of the Lacanian trinity: the imaginary, the symbolic, and the real.

A decade of naturalistic social theory and a decade of Marxist thought had expressed themselves using a Lacanian idiom. Now Lévy, who attacked both naturalism and Marxism for their myths of the dissolution of power, turned to this idiom himself: Lévy was drawn to Lacan as the theorist of the “impossible.” His ethical project, a project of contradiction, is easily analogized to the psychoanalytic one. We concep-
tualize the reconstitution of the associative chains as though we could reach the ultimate signifier although we know we cannot. For Lévy, a Freudian politics that understands constraint, contradiction, and the inevitability of power is our only hope, and it is Lacan who suggests its form with his theory of knots, his new topographical image for the indissociability of the imaginary, symbolic, and real. Power is tied to desire and to the impossibility of final resolutions just as the symbolic is tied to the imaginary and the real. There is no escape to the imaginary except through psychosis, and for Lévy this is not a workable political solution. There is no utopia, no “beach under the cobblestones.”

The May events, that most optimistic of social festivals during which people acted without stopping to reflect or theorize, gave way to a profound pessimism in theory that expressed itself in the metaphor of the psychoanalytic culture and looked toward a Freudian politics of the impossible. While May had left some with new hope for a politics of language and desire, for Lévy the event had been decisive in exactly the opposite sense. It led him to imagine an encyclopedia definition of socialism from the year 2000 as:


* * *

We began our reflections on the French psychoanalytic culture with the 1968 events, and we end with them. In terms of traditional economic and political analysis, the events were impensable, “unthinkable”; they should not have happened. And when they were over, there was no one way to think them through and make coherent what to many people seemed like a dream only a few days after things had returned to normal. Even while they were on the barricades, student leaders signed publishing contracts and—along with sociologists, journalists, economists, political scientists, literary critics, philosophers, and psychoanalysts—made writing books about May–June 1968 into a new French cottage industry. In the two years after the events, over a thousand books appeared in France which “made sense” of them. The May–June events became a giant projective test. As with a Rorschach, the shape was inchoate and ambiguous, and everybody saw what they
wanted or "needed" to see. Sociologists who had spent their careers analyzing bureaucratic dysfunctions saw the events as a crisis of French bureaucratic society, existential Marxists saw the beginning of a new society of self-management, while the Communist Party saw a petit-bourgeois farce.

But the events were more than a projective screen. They were a powerful personal experience. French people who had lived all their lives in a society whose Napoleonic bureaucracy had once been a point of national pride and whose bureaucratic procedures for life's simplest matters had long since become an object of national satire, found themselves in a two-month period when structures dissolved, where there were no rules. People who had grown up with rigid notions of privacy and a sense that the informal was almost always inappropriate had found themselves on the street in a festival atmosphere where everybody spoke to everybody.

The power of the May events was heightened by the fact that they were only the most recent expression of what has always been a major theme in French political history: the tension between the individual and the constraints of a highly structured society. This tension has led to wild pendulum swings from government by bureaucracy or authoritarian leaders to the negation of constraint in assertions of antistructure like the Paris Commune and May 1968. While the flood of books about May–June may have stopped by the early 1970s, the preoccupation with the issues raised by the events was far from over. As we have suggested throughout this book, involvement with the new psychoanalytic culture was a way of continuing contact with the personal and political issues which May 1968 brought to the surface.

Among many other things, May–June 1968 left people thinking about the question of how desire, sexuality, and self-expression could be part of a revolutionary movement; and "thinking through the events" required a theory which could integrate politics and the person. This theory was psychoanalysis.

We have suggested a similar relationship between the Occupation and Resistance, which left people preoccupied with questions of choice, freedom, and constraint, and the existential movement, which took these questions as its theoretical scaffolding. When we speak of "think-
ing the Resistance” by “thinking existentialism” or “thinking May–
June” by “thinking psychoanalysis,” we are not merely describing a
use of the theory to explain social events. People can also use a theory
to “think through” powerful cultural images, to help them to arrange
these images into new and clearer patterns. In the case of May–June and
psychoanalysis, people used contact with the theory to keep in touch
with the stuff of which the events were made. For a person to use theory
in this way does not require a full understanding of its subtleties. This
theoretical “tinkering” can serve as the object of a sociology of “superfi­
cial knowledge” which does not trivialize the meaning of that knowl­
edge in the life of the person, or of the society.

My argument that the French psychoanalytic “takeoff” was fueled
by its ability to serve as a carrier for issues raised by May is strength­
ened by recognizing how other popular trends in recent French intellec­
tual life serve the same function. Lacan, Solzhenitsyn, and the “new
philosophers” have all been read as theorists of the tension between the
individual and society. We have seen how Lacan described the con­
struction of the subject by society and language; for many French intel­
lectuals, Solzhenitsyn made it impossible to ever again see the Soviet
concentration camps as “errors” and again forcefully raised the ques­
tion of the politics of discourse. Involvement with Solzhenitsyn’s litera­
ture or with Lacan’s reflection on the transaction among the imaginary,
symbolic, and real was a way for May themes to go underground and
find expression in realms that were of but not in politics. But
with the new philosophers, the May criticism of systems, structures,
and ideologies broke to the surface in a frankly political discourse
whose basic message was that all ideologies are bad, including, and
perhaps most of all, the radical “protestant” ideologies that encourage
their believers to “do what they wish.” The injunction to freedom is a
paradox. The Maitre is still present. In this book we have seen this
paradox at work in psychoanalytic politics. We have seen it in Lacan’s
relation to disciples at the Freudian School, where the policy of self­
authorization is in conflict with the presence of a Maitre whose author­
ity authorizes the self-authorization. This conflict may be paradigmatic
for political contradiction beyond the psychoanalytic world.

Lacan is a psychoanalyst; the new philosophers are political writers;
Solzhenitsyn is a novelist. In no way do we equate what they have to say, their intents, or the quality of their work. What we are suggesting is that they have captured the public imagination in France for similar reasons.

Understanding this resonance between the French Freud, other intellectual movements, and the larger society serves our ethnographic intent. But looking at the story of contemporary French psychoanalysis has consistently raised questions that go far beyond that framework. We have suggested that Lacan's description of the transaction between the imaginary and symbolic has been a powerful heuristic for social theorists who have wanted to think through the relationship of individual and society, the role of language in politics, and the role of ideology. And we have suggested that more popularized versions of psychoanalytic ideas have helped the French think through their contemporary social experience where rules and certainties are in the process of eroding. Psychoanalysis has also been a way for us to “think through” issues that go beyond it: the relationship between politics and the person, the tension between a subversive science and its social acceptance, the contradiction between a scientific stance of radical self-doubt and the presence of a Maître.

Freud believed his theory was subversive because it told “unacceptable truths.” Among its unacceptable truths, Freud emphasized the sexual foundation of psychoanalytic theory. Writing in the world of early twentieth-century “civilized” morality, he feared that this would be the first thing that others would water down. Since Freud’s day there has been continuing debate on the question of whether or not psychoanalysis is revolutionary. Many argue that psychoanalysis was revolutionary but only in the sexually repressive society from which it sprung. Now, they argue, with more permissive sexual codes and with its integration into mass culture, psychoanalysis is part of the status quo.

Contemporary French psychoanalytic thought suggests a more fundamental way in which psychoanalysis is unacceptable. It insists on the presence of social forces within the individual, on the interpenetration of individual and society. This perspective seeks to analyze the truth of the subject and the society in relationship to each other, and in doing so it underscores another psychoanalytic “unacceptable truth”: the indi-
individual is not his own center; he is inhabited by the society through his use of language. The domination by language is inevitable. Only the psychotic escapes. For the individual this eliminates the possibility of personal transcendence. For a political movement, it eliminates the possibility of mechanistic materialism, the dream that it might be possible to make a new social order without making new men.

In the past, most ideas about radical change have been dichotomized. Some have looked more to changing social institutions, and others have believed that revolutions could be made by the liberation of the mind and the purification of the heart. A psychoanalytic politics refuses this dichotomy. It sets a new agenda for political thought, demanding that it continually confront the essential complexity inherent in strategies of change: if society inhabits each individual, who among us can take up arms against society? In the years after the First World War, the theorists of the Frankfurt School argued that such questions were central to Marxist science and Marxist politics.

As we look at the development of the French Freud, we see two different, equally important ways in which it breaks new ground in dealing with this problem. The first is in the realm of theoretical analysis. Lacan’s theorization of the symbolic order has offered a powerful framework for thinking about the transaction between the individual and society. The second is of a sociological order. In the past, concern with the problem of subjectivity in revolution remained within the confines of academic seminars and activist study groups. In the 1960s in America, carried in part by the popularity of Marcuse’s ideas, it broke out into a wider student movement. In France, carried by Lacanian thought, it has been able to spread further and sustain itself longer. It is not enough for a revolutionary theory to satisfy the theorists. It must also have the power to move out, to become a culture. In France this has happened. In its details, the French psychoanalytic culture betrays some contradiction and immaturity, but its integration of theoretical depth and social resonance gives new plausibility to the idea that a psychoanalytic politics may yet reveal itself as one of our century’s most revolutionary forces.
Epilogue

Lacan in America:
Poetry and Science

When Freud came to America in 1909, he courted American medicine. In November 1975, at the age of seventy-four, Jacques Lacan made a second visit to the United States, knowing that Freud had lived to regret his too easy successes with American physicians and believing that American medicine had failed psychoanalysis for over half a century. His agenda had to be more complex.

Lacan’s American itinerary brought him to New Haven, New York, and Cambridge, where he was to meet with the American analysts he had denigrated as technicians and who had rejected him as a renegade, and with mathematicians, linguists, and logicians whose work had become part of the theoretical scaffolding for his own contributions. The American visit was highly charged: analysts could accept or not accept him as a colleague, and mathematicians and linguists could recognize or not recognize a kinship with his efforts at constructing a psychoanalytic science.

Lacan stood in front of an expanse of green chalkboard in a conference room at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology School of Engineering. Behind him, painstakingly sketched in colored chalk, was a series of knots:
These, he explained, were Borromean knots made of interlocking circles. When one is cut, the whole chain of circles becomes undone. Wherever Lacan had been in America, he had spoken of these knots. Before each talk, he had spent hours drawing the knots in four colors, designating the imaginary, the real, the symbolic, and a fourth circle which he called the "symptom" (symptôme). When Lacan was speaking to audiences of psychoanalysts, the drawings of complex knots and the language of topology were themselves a barrier to communication.
But now, at MIT, formal representation and mathematical rigor presented no problem. The problem was in what Lacan was saying. After carefully describing manipulations to prove that a series of representations on the board were all the same knot, Lacan went on to give the knot a name.

I call the knot with three circles the figure of psychic reality, and $\Sigma$ is the symptom. The symptom is the special mark of the human dimension. Perhaps God has symptoms, but his understanding is most probably paranoid. . . . We encounter the Trinity all the time. Notably in the sexual domain. There, it is not held fixed by an individual alone but also by an other. . . . The pretended mystery of the divine Trinity reflects what is in each of us; what is illustrated best is paranoid knowledge. . . .

For most of the mathematicians, linguists, and philosophers in his audience, the question of whether this man was doing poetry or science did not even present itself. He simply seemed incomprehensible. How can we begin to make a bit more sense out of Lacan’s attempt to pull together topology, trinities, and symptoms?

There are several ways in which mathematicians might enter a theoretical discourse about the nature of man. Mathematics can be used metaphorically; or it can be used very literally in the construction of precise and delimited mathematical models. Lacan’s use of topology fits neither of these familiar categories. It is too sustained on a technical level to be dismissed as “pure metaphor”; it is not delimited enough to be a model. What is it? Understanding its several differences from more typical uses of mathematical models in psychology brings us closer to answering the question.

Often the purpose of a mathematical model in psychology is to calculate the consequences of a given manipulation on a given situation. The formula is the instrument that lets you “crank the handle.” There is nothing of this predictive intent in what Lacan is doing with the knots. Often the psychologist’s use of a mathematical model is more conceptual than predictive: certain problems are elucidated by being presented entirely within the framework of a mathematizable microworld. These mathematizable phenomena are factored out of the rest of reality which is left for another time and another theory. They have deliberately been
made functionally invisible to the scientist. Lacan wants to capture some aspect of the mind through mathematization, what he calls a "mathematizable minimum," but he is not willing to filter out the rest even temporarily. Thus, he might begin a paragraph with a description of how to manipulate knots and end it with a question about God. For the mathematical psychologist, the justification for his theory is its product, that is, the true statements it will generate. For Lacan, the process of theorizing itself takes on a privileged role. He speaks of how manipulating and perforating spheres in the "praxis of knots" is "the thing to which the spirit is most rebel." The circles that make up the knots are sections of spheres, "man's first representations of his own body and his first conceptions of science." The knots "so contradict our global sense of our bodies as enveloped and enveloping that to try oneself in the praxis of knots is to shatter inhibition," perhaps because it threatens our images of our bodies and our images of our science by reminding us of a connection between them.

It is clear that for Lacan the role of mathematical theory is psychoanalytic. Doing the theory—working on the knots, practicing the manipulations—enters as an integral element, indeed, the critical element in the emergence of insight about the self, in the same sense that psychoanalytic insight grows out of the lived relationship with an analyst.

The mathematical modeler often sees his enterprise as scientific and precise, as opposed to literary or poetic. Lacan refuses this dichotomy. He cuts across a line between poetry and science that has become axiomatic in the philosophy if not in the practice of Western science.

Occasionally a physicist or mathematician describes what he does in poetic terms. His discourse may be seen as interesting, but it is judged peripheral to the fundamentals of his "science." Even if its relation to philosophical issues is granted, it is considered to be irrelevant to scientific practice. For the physicist, the question of the line between poetry and science can be a matter for Sunday morning rumination because on Monday morning he can relegate it to the philosophers of science and get back to the "real business" of being a physicist. He can factor out poetry from scientific function because for him there is a clear distinction between his creative, partly intuitive mental processes, which lead
him to discover the fundamental particles, and the fundamental particles themselves. For the psychoanalyst, the distinction is less clear: process and product may be one.

Lacan’s MIT audience, used to a polished university discourse, found the Lacanian presentation confusing; some of them even interpreted it as an insulting lack of preparation. The discussion period made matters worse: Lacan answered a question about the relationship between interior and exterior by stating that, as an analyst, he was not at all certain that man even had an interior:

The only thing that seems to me to testify to it is that which we produce as excrement. The characteristic of a human being is that—and this is very much in contrast with other animals—he doesn’t know what to do with his shit. He is encumbered by his shit. Why is he so encumbered while these things are so discreet in nature? Of course it is true that we are always coming across cat shit, but a cat counts as a civilized animal. But if you take elephants, it is striking how little space their leavings take up in nature, whereas when you think of it, elephant turds could be enormous. The discretion of the elephant is a curious thing. Civilization means shit, cloaca maxima.

The seminar came to an end soon after this digression on the excrement of elephants and others. By the time his audience shuffled out of the seminar and on to dinner at the Ritz, grumblings about Lacanian incomprehensibility had given way to protests about his deliriousness or senility. A rational discourse, the kind of discourse that would be accepted in the university, can be about topology, or it can be about elephant shit as an example of Dadaist poetry. But Lacan was not speaking about mathematics or poetry or psychoanalysis. He was trying to do them.

When Lacan was asked why he came to the United States, he said, “I have come to speak.” In other words, he would not speak of psychoanalysis; his speech itself would be a psychoanalytic discourse. He distinguishes this psychoanalytic discourse, which he himself characterized at MIT as “a discourse close to delirium,” from a university discourse, where language is taken over by its object. In a certain sense, in the psychoanalytic discourse all objects are taken over by language. For Lacan, “language is the condition of the unconscious”; the message about the unconscious in the psychoanalytic discourse is
deeply embedded in its medium, in its language and style. The Ameri­
can audience was expecting an expert who would spell out for them his new theory of the mind; instead, they got a man who simply spoke and who made it clear that, despite their expectations, “I don’t have a con­
ception of the world; I have a style.”

When Americans heard Lacan speak of Borromean knots, Greek science, paranoia, the concept of number, of symptoms, of phonemes, of spheres, and elephant shit, they were baffled. They tried to find a code to decipher the communication. They may have missed the point. Lacan wants his audience to enter into the circle of his language without trying to understand it from the “outside.” Lacan takes his struc­
turalism seriously. If you assume that man is inhabited by language, then the suggestion that you relate to a psychoanalytic discourse, in par­
ticular his, by letting it inhabit you makes sense. And as in any psycho­
analytic experience, there should be no expectation that things will hap­
pen quickly. Lacan makes it clear that understanding him requires time and a process of “working through”: “It is empirical fact . . . that after ten years time, what I have written becomes clear to everyone.”

Americans think of themselves as a pragmatic people; and they also like to think of themselves as responsive to intellectual humility. They found cold comfort in Lacan’s assurance that with ten years’ work they would be sure to understand or in his idea that what he had to say was embedded in his style.

Americans often fear that when style is stressed, it is stressed at the expense of substance. Lacan the stylist was mistrusted, seen as frivo­
lous and uninterested in “getting a message across.” Lacan was trying to get a message across, but he was trying to do it across an ocean of dif­
fferences in cultural and intellectual traditions.

Americans are quick to equate the gestural with the superficial; but in France, a nation of stylists, style and substance are not so sharply dichoto­
mized. Style of dress, speech, and physical bearing are seen as ex­
pressions of the inner man; gesture is studied and significant. Even small differences in the formulas for closing a letter carry subtle nu­
ances. In France, stylized gesture becomes art: mime. Charlie Chaplin and Buster Keaton are beloved.

French structuralism has intellectually legitimated the French na-
tional preoccupation with style by erasing the line between what is said and how it is said and by arguing that style is the key to substance. While American behavioral scientists are encouraged to "get their results out" in easily abstractable articles, the model that is set by the dean of French structuralism, Claude Lévi-Strauss, is to write one's books in elaborate homologies with their subjects. So, for example, Lévi-Strauss structured *The Raw and the Cooked* in the form of a musical concerto. Scholars justified this extrapolation from music on intellectual grounds, but it also can be seen as consonant with a long French tradition of intellectual play, even intellectual teasing.

In the early years of the twentieth century, a group of young French mathematicians invented Nicholas Bourbaki, and by signing their collaborative articles in his name, they made "him" the founder of one of the most important movements in twentieth-century mathematical thought. Lévi-Strauss put the picture of a wild pansy on the cover of his masterwork on primitive thought, *La Pensée sauvage*, punning "wild pansy" (*pensée*) with "wild thought" (*pensée*). When the American is faced with Levi-Strauss's "Overtures" and pansies, with the Bourbaki School, or with the infinite regress of Lacanian literary conceits, he wants to know if this is "play" or if this is "serious." He seems to have the idea that if it is not the one it must be the other. But for Lacan himself, wit, word games, jokes, mythology making, the materials of the poet, are all part of a kind of play that is inseparable from what is most serious about the psychoanalytic enterprise. If the analyst does not subvert the line between work and play, he is doing neither science nor poetry, and if the analyst does not subvert the line between science and poetry, he is not a psychoanalyst at all.

In France, Lacan is celebrated and notorious; he is hated, loved, and feared. He is at the center of a web of complex personal relationships and at the center of a psychoanalytic school with complex internal politics. For many French psychoanalysts, Lacan is either their analyst, their analyst's analyst, or their analyst's enemy. Lacan has become a prisoner of a psychoanalytic mythology, history, and politics that he has created around himself. In France it is often difficult for people to discuss Lacan's psychoanalytic ideas apart from the psychoanalytic and extra-psychoanalytic political contexts in which they have found ex-
pression. Lacan's ideas about involving mathematicians and linguists in psychoanalytic research are "heard" through the filter of what he has done at Vincennes. Lacan's ideas about psychoanalysis and topology are "heard" through the filter of the division in the Freudian School between those who are for the matheme and those who are against it. Lacan's interest in the process by which someone authorizes him or herself to assume the position of an analyst is "heard" as part of the debate on the pass that tore apart the Freudian School.

In America, the fundamental question addressed in the pass, once removed from the institutional context in which an answer to it might mean "promotion" to Lacan's inner circle, was heard as simple, direct, and important. And Lacan asked it whenever he was before a group of analysts small enough to allow for an open conversation. He asked each analyst to speak of "how one day... and it did happen 'one day' because being an analyst is not a natural state... you believed yourself authorized to put yourself in the position of an analyst..." As with the academicians, Lacan did not speak about psychoanalysis but asked for collaboration in an enterprise of a psychoanalytic order. And it was a collaboration because, wherever he asked the question, he was willing to answer it for himself as well. Lacan spoke of how as a young psychiatrist he studied and wrote about paranoia and found himself increasingly preoccupied with it. He found himself turning to psychoanalysis, which "Freud had called a kind of 'reasoned paranoia.' " Lacan made it clear that for him the decision to become an analyst had had nothing to do with rational planning: he described it as a "slipping," a "slide," "something I had to do."

In a dialogue with an analyst who claimed that she had chosen her profession out of her sense of being the sort of strong person whom others could turn to for help, Lacan admitted that he had come to analysis "in just the opposite way," drawn to the way Freud had emphasized not man's strength but his vulnerability. Lacan spoke of the analyst as someone deeply in touch with the sense of being at risk and deeply in touch with the knowledge "that it is possible for each of us to go mad." And in response to an analyst who claimed to have become one because a given psychoanalytic society was receptive to candidates at just the right time, Lacan spoke of how he had found himself angry, even
enraged at the psychoanalytic institution, perhaps because he feared that it could rob him of his powers: "I was struck by the relative incapacity of Freud’s disciples . . . at a certain moment, they didn’t seem able to say anything anymore."

Implicit in Lacan’s question about becoming an analyst, and in his own answers to it, was his belief that the only meaningful way to talk about the authorization to become an analyst is in terms of an authorization from within. At a meeting of analysts in Boston, he made the point explicit. He said that he was interested in "an authentic response" to his question, and this had to go beyond the question of an institution, beyond the question of what happened in the Boston Psychoanalytic Society. The fact of an analytic society means a recruitment. But what is important is what happened within each of you . . . this is a question of differences that goes beyond recruitment where you are told: come here, join us . . . you will make as good a soldier as another.

At other moments in his career, Lacan had been critical and shrill in his attitude toward American psychoanalysis, attacking its medical professionalization in the name of a subversive psychoanalytic poetry and attacking its biologism and psychologism in the name of a subversive psychoanalytic science. Now he neither criticized nor proselytized. He simply asked people to share his idea of a "psychoanalytic reformation." Luther cried out against the institutionalization of faith in a church bureaucracy that traded on good works and rewarded people for following rules and a clear chain of command. From the point of view of psychoanalytic protestantism, the psychoanalytic institution sells its indulgences for the price of a medical degree, a psychiatric residency, a training analysis, and promises of obedience to dogma. Lacan, like Luther, is trying to draw attention to the moment when each must stand alone and make a personal commitment, not to an institution, but to a belief or vocation.

To commit oneself and declare oneself is a process of making oneself. The word "poetry" derives from the Greek poiein, "to make." Lacan’s psychoanalytic protestantism stresses the person as he makes himself; it is a kind of poetry of the person. For Lacan, the poet and the psychoanalyst are closely related through their relationship to language. Man "makes" and produces language; yet he also is made by language,
inhabited by it. The poet and the analyst both carry this universal relation to language to a higher power: the poet makes a poem; yet his verses also "make" him . . . the analyst too is specially inhabited by the word and "is more made than others." Lacan's question about the authorization of an analyst is designed to grasp how an individual comes to accept the special relation to language that, for the analyst as for the poet, puts him at some risk. Lacan believes that they both are trying to grab hold of something that Freud called the psychoanalytic "impossible" and that he calls the real. In America, Lacan characterized the real by its elusiveness: "when we bang our heads against a stone wall, we are struggling with the real." The search for the real can lead to a kind of delirium—or in any case to a delirious discourse. This is how Lacan sees both psychoanalysis and poetry. When Lacan described the "icy road" that had brought him to his life as an analyst, he was clearly describing himself as someone whose own attempts to understand had put him in some peril. He spoke of being "haunted" and "troubled" by his own formulations and by his attempts to be rigorous about the real, which "only the mad" fully believe in. At Yale, he put it this way: "Psychosis is an attempt at rigor. In this sense, I would say that I am psychotic. I am psychotic for the simple reason that I have always tried to be rigorous."

Lacan clearly has a sense of walking on a precarious line that divides science from poetry, rigor from delirium; he is involved in a constant process of balancing. Indeed, it sometimes looks as though his strategy is to bounce from the scientific to the poetic, using "doses" of each as a corrective to the other in order to protect psychoanalysis from over-poetization as well as from scientific reductionism. This strategy means that there is tension between Lacan and most audiences, and such tensions surfaced many times during his American trip.

At a seminar at Yale, Lacan was surrounded by literary scholars, psychoanalysts, and philosophers. Most members of this audience were believers in the value of a hermeneutic approach to all sciences of the mind. When the idea was expressed that perhaps psychoanalysis and linguistics were science enough since, by whatever means, both "brought us closer to an unknown reality," Lacan cut the comment short: the answer was no. That was not science. More was needed. Gen-
une science had to follow in the line of Galileo and Newton. In other words, science was only science when it was expressed in equations. And although
we use language to teach science, scientific formulas must be expressed in little letters. To explain $\frac{1}{2}mv^2$, the relationship between mass and acceleration, by using language is only a long detour. Science is that which holds together in its relation to the real due to the usage of little letters.

But when, in a conversation with Noam Chomsky at MIT, a highly formalized view of science was expressed, Lacan sensed that a different antidote was needed and swung to the other pole. Lacan was telling Chomsky why he was preoccupied with *lalangue*, his way of denoting a specific language with its own particular "equivocations," its special pattern of internal resonance and multiple meanings. On the blackboard of Chomsky's office, Lacan wrote:

\begin{align*}
Deux \\
D'eux
\end{align*}

These are the French words for "two" and "of them," and in French, their pronunciation is identical. In a corner of the board, Lacan wrote another French word, *Dieu*, "God," a word which is pronounced only slightly differently from the other two.

Lacan asked Chomsky the same question that he had asked of Roman Jakobson the day before: are such puns, the stuff from which psychoanalytic interpretation is made, intrinsic to language or merely accidental features of particular ones? Chomsky responded to Lacan much as Lacan had responded to the hermeneuticists at Yale the week before. He confronted Lacan with a view of linguistic science in the spirit of the Newtonian equations that Lacan had been praising, a formalized statement of laws that are universal across all languages. Lacan had asked if linguistics could help the analysts with the problem of punning and equivocation, and Chomsky reponded that these were not even problems for a scientific linguistics. Scientific linguistics had to study similarities in language, not the differences among them. The language function, according to Chomsky, "was like an organ of the body, an ear, for example." When we look closely at different people's ears, we
are going to see differences, but if we focus on the differences we will be distracted from the real job of trying to understand what all ears have in common, how they work. Lacan, visibly moved, declared that, next to Chomsky's approach, "I am a poet."

Lacan's behavior in these two incidents was not all modulated. He asserted the need for equational science among those who he feels use poetic justifications to avoid the hard and rigorous work ahead and asserted the need for poetry among others who may be allowing scientific rigor to narrow their field of vision. The lack of modulation extended into the assumptions that Lacan seemed to be expressing about the nature of science itself. In the discussion at Yale, for example, when he spoke of the "science of little letters," he seemed to consider as science only those activities of inquiry that closely fit a natural science model. At Yale, Lacan did say that for the moment he was only formalizing "a mathematizable minimum," but he left his vision of the future unclear. Many people who listen to Lacan feel that his work encourages a disquieting vision of an ultimate de-poetization of psychoanalysis through formalism. The question was raised as to whether Lacan's conception of poetics in psychoanalysis is that it constitutes an interim measure, what you have to fall back on while you still do not have a complete and coherent scientific theory. Is science the vision of the future and poetry the paltry means of the past that has now become the means of the meantime?

In France, these problems of interpretation have become issues for heated debate. In particular, people who have followed Lacan through a career in which he fought against mechanistic theory and rigid institutions, and in which he has continually drawn people back to the existential statement within the psychoanalytic vocation, have a hard time accepting that his vision is that, in the end, all will be matheme. It certainly is true that Lacan's words often seem to support this literal reading of his views on psychoanalytic science, but this interpretation is not wholly plausible and certainly does not tell the whole story. If one focuses on Lacan's behavior and his own level of discourse, one may be led to a different attitude in which the image of the matheme is taken seriously, but taken seriously as a poetic device. In this second view, the mathematization of psychoanalysis will never really be complete,
but its presence as an aspiration is used to keep psychoanalysis working in a positive relation to science. This means that the psychoanalytic bias will be toward discovery and innovation rather than reliance on dogma or falling back on technique with no sense of experiment. Whereas the first interpretation devalues poetry by seeing it as expediency, the second devalues science by seeing it as fiction.

These two interpretations of what the Lacanian vision implies for the future of psychoanalysis accept the division between poetry and science. But it seems that Lacan lives a different vision. He is a poet whose ambition has been to rediscover psychoanalysis as a science. In trying to place him on one side or another of the line that divides science from poetry, the line itself comes into question. He struggles to articulate a new way of thinking about the interrelationship among psychoanalysis, mathematics, science, and poetry. Why is Lacan working with knots? The question came up many times during his American visit, and most usually, it was asked with considerable skepticism. During his stay at Yale, Lacan answered in terms of his need for models of how things tie together in complex ways. Lacan explained that in order to understand the interconnections of the psyche (the symbolic, the imaginary, the real, and the symptom), he was trying “to invent another geometry,” a geometry “of the chain.” He envisions a mathematics that is not detached from our sense of our bodies, but deeply rooted in it. At MIT, Lacan described how he became preoccupied with “little loops of string” in an attempt to think about body and psyche at the same time.

Lacan explained how man has always been preoccupied with spheres and circles as abstractions of his own form. In the hands of mathematicians, topology took off to become apparently detached from the body, but the detachment is only superficial, and perhaps defensive. Lacan believes that a full experience of the knots in which we let ourselves become deeply involved with the twists and turns and intricacies of the little circles of string leads to a choc de retour, something like a return of the repressed. This is because we can make our own circle back from an abstract notion of topology to what Lacan believes were its primitive roots as a way of experiencing the body. But the circle in which Lacan has led us has not returned us to our point of departure. Our vision of mathematics and its relation to the unconscious has changed.
For Lacan, mathematics is not disembodied knowledge. It is constantly in touch with its roots in the unconscious. This contact has two consequences: first, that mathematical creativity draws on the unconscious, and second, that mathematics repays its debt by giving us a window back to the unconscious. Lacan has often said that "the unconscious is structured like a language." Perhaps in some important ways, it is structured like mathematics as well; so that doing mathematics, like dreaming, can, if properly understood, give us access to what is normally hidden from us. When we describe poetic, intuitive theories of psychology, we tend to speak of them as "warm," "human," "humanistic." The adjectives imply that we find them appropriate to the description of a whole, physically and socially rooted human being. But theories that use mathematical formulation are seen as "cold," "impersonal." Definitionally, something that is cold leaves out the warmth of the body. But Lacan's ideas powerfully suggest that when we think about the future of psychoanalytic theory, or indeed about future theories of the mind, whose content we can as of now only dream of, we need not feel that we are faced with a choice between poetic warmth and the cold, dry fruits of the Pythagorean tree.
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2. Ibid., p. 316.
3. Ibid., pp. 316–17.
5. The American Neo-Freudians (Erich Fromm, Karen Homey, Clara Thompson, Harry Stack Sullivan) shifted the emphasis of dynamic psychology from the unconscious to the conscious, from id to ego, and most generally from depth psychology to cultural psychology; in doing so, they gave psychoanalysis a more optimistic tone. In a sense, they did their job too well, and the next generation of American theoreticians usually referred to as the "post-Freudians" (Abraham Maslow, Gordon Allport, Carl Rogers) were not responding to Freud but contented themselves with revising his revisionists. On this point see Russell Jacoby, *Social Amnesia: A Critique of Contemporary Psychology from Adler to Laing* (Boston: Beacon Press, 1975). Jacoby’s book deals with the “forgetting of psychoanalysis” and the emergence of a primarily American “conformist psychology.” A less critical treatment of what America did with Freud’s ideas is Hendrik Ruitenbeck, *Freud and America* (New York: Macmillan, 1966).
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7. G. Stanley Hall to Sigmund Freud, October 7, 1909, Clark University Papers.

9. Philip Rieff, *The Triumph of the Therapeutic: The Uses of Faith after Freud* (New York: Harper and Row, 1968). In this work, Rieff argues that the development of modern industrial societies has been accompanied by their "deconversion" from the belief systems and symbols of traditional "positive communities" to those of "negative communities" that share only the symbols of science and where each individual must create his own personal world of meaning. In positive communities, the culture itself can serve as its own therapeutic order because members of the culture can interpret their experiences through the categories it furnishes. After deconversion, this is no longer possible.


19. See Parsons, "La Pénétration de la psychanalyse en France et aux Etats Unis."  


21. Claude's ambivalence toward psychoanalysis is illustrated by the fact that at times he justified Laforgue's presence in his service by saying that Laforgue was doing statistical studies for him. These studies do in fact offer some interesting information about the early French psychoanalytic world: the longest analytic "cure" done in Claude's service took several weeks.

22. In 1965, psychiatrist Yves Bertherat published a survey of ten percent of French psychiatrists which asked whether the psychiatrist being questioned provided some form of "psychotherapy" to his patients. Only fifty percent said that they did, but their descriptions of what this meant made it clear that most of their therapy was didactic ("setting a good moral example," "teaching patients how to "organize" life) rather than an occasion for the patient to explore feelings, relationships, irrational fears, and desires. See Yves Bertherat, "Enquête sur l'exercice de la psychiatrie en France," *L'information psychiatrique* (March 1965): 219-251.


25. For example, Henri Baruk, a member of the “moral school” of French critics of Freud, charges that psychoanalysis “destroys individual morality,” encourages weakening of the social personality, all leading to a “neurotic culture.” See Baruk, *La Psychiatrie Francaise de Pinel à nos jours*, p. 29. A more recent attack on Freud on the issue of his lack of scientificity is Pierre Debray-Ritzen, *La Scholastique Freudienne* (Paris: Fayard, 1972).

26. Carol Pierson Ryser, “The Influence of Value Systems in the Practice of Psychiatry: The French Case” (Ph.D. diss., Harvard University, 1967). On the basis on an analysis of historical, literary, and social scientific writing, Ryser chose a set of dominant French cultural values (rationalism, realism, individualism, creativity, loyalty to an in-group, sense of the “dual nature of reality”). She then went on to analyze French psychiatric writing from 1954–66 to check for the presence of these values.


29. Psychologists help to “track” students into academic or vocational programs. This weeding out turns out to be along class lines. Students can be retracked at several points, but in practice, the “second chances” for a classical bourgeois education are taken advantage of only by the children of the bourgeoisie.


32. Protestant pastors express their new identification with *le psy* in much the same terms as the Catholic clergy. For example: “I want to move from the diaconal to the verbal. I don’t want to speak from the pulpit or preside or consecrate from above. I want to speak to people where they are and share their lives with them, myself engaged as they are, in a professional activity.” See *Le Monde*, Dossiers et Documents, “L’Église de France.”


Chapter 2

1. When we speak of a French psychoanalytic culture we do not mean to imply that French psychoanalysis is a monolith. Not all French psychoanalysts are Lacanian. Indeed, some are interested in things that are antithetical to the Lacanian vision. Some are interested in integrating psychoanalysis and ego psychology. There is even nascent interest in psychoanalysis and behaviorism. But on the current French scene these analysts are almost obliged to take American psychoanalysis as their point of reference. In its theoretical referent, most French psychoanalysis bears the unmistakable stamp of Lacanism. In this book, the emphasis is on Lacan as the best representative of a clearly “French” reinterpretation of Freud. For an overview of French psychoanalysis taken as a whole see Ilse and Robert Barande, *Histoire de la psychanalyse en France* (Paris: Privat, 1974).


3. For a discussion of the social “fit” of therapeutic systems, see Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann, *The Social Construction of Reality* (New York: Doubleday and Com-


6. Ibid.

7. Ibid., p. 64. Of course when Lacan made this critique of behaviorism, he was certainly not alone in his insistence that problems of human meaning could not be reduced to behaviorist mechanisms. Such authors as Merleau-Ponty, Sartre, and Piaget were advancing similar positions at about the same time.

8. Ibid. The italicized word appears in English in the original text.


10. Ibid., p. 134.


12. For example, in the case of the Rat Man, Freud demonstrated how a person comes to associate the same word (or sound) with essential elements of his neurotic conflict. The man was plagued by fears of torture by rats (*Ratten*, in German), but these fears were associated with a series of other conflicts that all involved words resembling "rat": conflict over his late father's unpaid gambling debts (*Raten* in German means "instalments"), over the loss of a sister, Rita, who had died in infancy, and over whether to marry (*heiraten*).

13. To clarify this point about metaphor formation and repression, we compare a non-psychoanalytic metaphor with the psychoanalytic paternal metaphor we have just described, making use (as does Lacan) of linguist Ferdinand de Saussure's notation for the relationship of a signifier to what it signifies. This is S/s where S is the signifier and s is the signified and the line between them (the "bar") stands for the relationship of signification. So, for example, the word combination "brave man" is a signifier (S) for the fact that someone is a brave man (s). When we introduce the word "lion" as a metaphor, the new signifier "lion" (S') stands in place of the statement "brave man" (the former signifier) and also signifies being a brave man (the original signified). "Lion" now signifies "brave man" (just as "father's name" now signifies "desire for mother"), but the original signifier has been pushed down to a deeper level. This sequence from "He is a brave man" to "he is a lion" can be expressed as:

\[ S' ('lion') \rightarrow S ('brave man') \rightarrow S' (or, 'lion signifies the fact s of being a brave man') \]

S ('brave man')

S (the fact of being a brave man—the signified)

When we apply this reasoning to the origin of the paternal metaphor during the Oedipal crisis, "pushing a signifier down to a deeper level" (below the bar of signification) means its repression into the unconscious. The father's name serves as a metaphor, a new signifier, which causes the old signifier (the mother's desire) and the old signified (the phallus) to descend more deeply into the unconscious.
We recall our formula for metaphor, but this time, again following Lacan's usage, we substitute $ for the original signifier, which is designed to be expelled by the new signifier, and indicate that in the case of psychoanalytic metaphor, being below the bar of signification in the final term means being in the unconscious (U). So we have:

$$
\begin{align*}
S' & \quad $ & \quad U \\
\quad - & \quad \longrightarrow & \quad S' & \quad \text{or} & \quad S
\end{align*}
$$

the "name of the father" (S')

the mother's desire ($)

the mother's desire ($) or the signified to the subject

the name of the father

the phallus

(The this formula is adapted from Lacan, "On a Question Preliminary to Any Possible Treatment of Psychosis," *Ecrits: A Selection*, p. 200).


16. For Lacan, this Absolute Other, which he calls the Other with a capital O (in French, l'Autre, grand A) stands for the symbolic order and Freudian unconscious. We recall the reason why: the capacity for symbolic functioning was built around the repression through a process of metaphor formation of an absolute and irreducible desire to be the desire of an other. The Freudian unconscious was born of the repression of the desire for the absolute Other. In contrast, Lacan refers to the ego's identificational objects as "objects a" (in French, l'object, petit a). In this case, the lower case letter is a reminder that these objects are substitute objects. These "objects a" do not constitute the subject. The subject comes into being through a relationship with the symbolic order, the order of language and society which is also the order of the Freudian unconscious. The Other stands for all of these. Thus, for Lacan, the alienated self (the ego or moi) is constituted by the subject addressing himself in imaginary relationships to "objects a" and the subject (S) is constituted by the symbolic order.


18. The phallus signifies a fundamental absence, a lack in the being of the subject, what Lacan calls the manque-à-être. The subject cannot be the other's desire and this frustration was the condition for entrance into the symbolic. This formulation of frustration is Hegelian and, indeed, we cannot fully appreciate Lacan's position without entering a world of dialectical discourse in which it is not considered either obscure or illogical to maintain that the real is impossible and the impossible is the real. Indeed, this is exactly what Lacan does maintain when he describes the real as the third order.


Chapter 3

11. Ibid., p. 68.
15. The quotation is part of a longer manifesto by the radical political group Scription Rouge in an antipsychiatric magazine, *Gardes Fous*, no. 1 (February–March 1974).
18. Ibid., pp. 29, 30.
20. Ibid., p. 34.
21. Ibid.
23. Ibid., p. 68.
24. Ibid., pp. 68-69.
28. Ibid.
31. Herbert Tonka, "Fiction de la contestation alienee." The pamphlet, published in June, 1968, shows no other information about its publication.
33. Ibid., pp. 288, 293, 302.
34. "La psychanalyse: Ideologie reactionnaire (Autocritique)," La Nouvelle Critique, no. 7 (June 1949), pp. 52-73. Among the eight authors of the declaration was Dr. Serge Lebovici, who has since left behind both the Communist Party and his criticisms of psychoanalysis. In 1973, Lebovici, a member of the Paris Psychoanalytic Society and a determined opponent of Lacan during the first schism in the psychoanalytic movement, became the first French president of the International Psychoanalytic Association.
36. Ibid., p. 89.
37. Ibid., p. 107.
38. Catherine Backes-Clément, Pierre Bruno, and Lucien Sève, Pour une critique marxiste de la theorie psychoanalytique (Paris: Editions sociales, 1974). Backes-Clément and Bruno are at the Freudian School. By the time of the publication of this book, favorable articles about psychoanalysis were appearing regularly in Party publications aimed at a mass audience.
39. The phrase "Communist Party intellectuals" is misleading because it does not represent a homogeneous group of people. For example, both Louis Althusser and Roger Garaudy were "Communist Party intellectuals," and we already have noted that their positions on most matters were in direct opposition. There are serious disagreements on theory within the Party and, of course, some of these are expressed in different perspectives on psychoanalysis. The main source of contention is whether Freud and Lacan, and Marx for that matter, are to be read as theorists who reject or who leave room for an existential voluntarist psychology, what is usually referred to as a "humanist" psychology. Lucien Sève, one of Althusser's intellectual rivals within the Communist Party, represents a more humanist position than Althusser does. The Party's "practical" side, the people in the Party who worry about concrete policies in the mental health field, are similarly divided on the role of psychoanalysis. See for example, the positions of two Party psychiatrists: Lucien Bonnafé, Une psychiatrie differente, dites-vous, supplement to La Nouvelle Critique, no. 63 (April 1973), and Bernard Muldorff, "Les Communistes et la psychanalyse," Nouvelle Critique, no. 30 (January 1970), pp. 17-23.
scient," both found in the French edition of the *Ecrits* (Paris: Seuil, 1966), pp. 45, 52, 833. These comments are not unique. Lacan's work is studded with such. For example, Lacan's disdain for the Americans is clearly expressed in his introductory remarks to the "Discourse of Rome": "Function and Field of Speech and Language in Psychoanalysis." There he writes:

In any case, it appears incontestable that the conception of psychoanalysis in the United States has inclined towards the adaptation of the individual to the social environment, towards the quest for behaviour patterns, and towards all the objectification implied in the notion of "human relations." And the indigenous term "human engineering" strongly implies a privileged position of exclusion in relation to the human object.

Indeed, the eclipse in psychoanalysis of the most living terms of its experience—the unconscious and sexuality, which apparently will cease before long even to be mentioned—may be attributed to the distance from the human object without which such a position could not be held.

See *Ecrits: A Selection*, p. 38.

41. Lacan put forth this claim in "Position de L'Inconscient," an essay which does not appear in the selections of the *Ecrits* which has been translated into English. See the French edition of *Ecrits*, p. 833.

---

**Chapter 4**

1. The French expression for psychoanalytic training is *formation psychanalytique*. In some ways the acuity of the conflict in France is lost in this English translation of what the French analysts have been fighting about. To "train" someone implies that you have a concrete skill to teach and that a "candidate" in a "training analysis" has something almost tangible to learn, whereas in France one of the major contentions in the debate on the *formation* of an analyst through the *analyse didactique*, or "training analysis," is that the latter does not even exist as a separate entity. A similar point has, of course, often been made about the English translations of other Freudian terms. Where the English have translated *es* as *id*, the French have used the earthier and less literary translation of *es* as the "it," the *ça*. The Latin words have an abstract quality and seem far less threatening than having to accept the presence of an it, in French *ça*, a stranger that dwells within us.


Lacan first formulated his ideas about psychoanalysis as a scientific enterprise in opposition to a doctrine (which Lacan refers to as neo-Freudian and which he strongly identifies with the development of psychoanalysis in America) that sees Freud as a doctor who was "lucky enough" to make some discoveries of great therapeutic value (this unfortunate phrase belongs to Ernest Jones), but whose theoretical work was too rigid and focused on sexual concerns. Since the neo-Freudians believe that Freud's own attempts to formulate a general theory for what he had discovered were insufficient and led him into inconsistency and mysticism, the things about psychoanalysis that they feel are to be preserved at all costs are its outward forms: the interview, the training method, and the most mechanical features of interpretation.

Lacan's position, on the other hand, is that Freud was not "lucky" but knew exactly what he was doing when he delimited and described the unconscious as an object for scientific investigation and pointed toward how it could be studied.


5. Ibid., p. 39.

6. André Gide gave Madame Sokolnika literary immortality in his novel, *The Counterfeiters*, where she is thinly disguised as Madame Sophrosnika, the analyst of “Petit Boris.”

7. According to a letter written by René Laforgue, French psychoanalytic pioneer, to Freud on January 30, 1926, the French psychoanalytic group was made up of Laforgue and nine colleagues: Madame Sokolnika, E. Pichon, R. Allendy, Parcheminey, A. Borel, A. Hesnard, R. Loewenstein, and two Swiss analysts, R. de Saussure and C. Odier. The eleventh member of the French group was to be Princess Marie Bonaparte of Greece, who was in Vienna with Freud at the time that this letter was written. The official founding of the Paris Psychoanalytic Society was in November 1926; by December 1926, the group co-opted its first full member, Madame O. Codet, and its first associate member, Mlle. Anne Berman, who became one of the principal translators of Freud’s work into French.


10. Indeed, the lack of interest was so great that the original French analysts did little of the training of their own “second generation.” Most of the prewar training was done by Laforgue, Loewenstein, and the Swiss analysts, Odier and de Saussure, and then by Spitz and Hartmann during their visits to Paris. In the “second generation” of analysts who made the first schism, Jacques Lacan and Daniel Lagache were analyzed by Rudolf Loewenstein, Sacha Nacht by Heinz Hartmann, and Françoise Dolto by René Laforgue.

11. The reflections of Anaïs Nin on her analysis with Allendy testify to the fact that the picturesque style of Laforgue’s practice, which often is described as “thaumaturgical” or “wonder-working,” was not exceptional for its day. *Diary of Anaïs Nin, 1931–34* (New York: Swallow Press, 1966).

12. Lacan considers Clerambault as the perfect embodiment of the classical psychiatric heritage which Michel Foucault described in *The Birth of the Clinic* (New York: Pantheon Books, 1973), but nonetheless sees Clerambault as his “only master in psychiatry.” Lacan acknowledges that Clerambault’s work on mental automatism is to be criticized for its “mechanistic ideology of metaphor,” but it also gets Lacan’s homage: “In its grasp of the subjective text [it is] closer to that which can be obtained from a structural analysis than any other clinical effort in French psychiatry.” See Lacan, “De nos antécédents,” in *Ecrits* (Paris: Seuil, 1966), p. 65. This paper does not appear in the English edition.

13. Lacan’s thesis consisted of a critical survey of the then extant theories of paranoid psychosis followed by the detailed study of a female psychotic given to literary endeavor. The patient wrote love letters to celebrities, some of which Lacan analyzed in his text. The thesis has been republished as *De la psychose paranoïaque dans ses rapports avec la personnalité suivi de premiers écrits sur la paranoia* (Paris: Seuil, 1975).

Celui qui couve en moi, le même vous souleve,
Formes, que coule en vous la sueur ou la sève
C'est le feu qui me fait votre immortel amant.


17. Ibid.


21. A great deal of anger toward Nacht had been generated around the reporting of a vote that was taken in late December 1952. Nacht reported that a decision on the rules for the new institute had been reached unanimously. When a third of the Paris Society’s membership wrote him to object that this could not be true because they had voted against the majority position, the word went around that his reply was cavalier, something like: ‘‘What do numbers matter since in any case the rules have been voted in?’’ See Miller, *Scission*, p. 81.

22. Documents from this period of controversy (letters, voting rosters, proposals) can be found in Miller, *Scission*, pp. 65–91.

23. The phrase is from a letter of complaint written by Jenny Roudinesco, a student at the Paris Society during the time of the schism. It was signed by fifty-one of the Society’s seventy analytic candidates. Ibid., p. 73.

24. Ibid., p. 110.

25. In the days that followed, Hesnard, Berge, and Laforgue also joined the dissidents.


27. Miller, *Scission*. The letter is printed on the back cover.

28. A sample of their efforts to gain support is a letter of sixty-four handwritten pages that Lacan wrote to his analyst, Rudolf Loewenstein, on Bastille Day 1953, in which Lacan tried to defend himself against what he was experiencing as “treason,” “betrayal,” and “an attempt to turn my students away from me.” In the letter, Lacan describes how Marie Bonaparte traded her political support for special treatment. He defends his experimentation with short sessions in the training analysis as theoretically motivated research. He claims that, despite the seriousness of his research, he had respected his colleague’s wishes and had abandoned the short sessions since January 1953. At the end of the letter, Lacan asks Loewenstein to intercede on behalf of the new French
Psychoanalytic Society with his close friend, Heinz Hartmann, then president of the International Psychoanalytic Association. For the text of Lacan’s letter to Loewenstein, see Ibid., pp. 120–135.

29. This committee was composed of Drs. Eissler, Greenacre, Lamp-de Groot, Winnicott, and Mrs. H. Hoffer.


31. Ibid., p. 277.

32. Lacan, “Function and Field of Speech and Language,” Ecrits: A Selection, pp. 31–32. This paper is the work translated and commented upon in Anthony Wilden’s The Language of the Self (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 1968).

33. Ibid., p. 33.


35. The other members of this committee were: Dr. Paula Heimann, Mme. Ilse Hellmann, and Dr. P. J. van der Loew.

36. According to the rules of the International Psychoanalytic Association, the French Psychoanalytic Society could not become a study group unless three of its members were regular members of the IPA. But of course, all of its members had been excluded from the International in 1953. To get around this requirement, the International reinstated Daniel Lagache and Juliet Favez-Boutonier and awarded membership to Serge Leclaire who had been a student of Lacan.

37. The French Psychoanalytic Society tried to make distinctions between the International’s demands on “issues of principle” which they were willing to accept and on “issues of persons” which they could not. See, for example, a letter of September 28, 1961, from the president of the French Psychoanalytic Society, Juliette Favez-Boutonier, to Dr. Maxwell Gitelson, the president of the International Psychoanalytic Association. In Miller, L’Excommunication, p. 25.

38. Notes taken by François Perrier, secretary of the French Psychoanalytic Society, on the presentation of the Turquet Report to the French analysts are in ibid., pp. 41–45.

39. The conflict had finally crystallized around Lacan; the demand for the exclusion of Françoise Dolto became a non-issue. For the minutes of the International Psychoanalytic Association’s Twenty-third Congress at Stockholm at which the case of the French Society was discussed, see The International Journal of Psychoanalysis 45, parts 2–3 (April–July 1964): 468, 481.

40. Maud Mannoni, in Miller, L’Excommunication, p. 65.

41. Wladimir Granoff claims to have instigated the motion to the Education Committee. The motion to strike Lacan’s name was also signed by Juliette Favez-Boutonier, Daniel Lagache, and Georges Favez. The motion is reprinted in Miller, ed., L’Excommunication, p. 87.

42. Ibid, p. 110–111.


44. Miller, L’Excommunication, p. 130.

45. Miller, L’Excommunication. The excerpt from Lacan’s seminar appears on the back cover.

Chapter 5


7. Lacan’s phrase is “tut psychanalyste ne s’autorise que de lui-même.”


10. Ibid., p. 42.

11. In the July 1964 text that founded the Freudian School, the first section of the School’s activity is listed as “Section of pure psychoanalysis, that is, of the practice and doctrine of genuine psychoanalysis which is no other (and this will be established in its place) than the training analysis.” The text is reprinted in Miller, *L’Excommunication*, pp. 149–153.

12. In telling the story of the schisms, we have abandoned each psychoanalytic group after its break with Lacan, but not unlike the dynamics of political parties in France, the conflict and schism in the French psychoanalytic movement live on in the ideology and institutions of each group.

The Fourth Group worked out its training policies largely in reaction to its members’ bad experiences at the Freudian School. First, the Fourth Group requires somewhat greater rigor in training. In practice, analysts in training at the Freudian School do supervised analytic work, but as we have seen, this work is not formally listed as a requirement before the School will list a member as a practicing analyst. In the Fourth Group, there is a requirement of supervised analytic work before a candidate is recognized as an analyst.

Second, the Fourth Group, embittered by its experience with Lacan’s “School Analysts,” has allowed virtually no possibility for hierarchy among its analysts. An analyst becomes a full member of the Fourth Group by presenting a statement of his theoretical or clinical interests to a group of colleagues. In this process, very similar in tone to a Quaker meeting, the Fourth Group is staying very close to Lacan’s psychoanalytic protestantism, but at the Fourth Group, the metaphor is pursued with great rigor. There are no appended processes of ranking.

Third, the Fourth Group insists on a greater respect for clinical psychoanalysis than the group’s members found with Lacan.
The Fourth Group keeps itself egalitarian and flexible so that it can serve as a meeting ground for analysts of all the societies. As at the Freudian School, one need not be an analyst or even a member of the group to participate in its activities. Although only a few dozen analysts use the Fourth Group as a primary professional affiliation, many hundreds of analysts participate in it. In particular, the group seems to have found colleagues and support in the Paris Psychoanalytic Society.

The weight of psychoanalytic history has identified the Paris Psychoanalytic Society with its Institute of Psychoanalysis, and so the Society is almost universally referred to as "The Institute." The Institute, with a total membership of about three hundred, is organized in a traditional hierarchy of training analysts, associate and affiliate members, and candidates. One legacy of Nacht's long and unsuccessful attempt to have the state recognize an Institute medical diploma in clinical psychoanalysis is the strong implantation of the Institute in the medical milieu. Although forty percent of the members of the Institute are nonmedical analysts, they do not occupy positions of power in the organization in proportion to their numbers. They complain of being treated like second-class citizens and feel that they require the protection of a strong "medical" member of the group in order to carve out successful careers. About forty percent of the Association's members are lay analysts as compared with about sixty percent nonmedical membership in the Fourth Group and at the Freudian School.

In the years immediately following its break with Lacan in 1953, the Institute developed the reputation of being an anti-Lacanian monolith, but this is no longer the case. Several of its most influential members, among them André Green and Conrad Stein, are profoundly influenced by Lacan's ideas and participate in numerous research and publishing efforts with Lacanians. Far from presenting a "united front," the Institute struggles with its own internal psychoanalytic politics. Of all the French psychoanalytic societies, it was the one most severely challenged from within during the events of May-June 1968, when its bureaucratic and hierarchic structures came under sharp fire.

It is, of course, the members of the Institute who have had the most regular contact with the Anglo-American psychoanalytic community through their participation in the International Psychoanalytic Association. In fact, in 1973 a new president and secretary of the International took office, and for the first time they both were French, Serge Lebovici and Daniel Widlöcher. Both were veterans of psychoanalytic schisms: Lebovici broke with Lacan in 1953, Widlöcher in 1963.

The French Psychoanalytic Association, the product of the 1963 schism, has roughly had the same internal structure as the Paris Society, but it is far smaller, with less than a hundred members, which gives it a less formal tone. The Association has an image of being academic and intellectual. It sponsors a journal of considerable breadth, La Nouvelle Revue de Psychanalyse, and many American readers may have gotten their first taste of Lacanism via the work of two of his former students, now at the Association, Jean Laplanche and J.-B. Pontalis, who wrote the Vocabulary of Psychoanalysis (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 1968).

13. See Roustang, Un Destin Si Funeste, especially chapters 1, 2, and 4.
14. See ibid., especially chaps. 1, 2, 3, and 5.
18. Ibid.
19. Forculsion is the term which Lacan uses to translate Freud’s Verwerfung.
Chapter 6

1. The saliency of psychiatric struggles for the Left is quite concrete. Psychiatry in France as in the United States becomes part of systems of oppression and discrimination in schools, factories, and prisons. And, of course, there is the fact that eighty percent of French mental patients are from the working class.


4. The psychoanalyst community mental health reformers can trace their heritage back to the origins of "antipsychiatry" in France. The marginality of psychoanalysis to psychiatry until the mid-1950s meant that the critique of asylum psychiatry, which began to emerge after World War II, did not develop against psychoanalysis. In fact, it developed in close alliance with a brand of psychoanalysis that was willing to see itself in the service of psychiatry. Tens of thousands of French mental patients had been allowed to starve to death during World War II; after the war, public horror at the atrocity gave momentum to a nascent movement for the reform of the psychiatric hospital system which had been growing up around the practice of psychiatrist François Tosquelles at Saint-Alban Hospital. The principles behind the Tosquelles movement included improving material conditions within the hospital, diminishing the then total separation between the hospital and the outside world, and employing a therapeutic team whose members would engage patients in a variety of relationships and activities. The original group of reformers with Tosquelles (among them L. Bonnafé, G. Daumezon, and L. LeGuillant) worked in an eclectic spirit of medical empiricism. Their goal was to rationalize and humanize an absurd and inhuman system, and they were open to whatever they thought might help: drug therapy, group techniques, occupational therapy, and certain psychoanalytic techniques.

Today's community mental health reformers regard psychoanalysis as the technique that will make it possible for the psychiatric system to provide an adequate solution to the problem of psychosis. For them, the major obstacle to psychiatric therapy is the hospital model of practice, and they propose a marriage of psychiatric and flexible psychoanalytic ideas which will bring a modernized, supple psychiatry out into the community. According to this model, psychoanalysis exists to help psychiatry do its task better. The medical and psychiatric system and its hierarchies are accepted, not challenged. In the thirteenth arrondissement's community health center, which was the first "pilot" project for what is now a national community program, psychoanalytic power tends to reinforce medical authority: the entire institution operates by a kind of consensus about psychoanalysis, but for the nonphysicians, access to psychoanalysis is through an identification with the psychiatrist-analyst-leader. In terms of the relation between psychoanalytic politics and the politics of psychoanalysis, it is not insignificant that the analysts who founded the pilot in the thirteenth arrondissement were all of the Paris Psychoanalytic Society and all militantly anti-Lacanian. See P.-C. Recamier, Serge Lebovici, Phillipe Paumelle, and René DIatkine, Le psychanalyste sans divan (Paris: Payot, 1970).

5. "Et l'être de l'homme, non seulement ne peut être compris sans la folie, mais il ne serait pas l'être de l'homme s'il ne portait en lui la folie comme limite de sa liberté."

7. The fact that when Lacan "uses" linguistics he transforms terms and meanings is a source of contention in the French psychoanalytic world because, although the intention of using other disciplines is to open up psychoanalysis to them and vice versa, this idiosyncratic Lacanian usage can close down communication with other disciplines. If a linguist cannot criticize Lacan on the basis of how he uses terms from linguistics, there is a serious problem.


10. Ibid., p. 54.

11. Ibid., p. 55. Italics are mine.

12. Ibid., p. 54.


15. Ibid., p. 116.

16. Ibid., especially pp. 34, 222 ff., 296 ff.

17. Ibid., p. 54.

18. Deleuze and Guattari take a cure among the African Ndembu reported by anthropologist Victor Turner as an example. See ibid., p. 167.

19. Ibid., p. 360.

20. Ibid.

21. Robert Castel, *Le Psychanalysme* (Paris: Maspero, 1972), p. 21. *Anti-Oedipus* appeared just as Castel's book was going to press, and Castel makes the point that *Anti-Oedipus* represents the kind of criticism of psychoanalysis that he has been looking for.


24. The GIA (Groupe Information Asiles) tries to organize former patients in neighborhood groups to form a "counter-sector." Their goal is to inform patients so that they can better deal with the psychiatric establishment.


26. Ibid.

27. Indeed, radical groups, such as Scription Rouge, whose interests are certainly not restricted to the politics of psychology, publish in *Gardes Fous*, and the line between the political analysis of capitalism and the political analyses of psychiatry dissolves.

Chapter 7


3. See Jacques Hassoun, "Quand le psychanalyste se fait freudologue," *Etudes freudiennes*, no. 5–6 (January 1972), p. 9. Psychoanalysts had been professors in the French university system before 1968 (Juliette Favez-Boutonier and Daniel Lagache, for exam-
ple), but they were there as experts in psychology or psychiatry, not to profess psychoanalysis.

4. The unevenness of French medical education has slowed down Common Market plans for reciprocity in the recognition of health professionals among member countries. Before 1968, even the post of externe (i.e., the possibility of having some clinical experience during medical school) was competitive and open to only a limited number of students.

5. Political and psychoanalytic themes are developed together in the "Livre blanc de la réforme en médecine" and the "Livre blanc des sciences humaines," two mimeographed works of synthesis produced by reformers at the medical school during the summer of 1968.

6. "Livre blanc de la réforme en médecine."


8. There were three French psychoanalytic societies by 1968: the Paris Psychoanalytic Society, the French Psychoanalytic Association (both recognized by the International), and Lacan's Freudian School. Interviews with medical students of 1968 indicate that they were perceived as two camps: Lacanian and non-Lacanian.


10. There was one teacher for fifty students in the medical school as a whole, the worst student-faculty ratio in Europe, but only one teacher for each one hundred students of psychiatry.

11. Plans for the Psychiatric College are found in the mimeographed "Project d'un institut pluridisciplinaire de psychiatrie" (September 26, 1968).


13. Since 1968, French higher education has been divided into Unités d'Etudes et de Recherches (UERs) which function somewhat analogously to departments in American universities. For example, each UER gives courses for credits (known as Unités de Valeur, or UVs). The Department of Clinical Human Sciences at Censier is technically not a "department," but a UER; the Department of Psychoanalysis at Vincennes is another UER.

14. The Institute has preserved some of the outward forms of the Critical University. For example, the Critical University had spoken of integrating theory and practice, and the Institute of Psychology does not permit a student to enroll unless he also is doing paid work as a psychologist.

15. It is increasingly difficult for the French university system to justify eight years of post-baccalaureate training for a psychology diploma that has little real value unless it is "validated" by a psychoanalysis. The two major movements to reform the situation shared a hidden agenda to squeeze out the Freudian School. The first was spearheaded by Didier Anzieu, former student of Lacan's, member of the French Psychoanalytic Association, professor of psychology at Nanterre. The Anzieu plan tried to upgrade the psychology diploma by only certifying those psychologists trained by an analytic society that is recognized by the International Psychoanalysis Association (which is to say, a non-Lacanian society). The second, the Boulin Decree, was a government plan to give psychologists less training and lower their status to that of medical paraprofessionals. Physicians lobbied for the Boulin plan, which would have forced people who wanted to be psychotherapists into medicine and forced many Lacanian psychologist-analysts out of practice.
Chapter 8


3. Moscovici assembled a wide range of materials in his profile of psychoanalysis and society in the 1950s, including a content analysis of the press, and of Communist Party and Catholic opinion. In this chapter, we focus on some of the more notable changes in French attitudes since the 1950s which emerge from comparing Moscovici’s work with interviews I did twenty years later. Of course, there are similarities as well, particularly in how the French voice objections to psychoanalysis and in their characterization of “American psychoanalysis.” Moscovici worked with data collected from a representative sample of the Parisian population and a sample of subpopulations (liberal professionals, upper- and lower-middle classes, workers, and students). My 1974 study took up many of the questions raised in Moscovici’s work, examining, for example, each subject’s level of knowledge, attitudes, and experience in regard to psychoanalysis and other forms of psychotherapy. It also raised new issues which seemed relevant to the evolving social role of psychoanalysis in France, for example, attitudes about abortion, sex education, the 1968 events.
My study was in the form of an interview protocol which took about two hours to complete. Over two hundred subjects were interviewed. One hundred and eighty-two of them were used in tabulating the statistical results. I did seventy-eight of the interviews myself; the remaining one hundred and four were done by two assistants. The instructions to the interviewers were to take down everything that the subject said verbatim, as one would do if giving a Rorschach. Thus, I had one hundred and eighty-two full transcripts to work from. Proceeding in the same manner as Moscovici had, the subjects were quota sampled to constitute subpopulation samples. One hundred and three of the subjects form a "representative" sample of the Parisian population, distributed by age, sex, and class. This 1974 sample enables us to make comparisons with the responses of Moscovici's similarly constituted, representative sample. For a full description of my study, including the protocol, statistical analysis, and detailed information on the responses of the different subpopulations, see Sherry Turkle, "Psychoanalysis and Society: The Emergence of French Freud" (Ph.D. diss., Harvard University, 1976). In this chapter, which focuses on the one hundred and three members of the representative sample of 1974, no finding is presented if it was not significant to the .01 level using the chi-square test of association.

4. My comments on the publications world are based on a count and content analysis of articles published in Le Monde from 1960–74 that touched on psychology, psychiatry, and psychoanalysis; on an analysis of books published in these fields during the same period; on a survey of French television and radio programming; and on interviews with editors, publishers, and booksellers. For more detail, see Turkle, "Psychoanalysis and Society."

5. Feelings about what psychoanalysis is like in America seemed virtually unchanged from the 1950s when Moscovici collected the following reflections:

Americans go to a psychoanalyst the way they go to a grocer.

The French wouldn't take it—they don't need it. In America, they are naive and childlike—they take to anything.

In America, there are many crazy people—perhaps so is the population as a whole. They have the medicine and the politics they deserve.

What had changed was feelings about what psychoanalysis is like in France.


7. Ibid., p. 118.


10. Ten of the thirty patients whom Frischer interviewed made it very clear that for them being in analysis had raised their social standing. This sentiment was expressed many times by the people I interviewed. It partially explains why the public has a tendency to use the word "analyst" to cover a much larger group of counseling professionals. Association with an "analyst" brings prestige. A wide range of mental health professionals also try to "promote" their status to the analytic by using the term loosely. Patients as well as practitioners want to share in le pouvoir analytique, "psychoanalytic power," an expression that exists today as a common French idiom whereas to the American reader the expression may have little meaning.


12. Ibid., p. 144.

13. Mme. Grégoire claims that her analyst, René Laforgue, encouraged her to turn her talents toward the diffusion of psychoanalysis to the general public. Women's magazines and the Grégoire radio show are only two examples of how the language that French people find appropriate for giving advice about their problems has slipped from the moral to
the psychological. Mme. Soleil, France's best known and best loved astrologer, is yet
another. Soleil, who also has her own radio show, has taken to using a quasi-therapeutic
language to talk about reading the stars: "People come to see me to engage in a dialogue,
to discover themselves . . . to confide in someone anonymous with whom they can speak
freely and without consequence."

15. The only contact with psychoanalysts that any of the working-class people I spoke
with had had was in public institutions, usually for children. Contact with psychoanalysis
in institutions seems to breed contempt for it. While the liberal professional imagines his
child in a private consulting room, a poorer person imagines a crowded waiting room in a
state institution. While the liberal professional feels confident that "one can choose one's
own analyst," workers and lower-middle-class people know that for them there is usually
no choice. One passes through a series of offices and a battery of tests, and a therapist is
"assigned." For poor people, contact with les psy puts them in relationships in which
they have little control, and the sense of personal humiliation associated with public health
facilities interferes with any sense of psychoanalysis as liberating.

Chapter 9

1. See Serge Moscovici, La Psychanalyse, son image et son public, 2nd ed. (Paris:
2. The efficacy of priests and shamans and specialists in internal medicine is related to
their society's belief in the legitimacy and power of their methods. Psychoanalysts are no
different. For an overview of the question of the "social leverage" of the healer, see
4. For the best critical discussion of this strategy of nostalgia and retreat, see Robert

Conclusion

181–82.
3. Ibid., p. 16.
4. Ibid. Other authors in the "new philosopher" group include André Glucksmann,
Les Maîtres Penseurs (Paris: Grasset, 1977), and Guy Lardreau and Christian Jambet,
5. Lévy, La Barbarie à visage humaine.
6. Ibid., p. 224.
7. Ibid., p. 11.
8. See Glucksmann, Les Maîtres Penseurs, especially chap. 1, "Panurge Hors Les
Murs."
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